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Résumé et mots clés

Résumé

L’organisation de la fonction publique française connait de profondes mutations depuis le

début des années 2000. Cette thèse examine la capacité du système de recrutement et de

gestion des enseignants à répondre aux enjeux d’attractivité, d’efficacité et de diversité

au cœur des projets actuels de modernisation du système éducatif. Le premier chapitre

examine la neutralité du processus de recrutement des enseignants du secondaire vis-à-

vis du genre. Il révèle que des biais d’évaluation existent et tendent à favoriser le genre

minoritaire, contribuant ainsi à renforcer la mixité au sein des disciplines universitaires.

Les deuxième et troisième chapitres examinent la capacité des incitations monétaires, de

la demande d’enseignants et des exigences en matière de diplômes à attirer davantage et

potentiellement de meilleurs candidats aux postes d’enseignant. Une hausse du niveau

de diplôme requis pour enseigner (réforme de la "masterisation") ne semble pas améliorer

l’efficacité du recrutement en termes d’attractivité, de profils de compétences et de diver-

sité. Le quatrième chapitre examine la relation entre absentéisme, mobilité et conditions

de travail des enseignants. Il montre que les écoles et les directeurs d’école influencent

significativement les absences, les départs et le bien-être psychologique des enseignants.

Le manque de soutien hiérarchique, les comportements hostiles et l’intensité du travail

semblent jouer un rôle particulièrement important.

Mots clés

Recrutement, Biais de genre, Offre d’enseignants, Exigence de diplôme, Absentéisme,

Roulement du personnel, Conditions de travail
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Abstract and keywords

Abstract

The organization of the French civil service has undergone profound changes since the

early 2000s. This thesis examines the capacity of the teacher recruitment and manage-

ment system to meet the challenges of attractiveness, efficiency and diversity at the heart

of current projects to modernize the education system. The first chapter examines the

gender neutrality of the recruitment process for secondary school teachers. It reveals that

evaluation biases tend to favor the minority gender and contribute to strengthening the

gender diversity within university disciplines. The second and third chapters examine

the ability of monetary incentives, teacher demand and degree requirements to attract

more and potentially better candidates for teaching positions. An increase in the level

of qualification required to teach (from bachelor’s to master’s level) does not seem to

improve the effectiveness of recruitment in terms of attractiveness, skills profiles and di-

versity. The fourth chapter examines the relationship between absenteeism, mobility and

working conditions of teachers. It shows that schools and school principals significantly

influence teacher absences, turnover and psychological well-being. Lack of hierarchical

support, hostile behaviors and work intensity seem to play a critical role.

Keywords

Recruitment, Gender bias, Teacher supply, Degree requirement, Absenteeism, Staff turnover,

Working conditions
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1

Introduction

The organization of the French civil service has undergone profound changes since the

early 2000s. The Organic Law on Finance Laws (LOLF, 2001), implemented from 2006,

and the General Review of Public Policies (RGPP, 2007) intend to modernize government

action by moving away from the traditional conception of State organization. These re-

forms are inspired by the principles of the New Public Management (Hood, 1991), which

has been implemented in most OECD countries since the 1990s. The New Public Manage-

ment criticizes the functioning of the traditional bureaucratic organization (centralized,

hierarchical, impersonal, procedural) that leads to a sub-optimal use of state resources.

Based on economic and managerial theories1, proponents of this concept advocate ap-

plying private sector management practices to public administrations. The objective

is twofold: to improve the quality of public services and to reduce public spendings.

This new paradigm requires that the organization of the State be more oriented towards

transparency and performance than towards the resources mobilized, which requires more

monitoring and evaluation of results. The New Public Management also advocates the

decentralization of state decisions, by giving greater autonomy and responsibilities to

managers (Merrien, 1999; Bezes et al., 2011; Kalimullah et al., 2012).

In France, civil service reform has led to the implementation of performance indicators

at different levels of execution, the individualization of the evaluation of public employ-

ees, and the implementation of a remuneration system partly based on performance. It

has also resulted in an increased use of contracts (employees on fixed-term or permanent

contracts, public-private partnerships, delegation of services to private companies) and in

the reduction of the number of public employees over the period 2007-2012 (Chevallier,

2010). In the interests of performance, neutrality and equity, recent legislation also en-
1Public Choice Theory, Transaction Cost Theory and Principal-Agent Theory initiated by Black

(1958) and Arrow (1963), and the Scientific Management Movement (Merkle, 1980; Hume, 1981; Pollitt,
1990)
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courages the public service to reflect the diversity of citizens, in particular by diversifying

recruitment channels.

This thesis focuses on the recruitment and management of teachers who represent 13%

of the civil service employees in France2. In 2016, primary and secondary school teachers

accounted for 1.3% and 1.7% of the working population3. The majority of them (89% of

primary and 80% of secondary school teachers) worked in public schools. The organization

of the education system in France is centralized and placed under the supervision of the

Ministries of Education, Higher Education and Research. The State is responsible for

educational policy (curricula, diplomas, budgets, evaluations) and for the recruitment,

remuneration and career management of all teaching staff. Several government functions

are delegated to regional representatives. Since the 19th century, the country has been

geographically divided into academies ("academic regions") to which local management

of the education system is entrusted. The administrative division corresponding to the

academies became closer to that of the administrative regions during the 20th century

but they never coincided perfectly. Until 20154, there were 27 administrative regions

and 30 academic regions (see Figure 1). Each academic region is headed by a recteur

appointed by the President of the Republic. The recteurs ensure the application of

national education policy and regulations. They are responsible for the budget and for

the management of staff and schools from primary education to university in the academic

regions. School principals have administrative (budget proposal and implementation),

pedagogical (team coordination and leadership), supervisory (curriculum, school rules,

safety), representational (with the municipality and parents) and mediation (problem

solving, communication between teachers and parents) responsibilities. They are also

responsible for the health and safety of all education employees under their authority.

Education inspectors control and evaluate primary and secondary school teachers. They

are assigned to an area that includes several schools within the academic region and they

organize in-service teacher training.
2There are 5.7 million civil servants and contract workers in the three components - State, territory

and hospital - of the French civil service in 2016. Source: L’emploi dans la fonction publique en 2016,
Insee Première N◦1691, Mars 2018. Bilan social du ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enseignement
supérieur et de la Recherche - 2015-2016. Authors’ calculations.

3Source: Bilan social du ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la
Recherche - 2015-2016. Tableaux de l’économie française, Insee Référence, Edition 2018. Authors’
calculations.

4Several administrative regions merged in 2016 but with no consequences for academic regions. In
2018, there are 18 administrative regions.
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Figure 1 – Administrative regions and academic regions (académies) in France

Note: The map on the left shows the administrative regions in France from 1970 to 2015. The map on

the right shows the academic regions (Académies) since 1996.

Most teachers are recruited through competitive examinations (99% in primary education

and 92% in secondary education). The recteurs organize teacher competitions in the

regions, select the examinations and appoint the members of the juries. Examiners are

generally chosen from among teachers and education inspectors for the recruitment of

primary school teachers and among teachers and university professors for the recruitment

of secondary school teachers. Teachers who pass the competition usually become civil

servants after a one year probationary period. Other teachers are hired on the basis of

renewable short-term contracts (more rarely on the basis of open-ended contracts) of a

maximum duration of one year. Head teachers have little influence on the recruitment

and mobility of permanent teachers. However, they are in charge of the recruitment and

renewal of non-permanent teachers’ contracts. The remuneration of teachers depends

mainly on their status (civil servant or under contract) and seniority. Overtime and

bonuses represent 7% of primary school teachers’ salaries and 16% of secondary school

teachers’ salaries on average. Evaluations carried out by education inspectors, as well

as by school principals in secondary education, have a relatively moderate influence on

teachers’ career development and salary prospects.

In recent years, the education system has been at the heart of ongoing changes in the
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public service. Successive reforms have led to a new organization of school time, a renewal

of school curricula, the implementation of pupil assessments in primary education and the

increased autonomy of secondary schools in terms of subject provision. Human resources

management has also undergone significant changes. The number of tenured teacher

positions has decreased considerably over the period 2007-2011 (see Figure 2). Since

2011, primary and secondary school teachers must hold a master’s degree (a bachelor’s

degree was required since 1989). In 2014, the competition tests were modified to give a

more important role to the assessment of professional skills (Desbiolles, 2017). An oral

interview to assess candidates’ motivation, behavioural qualities and adaptability to the

teaching profession was added in 2014. In 2017, the professional evaluation of teachers was

modified to introduce more transparency and consistency at the national level. Between

2012 and 2014, and from 2018 onwards, the first day of sick leave is no longer paid in

the public service. This measure aims to limit excessive absence behaviour and reduce

the costs associated with compensation and replacement of absent employees. Recently,

discussions have intensified on the autonomy granted to school principals, particularly in

terms of staff recruitment and school budget management. Some actors in the education

system are questioning the ability of competitive recruitment to meet the specific needs

of students. Others argue that the civil servant status limit the possibility of setting up

an individualized management system (Boissinot, 2017).
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Figure 2 – Number of primary and secondary teaching posts over the period 1987-2018

Note: Evolution of the number of teaching positions in the external recruitment competitions for public

primary and secondary education over the period 1987-2018. About 85% of tenured teachers are recruited

through external competitions. Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

The 2010-2016 period is characterized by a stagnation in public sector wages (gel du

point d’indice). The increase in teacher qualification levels from 2011 onwards has not led

to an increase in teacher salaries5, which remain below the OECD average, particularly

in primary education (OECD, 2014). In this context of wage moderation and organiza-

tional transformations, this thesis examines the capacity of the teacher recruitment and

management system to meet the challenges of attractiveness, efficiency and diversity at

the heart of ongoing modernization projects. Particular attention is paid to how recent

reforms have contributed to the equal treatment of pupils.

The four chapters that compose this thesis exploit the richness and exhaustiveness

of the administrative data of the Ministry of Education. The recruitment and personnel

management databases make it possible to monitor the careers of hundreds of thou-
5An increase in teacher salaries has began for July 2016. It is reflected in an increase in the fixed

salary (end of the gel du point d’indice), an increase in bonuses (subject to the exercise of specific missions
in secondary education) and an increase in the salary at the beginning and at the end of teacher career
by 2020.
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sands of primary and secondary school teachers, from recruitment, through successive

assignments, to departure from the education system. They indicate how individuals

were recruited (type of competition, results of recruitment tests), provide detailed socio-

demographic information (age, sex, level of diploma, specialization of diploma, place of

residence, family and professional situation), characteristics of posts occupied (subject

taught, number of hours worked, type of establishment, address), career development

(status, seniority, evaluation by education inspectors) and provide information on ab-

sences (reason, dates, duration). The studies presented in this thesis largely exploit the

longitudinal nature of these data. The rules for managing teachers in France (recruit-

ment, assignment) also make it possible to implement original identification strategies

to address international issues: the lack of gender diversity between professions, the dis-

crimination in hiring, the effect of qualification requirements on teacher recruitment, the

effects of managerial practices and working conditions on staff health and motivation.

This thesis hopes to contribute to the understanding of the challenges of the current

education system and shed new light on past and future reforms.

The first chapter focuses on the issue of the gender neutrality of the secondary

school teacher recruitment examination. The recruitment of civil servants by competitive

examination has gradually become widespread in France since the 19th century. The 1983

law defining the "rights and obligations of civil servants" specifies that the competition

must guarantee the neutrality of recruitment (principle of equal treatment of candidates),

the efficiency of the civil service (by selecting the most competent candidates) and the

independence of civil servants from the political authorities (recruitment is based solely

on the "merit" of the candidates). These principles also define the rules governing the re-

muneration and career of civil servants, according to their status and seniority. However,

the current recruitment of civil servants is far from being meritocratic. Social science

research has shown that competitions largely reproduce the gender, ethno-racial, geo-

graphical, economic and social inequalities that accumulate throughout the candidates’

academic (and sometimes professional) careers (Duru-Bellat, 2003; Versini, 2004; Pouget,

2005; DiPrete and Eirich, 2006; Eymeri-Douzans, 2012). This first chapter examines

whether competitive recruitment, a standardized process that promises candidates to be

assessed under the same conditions and according to the same criteria, is neutral, as

required by law, or whether it contributes to increasing (or reducing) inequality among
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applicants.

The lack of gender diversity in most academic disciplines is a well-known phenomenon

that concerns higher education graduates, secondary school teachers and university pro-

fessors (see Table 1). This gender disparity is coupled with a wage disparity since the

most feminized specialties generally offer the lowest income prospects (see Figure 3). Sev-

eral studies also show that a significant share (between 8 and 20%) of the gender pay

gap comes from differences in university specialization (Machin and Puhani, 2003). In

addition to the issue of equal access to public employment, gender segregation raises the

issue of equal treatment of students. Studies in educational sciences have indeed shown

that the gender of the teacher can influence the results, orientation and specialization

choices of students. Cases of discrimination have been identified in some studies (Dee,

2005), but recent research has mainly highlighted the role model of teachers (Bettinger

et al., 2005; Marx et al., 2013; Paredes, 2014; Porter et al., 2017; Breda et al., 2018).

These results, consistent with the theory of representative bureaucracy, suggest ensuring

diversity of teaching staff in all disciplines.

Table 1 – Share of women by field among university professors and assistant professors,
secondary school teachers and university graduates

Discipline
Proportion of women
among professors and
assistant professors (%)

Proportion of women
among secondary
school teachers (%)

Proportion of women
among university
graduates (%)

Mathematics 20.9 38.4 39.7
Philosophy 27.1 44.8 39.7
Physics 16.8 49.5 24.8
Chemistry 37.4 44.5
Geography 36.5 47.8 43.4
History 41.9 52.3
Economics and social sciences 39.6 65.1 53.3
Biology and geology 45.9 82.5 53.1
Modern and classical litera-
ture 55.7 82.5 80.1
Languages 61.9 83.9 78.2

Notes: 20.9% of mathematics professors and assistant professors (respectively 38.4% of mathematics secondary
school teachers) are women in 2013. 39.7% of university graduates in mathematics are women in 2005-2013.
Source: Ministry of Higher Education and Research (SIES), Ministry of Education (DEPP), Labor Force Survey
(INSEE). Author’s calculations.
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Figure 3 – Average net salary (in euros per month) of university graduates according to
the proportion of women among university graduates in the field.

Note: Average net salary (in euros per month) of higher education graduates by academic discipline over

the period 2002-2011. Proportion of women among higher education graduates by academic discipline

over the period 2002-2011. Source : Labor Force Survey (INSEE). Author’s calculations.

The first chapter reveals that the recruitment of secondary school teachers through

competitive examinations is not neutral. Evaluation biases tend to favour the minority

gender, and thus contribute to strengthening the diversity of teaching staff in all disci-

plines. Although in contradiction with the principle of neutrality established by law, these

recruitment biases are likely to reduce differences in students’ specialization in higher ed-

ucation, and thus potentially the gender pay gap. The advantage granted to the minority

sex when recruiting teachers partly compensates for school and family inequalities, which

is reflected in the lack of gender diversity among candidates. The (uncoordinated) atti-

tude of recruiters towards greater gender diversity in secondary education could reflect

their mobilization on diversity issues.

The second and third chapters examine the capacity of the current management

system (recruitment, remuneration, assignment) to attract and motivate the next gener-

ation of teachers. For several years, an increasing number of countries have been facing
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teacher shortages to varying degrees (European Commission 2014). This phenomenon

is intensifying on an international scale. It concerns France again after having disap-

peared for several years in secondary education and several decades in primary educa-

tion. Teacher shortages result in a small number of candidates, difficulties in recruiting

appropriate profiles, positions that remain unoccupied for a longer or shorter period, and

difficulties in replacing absent teachers. Although difficult to measure, the shortage of

teachers in France can be approximated by the number of candidates per post for re-

cruitment competitions, the rate of unfilled posts at the end of the usual recruitment

procedure and the proportion of teachers on short-term contracts6 In secondary educa-

tion, teacher shortages are concentrated in a few subjects: mathematics, literature and

foreign languages in particular. In primary education, where recruitment is decentralized,

shortages are concentrated mainly in two regions: Créteil and Versailles (see Table 2).

Table 2 – Measures of teacher shortages in primary and secondary education in 2016

Number of
candidates per

teaching post (%)

Proportion of unfilled
teaching posts in the
main competitive
examinations (%)

Proportion of
teachers on short
contracts (%)

Primary education
All academic regions 2.5 4.7 0.6
Bordeaux 3.9 -4.1 0
Lyon 2.8 0 0.7
Aix-Marseille 2.6 0 0.2
Lille 2.6 0 0.1
Grenoble 2.5 0 0
Versailles 1.2 12.9 0.4
Créteil 1.2 25.9 2.5

Secondary education
All fields 3.2 14.3 6.2
History/Geography 4.9 0 3.9
Physics/Chemistry 4.4 0 3
Biology/Geology 4.3 0 5.6
Economics/Management/Social Sciences 5.6 8.2 9.4
Languages 2.9 15.9 7.6
Literature 1.7 23.3 6.9
Mathematics 2.2 24.6 7.2

Notes: Data are presented for academic regions that have recruited more than 14,000 primary school teachers in
2016 and for academic fields that have recruited more than 11,000 secondary school teachers in 2016. In the Créteil
region, there are 1.2 candidates for 1 primary school post in 2016. In 2016, 25.9% of primary school positions in
the external competition were not filled and 2.5% of primary teachers were on short-term contracts in the Créteil
region.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Author’s calculations.

6Teacher shortages could also be approximated by the number of teacher-free days per student during
the school year. Teachers on short-term contracts respond to specific needs (replacing an absent teacher)
or fill positions that remain vacant at the end of the tenured teacher assignment process.
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The second chapter draws on the theoretical and empirical literature in economics

to propose a simple model that provides a better understanding of the effect of salary,

the number of positions and the level of qualification required on the supply and skills of

teachers. Based on reasonable assumptions, the model demonstrates an increase in the

number of candidates as teacher salary increases, a positive (but decreasing) elasticity

in the supply of teachers with the number of positions, and a decrease in the number

of candidates as the required qualification level increases. This theoretical framework

also helps to understand the mechanisms by which diversity in recruitment is likely to be

affected. However, more restrictive assumptions would be needed to remove ambiguity

about the effect of salary, demand and diploma level on teachers’ competencies. The

unexpected increase in teachers’ salaries from 2017 onwards (especially for those working

in priority areas of education) will make it possible to estimate the elasticity of teacher

supply and characteristics with salary.

The third chapter examines whether the so-called "masterisation" reform, which

raised the level of qualification required to teach from a bachelor’s to a master’s degree

in 2011 in France, has affected the attractiveness of the profession and the characteristics

of the teachers recruited. This reform is quite clearly based on the principles of the new

public management. First, it aims to improve the quality of education by extending the

duration of teachers’ studies. Second, it aims to reduce public expenditure by no longer

remunerating initial training, which is now integrated into a master’s program that must

be obtained before recruitment7. Although a dozen OECD countries are now recruiting

teachers at the master level (European Commission 2014), this type of policy has never

been evaluated to my knowledge. This chapter shows that the increase in the level of

qualification required has led to a sharp drop in the number of candidates for primary

teacher posts. The reform also reduced the level of teachers’ knowledge measured by the

competitive recruitment examination, but did not affect the pedagogical skills assessed

in class by education inspectors. The gender mix of recruitment also decreased after the

reform, but the context of stagnating wages may have contributed to the decline in the

share of men among candidates. Following the 2011 reform, recruitment inequalities have
7The initial training of civil servant teachers lasts two years. The first year focuses on the acquisition

of disciplinary and pedagogical knowledge, while the second year focuses on practical training. Before
2011 and from 2014, the first year of training is optional and precedes recruitment. The second year is
open only to successful candidates and includes a significant number of hours of classroom instruction.
Trainee teachers are paid full-time during this second year of training.
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tended to widen between regions. Teacher shortages have emerged in regions where the

number of candidates has declined the most and additional competitive examinations

were created from 2015 onwards to fill posts that remained vacant following the usual

recruitment procedure. The share of contract teachers and the difficulties in replacing

absent teachers remain higher in these regions than in the rest of the country.

The fourth and last chapter of this thesis examines the link between working con-

ditions and managerial practices on the one hand, and teacher absences and turnover on

the other. In most countries, the implementation of the New Public Management has

led to increased school autonomy. This autonomy has taken various forms and intensi-

ties depending on the country (Scheerens and Maslowski, 2008) but it generally leads to

greater margin of decision for the school principal in terms of pedagogy (choice of teach-

ing projects and methods, courses and programmes, timetables), personnel management

(recruitment, dismissal, remuneration) and budget management (including the search for

private funding sources). Supporters of school autonomy argue that giving schools more

responsibility and flexibility to achieve the objectives set by the state will improve the

performance of the education system as a whole and reduce educational inequalities. By

giving more space to individual initiatives, school autonomy fosters innovation and makes

the teaching profession more attractive. By giving school principals the freedom to form

the most appropriate pedagogical team, school autonomy makes it possible to meet the

specific needs of pupils.

Recent literature in economics of education shows that headteachers have a significant

influence on the academic performance of students (Coelli and Green, 2012; Branch et al.,

2012). However, the managerial practices, pedagogical choices and conditions associated

with student success are still largely unknown (Clark et al., 2009). One reason for this is

that the effects of the reforms that have led to greater school autonomy around the world

have received very little evaluation. Recent empirical studies show that these initiatives

have mixed, and overall rather modest, effects on student performance (Clark et al., 2009;

Allen, 2010; Epple et al., 2017). Studies based on international comparisons are more

optimistic and generally conclude that school autonomy has a strong positive impact

on student achievement. However, the decentralization of responsibilities and decisions

is generally accompanied by a strengthening of school monitoring, which can explain a

significant part of the estimated gains in school success.
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Several actors in the French education system advocate greater autonomy for schools,

particularly in the recruitment and evaluation of teachers (Chaix, 2015; Lefèvre, 2015).

Many of them agree that the success of such a transformation depends on the manage-

rial skills of school principals and, in particular, on the attention they pay to working

conditions. Chapter 4 shows that, despite relatively limited decision latitude8, the school

principal has a real influence on sick leaves and voluntary departures of teachers. In

addition, teachers faced with increased absenteeism and departures from their schools

following the arrival of a new headteacher more often report a lack of hierarchical sup-

port. This first result raises the question of the recruitment and training of headteachers,

particularly in the area of psychosocial risk prevention. In the United States, where

schools enjoy a high degree of autonomy, a recent study shows that intensive training

of principals in management practices has a positive impact on student success (Fryer

et al., 2017). The effect of training headteachers in prevention could be the subject of

future research. This fourth chapter also shows that schools influence teacher absences

and turnover. In schools that increase absenteeism and departures, teachers are more of-

ten confronted with hostile behaviors and high work intensity. The analysis reveals that

teachers working in these schools are more likely to develop depressive symptoms and that

young and inexperienced teachers are more likely to be assigned to these schools. These

results call for an improvement in working conditions in schools. They also question the

effectiveness of seniority-based mobility rules that result in inexperienced teachers being

assigned to schools with the least favorable working and learning conditions. This chapter

suggests that teacher absenteeism can be significantly reduced by addressing the issue

of working conditions and managerial practices. The method proposed in this chapter

can contributes to identifying the schools and school heads for whom prevention actions

should be carried out as a priority.

In the following paragraphs, I present in more detail the context, the methods and

the results obtained in the four chapters that compose this doctoral thesis.

Chapter 1, Teaching accreditation exams in France favor women in male-dominated
8In France, with rare exceptions, school principals are not consulted when recruiting and assigning

tenured teachers. In secondary education, principals have authority over teachers and non-teaching
staff but are not empowered to take disciplinary action. Moreover, the evaluation of teachers by school
principals has practically no impact on their remuneration.
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disciplines and men in female-dominated fields, is a joint work with Thomas Breda and

investigates whether discrimination against women is a possible cause behind their un-

derrepresentation in certain STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)

subjects, as suggested by some authors. We show that this is not the case at the com-

petitive exams used to recruit almost all French secondary and postsecondary teachers.

Our method is based on the comparisons of oral non gender-blind tests with written

gender-blind tests for about 100,000 individuals observed in 11 different fields over the

period 2006-2013. We find that the bias in favor of women (respectively men) is strongly

increasing with the extent of a field’s male (respectively female)-domination, as measure

by the share of women (respectively men) among the professors and assistant professors

in the field. This bias turns from 3 to 5 percentile ranks for men in literature and foreign

languages to about 10 percentile ranks for women in math, physics or philosophy. One

implication of this study is that active policies aimed at counteracting stereotypes and

discrimination should focus more on early ages, before educational choices are made. In

the absence of discrimination in hiring, future research should also focus on understanding

why women enroll less often than men in science.

Chapter 2, Understanding the effect of salary, degree requirements and demand on

teacher supply and quality: a theoretical approach, examines under which conditions de-

gree requirements and financial incentives can help attract more and potentially better

candidates for teaching positions. For several years, most developed countries have faced

growing problems of teacher shortages in primary and secondary education, and it seems

essential to better understand the levers available to stem this phenomenon. After a re-

view of the theoretical and empirical literature, this chapter proposes a simple framework

based on classical economic theory. The model shows, with reasonable assumptions, that

increasing teacher salaries and demand have positive effects on teacher supply, which is

consistent with the results of the empirical literature. On the other hand, increasing the

level of qualification required to teach is expected to reduce the number of candidates

for teaching posts. The effect of salary, demand and qualifications on teacher quality is

much more difficult to predict. It depends heavily on the nature of the correlation be-

tween teacher on-the-job performance and the competencies measured by the degrees and

selection criteria used in recruitment. The effect also depends on the ability of financial

and non-financial incentives to attract the best candidates. Empirical evaluations should
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make it possible to test the model’s assumptions and predictions.

Chapter 3, How does the increase in teachers’ qualification levels affect their sup-

ply and characteristics?, assesses the reform that requires teachers to be recruited at

master level rather than at bachelor level in France since 2011. In recent years, many

European countries have increased the qualification level of teachers. However, these

reforms have not been evaluated and we do not know whether they have improved re-

cruitment efficiency. Using a first difference approach, I find that the increase in teacher

qualifications has resulted in a 50% decrease in the average number of candidates. The

accreditation score (subject content knowledge) of teachers fell by 0.55SD and the share

of men (minority gender) fell by about 15% following the introduction of the reform.

In contrast, the classroom observation score (teaching attitudes and practices) remained

relatively unchanged. The recruitment inequalities between regions (level of recruitment

and attractiveness) also tended to increase after the reform. These results invite to re-

cruit teachers again at the bachelor level. Another possibility would be to substantially

increase teachers’ salaries to compensate for the wage gap with the private sector.

Chapter 4, How school context and management influence sick leave and teacher

departure, examines the influence of secondary schools and school principals on sick leave

and teacher turnover in France. Much research in economics suggests that managerial

and workplace practices contribute to corporate and state performance but we know little

about their effects on workers’ behaviour and health. I decompose teacher absences due

to illness (respectively teacher turnover) into individual, school and principal contribu-

tions using a method similar to the value-added models in economics of education or

to the AKM methods in labour economics (high dimensional decomposition methods).

The main sample is composed of about 300,000 teachers that I observe on average for 6

consecutive years. I find that schools and school principals substantially contribute to

teacher absences: sick leave duration increases by 250-300% (≈ 16-18 days per year) on

average for teachers moving from the first to the fourth quartile of school fixed effects,

while sick leave duration increases by 170-220% (≈ 12-14 days per year) on average in

schools transiting from the first to the fourth quartile of school principal fixed effects.

Evidence suggests that school and principal fixed effects are more likely to reflect adverse

working conditions than absence norms. I show that school (respectively school principal)

effects increase with teacher turnover, and that teachers who are more absent than their
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colleagues are also more likely to leave these schools (respectively school principal). I

find evidence that school effects are correlated with work intensity and hostile behaviors,

while principal effects are correlated with lack of hierarchical support. School fixed effects

are also negatively correlated with teachers’ psychological well-being as measured by the

World Health Organization index (WHO-5). These results suggest that better consider-

ation of psychosocial risk factors in the education sector could reduce teacher absences

and associated costs, but also improve teacher health.
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Chapter 1

Teaching accreditation exams in
France favor women in
male-dominated disciplines and men
in female-dominated fields

JOINT WITH THOMAS BREDA

1.1 Introduction

Why are women underrepresented in most areas of science, technology, engineering, and

mathematics (STEM)? One of the most common explanations is that a hiring bias against

women exists in those fields (West and Curtis, 2006; Shalala et al., 2006; Hill et al., 2010;

Sheltzer and Smith, 2014). This explanation is supported by a few older experiments

(Swim et al., 1989; Foschi et al., 1994; Steinpreis et al., 1999), a recent testing with

fictitious resumes (Moss-Racusin et al., 2012), and a recent lab experiment (Reuben

et al., 2014), suggesting that the phenomenon still prevails.

However some scholars have challenged this view (Ceci and Williams, 2011; Ceci et al.,

2014) and another recent testing with fictitious resumes finds opposite results, namely a

bias in favor of women in academic recruitment (Williams and Ceci, 2015). Studies based

on actual hiring also find that when women apply to tenure-track STEM positions, they

are more likely to be hired (National Research Council, 2010; Wolfinger et al., 2008; Glass

and Minnotte, 2010; Irvine, 1996). However, those studies do not control for applicants’

quality and a frequent claim is that their results simply reflect the fact that only the best

female PhDs apply to these positions while a larger fraction of males do so (Ceci et al.,
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2014; National Research Council, 2010). One study did control for applicants’ quality and

reported a bias in favor of women in male-dominated fields (Breda and Ly, 2015), but it

has limited external validity due to its very specific context. The present analysis is based

on a natural experiment over 200,000 individuals participating in competitive exams for

primary, secondary and college/university teaching positions in France over the period

2006-2013, and it has two distinct advantages over all previous studies. First, it provides

the first large-scale real-world evidence on gender biases in both evaluation and hiring, and

how those biases vary across fields and contexts. Second, it offers possible explanations

for the discrepancies between existing studies. Those discrepancies may be explained

by various factors, ranging from experimental conditions, contexts, type of evaluations

made (e.g. grading or hiring), and the math-content of the exams. We hypothesize that

two moderators are important to understand what shapes evaluation biases against or in

favor of women: the actual degree of female under-representation in the field in which the

evaluation takes place and the level at which candidates are evaluated, from lower-level

(primary and secondary teaching) to college/university hiring.

Carefully taking into account the extent of under-representation of women in 11 aca-

demic fields allows us to extend the analysis beyond the STEM distinction. As pointed

out recently (Ceci et al., 2014; Williams and Ceci, 2015; Breda and Ly, 2015; Leslie et al.,

2015), the focus on STEM versus non STEM fields can be misleading to understand fe-

male underrepresentation in academia as some STEM fields are not dominated by men

(e.g. 54% of U.S. Ph.Ds. in molecular biology are women) while some non-STEM fields,

including humanities, are male-dominated (e.g. only 31% of U.S. PhDs. in philosophy

are women 1). The underrepresentation of women in academia is thus a problem that is

not limited to STEM fields. A better predictor of this underrepresentation, some have

argued, is the belief that innate raw talent is the main requirement to succeed in the field

(Leslie et al., 2015).

The level at which the evaluation takes place matters because stereotypes (or political

views) can influence behavior differently if evaluators face already highly skilled applicants

(as in Williams and Ceci 2015; Breda and Ly 2015) or moderately skilled ones (as in Ceci

and Williams 2011; Ceci et al. 2014). By their mere presence among the pool of applicants

for a high-level position, candidates signal their motivation and potential talent, whereas
1National Science Foundation, Survey of Earned Doctorates (2011);

www.nsf.gov/statistics/srvydoctorates/.
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this is less true at a lower level, such as primary school teaching. Females who have

mastered the curriculum, and who apply to high-skill jobs in male-dominated fields signal

that they do not elicit the general stereotypes associating quantitative ability with men.

This may induce a rational belief reversal regarding the motivation or ability of those

female applicants (Fryer and Levitt, 2010), or a so-called “boomerang effect” (Heilman

et al., 1988) that modifies the attitudes towards them. Experimental evidence provides

support for this theory by showing that gender biases are lower or even inverted when

information clearly indicates high competence of those being evaluated (Heilman et al.,

1988; Koch et al., 2015).

To study how both female underrepresentation and candidates’ expected aptitudes

can shape skills assessment, we exploit the two-stage design (written then oral tests) of

the three national exams used in France to recruit virtually all primary-school teach-

ers (CRPE), middle- and high-school teachers (CAPES and Agrégation), as well as a

large share of graduate school and university teachers (Agrégation). A college degree is

necessary to take part in those competitive exams. Except for the lower level (CRPE),

each exam is subject-specific and typically includes 2 to 3 written and oral tests taken

roughly at the same time. Importantly, oral tests are not general recruiting interviews:

depending on the subject, they include exercises, questions or text discussions designed

to assess candidates’ fundamental skills, exactly as are written tests. All tests are graded

by teachers or professors specialized in the subject, except at the lower-level where a

non-specialist sometimes serves on a 2-to-3 examiner panel along with specialists. 80%

of evaluators at the highest-level exam (Agrégation) are either full-time researchers or

university professors in French academia. The corresponding statistics is 30% at the

medium level exam (CAPES).

Our strategy exploits the fact that the written tests are “blinded” (candidates’ name

and gender are not known by the professor who grades these tests) while the oral tests

are obviously not. Providing that female handwriting cannot be easily detected - which

we discuss later -, written tests provide a counterfactual measure of students’ cognitive

ability in each subject.

The French evaluation data offers unique advantages over previously-published exper-

iments; they provide real-world test scores for a large group of individuals, thus they avoid

the usual problem of experiments’ limited external validity. At the same time, these data
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present a compelling “experiment of nature” in which naturally-occurring variations can

be leveraged to provide controls. A final advantage is to draw on very rich administrative

data that allow numerous statistical controls to be applied.

1.2 Institutional background

1.2.1 Competitive exams to recruit teachers in France

Teachers in France are recruited through competitive exams, either internally from al-

ready hired civil servants (usually already holding a teaching accreditation) or externally

from a pool of applicants who are not yet civil servants. Candidates to private and public

schools are recruited through the same competitive exams but they have to specify their

choice at the time of the registration. The final rankings are distinct. We have data and

therefore focus on the three competitive exams used to recruit teachers externally for

positions in public schools or public higher education institutions (such as prep schools

and colleges/universities, see below). More than 80% of all new teaching positions in

France are filled with candidates that have passed one of these three exams.

1.2.2 Systematic non-anonymous oral and anonymous written

tests

The competitive exams for teaching positions first comprise an “eligibility” stage in the

form of written tests taken in April. All candidates are then ranked according to a

weighted average of all written test scores; the highest-ranked students are declared eligi-

ble for the second stage (the eligibility threshold is exam-specific). This second “admis-

sion” stage takes place in June and consists of oral tests on the same subjects (see Table

1.1). Importantly, oral test examiners may be different from the written test examiners

and they do not know what grades students have obtained on the written tests. Students

are only informed about their eligibility for oral tests two weeks before taking them and

are also unaware of their scores on the written tests. After the oral tests, a final score is

computed as a weighted average of all written and oral test scores (with usually a much

higher weight placed on the oral tests). This score is used to create the final ranking of

the eligible candidates in order to admit the best ones. The number of admitted candi-
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dates is usually equal to the number of positions to be filled by the recruiting body and

is known by all in advance.

Competitive exams based on written and oral tests are very common in France: they

are typically used to recruit future civil servants, as well as students in France’s most

prestigious higher education institutions (see details in Breda and Ly 2015). Each year,

hundreds of thousands of French citizens take such exams. Historically, most of these

exams only included oral tests or oral interviews, but the growing number of candidates

over time led the exams’ organizers to add a first stage selection of candidates that is

based on written tests, which are less costly to evaluate than the second stage oral exams.

These exams are thus widespread in French society, and something most candidates are

familiar with.

1.2.3 Exams at three different levels

We exploit data on three broad types of exams: the Agrégation, the CAPES (Certificat

d’Aptitude au professorat de l’enseignement du second degré) and the CRPE (Concours

de Recrutement des Professeurs des Ecoles). As explained below, the Agrégation exam

is partly geared toward evaluating potential candidates for professorial hiring.

Higher level exam: Agrégation

The most prestigious and difficult of those exams is the Agrégation. It has strong histor-

ical roots. For example, it dates back to 1679 in Law, 1764 in Arts, and started to spread

to other fields in 1808. It is a field-specific exam, meaning that candidates take it in a

given subject in order to get the accreditation to teach that subject only. Although there

are roughly forty fields of specialization, a dozen of them comprise 80% of both positions

and candidates. We focus exclusively on these dozen fields for the present study. Once

candidates have chosen a particular subject, they are tested only in that subject, with

the exception of a short interview aimed to detect their ability to "behave as an ethical

and responsible civil servant" (see below).

Agrégation is highly selective and only well-prepared candidates with a strong back-

ground in their field of study have a chance to pass it. Even among those well-prepared

candidates, admission rates are around 12.8% (See Table 1.1). Since the reform of 2011,

candidates at Agrégation must hold at least a masters’ degree (before that, the Maîtrise
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diploma, which is obtained after four completed years of college, was sufficient).

Passing the Agrégation exam is necessary to teach in higher education institutions

such as the selective preparatory school that prepare during two years the best high-

school graduates for the competitive entrance exams to the French Grandes Ecoles (such

as Ecole Polytechnique, Ecole Normale Supérieure, Ecole Centrale, HEC, etc.). They also

give access to university full-teaching positions (PRAG). These positions are for example

taken by PhDs who did not manage (yet) to get an assistant professor position. In total,

about a fourth of the individuals who have passed Agrégation teach in postsecondary

education.

Agrégation and CAPES holders both teach in middle and high-school. However,

Agrégation holders are rarely appointed to middle schools and have on average much

higher wages, fewer teaching hours, and steeper career paths in secondary education.

Although there is no official link between the Agrégation exam and academia, it is

well-known that the two are related in practice. First, a large majority of examiners at

Agrégation are full-time researchers or professors at university (see statistics in section

1.2.4). Then, on the candidates’ side, holding the Agrégation can help for an academic

career in some fields and a significant fraction of researchers actually hold this diploma.

Conversely, according to the French association of Agrégation holders, about 15% of

Agrégation holders who teach in high-school have a PhD. Some of the most prestigious

higher education institutions, the Ecoles Normale Supérieure, select the best undergrad-

uate students and prepare them for both a teaching and an academic career. Two of

those three institutions command to all their students to take the Agrégation exam, even

if they are only interested in an academic careers. The historical role played by the Agré-

gation and its rankings among the French intellectual elite might be best summarized by

an anecdote. In 1929, Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone De Beauvoir both took and passed

the philosophy Agrégation exam. Jean Paul Sartre was ranked first while Simone De

Beauvoir was ranked second. Both became very famous philosophers and life partners.

However many specialists considered that Simone De Beauvoir was scholarly better, and

should have been ranked first instead of Jean-Paul Sartre. As a matter of fact, Sartre had

already taken and failed this exam in 1928, while De Beauvoir got it at her first try. This

illustrates the toughness of this exam, its informal links with academia (it is taken and

graded by many (future) academics), and the fact that the patterns observed nowadays
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in our data may have not always prevailed.

Medium level exam: CAPES

CAPES is very similar to Agrégation but the success rate is higher (23% against 12.8% for

Agrégation, see Table 1.2) due to lower knowledge requirements. CAPES and Agrégation

are not exclusive: each year, about 600 individuals take both exams. Only 4.4% of them

pass Agrégation, whereas they are a much larger share (18.19%) to pass CAPES (see

Table 1.2). Candidates at CAPES also need to hold a Master’s degree or a Maîtrise.

CAPES holders cannot have access to most positions in higher education and they teach

exclusively in secondary education. Finally, and not surprisingly, CAPES is seen as less

prestigious than Agrégation.

Lower level exam: CRPE

CRPE is exclusively aimed at recruiting non-specialized primary-school teachers. It

is a non-specialized exam with a series of relatively low-level tests in a wide range of

fields (maths, french, history, geography, sciences, technologies, art, literature, music and

sport). In that sense it is very different from CAPES and Agrégation.

1.2.4 Two to three examiners at each test

All three exams include a series of written and oral tests. By law, each individual test

needs to be graded by at least two evaluators. Written tests are usually graded twice,

while the examination panel for each oral test typically includes three members, usually

not of the same gender (even if it is sometimes hard to respect this rule for practical

reasons). At the higher-level (Agrégation) and medium-level (CAPES) exams, examiners

are always specialists in the exam field and they usually had passed the exam in the

past (at least 50% of them). We collected data on the composition of the examiner pan-

els for every field and exam level over the period 2006-2013. We found that evaluators

are typically teachers in secondary or post-secondary schools (15% at the higher-level

and 54% at the medium-level exam), full-time researchers, professors or assistant profes-

sors at the university (76% at the higher-level and 30% at the medium-level exam) or

teaching inspectors (9% at the higher-level and 16% at the medium-level exam). They
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know perfectly the program on which candidates are tested, and they grade the tests

accordingly.

The lower-level exam is not field-specific but it includes both a written and an oral

test in math and in literature since 2011. Each two-to-three examiners panel includes

non-specialists and generally at least one specialist in the subject matter.

1.3 Data

The data used in these analyses belong to the French Ministry of Education and is made

available on contractual agreement (which defines the conditions of access and use, and

ensures confidentiality). The data provide information on every candidate taking the

CRPE, CAPES and Agrégation exams over the period 2006-2013. For each and every

exam, the data provides the aggregated scores of the candidates on the written and oral

examinations. These scores are weighted averages of the scores obtained on all written

and all oral tests (the weights are predefined and known by all examiners and candidates

in advance). The aggregated score on written tests establishes a first-stage ranking of

the candidates that is used to decide who is eligible to take the oral tests. After the oral

tests, a final score is computed for eligible candidates as the sum of the oral and written

tests aggregated scores. This final score is used to establish a second-stage ranking and

decide which candidates are admitted. The data also include information on the socio

demographic characteristics of the candidates, including sex, age, nationality, highest

diploma, family and occupational status.

The detailed scores for the first six tests in each competitive examination (except for

the period 2007-2010 for the CRPE, for which no detailed information is available) are

also collected. The reason why only a subset of six test scores is available in addition

to the total scores on the oral and written tests is that the Ministry of Education has

arbitrarily formatted the data collected each year at each exam in a way that prevents

storing more information. This arbitrary truncation implies that we miss some detailed

scores in the exams that include more than six tests in total. In practice, between one

(e.g. Mathematics) and five (e.g. Modern Literature) oral tests scores are missing for the

high-level examination (see Table 1.17).

The data is exhaustive. In particular, it contains about thirty CAPES and Agrégation
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exams in small subfields that we have not analyzed, either because the sample sizes are

too small (e.g. 10 observations per year at the grammar Agrégation) or because they

appear too atypical as compared to traditional academic fields (e.g. jewelry, banking,

audiovisual). Out of the 20 different foreign or regional language CAPES and Agrégation

exams, we have kept only the four main ones for which we have significant sample sizes

(English, Spanish, German and Italian) and grouped them into one single field labeled

"Foreign languages". Finally, in each field that we consider, we have retained in the

analyses only candidates eligible for the oral tests who indeed took all written and oral

tests 2. However, even after this data cleaning, the sample sizes are still very large: about

18,000 candidates at the Agrégation, 70,000 at the Capes and more than 100,000 at the

CRPE. Descriptive statistics are provided in Tables 1.1 to 1.3. Most major academic

fields are represented in our final sample (see Table 1.3).

For each competitive examination, candidates take between two and six written tests

and between two and five oral tests, depending on the field. Even when they differ across

fields, the way those tests are framed share similarities. In Mathematics, Physics and

Chemistry, the written tests consist of problems, supplemented by a few questions, to

assess the scientific knowledge of the candidate. In Philosophy, History, Geography, Biol-

ogy, Literature and Foreign languages, the written tests systematically include an "essay".

This exercise is very widespread in secondary education and in the recruitment of French

civil servants. It consists in a coherent and structured writing test in which the candidates

develop an argument based on their knowledge, sometimes using several documents. It is

typically based on a general question or citation (Literature and Philosophy), a concept

(History and Geography), a phenomenon (Economics and Social sciences), or a statement

(Biology and Geology) that needs to be discussed.

Oral tests always include a "lesson". This is the case for all exams and in all fields.

The "lesson" is a structured teaching sequence on a given subject. The presentation ends

up with an interview in which the examiners challenge the candidate’s knowledge and,

to some extent, her pedagogical skills. The “lessons” in mathematics and literature were

only added to the CRPE after the 2011 reform.

Finally, a test entitled “Behave as an Ethical and Responsible Civil Servant” (BERCS)

was introduced in 2011 for all three levels of recruitment (CRPE, Capes, Agrégation). It
2A small fraction of the candidates eligible for the oral test do not take them because of illness, or

because they already accepted another position and are no longer interested.
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consists of a short oral interview. In the medium- and high-level exams, this interview

is a subpart of an oral test that otherwise attempts to evaluate competence in the core

subject. It is consequently graded by teachers or professors specialized in the core subject.

In the lower-level exam, it is graded as a subpart of the literature test. We only have

data on detailed scores on the BERCS test at the lower- and medium-level exams. A

description of all tests, all exams and all fields is provided in Tables 1.16 and 1.17.

1.4 Method

1.4.1 Percentile ranks

Oral and written tests are usually scored between 0 and 20. We use the empirical cu-

mulative distribution of the scores for each test, meaning that we transform them into

percentile ranks. The percentile rank corresponding to the worst score is 0, while that of

the best score is 1. The percentiles are computed by including only candidates eligible

for the oral test who indeed took all written and oral tests.

We conduct this transformation for two reasons. First, we focus on a competitive

exam for which candidates are not expected to achieve a specific score, but only to be

ranked for the predefined number of available places. As only ranks matter in this hiring

exams, interpreting our results in terms of gains or losses in rankings makes sense. Second,

the initial test score distributions for the written and oral tests are very different. This

is because our sample contains only the best candidates upon completion of the series

of written tests, all of whom tend to get good grades on these written tests. However,

examiners expect a higher average level from these candidates on oral tests, and try

to use the full spread of available grades in their marking, such that the distribution

of scores in the oral tests has a lower mean and is more spread out between 0 and 20.

Transforming scores in percentile ranks is the most natural way of keeping only the ordinal

information in an outcome variable and to avoid meaningless quantitative (or cardinal)

differences between the units of interest, hence avoiding the possibility that comparisons

could reflect the magnitude of these meaningless quantitative differences.
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1.4.2 Variations in percentile ranks between oral and written

tests (DD)

The main statistics of interest is the difference between women’s average percentile ranks

on oral and written tests, minus the same difference for men’s. This statistics DD can

take all values between -1 and 1, no matter the actual share of women among candidates.

It is thus comparable across fields with varying shares of female candidates. To see this,

note that the average ranking rWF and rOF that women can get on written or oral tests

depends on their pF is their proportion pF among the pool of candidates in a given

subject. Looking at the 2 extreme cases where females are all ranked above or below the

males on written or oral tests, we get:
pF
2 ≤ rOF ≤ 1− pF

2
pF
2 ≤ rWF ≤ 1− pF

2

which implies that −(1− pF ) ≤ rOF − rWF ≤ 1− pF

Similarly the difference rOM − rWM between men’s average percentile ranks on oral and

written tests is also bounded between −pF and pF . Combining the bounds for females

and males average ranks, we directly get −1 ≤ DD = (rOF − rWF )− (rOM − rWM ) ≤ 1

Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that the bounds -1 and 1 are indeed

attained in the extreme cases where females are all ranked above or below the males.

Note that a "simple" difference between women’s average percentile ranks on oral and

written tests would have bounds that vary according to pF . For example, if there were

(almost) only women, such a difference would be 0, it would vary between -0.5 and 0.5

if there were 50% women, and between -1 and 1 if there were (almost) only men. Our

choice to normalize by the rank difference for men is therefore designed to avoid the

magnitude of the estimated effects to vary across contexts. To check that it is indeed the

case, we have ran simulations in which evaluation biases of the same magnitude occur on

oral tests in samples with various shares of women and men. These simulations confirm

that DD converges to the same value, regardless of the proportion of women among the

candidates.

In terms of interpretation, a variation of 0.1 of DD is compatible, for example, with

the following scenarios: 1) all the women overtake 10% of the men between the oral and

the written tests and 2) 10% of the women overtake all the men between the oral and

the written tests.
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1.4.3 Odds ratios and relative risks

To assess to what extent oral tests improve or decrease women’s chances of passing the

exam, we compare what would have been their admission rates if admission had been

based on written tests only, or if it had been based on oral tests only. Odds ratios and

relative risk measures are computed to compare the two cases.

1.4.4 Using total scores on written and oral tests or keeping

only one written and one oral test

At the medium- and high-level exams in a given field (e.g. math, philosophy), candidates

take more than one written test and more than one oral test in the subject corresponding

to the exam field. To avoid arbitrary selection of some tests over other ones, the main

analysis is based on comparisons of the candidates’ aggregated scores on oral tests and

on written tests. These scores are weighted averages based on all tests. However, we

also reproduce the main results keeping only one written test and one oral test for each

medium- and high-level field-specific exam. We have tried to keep the pairs of tests that

match most closely in terms of the underlying subtopic or test program on which they

were based (see Figure 1.7). We implement this alternative approach to make sure the

baseline results are not driven by oral or written tests that are too different to be really

comparable (such as the oral test "behave as an ethical and responsible civil servant"

introduced in 2011, that has no written test counterpart - but a very small weight in the

oral tests aggregated score).

1.4.5 A simple linear model to derive econometric specifications

Suppose that the written tests measure the ability θ1i of individual i with error εiw and

that oral tests measure the ability θ2i with error εio. Suppose also that examiners have a

gender bias β in favor of women.

Then the scores ScoreWritten
i and ScoreOrali obtained by individual i at the written

and oral tests are given by: ScoreWritten
i = θ1i + εiw

ScoreOrali = θ2i + βFi + εio
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with Fi a dummy equals to 1 if individual i is a woman, E[θ1i εiw] = 0, E[θ2i εio] = 0 and

E[Fi εio] = 0

Suppose additionally that abilities θi1 and θi2 are linearly related in the following way:

θi2 = ρθi1 + νi where νi is an ability component that is exclusively measured on the oral

tests and that is independent of θi1. Then, we derive the relation between the oral and

written scores: ScoreOrali = ρScoreWritten
i + βFi + (εiw + νi − ρεio) (1)

1.4.6 Statistical models used to assess the gender bias on oral

tests in each field and at each level

We now lay down the statistical models used to estimate evaluation biases at each exam.

Technical discussions are presented here, while the estimation results are left for the next

section.

Model DD

Linear regression models are used to check the robustness of the DD statistics (see Tables

1.18 and 1.19) to the inclusion of control variables and to alternative specifications. Such

models are also used to statistically assess if the positive relationship between subjects’

extent of male domination and female bonuses on oral tests is larger at the higher level

(Agrégation) than at the medium level (CAPES).

For each subject and for each exam, a difference-in-difference estimator of the gender

bias β can be computed from a DD model of the form: ∆Ranki = α + βFi + εi where

∆Ranki = RankOrali −RankWritten
i is the variation in rank between oral and written tests

of candidate i, Fi an indicator variable equal to 1 for female candidates and 0 for males,

and εi an error term.

Coefficients β estimated from those models in each subject-specific medium- and high-

level exam are reported in column DD1 in Tables 1.4 and 1.5. Coefficients β estimated

in math and literature at the lower-level general exam are reported in column DD1 in

Table 1.11.

We then check that results are robust to the inclusion of control variables for can-

didates’ characteristics (age, month of birth, education, department of residence, and

nationality) and examinations’ characteristics (year and region for the lower-level exam
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implemented at a regional and decentralized level) by estimating the following model:

∆Ranki = α + βFi + γXi + εi See column DD2 in Tables 1.4, 1.5 and 1.11.

Note that the difference-in-difference (DD) model is widely used to study discrimina-

tion. It is the empirical counterpart of model (1) when test scores have been transformed

into percentile ranks and when ρ is assumed to be equal to 1.

Model S

Estimates of the coefficient of interest β obtained from the DD model can be biased if

both ρ 6= 1 and E[Fi ScoreWritten
i ] 6= 0. To see this, we use (1) to re-write the DD model:

∆Ranki = α + βFi + τi, with τi = εiw + νi − ρεi + (ρ− 1)RankWritten
i

To address this possible issue, we move to an alternative specification (S) where

gender differences on oral tests are estimated conditional on the rank on written tests.

RankOrali = α + βFi + γRankWritten
i + δXi + εi (2)

This model (S), estimates consistently the coefficient β without any assumption on ρ.

Results are presented in column S in Tables 1.4, 1.5 and 1.11. Estimates without control

variables are not presented but are very similar. To control more flexibly the relationship

between written and oral test ranks, we replaced the linear control by a third order

polynomial in the written test ranks, or even a set of dummies for different possible

written test ranks. Results in that case can be understood as the bonuses obtained on

oral tests by women among candidates who got almost exactly the same written test

score. Those results are not presented but are very similar to those obtained in column

S.

Model S+IV

Model S is more general than model DD as it allows the weight of the candidates’ un-

observed abilities to be different on oral and written tests. However it has a well-known

caveat (see Wooldridge 2002, section 4.4): if the written test score is a noisy measure of

candidates’ unobserved ability (i.e. εiw 6= 0), then the estimates of the bonus on oral tests

for women are likely to be biased. Intuitively, this is because the candidates’ differences

in ability that are not captured by the noisy written test score can in that case also be

captured by gender. To put it differently, gender can play the role of a second imperfect

measure of ability that will complement the noisy written test score. This will happen if
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abilities are not identically distributed across gender. Formally, if the error term εiw is

different from 0, it is mechanically correlated with RankWritten
i in (1), implying that β

cannot be consistently estimated with equation (2) when both genders do not have the

same abilities in average. For this reason, and because test scores are usually assumed

to be noisy measures of ability, applied econometricians tend to favor model (DD) over

model (S). There is no practical way, however, to decide which of the two issues accruing

with the empirical equations DD and S is empirically the most problematic.

A way to avoid both issues is to instrument the written test rank by an alternative

measure of candidates’ ability (see Wooldridge 2002, section 5.3.2) when estimating equa-

tion (1). Results are presented in column S+IV in Tables 1.4, 1.5 and 1.11. Those results

and our choice of instruments are discussed in detail in section 1.6.3.

Note that to consistently estimate the gender bias β on oral tests with model (S+IV),

we still need to assume that the oral-specific ability component νi is not correlated with

gender: Cov[νi, Fi] = 0.This is the key assumption behind our strategy: all skills that

are specific to oral tests and cannot be captured with written tests should not vary

systematically with gender. Otherwise, the gender bias on oral test could simply reflect

those differences. We discuss this further in section 1.6.2.

1.4.7 Using initial scores instead of percentile ranks

A drawback with the use of percentile ranks is that it imposes some algebraic constraints.

For example, the weighted average of women’s and men’s percentile ranks has to be equal

to 0.5. This can lead to an under-estimation of standard errors when they are based on all

candidates, as observations are redundant (the variation in ranks for men can be entirely

deduced from the variation in ranks for women). To check that this issue does not alter

the significance of the results, we re-estimate all models using the initial candidates’ total

scores on oral and written tests. The magnitude of the coefficients is then harder to

interpret, but their significance remains unchanged.
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1.4.8 Statistical model to assess how the gender bias on oral

test varies from a subject to another one

We estimate the relationship between subjects’ extent of male-domination and female

bonuses on oral test directly from regression models of the type:

∆Rankij = αj + βFi + γ(Sj.Fi) + εij (3)

where j is a subscript for subjects and Sj the share of women in academia in subject j.

The intercept β and the slope γ are the coefficients of interest that are estimated both

at the medium and high-level exams. Estimates obtained using the 3 different measures

of subjects’ feminization described in Table 1.6 are summarized in Table 1.7.

1.4.9 Statistical model to assess how the relationship between

subjects’ extent of male-domination and gender bias on

oral test varies between the medium- and the high-level

exams

In order to get a valid statistical comparison of the medium- and high-level exams, we

nest them in a single regression model and estimate:

∆Rankij = αjl + βm(Fi ∗Mi) + γm(Sj.Fi ∗Mi) + βh(Fi ∗Hi) + γh(Sj.Fi ∗Hi) + εijl

where l is a subscript for the exam level (high or medium) andMl (resp Hl) is an indicator

variable equal to 1 if candidate i is observed at the medium-level (resp high-level) exam.

The estimates obtained for the intercept β and the slope γ at the medium- and

high-level obtained with this specification are by definition equal to those obtained with

equation (3). For the 3 different measures of subjects’ feminization described in Table

1.6, we perform a Chow test of equality between, on the one hand βm and βh, and on the

other hand γm and γh. Results of those tests are summarized in Table 1.7.

1.4.10 Clustering standard errors

Standard errors can be correlated for two reasons: 1) Candidate-specific unobserved

characteristics can correlated error terms across candidates’ test scores and 2) Systematic

grading behaviors from examiners and the specific content of each test can correlate error

terms within tests.
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The first point is to a large extent dealt with by using ranks based on total scores.

This implies that we keep only one observation per candidate in the main analysis. This

aggregation of the scores leads to a loss of statistical power. However, it avoids any serial

correlation in the error terms coming from the use of several oral or written tests for a

given candidate 3.

To deal with the second point and compute correct standard errors for β and γ, it is

necessary to allow the error terms εi to be correlated within each cell defined by a type

of subject and a given year. We thus cluster standard errors at the year x subject level.

This level of clustering is conservative regarding error correlations that are due to

the similar evaluation biases within examiner panels. Indeed each cluster includes many

examiner panels. For example, our sub-analysis of the math medium-level exam (for

which we have more detailed data) reveals that 48 examiner panels evaluated the oral

tests at that exam in 2013. However, errors can also be correlated because of the specific

content of a written test for example, which is common across all the examiners panels

that are grading the test. Finally, a significant fraction of candidates take both the oral

and written tests of CAPES and Agrégation in a given subject, leading to possible error

terms correlations across examination levels. To deal with this (which relates to the first

point above), we systematically include CAPES and Agrégation in the same cluster for

a given subject and year. At the end, we build quite large clusters, but the number of

subjects (9) and years (8) is also large enough to have 72 distinct clusters and still get

significant results while clustering at a broad level.

1.5 Results

1.5.1 Gender differences between oral and written test scores

at exams to recruit secondary school and postsecondary

professorial teachers

To assess gender bias in evaluation, we focus on candidates who took all oral and written

tests, and rank them according to their total score. We then subtract the difference in
3The only remaining source of error correlation due to the candidates comes from the retakers that

are observed two consecutive years. Those can easily be dealt with by simply removing the retakers,
which does not affect much the results.
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male candidates’ average percentile ranks between written and oral tests to the same

difference for female candidates. This standardized measure is bounded between -1 and

1, and it is independent of the share of females among the total pool of applicants. It is

equal to 1 if all women are below the men on written tests and above them on oral tests.

For each subject-specific exam, we computed this measure and its statistical significance

using a linear regression model of the type ∆Ranki = a+bFi+εi. ∆Ranki is the variation

in rank between oral and written tests of candidate i, Fi is an indicator variable equals

to 1 for female candidates and 0 for males, εi is an error term and b is the measure of

interest.

In fields in which women are underrepresented (mathematics, physics, chemistry and

philosophy), oral tests favor women over men both on the higher-level (professorial and

high-school teaching) and medium-level (secondary school teaching only) exams (Figure

1.1, Ps < 0.001 in all cases, see sample sizes in Table 1.3 and detailed results in Tables

1.4 and 1.5). In contrast, but to a lesser extent, oral tests in fields in which women are

well-represented (literature and foreign languages) favor men over women (Figure 1.1,

Ps < 0.001 in both cases, see Tables 1.4 and 1.5). In history, geography, economics (which

also includes some other social sciences tests) there are only small gender differences

between oral and written tests. Those differences are not significantly different from 0 at

the 5% statistical level. In biology, a bias against women is found, but on the high-level

exam only. All results are robust to the inclusion of control variables and to the use of

two alternative statistical models S and S+IV.

A simple explanation for these results would be that examiners on oral tests try to

lower gender differences in ability observed on written tests. Figure 1.2 shows that this is

not always the case. Bonuses on oral tests are observed in fields where both genders had

similar rankings on the written tests (philosophy, chemistry at the highest-level, classical

literature at the medium-level). More strikingly, in cases where there is a significant

ranking gap between women and men on written tests, the oral test may even fully invert

this gap (physics at the highest-level, math at the medium-level).
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1.5.2 A clear pattern of rebalancing gender asymmetries in aca-

demic fields, strongest at the highest-level exam, and in-

visible at the lower-level exam

A clear pattern emerges from Figure 1.1: the more male-dominated a field is, the higher

the bonus for women on the non-blind oral tests. To formally capture this pattern, we

study how the bonus b on oral tests varies with the share of women s among assistant

professors and senior professors in the French academy (we also consider other measures

of fields’ feminization, see Table 1.6). We find a significant negative relationship at both

the higher- and the medium-level exams (see Figure 1.1: b = 0.19−0.42s at the high-level

exam ; b = 0.16− 0.30s at the medium-level exam, with Ps < 0.0001 for both slopes and

intercepts of the fitted lines).

The relationship between the extent of a field’s male-dominance and female bonuses

on oral tests is about 50% larger at the highest level exams (for high-school teachers and

professorial). At that level, switching from a subject as feminine as foreign languages

(s = 0.62) to a subject as masculine as math (s = 0.17) leads female candidates to gain

on average 22 percentile ranks on oral tests with respects to written tests. To avoid

sample selection bias, this comparison between the medium- and the high-level exam is

made on a subsample of about 5,000 individuals that have taken both exams in the same

subject the same year (see Table 1.7).

The statistical analysis also reveals an absence of large significant gender biases on

oral tests at the lower-level teaching exam. Importantly, this exam is not subject-specific.

However, since 2011, all applicants have been required to take an oral and a written test

both in math and literature, which make it possible to study the bonus on oral tests

for women in those two subjects. We only find a small premium of around 2 percentile

rank for women on oral tests, both in math and literature, with no clear difference

between those two subjects (see Table 1.11). This finding underscores the importance

of distinguishing between selection processes for primary school teachers vs. secondary

school teachers and college/university professors.
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1.5.3 Implications for the gender composition of recruited teach-

ers and professors in different fields

Given that at each level and in each subject there is a predetermined number of possible

hires, the differences in rankings between oral and written tests are likely to influence

admission and hiring rates. We compared the likelihood of being hired for women if

admissions were based either only on rankings on oral tests, which are non-blind, or only

on rankings on written tests, which are gender-blinded. We computed the corresponding

relative risk and odds ratio of admissions (Figure 1.5 and Table 1.8). A similar pattern

is observed: the probability of admission of women increases by up to 10ppt in the least

feminized fields - math, physics and philosophy - on oral tests compared to written tests.

This increase is systematically larger at the highest-level exam used to recruit professors

and highly qualified teachers. In contrast, women have a significantly lower probability

of admission on oral tests compared to written tests in feminized fields, like literature or

foreign languages, mostly at the highest-level exam.

Those patterns were found to be remarkably stable across the written ranks’ distri-

bution (Tables 1.9 and 1.10), indicating that they concern all candidates, and not only

those ranked around the hiring threshold. They are also visible at the most prestigious

top ranks, with twice more (resp. 30% less) women ranked first on the oral tests than

on the written ones in mathematics, physics, chemistry or philosophy (resp. in literature

and foreign languages) at the highest-level exams.

1.5.4 Gender of evaluators

Evaluation biases could reflect an opposite-sex preference by which male evaluators who

are more numerous in male-dominated subjects favor female candidates and vice versa.

Data on the gender composition of each specific examiner panel is available for the math

medium-level exam in 2013. Analysis on this subsample reveals that the gender gap

between oral and written test scores is not impacted at all by examiners’ gender (Table

1.13). This is in line with previous research (Williams and Ceci, 2015; Breda and Ly, 2015;

Bagues et al., 2017) that also reported that the pro-female bonus in academic hiring does

not depend on the raters’ gender. This suggests that context effects (surrounding gender

stereotypes) are much more important than examiners’ gender in explaining gender biases
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in evaluation.

1.5.5 Comparison of an oral test that is common across all ex-

ams

To better understand the origin of the gender biases on oral tests, we exploit a remarkable

feature of the teaching exams: since 2011, all of them have included an oral test entitled

"Behave as an Ethical and Responsible Civil Servant" (BERCS). BERCS is the only test

that is not subject-specific 4 but is still evaluated by specialists.

Comparisons of gender differences in performance on this oral test across subjects

at the medium-level exam reveals that women systematically rank better, and that this

bonus b′ decreases with the share of women s in the overall field (Figure 1.3, b′ = 0.14−

0.29s, with Ps < 0.0001 for both the slope and the intercept). This pattern is similar

to what is observed in Figure 1.1 and 1.2 using tests based on subject-specific skills, and

suggests that examiners favor women who chose to specialize in male-dominated subjects

no matter what they are tested on.

However, as we do not have a blind counterfactual measure of ability for the BERCS

test, the pattern in Figure 1.3 could also reflect that women who enrolled in the more

male-dominated fields have better aptitude for that particular test than women who

enrolled in other fields. To refute this interpretation, we used the grade obtained on this

oral test at the lower-level exam as a neutral measure of ability for the few candidates who

took the same year both the lower-level exam and one of the 9 subject-specific medium-

level exams (118 candidates). As the lower-level exam is not subject-specific, it offers

a counterfactual measure in a gender-neutral context. Among the group of candidates

who took the medium-level exam in a less male-dominated subject (economics, history,

geography, biology, literature, foreign languages), men get a significant (at the 10% level)

advantage over women on the oral test BERCS at the medium-level compared to what

they get at the lower-level exam (see Figure 1.4, P = 0.091). The reverse is true (however

not statistically significant) among the group that took the medium-level exam in a male-
4We check that candidates’ score at the test "behave as an ethical and responsible civil servant" for the

computation of candidates’ rank on oral tests do not impact the main results by restricting the analysis
to the period before it was implemented in 2011. We also replicated the analysis keeping only one oral
and one written test in each of the middle- and high level exams. We kept the pairs of tests that match
the most closely in terms of the subtopic or test program on which they were based. Results are virtually
unchanged (see Figure 1.7 and Table 1.15).
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dominated subject (math, physics or philosophy).

1.6 Discussion

In natural experiments, the researcher does not have full control on the research design,

thus the results usually need to be interpreted with caution. The setting we exploit has

two main potential issues: gender may be inferred on written tests from handwriting,

and there might be gender differences in the types of abilities that are required on oral

and written tests, even on a similar topic based on the same program. We discuss those

issues now, before presenting in detail the results of the statistical analysis.

1.6.1 Handwriting detection

Former tests that we conducted have shown that the rate of success in guessing gender

from hand-written anonymous exam sheets is on average 68.6% (Breda and Ly, 2015).

This percentage is significantly higher than the 50% average that would be obtained from

random guess. It is nevertheless closer from random guess than from perfect detection

(100%).

To examine to what extent some handwriting could be unambiguously detected, we

asked five different assessors to guess the gender of each exam sheet. A joint analysis of

their answers reveals that for about a quarter of the exam sheets (26%), the gender of their

writer is incorrectly guessed by a majority of assessors (at least 3 out 5), suggesting that

examiners are often uncertain about the candidates’ gender on written tests. However,

the joint analysis also reveals that in 39% of cases, all five evaluators make correct guesses.

The ability of examiners to detect the gender of some candidates at the written tests

with a relatively high degree of confidence could be problematic regarding the interpreta-

tion of the paper’s results if and only if those examiners are biased in opposite directions

on the written and oral tests. In contrast, if evaluators are biased the same way on

oral and written tests, the comparison of the two should not lead to large systematic

observable differences.

We may also argue that being ambiguously exposed to a presumably female or male

handwriting is a much weaker treatment than being exposed to a female or male candidate

in the flesh that occurs during an oral test. Hence, partial gender detection on written
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tests is likely to attenuate the magnitude of the estimated biases, while still identifying

them, unless evaluators have opposite gender biases at oral and written tests. This later

hypothesis cannot be rejected empirically but seems unlikely because the same examiners

evaluate both the written and oral tests it is hard to think they change their attitude

between the written and oral parts.

A last point is that the analysis of the BERCS test described in the next section only

relies on comparisons of one oral test across exams’ subject and levels. The sensitivity

analysis done with the BERCS test is therefore not subject at all to handwriting detection

problems and offers an alternative confirmation that our baseline results are not reflecting

gender-driven grading behaviors going in opposite direction at oral and written tests.

1.6.2 Gender differences in the types of abilities that are re-

quired on oral and written tests

A more fundamental issue is that the gap between a candidate’s oral and written test

scores in a given subject can capture the effect of gender-related attributes that are visible

only on oral or written tests, such as the quality of handwriting or elocution (see 5-8 for

surveys on possible sex differences in cognitive abilities, including verbal fluency). If

such attributes directly impact test performance, they can undermine the results. In

the framework of the formal model in section 1.4.5, those attributes are captured in the

term νi. If νi varies systematically with gender, the gender bias on oral tests cannot be

identified, and our results could simply reflect gender differences in the skills that are

specific only to the oral or written tests.

The first defense against those alternative interpretations is that our key result is not

the absolute gender gap in the oral versus written test score in a given subject, but the

variation - and even reversal - of this gap across subjects revealing a systematic pattern.

If there are gender-specific differences in abilities between oral and written tests, these

differences would need to vary across subjects to explain our results. We now discuss and

reject this idea.

A first reason why the present results could reflect skill differences is that the popu-

lations tested in the different subjects are not the same, but selected themselves. That

is, the women who decided to study math and take the math exams might be especially

self-confident in math and perform better on oral tests in math for this reason, whereas
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the same self-selection happens for men in literature. There is evidence refuting this

argument that sample selection drives the results: on the high-level exam in Physics-

Chemistry, the same candidates have to take oral and written tests both in Physics and

Chemistry. Among these candidates, the bonus for women on oral tests is 9 percentile

points larger in physics than in chemistry, a subject that is less male-dominated according

to all indicators (see Table 1.6). The idea that sample selection does not drive the gen-

eral pattern in Figure 1.1 is also confirmed by a former analysis that is entirely based on

identical samples of candidates being tested on different subjects (Breda and Ly, 2015).

Formally, doing the analysis on a single sample of candidates implies that we can allow

for each applicant to possess different abilities on oral and written tests. To interpret

the variation across subjects of the female bonus on oral tests as an evaluation bias, it is

only necessary to assume that the differences between oral and written abilities do not

vary systematically across subjects by gender. One could argue that this assumption was

violated in some cases: handwriting quality or elocution might be more important in

some subjects than others, or perhaps the oral tests in the most male-dominated subjects

are framed in a way that makes more visible the qualities that are more prevalent among

women. Results obtained on the BERCS test (Figures 1.3 and 1.4) fully refute those

possibilities. They indeed reveal that the gender bias according to the gender incon-

gruity of the evaluation context persists on this BERCS test that is common across all

contexts. Those results cannot be attributed to differences in the skills required for the

test (Figures 1.3 and 1.4), neither to the selection of candidates across contexts (Figure

1.4). As both the test subject and the sample of candidates are held constant in the

experiment presented in Figure 1.4, observed differences almost surely reflect examiners’

bias according to the extent of male-domination in the candidates’ field of specialization.

The only alternative hypothesis would be that the candidates pay different efforts when

evaluated at the low-level and medium-level exams, and that these differences vary ac-

cording to gender and the field of specialization chosen at the medium-level exam. As

the tests are relatively short but usually require a long preparation, it seems unlikely that

the candidates who have already trained for the tests do not pay maximal effort during

it.
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1.6.3 Results from statistical models DD, S, and S+IV at the

medium- and higher-level exams

Tables 1.4 and 1.5 present the results obtained from three different statistical models.

Model DD is estimated without any control variable (DD1) or with control variables

(DD2). Comparisons of columns DD1 and DD2 shows that the inclusion of control vari-

ables for candidates’ age, month of birth, nationality, county of residence, and education

has only a small effect on the subject-specific gender biases. This is consistent with the

idea that systematic (gender) differences between oral and written test scores capture

evaluation biases due to gender rather than other types of biases (due to the other con-

trol variables), or variations in candidates’ ability between oral and written tests. Indeed,

if candidates’ ability varies between oral and written tests, one might think that the in-

clusion of controls would capture part of this variation, which would not be captured

anymore by the gender indicator.

Estimates obtained from model S are sometimes quite different from those obtained

from model DD. However, the general pattern of higher bonus on oral tests for females

in more male-dominated subjects can still be observed with model S at both the high-

and medium-level exams.

In all cases, model S is subject to measurement error bias (see methods). It is thus

probably better to focus on the model S + IV as long as this model passes the usual

tests for the validity of the instruments. This is considered to be the case when the F

statistics of the test of weak instruments is above 15, and the p-value of the Sargan 5 test

is above .05. When we use as instruments the candidates’ year and month of birth, those

conditions are satisfied in all subjects but economics at the medium-level exam, and in

foreign languages, biology, physics and math at the highest-level exams. Reassuringly,

the estimates obtained in those subjects where the instruments are statistically valid

also exhibit the central pattern of a larger bonus on oral tests for females in more male-

dominated subjects.

Note that the month of birth is a standard instrument in the economics of education

literature (Angrist and Krueger, 1991; Terrier, 2016). However, the statistical analysis
5The Sargan test is used for testing the exogeneity of all the instruments when at least two are available

to the econometrician, and one is assumed to be exogenous. Under the null assumption, instruments are
exogenous.
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revealed that it is necessary to use a second instrument to increase the strength of the

instruments and pass the Fisher test. Our choice of using age as a second instrument

comes from the fact it is a good proxy for that experience, which itself impacts competence

positively. A concern, however, is that age might be visible and lead to evaluation bias

during oral tests. This would violated the exclusion restriction. The fact that Sargan

tests do not reject the exogeneity of the instruments in most cases is reassuring in that

respect: assuming, as it is usually the case, that month of birth is a valid instrument

(which is a standard assumption), we cannot reject that age is also valid.

A careful examination of the estimates reveals that those obtained using the S + IV

model are often very close (and never statistically different) from those obtained with the

DD models (DD1 or DD2). This suggests that the additional restriction imposed in the

DD model (that a latent ability parameter impacts ranks at the oral and written tests

to the same extent) is valid. We investigate this more formally by testing in the S + IV

model if we can reject that the correlation between the written and the oral rank is equal

to 1. In most subjects, we cannot reject this assumption, which is exactly the one that

is made in the DD model (which is formally equivalent to an S model where the effect of

the written test score on the oral test score is restricted to be equal to 1). It can also be

observed that the correlation between the written and the oral rank jumps up between

the S model and the S + IV model. This is consistent with the idea that measurement

error is a quantitatively important issue in the S model.

To conclude: all models support the pattern of a higher bonus for females on oral

tests in more male-dominated subjects; the S + IV model suggests that the DD model

should be preferred over the S model.

1.6.4 Results from statistical models DD, S, and S+IV at the

lower-level exams

Results at the lower-level exam are presented in Table 1.11. Both in math and literature,

the instruments used at the medium and high-level exams (age and month of birth) do

not pass the Sargan test of overidentification, leading us to discard them. Instead, we

take advantage of the large sample size at the lower-level exam and restrain the analysis

to individuals who took the exam two consecutive years (and have therefore failed during

the first year). For those candidates, the written test score obtained the second year is
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instrumented by the written test score obtained the first year. This instrument is certainly

a more direct and better alternative measure of ability. It also has the advantage to be

unobserved on oral test a given year (contrary to candidates’ age that is partly visible),

so that it cannot have any direct effect on the oral test score (a necessary assumption for

the theoretical validity of an instrument) .

Results using the previous year written test score as instrument are presented in

column S + IV2 in Table 1.11. The Fisher test of weak identification confirms that this

instrument is very strong at the lower-level exam. We see that the hypothesis that the

correlation between the written and the oral rank is equal to 1 is strongly rejected, both

in math and in literature. The direct implication of this is that the DD model is no

longer valid at the lower-level exam. This is also visible in Table 1.12 that re-estimate

the DD model after splitting the sample in five quintiles: estimates obtained there are

always smaller in math and larger in literature than those obtained on the full sample,

which should not happen if the DD model where valid. Focusing instead on the S model,

or better, on the S + IV model, we see that women obtain small bonuses on oral tests

of about 2%, both in math and literature. The weak correlation between the written

and the oral rank - almost null in math and around 0.26 in literature - suggests however

that the abilities measured by written and oral tests differ substantially and that the

estimated coefficients β should be considered carefully.

1.6.5 Analysis of the effect of the gender composition of the

examiner panels

Table 1.13 presents estimates from the following model:

∆RankOralipj = αi + µj + βNpj + γ(Fi ∗Npj) + δXp + εipj

where Npj is the number of women in the three-people examiner panel p that evaluated

candidate i on oral test j.

The analysis is only run at the math medium-level exam in 2013, the only one for

which we have detailed information on the actual interviewers of each single candidate.

As candidates take two oral tests, we can include in the model individual αi and oral tests

fixed effects µj (model 1 in Table 1.13). The model is thus identified within candidates,

i.e. from variations in a candidate’s ranking between two oral tests according to the

number of women in the examiners’ panel at each of the tests. We can also control for
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the average observable characteristics Xp of the members of a given examiner panel (main

employment position and county of residence). This is done in model 2.

Those controls for panels’ characteristics can also be replaced with fixed effects for

examiners’ panels as in the following equation: ∆RankOralipj = αi+µj+δp+γ(Fi∗Npj)+εipj
This specification captures unobserved heterogeneity in grading behavior across pan-

els. It is estimated in model 3. The estimated effect of the number of women in the

examiners panels on the female candidates test scores are very similar across models and

never significantly different from 0 from a statistical point of view.

1.7 Conclusion

In natural experiments, the researcher does not have full control on the research design,

thus the results usually need to be interpreted with caution. The data we exploited

in these analyses have two potential caveats: gender may be inferred on written tests

from handwriting, and there might be gender differences in the types of abilities that are

required on oral and written tests, even on a similar topic based on the same program.

Based on the paper’s evidence - in particular the results at the BERCS test that is

common across exams -, neither of these alternative hypotheses is likely to explain the

results. Instead, a gender incongruity effect appears to rebalance gender asymmetries in

academic fields by favoring the minority gender. For women, this runs counter to the claim

of discrimination in recruitment of professors into math-based fields. If anything, women

appear to be advantaged on tests by both male and female evaluators. In contrast, men

appear to be advantaged in recruitment into the most feminized fields. Those behaviors

are not driven by a policy of affirmative action, totally forbidden in scoring these exams.

They are also strongest on the highest-level exam, where candidates are more skilled, and

where initial gender imbalances between the different fields are largest.

Even if they may not generalize to all recruiting contexts, the present results shed

light on the possible causes behind the underrepresentation of women in many academic

fields. They confirm evidence from a recent testing (Williams and Ceci, 2015) that women

can be favored in male-dominated fields at high recruiting levels (from secondary school

teaching to professorial hiring), once they have already specialized and heavily invested

in those fields (candidates on teaching exams hold at least a college or a masters degree)
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6. In contrast, the study of the recruiting process for primary school teachers shows

that pro-women biases in male-dominated fields can disappear in less prestigious and

less selective hiring exams, where candidates are not necessarily specialized. Perhaps the

bias in favor of women in male-dominated fields would even reverse at lower recruiting

levels, as in experiments done with medium-skilled applicants (Moss-Racusin et al., 2012;

Reuben et al., 2014). Discrimination may then still impair women’s chances to pursue a

career in quantitative science (or philosophy), but only at early stages of the curriculum,

before or just when they enter the pipeline that leads to a PhD or a professorial position.

However, there is no compelling evidence of hiring discrimination against individuals

who already decided against social norms to pursue an academic or a teaching career

in a field where their own gender is in the minority. Perhaps the knowledge that they

have at least as good an opportunity as their male counterparts at the levels of secondary

school teaching and professorial recruiting would encourage talented young women to

study in male-dominated fields. Active policies aimed at counteracting stereotypes and

discrimination should focus more on early ages, before educational choices are made.

6The higher-level teaching exam is held by a significant fraction of researchers and may in some cases
accelerate a career in French academia. In that sense, results obtained on this exam can be seen as more
closely related to the specific debate on the underrepresentation of women scientists in academia.
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Tables

Table 1.1 – Description of teachers’ recruiting exams

Different exams
in different
subjects?

Teaching
level

Admission
rate

2006-2013

Date written
tests

Date oral
tests

Required diploma to apply
Period

2006-2010
Period

2011-2013

Higher-level: Agrégation Yes

Mostly
high-school
and higher
education

12,78% April June

College
degree (4
years at

university)

Master (5
years at

university)

Medium-level: CAPES Yes
Middle

school and
high-school

23,03% April June

College
degree (3
years at

university)

Master (5
years at

university)

Lower-level: CRPE

No, but math
and French oral
and written tests
for all candidates

after 2011

Primary
school 21,52%

April
(September
after 2011)

June

College
degree (3
years at

university)

Master (5
years at

university)

Table 1.2 – General sample statistics for teaching exams 2006-2013

Whole sample
Higher level:

Agrégation (all
fields*)

Medium level:
Capes (all
fields*)

Lower level:
CRPE

Number of candidates 501,196 67,501 160,575 273,12
Number of candidates eligible for the oral tests 214,78 18,887 77,316 118,577
Number of admitted 104,365 8,629 36,974 58,762

Admission rate 20,82% 12,78% 23,03% 21,52%
Admission rate among those who take both the medium- and
high-level exams the same year

- 4,40% 18,19% -

Share of candidates who take the CAPES and the Agregation
exam the same year

- 66,57% 30,60% -

Admission rate among candidates eligible for the oral tests 48,59% 45,69% 47,82% 49,56%

Mean age of candidates 27,57 28,57 27,43 27,4
Share of French citizens among all candidates 98,38% 95,24% 97,45% 99,70%

Share of retakers** among all candidates 24,75% 23,17% 25,24% 24,86%
Share of retakers** among candidates eligible for the oral tests 18,75% 17,29% 19,87% 18,26%

Share of women among all candidates 73,38% 56,08% 63,85% 83,26%
Share of women among eligible candidates 74,50% 54,12% 65,97% 83,31%
Share of women among admitted candidates 75,92% 53,26% 67,52% 84,54%
* The 11 fields (over 40 existing fields) considered in this research. ** Retakers are candidates who took but did not pass the exam the previous year.
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A. High-level exam (Agrégation)

Mathematics Physics Philosophy Chemistry Economics Geography History Biology Classical
Literature

Modern
Literature Languages All

Number of candidates 12,634 5,573 4,862 2,302 1,33 1,413 9,326 8,863 1,843 6,218 13,137 67,501
Number of candidates eligible for the oral tests 4,782 1,821 843 679 417 428 1,424 1,589 852 1,812 4,24 18,887
Number of admitted 2,266 821 365 328 213 210 675 679 391 784 1,897 8,629

Admission rate 17,94% 14,73% 7,51% 14,25% 16,02% 14,86% 7,24% 7,66% 21,22% 12,61% 14,44% 12,78%
Share of admitted among eligible 47,39% 45,09% 43,30% 48,31% 51,08% 49,07% 47,40% 42,73% 45,89% 43,27% 44,74% 45,69%

Share of women among all candidates 33,42% 30,81% 40,23% 52,82% 48,50% 49,40% 48,93% 66,51% 75,53% 79,50% 80,73% 56,08%
Share of women among eligible candidates 27,14% 30,48% 32,50% 55,82% 57,79% 51,87% 43,68% 68,66% 74,06% 80,85% 81,23% 54,12%
Share of women among admitted candidates 27,89% 33,86% 35,62% 58,23% 57,75% 58,57% 42,37% 66,42% 69,31% 78,44% 78,86% 53,26%

B. Medium-level exam (CAPES)

Mathematics Physics-
Chemistry Philosophy Economics History -

Geography Biology Classical
Literature

Modern
Literature Languages All

Number of candidates 22,031 14,401 5,932 4,921 28,823 16,233 2,423 20,111 45,7 160,575
Number of candidates eligible for the oral tests 13,226 7,547 684 1,206 11,039 5,671 1,92 12,313 23,71 77,316
Number of admitted 6,403 3,402 274 650 5,073 2,475 1,018 6,394 11,285 36,974

Admission rate 29,06% 23,62% 4,62% 13,21% 17,60% 15,25% 42,01% 31,79% 24,69% 23,03%
Admission rate among eligible candidates 48,41% 45,08% 40,06% 53,90% 45,96% 43,64% 53,02% 51,93% 47,60% 47,82%

Share of women among all candidates 45,71% 42,86% 42,30% 47,04% 50,09% 64,63% 81,30% 82,41% 83,13% 63,85%
Share of women among eligible candidates 43,91% 44,27% 32,89% 48,67% 52,02% 65,60% 81,09% 83,26% 83,42% 65,97%
Share of women among admitted candidates 49,45% 48,24% 33,21% 53,08% 51,59% 65,62% 80,75% 82,51% 83,14% 67,52%
* Retakers are candidates who took but did not pass the exam the previous year.
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Table 1.4 – Estimates of the bonus for women on oral tests at the higher-level exam in each field. Linear regression models DD, S, and
S+IV. 2006-2013

Bonus for Women Effect of Written rank Observations
Weak

identification
F stat

Sargan Chi2
p-value

Student p-value :
written rank = 1

DD1 DD2 S S + IV S S + IV All models S + IV

Maths 0.115*** 0.0969*** 0.0377*** 0.136*** 0.541*** 1.298*** 4111 109.584 0.972 0.000
(0.00795) (0.00817) (0.00733) (0.0124) (0.0128) (0.0713)

Physics 0.113*** 0.112*** 0.0565*** 0.116*** 0.481*** 1.041*** 1708 45.914 0.386 0.702
(0.0138) (0.0149) (0.0133) (0.0162) (0.0234) (0.107)

Philosophy 0.0939*** 0.104*** 0.0646*** 0.160*** 0.256*** 1.973*** 829 5.019 0.571 0.094
(0.0246) (0.0269) (0.0220) (0.0499) (0.0357) (0.580)

Chemistry 0.0581*** 0.0366 0.00303 0.0475* 0.537*** 1.060*** 651 7.790 0.845 0.802
(0.0203) (0.0235) (0.0211) (0.0252) (0.0377) (0.241)

Economics -0.00661 0.0155 0.000762 0.00300 0.334*** 1.053*** 403 4.548 0.988 0.878
(0.0319) (0.0398) (0.0326) (0.0349) (0.0540) (0.348)

Geography 0.0314 0.00706 0.0445 0.00968 0.434*** 0.987** 424 2.495 0.463 0.976
(0.0289) (0.0340) (0.0293) (0.0388) (0.0506) (0.437)

History -0.000247 -0.00717 -0.00766 -0.000217 0.280*** 2.114** 1410 1.713 0.831 0.299
(0.0181) (0.0190) (0.0153) (0.0319) (0.0264) (1.074)

Biology -0.0350** -0.0461** -0.0584*** -0.0451** 0.342*** 1.255*** 1571 24.347 0.676 0.146
(0.0170) (0.0181) (0.0146) (0.0196) (0.0237) (0.175)

Classical literature 0.00311 -0.0135 -0.0406** -0.00115 0.475*** 1.267*** 909 7.052 0.346 0.369
(0.0209) (0.0239) (0.0206) (0.0303) (0.0316) (0.297)

Modern literature -0.0189 -0.0195 -0.0411** -0.00749 0.354*** 1.338*** 1812 5.618 0.648 0.387
(0.0191) (0.0205) (0.0168) (0.0246) (0.0227) (0.390)

Languages -0.0585*** -0.0586*** -0.0707*** -0.0527*** 0.387*** 1.165*** 4114 43.279 0.188 0.187
(0.0120) (0.0124) (0.0103) (0.0133) (0.0144) (0.125)

Controls:
County No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Nationality No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Age No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No
Month of birth No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No
Diploma No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Note: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p< 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis. The number of observations corresponds to the case without control variables. It only decreases marginally after adding controls. It also slightly differs
from the number of candidates eligible to oral examination given in table S3b due to a sample restriction to candidates taking both the written and the oral tests. Instrumental variables (IV): Age and Month of birth. The
Sargan statistic tests for the exclusion restriction condition. When the p-value of the Sargan test is above 0.05 the exogeneity of the instruments cannot be rejected with a 5% type 1 error. Fisher statistic tests the weakness
of instruments. Instruments are typically weak when the Fisher statistic is below 15.
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and S+IV. 2006-2013

Bonus for Women Effect of Written rank Observations
Weak

identification
F stat

Sargan Chi2
p-value

Student p-value :
written rank = 1

DD1 DD2 S S + IV S S + IV All models S + IV

Maths 0.130*** 0.127*** 0.0790*** 0.116*** 0.314*** 0.896*** 11462 172.240 0.474 0.085
(0.00612) (0.00625) (0.00518) (0.00640) (0.00928) (0.0603)

Physics-Chemistry 0.0639*** 0.0641*** 0.0444*** 0.0601*** 0.383*** 0.941*** 6683 143.609 0.440 0.354
(0.00760) (0.00784) (0.00664) (0.00748) (0.0116) (0.0635)

Philosophy 0.0901*** 0.0857** 0.0555* 0.124* 0.0980** 2.103* 577 1.323 0.573 0.379
(0.0321) (0.0368) (0.0287) (0.0701) (0.0467) (1.255)

Economics 0.0631*** 0.0189 0.0161 0.0207 0.320*** 2.955*** 1072 4.420 0.840 0.027
(0.0195) (0.0218) (0.0180) (0.0506) (0.0301) (0.883)

History-Geography 0.00539 0.00230 -0.00982* 0.00983 0.345*** 1.287*** 10548 57.254 0.372 0.019
(0.00617) (0.00631) (0.00525) (0.00746) (0.00909) (0.122)

Biology 0.0146 0.00323 -0.0109 0.0140 0.309*** 1.475*** 5263 38.607 0.729 0.004
(0.00960) (0.00991) (0.00796) (0.0124) (0.0130) (0.167)

Classical literature -0.0245 -0.0250 -0.0455*** -0.0221 0.459*** 1.083*** 1792 47.319 0.132 0.439
(0.0174) (0.0189) (0.0164) (0.0185) (0.0227) (0.107)

Modern literature -0.0390*** -0.0425*** -0.0442*** -0.0443*** 0.453*** 1.101*** 11679 226.815 0.575 0.048
(0.00710) (0.00726) (0.00625) (0.00766) (0.00835) (0.0510)

Languages -0.0145** -0.0120** -0.0167*** -0.0130* 0.374*** 1.569*** 22385 134.891 0.474 0.000
(0.00566) (0.00576) (0.00479) (0.00779) (0.00620) (0.0911)

Controls:
County No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Nationality No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Age No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No
Month of birth No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No
Diploma No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Note: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p< 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis. The number of observations corresponds to the case without control variables. It only decreases marginally after adding controls. It also slightly differs
from the number of candidates eligible to oral examination given in table S3b due to a sample restriction to candidates taking both the written and the oral tests. Instrumental variables (IV): Age and Month of birth. The
Sargan statistic tests for the exclusion restriction condition. When the p-value of the Sargan test is above 0.05 the exogeneity of both the instruments cannot be rejected with a 5% type 1 error. Fisher statistic tests the
weakness of instruments. Instruments are typically weak when the Fisher statistic is below 15.
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Table 1.6 – Values taken by Indexes of Feminization

Index of Feminization Alternative measure 1 Alternative measure 2 Alternative measure
1b

Alternative measure
2b

Proportion of women
among professors and
assistant professors in

the field

Proportion of women
among Agrégation
holders in the field

Proportion of women
among Agrégation

candidates in the field
over the period

2006-2013

Proportion of women
among CAPES holders

in the field

Proportion of women
among CAPES

candidates in the field
over the period

2006-2013
Mathematics 20,88% 36,83% 28,53% 51,56% 46,05%
Physics 16,78% 40,71% 31,73% 46,21% 45,25%
Chemistry 37,40% 57,30%
Philosophy 27,14% 36,20% 32,69% 40,33% 31,89%
Economics 39,64% 45,13% 57,07% 50,98% 49,16%
Geography 36,52% 43,37% 43,83% 52,89% 52,18%
History 41,90% 52,12%
Biology 45,94% 65,09% 68,75% 65,32% 65,84%
Classical Literature 55,75% 76,36% 74,70% 83,51% 82,59%
Modern Literature 55,50% 77,03% 80,85% 85,55% 83,55%
Languages 61,89% 78,90% 81,40% 84,67% 83,85%
Source: Statistics from the Ministry of higher education and research.

Table 1.7 – Estimates of the linear relationship b = β + γs between the bias towards
females on oral tests b and 3 indexes of fields’ extent of feminization (s). 2006-2013.

Candidates taking both Capes and Agrégation All candidates
Medium level
(N=3488)

High level
(N=3488) Difference Medium level

(N=71460)
High level
(N=17766) Difference

First index of feminization: Proportion of female among assistant professors and professors in each field
Slope (γ) -0,28 -0,53 -0,23 -0,33 -0,41 -0,08

(0.02) (0.00) (p=.08) (0.00) (0.00) (p=.11)
Intercept (β) 0,13 0,25 0,11 0,17 0,19 0,02

(0.01) (0.00) (p=.04) (0.00) (0.00) (p=.28)
Second index of feminization: Proportion of female among the medium-level exam holdersin each field
Slope (γ) -0,27 -0,42 -0,12 -0,27 -0,37 -0,09

(0.03) (0.00) (p=0.37) (0.00) (0.00) (p=0.08)
Intercept (β) 0,2 0,3 0,1 0,2 0,25 0,05

(0.01) (0.00) (p=0.22) (0.00) (0.00) (p=0.11)
Third index of feminization: Proportion of female among the high-level exam holdersin each field
Slope (γ) -0,25 -0,4 -0,12 -0,26 -0,35 -0,09

(0.02) (0.00) (p=0.30) (0.00) (0.00) (p=0.05)
Intercept (β) 0,16 0,26 0,09 0,17 0,21 0,04

(0.01) (0.00) (p=0.16) (0.00) (0.00) (p=0.09)
Note: All estimated intercepts and slopes are significant at the 5% level. Standard errors clustered at the (subject*year) level are reported in parenthesis
(except for the difference between the slopes or intercepts where the p-value of the test of the null hypothesis is reported). Each model includes controls for
candidates’ characteristics (age, month of birth, nationality, county of residence and education) as well as time and field fixed effects.



54Table 1.8 – Probability of success by gender, assuming success is either based only on written tests or only on oral tests.
A. High-level exam (Agrégation). 2006-2013.

Mathematics Physics Philosophy Chemistry Economics Geography History Biology Classical
literature

Modern
literature Languages All

Fictive success rate for women after written tests (a) 44,80% 44,60% 42,40% 49,60% 53,90% 55,70% 47,70% 43,30% 44,90% 42,90% 46,00% 45,50%
Fictive success rate for women after oral tests (b) 57,50% 54,10% 51,70% 52,00% 54,30% 53,40% 46,80% 41,30% 44,60% 42,00% 44,30% 46,80%
Relative risk for women (=b/a) 1,28 1,21 1,22 1,05 1,01 0,96 0,98 0,95 0,99 0,98 0,96 1,03
Odds ratio for women (b/(1-b))/(a/(1-a)) 1,67 1,46 1,45 1,1 1,02 0,91 0,96 0,92 0,99 0,97 0,93 1,05

Share of women among hired 27,90% 33,90% 35,60% 58,20% 57,70% 58,60% 42,40% 66,40% 69,30% 78,40% 78,90% 53,30%
Share of women among fictively hired after written test 23,10% 29,40% 31,20% 56,70% 58,20% 58,60% 43,80% 68,90% 70,80% 80,50% 81,50% 52,50%
Share of women among fictively hired after oral test 29,80% 35,60% 38,10% 59,90% 58,70% 57,60% 42,90% 65,70% 70,50% 78,60% 78,50% 54,00%

B. Medium-level exam (CAPES). 2006-2013.

Mathematics Physics-
Chemistry Philosophy Economics History-

Geography Biology Classical
literature

Modern
literature Languages All

Fictive success rate for women after written tests (a) 52,20% 48,10% 43,30% 61,80% 47,00% 47,00% 55,80% 53,10% 49,80% 50,40%
Fictive success rate for women after oral tests (b) 62,40% 53,10% 51,30% 65,60% 46,90% 47,70% 55,90% 52,70% 49,40% 51,70%
Relative risk for women (=b/a) 1,2 1,1 1,19 1,06 1 1,02 1 0,99 0,99 1,03
Odds ratio for women (b/(1-b))/(a/(1-a)) 1,52 1,22 1,38 1,18 1 1,03 1 0,98 0,98 1,05

Share of women among hired 49,40% 48,20% 33,20% 53,10% 51,60% 65,60% 80,70% 82,50% 83,10% 67,50%
Share of women among fictively hired after written test 43,20% 44,60% 30,10% 49,10% 51,30% 66,00% 81,20% 84,00% 83,70% 66,60%
Share of women among fictively hired after oral test 51,60% 48,40% 35,30% 53,20% 51,30% 67,00% 81,10% 82,10% 83,00% 68,00%

C. Lower-level exam (CRPE). 2011-2013.
Mathematics Literature All

Fictive success rate for women after written tests (a) 60,60% 65,20% 62,90%
Fictive success rate for women after oral tests (b) 64,10% 63,70% 63,90%
Relative risk for women (=b/a) 1,06 0,98 1,02
Odds ratio for women (b/(1-b))/(a/(1-a)) 1,16 0,94 1,04

Share of women among fictively hired after written test 81,80% 87,50% 84,60%
Share of women among fictively hired after oral test 86,50% 87,00% 86,80%
Notes: Each year in each exam, there is a predefined number of hires h. The success rate of a given population is the share of individuals in that population who rank within the h first ranks.
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Table 1.9 – Heterogeneity of the bonus for female candidates at the high-level exams
oral tests. Estimates of the DD model on 5 subsamples based on quantiles of the written
test scores. 2006-2013

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Maths 0.0929*** 0.0918*** 0.0882*** 0.0988*** 0.0562***

(0.0153) (0.0154) (0.0157) (0.0171) (0.0210)
Physics 0.121*** 0.116*** 0.134*** 0.0803*** 0.0305

(0.0269) (0.0269) (0.0270) (0.0273) (0.0296)
Philosophy 0.0146 0.0880* 0.166*** 0.0975** 0.0727

(0.0461) (0.0466) (0.0482) (0.0445) (0.0475)
Chemistry 0.0940** 0.0275 0.0264 0.0850* 0.0303

(0.0413) (0.0426) (0.0410) (0.0449) (0.0405)
Economics 0.0308 0.00857 0.117* -0.0233 -0.0856

(0.0601) (0.0623) (0.0660) (0.0617) (0.0614)
History 0.0876 0.127** 0.0715 0.0409 0.0389

(0.0554) (0.0602) (0.0558) (0.0589) (0.0574)
Geography -0.0724** 0.0519 -0.0607* -0.0216 0.111***

(0.0329) (0.0344) (0.0324) (0.0337) (0.0338)
Biology 0.0308 0.00857 0.117* -0.0233 -0.0856

(0.0601) (0.0623) (0.0660) (0.0617) (0.0614)
Classical literature 0.0307 -0.0809 -0.114** 0.00493 -0.0443

(0.0455) (0.0496) (0.0457) (0.0417) (0.0402)
Modern literature 0.0597 -0.0250 -0.0789** -0.0307 -0.0496

(0.0373) (0.0350) (0.0358) (0.0361) (0.0349)
Languages -0.0764*** -0.0385* -0.0679*** -0.0456* -0.0663***

(0.0230) (0.0231) (0.0230) (0.0240) (0.0225)
Notes: Q1 to Q5 indicate subsamples of candidates based on their level on written tests (five quantiles with a fifth of the number of observations
given in Table S4a). Standard errors in parenthesis. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p< 0.01.

Table 1.10 – Heterogeneity of the bonus for female candidates at the medium-level
exams oral tests. Estimates of the DD model on 5 subsamples based on quantiles of the
written test scores. 2006-2013

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Maths 0.0809*** 0.0915*** 0.105*** 0.119*** 0.107***

(0.0111) (0.0114) (0.0111) (0.0114) (0.0116)
Physics-Chemistry 0.0701*** 0.0654*** 0.0518*** 0.0571*** 0.0476***

(0.0154) (0.0147) (0.0151) (0.0150) (0.0151)
Philosophy -0.0230 0.0468 0.0341 0.134** 0.110*

(0.0553) (0.0602) (0.0606) (0.0562) (0.0607)
Economics 0.0412 0.0715* 0.0967*** 0.0861** 0.0599

(0.0388) (0.0373) (0.0366) (0.0374) (0.0381)
History-Geography 0.00471 -0.00112 0.000338 0.00199 -0.00454

(0.0118) (0.0117) (0.0116) (0.0117) (0.0116)
Biology 0.0412 0.0715* 0.0967*** 0.0861** 0.0599

(0.0388) (0.0373) (0.0366) (0.0374) (0.0381)
Classical literature -0.0206 -0.0333 -0.0390 -0.0287 -0.0271

(0.0346) (0.0351) (0.0346) (0.0336) (0.0337)
Modern literature -0.0331** -0.0282** -0.0397*** -0.0321** -0.0248*

(0.0134) (0.0133) (0.0140) (0.0140) (0.0140)
Languages -0.00759 -0.0146 -0.0216** -0.00586 -0.00121

(0.0105) (0.0108) (0.0106) (0.0109) (0.0105)

Notes: Q1 to Q5 indicate subsamples of candidates based on their level on written tests (five quantiles with a fifth of the number of
observations given in Table S4b). Standard errors in parenthesis. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p< 0.01.
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Table 1.11 – Estimates of the bonus for women on oral tests for women at the math
and literature tests in the lower-level exam. Linear regression models DD, S, and S+IV.
2006-2013

DD1 DD2 S S + IV
Maths

Bonus for Women 0.185*** 0.169*** 0.0384*** 0.0191
(0.00703) (0.00704) (0.00526) (0.0143)

Rank at written test 0.0663*** -0.0308
(0.00654) (0.0284)

Observations 24306 24254 24254 2861
Student p-value : written rank = 1 0.000 0.000
Weak identification F stat 2225.331

Literature
Bonus for Women -0.0180*** -0.0359*** 0.0393*** 0.0322**

(0.00677) (0.00683) (0.00515) (0.0144)
Rank at written test 0.138*** 0.258***

(0.00630) (0.0503)
Observations 24306 24254 24254 2861
Student p-value : written rank = 1 0.000 0.000
Weak identification F stat 399.954

Controls:
County No Yes Yes Yes
Nationality No Yes Yes Yes
Age No Yes Yes Yes
Month of birth No Yes Yes Yes
Diploma No Yes Yes Yes
Year No Yes Yes Yes
Region No Yes Yes Yes
Region X Year No Yes Yes Yes
Notes: Instrument in model S + IV is the candidates’ rank at the test the previous year. Standard errors in parenthesis. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, ***
p< 0.01.

Table 1.12 – Heterogeneity of the bonus for female candidates at the lower-level exams
math and literature oral tests. Estimates of the DD model on 5 subsamples based on
quantiles of the written test scores. 2011-2013

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Maths 0.0357** 0.0568*** 0.0868*** 0.0715*** 0.0628***

(0.0155) (0.0135) (0.0122) (0.0111) (0.00998)
Literature 0.0463*** 0.0697*** 0.0395*** 0.0435*** 0.0599***

(0.0101) (0.0117) (0.0121) (0.0126) (0.0129)
Notes: Q1 to Q5 indicate subsamples of candidates based on their level on written tests (five quantiles). Standard errors in parenthesis. * p<0.1,
** p<0.05, *** p< 0.01.
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Table 1.13 – Effect of the gender composition of the examiners’ panels on oral test scores
at the math medium-level exam

(1) (2) (3)
Number of women among examiners

0 ref ref -
- - -

1 -0.0281 -0.0144 -
(0.0495) (0.0573) -

2 -0.112** -0.101 -
(0.0564) (0.0639) -

Number of women among examiners X female candi-
date

0 ref ref ref- - -
1 0.0766 0.0803 0,07917

(0.0853) (0.0858) (.05869)
2 0.0918 0.0957 0,0999

(0.0969) (0.0973) (.06723)

Controls:
Oral test Yes Yes Yes
Examiners No Yes -
Candidates fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Groups of examiners fixed effects No No Yes
Observations 2276 2276 2276
Note : Oral test scores only. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Examiner panels controls are county of residence and main employment
status.

Table 1.14 – Composition of the jury at the Maths medium-level exam in 2014

Agregated jury
Number of examiners* 72
Share of women among examiners 41,67%

Number of groups of examiners 48
Number of examiners per group 3

Groups of examiners
Groups with no woman 2
Groups with one woman 32
Groups with two women 14
Groups with three women 0

Number of candidates evaluated by a group with no woman** 105
Number of candidates evaluated by a group with one woman 1516
Number of candidates evaluated by a group with two women 689
Number of candidates evaluated by a group with three women 0
* Each examiner is member of two examination panels. ** Each candidate is evaluated twice, by two
different examination panels.
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Table 1.15 – Bonus for women at one oral versus one written test in each field. Linear
regression models DD. 2006-2013.
A. Higher-level exam

Maths Physics PhilosophyChemistry Economics Geography History Biology Classical
literature Languages

Bonus for women 0.119*** 0.128*** 0.0853* 0.0588** 0.0302 -0.00536 -0.00183 -0.0245 -0.0287
-

0.0601**
(0.00986) (0.0155) (0.0447) (0.0252) (0.0360) (0.0325) (0.0202) (0.0191) (0.0374) (0.0241)

Observations 4110 1708 320 651 403 424 1410 1571 490 1836

B. Medium-level exam

Maths Physics-
Chemistry PhilosophyEconomics History-

Geography Biology Classical
literature

Modern
literature Languages

Bonus for women 0.132*** 0.0586*** 0.101*** 0.0353 0.0213*** 0.00269 -0.0663*** 0.00878 -0.0365***
(0.00648) (0.00827) (0.0346) (0.0220) (0.00658) (0.00970) (0.0207) (0.00838) (0.00612)

Observations 11462 6683 577 1072 10548 5263 1792 11679 22385

Note: Results based on candidates’ rank difference between one oral test and one written test in each exam. The selected oral and written tests have been chosen
to match as closely as possible in terms of their framing and the subtopic they cover (see Tables S14a and S14b). Standard errors in parenthesis. * p<0.1. **
p<0.05. *** p< 0.01. The number of observation slightly differ from the number of candidates eligible to oral examination given in table S3b due to a sample
restriction to candidates taking the oral tests. The number of observations in Table S13a also slightly differs from Table S4a due to missing detailed tests for
some years in a few disciplines (see explanations in section 2).
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Table 1.16 – Description of all tests at the medium-level examination

Mathematics Physics-
Chemistry Philosophy Economic and

social sciences
History-

Geography Biology Classical
Literature

Modern
Literature Languages

2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013
Written tests

Test 1 One or several
problems

Physics : one or
several

problems +
questions and

exercices

Essay

Economics :
one essay + one
question on
history or

epistemology

History : essay Essay
Essay in French
: literature and

art culture

Essay in French
: literature and

art culture

Text
commentary in
foreign language

Test 2 One or several
problems

Chemistry : one
or several
problem +

questions and
exercices

Study of a
philosophical

text

Sociology : one
essay + one
question on
history or

epistemology

Geography :
essay Essay

Translation in
ancient
language

Grammatical
study of texts in

French

Translation of a
text in foreign

language

Oral tests

Test 1

Lecture :
detailed outline
on a random
subject +
questions

Lecture in
physics or
chemistry:

presentation of
one or several
experiments +

questions

Lecture :
teaching

sequence on a
random subject
+ questions

Lecture :
presentation on

a random
subject +
questions

Lecture in
history or
geography :

exposition on a
random subject
+ questions

Lecture :
exposition on a
random subject
+ questions

Lecture :
analysis of a

random text in
French or
ancient

language +
questions

Lecture :
analysis of a

random text in
French +
questions

Lecture :
presentation of
documents +
questions in

foreign language

Test 2a

Questions with
documents :
knowledge of
discipline,
teaching

programs and
pedagogical
reflexion

Questions with
documents :
knowledge of
discipline,
teaching

programs and
pedagogical
reflexion

Text analysis :
knowledge of
discipline,
teaching

programs and
pedagogical
reflexion

Analysis of
documents,

questions and
exercices :

knowledge of
discipline,
teaching

programs and
pedagogical
reflexion

Analysis of
documents :
knowledge of
discipline,
teaching

programs and
pedagogical
reflexion

Analysis of
documents :
knowledge of
discipline,
teaching

programs and
pedagogical
reflexion

Analysis of
documents :
knowledge of
discipline,
teaching

programs and
pedagogical
reflexion

Analysis of
documents :
knowledge of
discipline,
teaching

programs and
pedagogical
reflexion

Presentation of
documents in

foreign
languages and

questions

Test 2b
BERCS :

question with a
document

BERCS :
question with a

document

BERCS :
question with a

document

BERCS :
question with a

document

BERCS :
question with a

document

BERCS :
question with a

document

BERCS :
question with a

document

BERCS :
question with a

document

BERCS :
question with a

document
Note: Official Journal of the Ministry of Education. Tests in red are used for the robustness check provided in Table 13a. A few tests changed slightly over the period 2006-2013. * The discipline (physics or
chemistry) is randomly assigned to the candidate. ** In each field, this test aims at evaluating the candidate’s knowledge of the discipline, of the teaching programs and her pedagogical skills.
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Mathematics Physics Chemistry Philosophy Economic and
social sciences Geography History Biology Classical

Literature Modern Literature Languages

2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013 2011-2013
Written exams

Test 1
General math :
one or several

problems

Physics : one or
several

problems

Chemistry : one
or several
problems

Essay in
philosophy
without
program

Essay in
economics

Topic in
geography Essay in history Essay on topic

A***
Translation
from latin Essay in french Essay in foreign

language

Test 2

Mathematical
analysis and
probability :
one or several

problems

Chemistry : one
or several
problems

Physics : one or
several
problems

Essay in
philosophy with

program

Essay in
sociology

Geography of
territories Essay in history Essay on topic

B***

Translation
from ancient

greek

Grammatical study
of a french text
before 1500

Translation

Test 3 - Problčme de
physique

Problčme de
chimie

Epreuve
d’histoire de la
philosophie :

commentaire de
texte

Composition au
choix sur

l’histoire et la
géographie ou le
droit public et

la science
politique

Epreuve ŕ
option** sur
dossier :
exercices,
analyse de
documents,

synthčse, carte

Explication de
texte en histoire

Essay on topic
C***

Translation to
latin

Grammatical study
of a french text

after 1500

Essay in French on
foreign literature or

civilisation

Test 4 - - - - - Dissertation en
histoire

Dissertation en
géographie

Translation to
ancient greek Essay in french -

Test 5 - - - - - - - Dissertation
française Translation to latin -

Test 6 - - - - - - - - Translation to
foreign language

-

Oral exams

Test 1

1) Lecture in
algebra and
geometry +
questions 2)
BERCS

1) Lecture in
physics +

questions 2)
BERCS

Lecture in
chemistry +
questions

Lecture in
philosophy

Lecture in
economics and
social sciences
+ questions

Analysis of
documents +
questions 2)
BERCS

Lecture in
history +
questions

Experiment Lecture +
questions Lecture + questions

Analysis of a text in
foreign language +
question in foreign

language

Test 2

Lecture in
mathematical
analysis and
probability +
questions

1) Lecture in
chemistry +
questions 2)
BERCS

1) Lecture in
physics +

questions 2)
BERCS

1) Lecture +
questions 2)
BERCS

1) Analysis of
documents +
questions 2)
BERCS

Lecture in
geography +
questions

1) Analysis of
documents +
questions 2)
BERCS

Experiment

1) Analysis of a
text in french +
questions 2)
BERCS

Analysis of a text in
french

Translation and
grammatical

analysis + questions

Test 3
Modeling :
presentation

with documents

Experiment in
physics +
questions

Experiment in
chemistry +
questions

Analysis of a
text in french

Math and
statistics

History :
analysis of

documents +
questions

Geography :
analysis of

documents +
questions

Presentation in
a choosen topic

Analysis of an
ancient text +

questions

1) Analysis of a text
in french +

questions 2) BERCS

Exposé en français
sur un sujet de

litérature étrangčre
puis entretien

Test 4 - - -
Translation and
analysis of a
text in foreign

language

- - -
1) Presentation
and experiment

2) BERCS

Analysis of a
latin text +
questions

Commentaire d’un
texte de littérature

ancienne ou
moderne. Entretien

sur le contenu
présenté.

1) Translation +
questions 2) BERCS

Test 5 - - - - - - - -
Analysis of a
greek text +
questions

- -

Note: Official Journal of the Ministry of Education. Tests in red are used for the robustness check provided in Table 13b. Tests in grey are missing data. A few tests changed slightly over the period 2006-2013.
* Candidates choose one between the two possible subjects. Topic A : biology et cell physiology, molecular biology ; Topic B : biology et physiology of organisms et biology of populations ; Topic C : Earth
sciences, universe sciences and Earth’s biosphere ** Those tests contain two subparts noted 1) and 2) and evaluated by the same group of examiners.
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Table 1.18 – Female mean rank at all tests at the medium-level examination

Mathematics Physics-Chemistry Philosophy Social sciences History-Geography
2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013

Written exams
Test 1 0.479 0.457 0.451 0.431 0.507 0.487 0.512 0.49 0.489 0.496
Test 2 0.479 0.478 0.547 0.541 0.488 0.498 0.5 0.522 0.502 0.5
Oral exams
Test 1 0.542 0.547 0.532 0.522 0.488 0.528 0.524 0.519 0.506 0.502
Test 2 0.52 0.547 0.522 0.535 0.581 0.51 0.532 0.54 0.494 0.495
Test 3 - - - - 0.566 - 0.546 - 0.496 -

Biology Classical Literature Modern Literature Languages
2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013

Written exams
Test 1 0.509 0.504 0.504 0.503 0.491 0.495 0.504 0.495
Test 2 0.493 0.49 0.493 0.491 0.51 0.503 0.5 0.503
Oral exams
Test 1 0.5 0.494 0.489 0.51 0.493 0.5 0.498 0.498
Test 2 0.522 0.488 0.494 0.499 0.494 0.504 0.51 0.495
Test 3 - - 0.498 - - - - -
Note: Test ranks are standardized between 0 and 1, with mean 0.5. A female mean rank < 0.5 (resp. > 0.5) means that female do worse (resp. better) than male in average.
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Mathematics Physics Chemistry Philosophy Social sciences Geography
2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013

Written tests
Test 1 0.43 0.436 0.457 0.437 0.489 0.5 0.504 0.482 0.523 0.497 0.557 0.538
Test 2 0.405 0.44 0.551 0.527 0.467 0.508 0.478 0.461 0.52 0.498 0.532 0.513
Test 3 - - 0.431 0.472 0.497 0.514 0.514 0.518 0.522 0.533 0.502 0.53
Test 4 - - - - - - - - - - 0.528 0.553
Test 5 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Test 6 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oral tests
Test 1 0.505 0.512 0.543 0.527 0.495 0.59 0.563 0.519 0.516 0.524 0.53 0.579
Test 2 0.504 0.504 0.553 0.564 0.51 0.576 0.514 0.53 0.492 0.482 0.536 0.583
Test 3 0.496 0.498 0.475
Test 4 - - - - - - - - - -
Test 5 - - - - - - - - - - - -

History Biology Classical Literature Modern Literature Languages
2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013 2006-2010 2011-2013

Written tests
Test 1 0.518 0.473 0.514 0.514 0.508 0.49 0.489 0.503 0.505 0.505
Test 2 0.492 0.511 0.508 0.485 0.51 0.489 0.523 0.524 0.504 0.496
Test 3 0.495 0.491 0.496 0.5 0.503 0.492 0.509 0.519 0.499 0.499
Test 4 0.502 0.507 - - 0.476 0.471 0.494 0.49 - 0.494
Test 5 - - - - 0.49 0.5 0.504 0.489 - 0.504
Test 6 - - - - - - 0.504 0.493 - -
Oral tests
Test 1 0.52 0.409 0.495 0.481 0.482 0.5 0.498
Test 2 0.516 0.5 0.506 0.493
Test 3 0.502 0.482
Test 4 - - - -
Test 5 - - - - - - - -
Note: Test ranks are standardized between 0 and 1, with mean 0.5. A female mean rank < 0.5 (resp. > 0.5) means that female do worse (resp. better) than male in average.
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Figure 1.1 – Average gender gap between oral and written examinations, by subject, in
the recruitment of teachers at the high- and medium-level.

Note: Differential variation in average percentile ranks of female and male candidates between anonymous

written and non-anonymous oral tests. Computed for each subject-specific exam at the high- and medium-

level as the gap between females’ average percentile rank on oral and written tests, minus the same gap

for men. Feminization index is the share of females among professors and assistant professors in each

field (see SM for alternative measures).
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Figure 1.2 – Average rank difference between women and men on oral and written tests
in each subject-specific exam at the high- and medium-level.
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Figure 1.3 – Difference between women and men average rank on oral test in the subject
"Behave as an ethical and responsible civil servant" in different fields of specialization.

Note: Computed for each subject-specific exam at the medium level. Feminization index is the share of

females among professors and assistant professors in each field (see SM for alternative measures).
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Figure 1.4 – Average rank difference between women and men on the oral test "Behave
as an Ethical and Responsible Civil Servant" according to subject feminization.

Note: Rank difference between women and men at the oral test "Behave as an Ethical and Responsible

Civil Servant" at the lower-level exam and at the medium-level exam among two samples of candidates:

those who took both the lower-level and a medium-level exams in a strongly male-dominated subject (left

side, N=45), and those who took both the lower-level and a medium-level exams in a more gender neutral

subject (right side, N=73). Ranks at the tests have been computed within each sample, ignoring other

candidates that are not in the sample. Confidence intervals at the 90% level are given in square brackets.
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Figure 1.5 – Odds ratios of admission for women candidates at non-anonymous oral
tests versus anonymous written tests.

Note: Computed for each subject-specific exam at the high- and medium-level. Feminization index is

the share of females among professors and assistant professors in each field (see SM for alternative

measures).
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Figure 1.6 – Average gender gap between oral and written examinations, by subject, for
candidates taking both medium- and higher-level exams the same year.

Note: Based only on candidates taking both the medium- and higher-level exams the same year. The

figure gives the differential variation in average percentile ranks of female and male candidates between

anonymous written and non-anonymous oral tests. Computed for each subject-specific exam at the high-

and medium-level. Feminization index is the share of females among professors and assistant professors

in each field.
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Figure 1.7 – Average gender gap in the recruitment of teachers at the high- and medium-
level, by subject, considering only one oral and one written test.

Note: Based only on one written test and one oral test in each subject (instead of total scores as in Figure

1). The figure gives the differential variation in average percentile ranks of female and male candidates

between anonymous written and non-anonymous oral tests. Computed for each subject-specific exam at

the high- and medium-level. Feminization index is the share of females among professors and assistant

professors in each field.
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Chapter 2

Understanding the effect of salary,
degree requirements and demand on
teacher supply and quality: a
theoretical approach

2.1 Introduction

Improving teacher quality is a major international concern, which explains why teacher

selection methods have long been at the heart of educational research. In recent years,

the lack of attractiveness of the teaching profession has also raised many questions. In

France, as in most developed countries, teacher shortages are intensifying in primary and

secondary education. Since 2013, the two largest French academic regions (Créteil and

Versailles) are no longer able to fill all primary school teacher positions through regular

recruitment processes. This is also the case for several subjects (notably mathematics,

literature and foreign languages) in secondary education.

The objective of this chapter is to provide a theoretical framework that clarifies the

conditions for attracting more and potentially better candidates to teaching positions. In

economics, considerable attention has been paid to financial and non-financial incentives,

sometimes to the detriment of other potential levers. The model proposed in this chapter

examines the effect of compensation but also the effect of public management tools that

are less often studied, such as qualification requirements and labor demand.

The theoretical and empirical works in economics have shown that monetary incen-

tives are generally able to attract more candidates (Falch, 2010, 2011; Marinescu and

Wolthoff, 2012; Dal Bó et al., 2013). In particular, Rumberger (1987) shows that com-
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pensating for the wage gap between engineers and science teachers can eliminate the

shortage of teachers in these disciplines. Falch et al. (2009) find a relationship between

higher earning opportunities in alternative occupations and teacher shortages. However,

empirical studies are less conclusive regarding the effect of financial incentives on teacher

quality (Hanushek et al., 1999; Greaves and Sibieta, 2013; Rothstein, 2015). Most studies

suggest that strong financial incentives are needed to observe a positive effect on student

achievement (Prost, 2013; Greaves and Sibieta, 2013; Rothstein, 2015). I propose a simple

model that highlights the mechanisms through which financial incentives operate. The

model predicts a positive elasticity of teacher supply with wage under realistic assump-

tions but the effect on teachers’ skills is much more ambiguous and will depend on the

context.

The effect of demand on labour supply has received little attention in the economic

literature. In France, primary and secondary school teachers account for 1.5% and 1.9%

of the working population respectively. Approximately 27,000 tenured primary and sec-

ondary public school teachers are recruited each year1, representing approximately 9% of

the general baccalaureate graduates, 16% of the general bachelor’s graduates and 22.4%

of the general master’s graduates (excluding engineers and business school graduates)

of a generation2. The recruitment of teachers therefore represents a massive selection

process. Daussin-Bénichou et al. (2015) show that, on average, each teaching position

attracts an additional 1.5 candidates. However, recruitment difficulties in some regions

suggest a much lower elasticity when the demand for teachers increases. The model that

I propose predicts a positive elasticity of the number of candidates with the number of

posts. However, the elasticity decreases with teacher demand, which may contribute to

explain why some academic regions are facing teacher shortage in France. The model

also shows that teacher skills, measured during the recruitment process, tend to decrease

with teacher demand.

A significant proportion of recruiters pre-select candidates based on qualifications.

As skills are not fully revealed in job interviews, qualification is an attractive criteria

for reducing uncertainty about the competencies of candidates. However, increasing the
1Less than 2% of tenured teachers resign or are dismissed during their career.
2Source: SIES, DEPP, INSEE. 16% of primary and secondary school teachers work in private edu-

cation. Public and private primary and secondary school teachers recruited each year represent about
10.7% of the general baccalaureate graduates, 19% of the bachelor’s graduates and 26.7% of the master’s
graduates (excluding engineering and business school graduates) of a generation.
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degree level of teachers can be counter-productive. In particular, the most competent

individuals may renounce to apply as higher qualifications are associated with better

outside opportunities (Berger and Toma, 1994; Angrist and Guryan, 2008).

Although it is difficult to predict the quality of a future teacher on the basis of his

or her observable characteristics, many countries have recently decided to increase the

minimum qualification required to become a teacher. These initiatives are supported

by a recent report commissioned by the European Commission, which calls for a higher

level of recruitment of teachers in order to ensure the "attractiveness and excellence" of

the profession (European Commission, 2014). These provisions have been extended to

a large number of European countries over the last decade, but their effects on teacher

supply and quality have never been evaluated. In 2013, sixteen European countries

require a master’s degree to teach in secondary education and eleven countries require a

similar diploma level to teach in primary education3. The model presented in this chapter

predicts that an increase in the level of qualification required will tend to decrease the

number of candidates to teaching positions. However, the effect on teacher quality is

ambiguous and will namely depends on the correlation between academic skills and on-

the-job teacher performance.

The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.2 review the literature and

Section 3.4.5 introduces a simple model to examine the effect of wage on teacher supply

and skills. Section 2.4 examines the effect of teacher demand and Section 2.5 studies the

effect of diploma requirement on teacher supply and skills. Section 4.8 concludes.

2.2 Related literature

Several economic studies have examined the possibility of increasing the number and

quality of applicants through financial incentives to compensate for the monetary and

non-monetary benefits of outside opportunities. The empirical literature generally con-

firms that higher salaries help attract more candidates (Falch, 2010, 2011; Marinescu and

Wolthoff, 2012; Dal Bó et al., 2013). Based on a randomized experiment in Mexico4,

Dal Bó et al. (2013) estimate that the elasticity of labour supply with wage is around
3France, Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia, Finland, Island, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Estonia
4The salary offered to the treatment group was 33% higher than the salary offered to the control

group.
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2.15 in the public sector, which means that a 10% wage increase leads to an increase in

the number of candidates of about 22%. Using two different methods, Falch (2010) and

Falch (2011) estimate that the elasticity of teacher supply with salary is about 1.25-1.4 in

Norway. Several articles also suggest that a salary differential between teachers and other

professions ("alternative earning opportunities") reduces labor supply and contributes to

teacher shortages. In the US, Rumberger (1987) shows that compensating for the wage

gap between engineers and science teachers would help eliminate the shortage of science

teachers. Murnane and Olsen (1989) shows that secondary school teachers are more likely

to drop out of teaching when salaries associated with their subject specialty increase in the

private sector (business and industry). Similarly, Dolton and van der Klaauw (1999) find

that higher opportunity wages and lower teacher salaries contribute to teacher turnover

in the UK. In Norway, Falch et al. (2009) finds that teacher shortages increase sharply

as the regional unemployment rate decreases. These results suggest that teacher supply

is affected by the relative pay of teachers compared to other occupations.

The economic literature is much less conclusive regarding the effect of financial in-

centives on the quality of recruitment (Hanushek, 1997; Hanushek et al., 1999; Bénabou

et al., 2009; Marinescu and Wolthoff, 2012; Dal Bó et al., 2013; Greaves and Sibieta,

2013; Rothstein, 2015). Marinescu and Wolthoff (2012) show that higher wages allow

to attract more educated and experienced applicants in the private sector, while Dal Bó

et al. (2013) find positive effect of higher wages on personality traits (motivation, in-

tegrity, prosocial inclinations) and skills (IQ, past earning and past occupation) in the

public sector. The effectiveness of financial incentives in education depends on the corre-

lation between the determinants of teacher quality and the skills valued in non-teaching

labour markets (Hanushek and Rivkin, 2004). Card and Krueger (1992) use the variation

in teachers’ salaries across states in the US and find that a 10% increase in teachers’

salaries is associated with a 0.1 percentage point increase in student achievement. Simi-

larly, Loeb and Page (2000) use the variation between states in teachers’ salaries relative

to alternative occupational opportunities and observe that a 10% increase in teachers’

salaries reduces high school dropout rate from 3% to 4% ten years later. However, stud-

ies based on individual longitudinal data usually find that teachers’ salaries have little

or negligible impact on students’ academic performance and future outcomes. Using the

National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, Betts (1995) shows that teachers’ salaries are
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not correlated with students’ future earnings. Grogger (1996) uses the High School and

Beyond survey and finds that school expenses (including teacher salaries) have a positive

but limited effect on students’ after-school incomes5. The authors argue that studies

using inter-state variation suffer from measurement errors and omitted variables, which

distorts the estimation of the impact of school spending on student achievement. In a

meta-analysis of 119 studies, Hanushek (1997) identifies 24 studies finding a significant

positive relationship between teacher salaries and student achievement, 8 studies finding

a significant negative relationship and 87 studies finding a non-significant positive or neg-

ative relationship. Hanushek et al. (1999) also finds that the salary offered has little effect

on teacher certification test scores (evaluation of pedagogical knowledge). On the other

hand, salaries appear to have a positive effect on student achievement in mathematics and

reading. A 10 percentage point increase in the starting salary of teachers would increase

mathematics achievement by 0.12 percentage points and reading achievement by 0.08

percentage points. However, the author notes that causal interpretation of these results

is not guaranteed. Using sharp geographical discontinuities in teacher salaries, Greaves

and Sibieta (2013) find little evidence supporting that an increase in teacher salaries im-

proves pupils’ performance in national assessments at age 11, although the authors rely

on accurate estimates. The authors conclude that salary changes of the observed magni-

tude (5%) are unlikely to attract and retain good teachers. Overall, research in the field

of education tends to show that strong wage increases are needed to significantly improve

student achievement, particularly in socio-economically disadvantaged areas (Prost, 2013;

Greaves and Sibieta, 2013).

In a different approach, performance pay has aroused increasing interest among economists,

employers and policy-makers in recent decades. Again, the effectiveness of this incentive

is mixed and strongly depends on the performance indicators selected (Bacache, 2009;

Bryson et al., 2017). According to the theory of agency (Ross, 1973; Jensen and Meck-

ling, 1976), indexing remuneration to individual performance increases the level of effort

by reducing moral hazard ; it also helps to attract (increase signalling) and retain (de-

crease adverse selection) the most competent people by promising a fairer remuneration

of productivity. A first well known problem is that individual performance is rarely fully

observed, which can lead individuals to neglect little or poorly observed tasks in favour
5A 10% increase in school spending would only increase the average salary of adult students by 0.68%.
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of easily measurable tasks (e. g. quantity versus quality of production) (Holmstrom and

Milgrom, 1991; Baker, 1992). Another risk is to discourage individuals by substituting

a monetary value for the symbolic or intrinsic value of work (Frey S. and Jegen, 2000;

Osterloh and Frey, 2000). Incentive pay is also likely to increase unequal treatment of

users when the service is co-produced (for example, if teachers focus their efforts on

the students who learn most quickly) (Firestone and Pennell, 1993; Bacache-Beauvallet,

2006; Jones, 2013). Specifically, in the field of education, pay for performance typically

involves making teachers’ salaries dependent on student achievement on standardized

tests. Over the past decade, many states and school districts have implemented this type

of compensation programs in the United States. Some authors have reported a decrease

in collaboration between teachers (Jones, 2013) and a decrease in intrinsic motivation for

teaching (Belfield and Heywood, 2008) following competition. Other authors point to the

existence of cheating behaviour (Jacob and Levitt, 2003), teaching to the test, and show

that teachers tend to focus their efforts on tested topics at the expense of other forms

of knowledge and skills (Jacob, 2005). Overall, the results of studies that assessed the

impact of pay-for-performance on student achievement are mixed (Jacob, 2005; Atkinson

et al., 2009; Glewwe et al., 2010; Fryer, 2013; Jones, 2013; Balch and Springer, 2015).

According to Rothstein (2015), the costs of individual financial incentives even outweighs

their benefits in terms of student achievement and future incomes.

The effect of demand on labour supply has received much less attention in the eco-

nomic literature. (Hanushek et al., 1999) and (Leigh, 2012) point out that failing to

control for teachers demand in schools (often unobserved) makes it difficult to interpret

causally the effect of salaries on the supply and quality of teachers obtained in most

studies. In France, the demand for civil servants (85% of teachers) is determined by the

number of places in each recruitment examination, while salaries are determined by a

salary scale that varies mainly according to profession and seniority. (Daussin-Bénichou

et al., 2015) show that the number of candidates for public service competitions generally

increases with the number of positions offered. The authors estimate that an additional

(primary or secondary) teaching position is associated with an additional 1.5 candidates

over the 1980-2012 period. The authors also observe that the number of candidates for

teaching posts is strongly and positively correlated with the unemployment rate during

this period.
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The empirical literature in economics of education is skeptical about the effectiveness

of raising the degree requirement of teachers. The effect on recruitment depends on

(1) the correlation between the level of education and the quality of a teacher, (2) the

number of candidates discouraged by increased opportunity costs related to the level of

education, and (3) the quality of these discouraged candidates. Most empirical studies

report a positive but weak correlation between the quality of teachers and their degree

level (Hanushek and Rivkin 2004, although:Jacob et al. 2016). Berger and Toma (1994)

find a negative correlation between the degree level required to teach and students’ SAT

scores in the US. A limitation of these studies is that they rely on cross-sectional analysis

and do not exploit exogenous change in the degree required to teach.

2.3 The effect of wage

2.3.1 A simple model

Let’s start with a very simple model to examine how changes in teachers’ and competing

occupations wages theoretically alter teacher supply and characteristics.

Consider all individuals who meet the eligibility criteria for teaching positions (for

example, the level of diploma required). Let’s introduce ui the utility of the teaching

profession for the individual i, ci > 0 the training cost to become a teacher (including

preparation for the recruitment process), pi the probability of being recruited as a teacher6

and vi the expected utility of alternative professions. To simplify, assume that ci =

constant = c.

Suppose the expected utility of participating in the teacher recruitment process can

be written E[U trp] = ui pi + vi (1 − pi) − c. In other words, individuals get the utility

ui − c if they succeed in becoming teachers and vi − c if they fail. If individuals are risk

neutral, they participate in the recruitment process when E[U trp] > vi i.e. pi (ui−vi) > c.

Because pi ∈ [0, 1] and c > 0, a necessary condition is that ui > vi. This condition simply

requires that candidates for teaching posts have a greater preference for teaching than

for other professions.

Let us call "potential candidates" individuals who satisfy a more restrictive condition:

ui − c > vi. Potential candidates refer to individuals who participate in the teacher
6In the French context, it corresponds to the probability of success in the competitive examination
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recruitment process when pi = 1, i.e. when recruitment is certain. The number of

potential candidates indicates the maximum number of candidates that recruiters could

attract to teaching positions in a given context. Since in practice pi <1, "candidates"

for teaching positions are actually potential candidates who satisfy pi > c
ui−vi . On the

contrary, all individuals eligible for teaching positions that meet ui − c < vi will never

consider becoming a teacher (in a given context), even if it is certain they will be recruited.

Figure 2.1 shows how eligible individuals are divided into "never candidates", "poten-

tial candidates" and "candidates" according to the value of the parameters pi, ui− vi and

c.

(u - v)max

(u - v)min

u - v

p

c

0

0 1

Candidates:
u - v > c / p

Potential candidates:
u - v > c

Never candidates:
u - v < c

Figure 2.1 – Professional choices for individuals eligible to teaching positions

Note: Among persons eligible for teaching posts, this figure shows 1) individuals who are candidates

(dark grey part - "candidates") because their relative utility for teaching is positive and their probability

of recruitment is high, 2) individuals who are not candidates (white part - "never candidates") because

their relative utility for teaching is negative and 3) individuals who are not candidates (light grey part)

because their probability of recruitment is low although their relative utility for teaching is positive. With

the notation of the model, u is the utility of the teaching profession, c is the opportunity cost, v is the

expected utility of alternative professions and p is the probability of being recruited as a teacher.
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2.3.2 Implication for teacher supply

To see more clearly how teacher wage affect teacher supply, assume that the utility of

the teaching profession can be written ui = wt + νi, and that the expected utility of

alternative occupations can be written vi = w + µi, with wt the average wage of teacher

over the professional life7, νi a non-monetary preference for teaching, w the average wage

(over the professional life) of alternative occupations and µi an expected (monetary and

non-monetary) individual specific preference for alternative professions.

Let’s note h the joint distribution function of random variables (ν − µ, p) and Hν−µ

the marginal cumulative distribution function of ν−µ. The share of potential candidates

among eligible individuals is given by P (ui − vi > c) = P (νi − µi > c − wt + w) =

1 − Hν−µ(c − wt + w). Because Hν−µ is by definition an increasing function, the share

of potential candidates among eligible individuals increases with the difference wt − w

between the average salary of teachers and that of other professions.

Similarly, the share of candidates among eligible individuals writes P (ui − vi > c
pi

) =

P (νi − µi >
c
pi
− wt + w) =

∫ 1
p=0

∫ +∞
µ−ν= c

pi
−wt+w h(p, ν − µ) dp d(ν − µ) = Gc(wt − w).

Because h is a distribution function, G is an increasing function of wt −w which implies

that the share of candidates among eligible individuals is an increasing function of the

average wage of teachers and a decreasing function of the average wage of alternative

occupations. We can also show that the share of candidates among potential candidates

is an increasing function of wt − w.

Therefore, under the assumptions of the model, an increase in teacher salaries, all

other things being equal, will unambiguously increase the supply of teachers: eligible

individuals will be more likely to be potential candidates and potential candidates will

be more likely to be candidates.

2.3.3 Implication for teacher skills

Numerous studies show that the quality of teachers is one of the factors that most strongly

influence the academic success, but also the behaviour and professional careers of stu-

dents (Hanushek, 1992; Rockoff, 2004; Rivkin et al., 2005; Chetty et al., 2014). The

determinants of teacher quality are multidimensional and are the subject of active re-

search in the educational sciences. Our theoretical framework introduces two potential
7In France, teachers’ wage follows a salary scale than essentially depends on seniority
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determinants of teaching quality: the non-monetary preference for teaching ν, which may

reflect the individual’s intrinsic motivation for the profession, and the probability of being

recruited p, which refers to the abilities a measured during the recruitment process and

likely to correspond to the knowledge needed to teach. Assuming that motivation and

knowledge contribute to teacher quality, noted Q, we can write Q = f(ν, p, θ), with θ a

set of unobserved determinants of teacher quality.

Unlike the case of teacher supply, the effect of salary on the teacher quality is not

a simple problem. With the notations and assumptions of the model, the wage effect

depends on the relationship between the relative utility of teaching ui− vi and the prob-

ability of success pi. But even more, the effect of wage depends on the nature (intensity

and functional form) of the relationship between pi, νi and the quality Qi of teacher i.

In our setting, the candidates’ average knowledge is related to the expression:

E[pi|candidate] =
∫ 1
p=0

∫ +∞
µ−ν= c

pi
−wt+w p h(p, ν−µ) dp d(ν−µ). Assuming that ν−µ ⊥

p, p ∼ U [0, 1] and ν − µ ∼ U [(ν − µ)min, (ν − µ)max], we can show that E[pi|ui − vi > c
pi

]

is an increasing function of wt−w for wt−w < c− (ν−µ)min and an decreasing function

of wt−w for wt−w > c− (ν − µ)min (all other things being equal). However, the result

may be completely different if we change one or more of these simplifying assumptions.

The effect of wage on the quality of teachers recruited is even more complex to predict.

With the simplifying assumptions above, we can show that teachers’ average knowledge

increases (up to a ceiling) with teachers’ salary. This result, which seems to contradict the

decrease in the average knowledge of candidates with salary, comes from the fact that a

higher wage attracts very competent candidates. Thus, while candidates’ average knowl-

edge decreases with salary due to the arrival of large numbers of less qualified candidates,

recruiters are more likely to fill teaching positions with highly qualified individuals (the

most important aspect for a recruiter is the number of candidates at the top of the skill

distribution).

This very simple model already gives an overview of the theoretical effect of an increase

in teachers’ salaries. Although the effect on the number of candidates is clearly positive,

the effect on the quality of teachers recruited depends on the nature of the relationship

between the aptitude criteria measured at recruitment (ai) and the actual quality of

teachers. The wage effect will also depend on the relationship between the relative utility
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of the individual for teaching ui−vi and the probability of recruitment pi, which depends

in part on how the labor market values the skills ai measured during the recruitment

process. Nevertheless, a change in hypothesis can lead to very different results, which

underlines the importance of empirical evaluation before drawing a conclusion. The

following section presents the results obtained when the determinants of the recruitment

probability pi are made more explicit.

2.4 The effect of labor demand

Let us consider the case where teachers are recruited through competitive examinations

once a year. This section examines the effect of teacher demand on teacher supply and

skills.

2.4.1 Model

Notations

With the notations of the previous section, the expected utility of participating in the

teacher recruitment process is U trp = ui pi+vi (1−pi)−c, while the alternative expected

utility is vi. Remember that pi is the probability of success in the teacher recruitment

exam, ui is the utility for teaching, vi is the expected utility for alternative professions

and c is the cost of preparation to become a teacher.

Consider NE the random variable that indicates the number of individuals eligible

for teaching positions (for example, all bachelors’ graduates in a given year), NPC the

number of potential candidates, NC the number of candidates and NP the number of

teaching positions in a given year. Assume also that NPC →∞ when NE →∞.

I note ai the skills measured at recruitment and F∞a the corresponding asymptotic

cumulative distribution function for potential candidates8. I note Fa the empirical cumu-

lative distribution function of skills for potential candidates in a given year.

Probability of success pi

Suppose the recruitment exam assesses the potential candidates’ skill ai with a zero mean

and variance ση measurement error ηi. I assume that each individual knows his or her skill
8In this section, all distributions with the symbol ∞ are assumed to be continuous.
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level (ai) as well as the variance of the measurement error (ση), but ignores the specific

shock ηi he or she will receive upon recruitment. I note xi the score the individual i gets

when participating in the exam: xi = ai + ηi. I also note F∞η the asymptotic cumulative

distribution of ηi and F∞x the asymptotic cumulative distribution of the exam score xi
(hypothetically) obtained by potential candidates9. Teacher positions (NP in total for

a given year) are allocated to the highest ranked candidates on the recruitment test.

This means that all candidates who score higher than the last recruited candidate are

necessarily recruited.

To clarify the situation, consider x1, ..., xNC the scores obtained by NC candidates who

participate in the teacher recruitment process in a given year. ∀(i, j) such that xi 6= xj,

there is (almost surely) a unique permutation σ−1 of [1, NC ] that orders the xi such that:

xσ−1(1) > xσ−1(2) > ... > xσ−1(NP )︸ ︷︷ ︸
recruited : xi>s

> ... > xσ−1(NC).

Transformation σ(i) provides the rank of individual i and σ−1(k) provides the identity

of the kth individual ranked by decreasing values of x. Therefore, the recruitment thresh-

old s for a given year is defined as the score of the last candidate recruited: s = xσ−1(NP )
10.

The probability that individual i passes the exam conditional on s and ability ai is: pi,s =

P (xσ−1(σ(i)) ≥ xσ−1(NP )|xσ−1(NP ), ai) = P (xi > s|s, ai) = P (ai+ηi > s|s) = 1−F∞η (s−ai)

and the expected probability that individual i passes the exam conditional on ai writes:

pi = E[pi,s|ai] = E[1− F∞η (s− ai)|ai].

Let’s note F c∞
x the asymptotic cumulative distribution of the exam score of candidates

and note x∞P the unique solution of F c∞
x (x∞P ) = E[NP

NC
], with E[NP

NC
] the expected share

of positions per candidate for a given year. The asymptotic convergence of an empirical

quantile ensures that s a.s.−→
NE→∞

x∞P = F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC
]).

Therefore, the (expected) probability that the individual i will pass the examina-

tion (conditional on his or her skill ai and conditional on the empirical distribution

of candidates’ skills in a given year) is: pi = E[pi,s|ai] = E[1 − F∞η (s − ai)|ai] =

E[1− Fη[ F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC
])− ai ]|ai] = 1− Fη[ F c−1∞

x (1− E[NP
NC

])− ai ].

pi = 1− F∞η [ F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC

])− ai ] (1)

9This is the score that potential candidates would get if they participated in the recruitment exam. In
practice, we saw in the previous section that only a fraction of potential candidates actually participate
in the recruitment process (these are the candidates).

10When there are k distinct individuals such that x = s, replace NP by NP + k
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For a given year, the probability of passing the exam increases with the individual’s

skill ai, increases with the number of teaching positions NP and decreases with the num-

ber of candidates NC . The probability of being recruited also depends on the asymptotic

cumulative distribution function of the examination score for candidates F c∞
x (entirely

determined by the asymptotic cumulative distribution functions of the examination score

for potential candidates F∞x and by the expected number of positions per potential candi-

date E[ NP
NPC

]) and the error term F∞η . Note that expression (1) is similar to the expression

obtained by Dal Bó et al. (2013).

Strategic behavior

Suppose individuals anticipate that the probability of passing the exam depends on the

decision of other potential candidates. Intuitively, if the number of (good) candidates

NC increases for a given number of teaching positions NP , competition will intensify and

the least competent individuals will be discouraged from participating. As a result, the

number of candidates will decrease and the average skill level of candidates will tend to

increase. If individuals act strategically, the decision to participate in the recruitment

process will depend on the distribution F c∞
x of the scores of candidates when the game

is reproduced a large number of times.

The decision to apply to teacher recruitment process

Suppose individuals are strategic and risk neutral. The potential candidate i participates

in the teacher recruitment process if ui pi + wi (1− pi)− c > vi i.e. pi > c
ui−wi .

As in the previous section, I assume that the utility of teaching and the expected

utility of alternative professions can be written ui = wt + νi and vi = w + µi, with wt

the average wage of teacher over the professional life, νi a non-monetary preference for

teaching, w the average wage (over the professional life) of alternative occupations and µi
an expected (monetary and non-monetary) individual specific preference for alternative

professions.

To simplify, I suppose that all individuals face the same relative utility for teaching:

ui−vi = wt+ν−w−µ = u−v11. This additional assumption combined with expression
11The results in the following paragraphs can also be interpreted conditionally to the value of νi − µi,

which allows to remain in a more general framework
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(1) allows us to write that the potential candidate i participates in the recruitment process

if ai > F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC
])− F−1∞

η (1− c
u−v ) = x∞P − F−1

η (1− c
u−v ) = B∞. All applicants

in a given year meet the condition ai > B∞.

From the statistician’s perspective, the share of potential candidates involved in the

teacher recruitment process satisfies: P (ai > B∞|B∞) = 1− F∞a (B∞) = E[ NC
NPC

], where

F∞a is the asymptotic cumulative distribution of potential candidates’ competencies. This

relationship allows to derive the expression:

F−1∞
a (1− E[ NC

NPC

]) = F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC

])− F−1∞
η (1− c

u− v
) (2)

Expression (2) relates the expected number of candidates per potential candidate to

the expected number of positions per candidate. This expression also involves the inverse

cumulative distribution functions F−1∞
a , F c−1∞

x , F−1
η , the cost of preparing individuals

for the teacher recruitment process c and the relative utility for teaching u− v.

Additional assumptions for distribution functions

I assume that F∞a and F∞η are normal cumulative distributions: N(ma, σ
2
a) and N(0, σ2

η).

This condition implies that the examination score of potential candidates follows a normal

distribution F∞x , which can be noted N(mx, σ
2
x), with mx = ma and σ2

x = σ2
a + σ2

η.

With these additional assumptions, the asymptotic cumulative distribution of candi-

dates’ examination scores is written:

F c∞
x (z) = P (xi < z|ai > B∞, B∞) = P (ai + ηi < z|ai > B∞, B∞)

= 1
P (ai>B∞|B∞)

∫ +∞
B∞ F∞η (z − a)fa(a)da

The cumulative distribution of candidates’ competencies becomes simply:

F c∞
a (z) = P (ai < z|ai > B∞, B∞) = F∞a (z)−F∞a (B∞)

1−F∞a (B∞) = F∞a (z)−1
E[ NC

NPC
]

+ 1

Approximation

In order to obtain simple analytical expressions for the expected number of candidates, the

expected examination score of candidates and the expected examination score of recruited

teachers, I approximate the term x∞P = F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC
]) that appears in relations (1)

and (2). I show in the Appendix that for x∞P −B
∞

x∞P ση
>> 1, x∞P = F c−1∞

x (1 − E[NP
NC

]) ≈

F−1∞
x (1− E[ NP

NPC
]).
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A first implication of the condition x∞P −B
∞

x∞P ση
>> 1 is that potential candidates par-

ticipate in the recruitment process even when the difference between their skill level ai
and the expected recruitment threshold x∞P far exceeds the standard deviation of the

measurement error: ai − x∞P >> ση.

A second implication is that P (ai < B∞|xi ≥ x∞P ) << 1, which means that only

potential candidates with a very low probability of success give up participating in the

recruitment competition (which corresponds to the contraposition of the previous impli-

cation).

A third implication is that F−1(1 − c
u−v ) >> 1 (with F the normal cumulative dis-

tribution), which is equivalent to u−v
c
>> 1. This means that the difference between the

utility of the teaching profession and the expected utility of alternative professions far

exceeds the cost of the competition.

It follows from the above considerations that the condition x∞P −B
∞

x∞P ση
>> 1 is satisfied

when the teaching profession is "sufficiently" attractive compared to competing profes-

sions. In practice, this means that there are significantly more candidates than teaching

posts, which can be tested empirically.

2.4.2 Implication for teacher supply

Expected number of candidates per eligible individual

Using the expression (2) and the approximation in Section 2.4.1, the expected number

of candidates per potential candidate is related to the expected number of positions per

potential candidate according to:

F−1∞
a (1− E[ NC

NPC
]) ≈ F−1∞

x (1− E[ NP
NPC

])− F−1
η (1− c

u−v )

Using the assumptions about the forms of distributions formulated in the Section 2.4.1,

we obtain:

E[ NC

NPC

] ≈ F [1− σx
σa

F−1(1− E[ NP

NPC

])− ση
σa

F−1(1− c

wt − w + ν − µ
)] (3)

with F−1 the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the normal law N(0, 1).

Conditionally to the value of νi−µi, the expected number of candidates per potential

candidate NP
NPC

increases with the expected number of teaching positions per potential
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candidate NP
NPC

. Consequently, the elasticity of the expected number of candidates with

the number of positions is always positive. However, it decreases with the number of

teaching positions, meaning that the ability to attract more candidates (per potential

candidate) by increasing the demand for teachers decreases with the number of teaching

positions (per potential candidate).

The model also illustrates the effect of teacher wage on teacher supply based on the

assumptions in this section. First, remember that potential candidates satisfy ui− c < vi

and that Hν−µ is the asymptotic cumulative distribution function of νi − µi. Therefore,

we saw in Section 3.4.5 that the expected share of potential candidates in the eligible

population is given by E[NPC
NE

] = 1 − Hν−µ(c − wt + w), which implies that an increase

in teachers’ salary wt, all things being equal, increases the share of potential candidates

among eligible persons. Second, conditional on the value of νi − µi, expression (3) ex-

plicitly shows that an increase in teachers’ wage wt will increase the expected number

of candidates per potential candidate E[ NC
NPC

] (see Section 2.3.2 for a generalization of

this result). Therefore, an increase in teachers’ wage wt (for a fixed number of teaching

positions NP and conditional on preferences (νi, µi) and average salary w in alternative

occupations) will increase the share of candidates among eligible individuals E[NC
NE

]:

E[NC

NE

] ≈ K(wt−w−c) F [1−σx
σa

F−1(1−E[ NP

NPC

])−ση
σa

F−1(1− c

wt − w + ν − µ
)] (3′)

with K an increasing function of wt − w − c12. Note that expressions (3) and (3’) are

valid as long as ∀N,NP ≤ NC ≤ NPC .

Teacher shortage

According to expression (3), when the number of positions NP increases for a given

(expected) number of potential candidates E[NPC ], the (expected) number of candidates

increases until E[NC ] = E[NPC ]. If NP > NPC then NP > NC which means there is a

shortage of teachers. The (expected) number of unfilled positions is therefore NP−E[NC ].

In other words, the model predicts that E[NC
NE

] −→ K(wt − w − c) = α, where α

represents the share of potential candidates in the eligible population, when the number

of teaching positions increases.
12Expression (3’) applies conditionally to the value of νi−µi or assuming that νi−µi = constant = ν−µ

for potential candidates
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2.4.3 Implication for teacher skills

Expected exam score of candidates

The expected exam score of candidates is equal to the expected skills of candidates.

With the previous assumptions we obtain (see proof in the Appendix):

E[xi|ai > B∞] = E[ai|ai > B∞] = ma + σa

E[ NC
NPC

]
f(F−1(1− E[ NC

NPC

])) (4)

First, we note that the expected examination score of candidates increases with the

average skills of potential candidates ma.

Second, after replacing E[ NC
NPC

] by expression (3’), we show that the expected exam-

ination score of candidates decreases, all things being equal, with the expected number

of positions per eligible person E[NP
NE

]. The intuition behind this result is that an in-

crease in the number of positions (for a fixed number of eligible individuals) increases

the probability pi of being recruited for all individuals. As a result, a higher demand for

teachers attracts less qualified candidates who previously declined to participate in the

competition.

Third, the expected examination score of candidates decreases with the wage of teach-

ers conditional on the value of νi − µi13. This result comes from the fact that a higher

salary will attract a higher fraction of low-skilled candidates to teaching positions.

Expected exam score of teachers

Using the approximation in section 2.4.1, the expected exam score of recruited teachers

is (see proof in the Appendix):

E[xi|ai ≥ B∞, xi ≥ x∞P ] ≈ ma +

√
σ2
a + σ2

η

E[ NP
NPC

]
f(F−1(1− E[ NP

NPC

])) (5)

It is not possible to obtain a simple expression giving the expected level of competence

of the teachers recruited.

Expression (5) first reveals that the expected exam score for recruited teachers in-
13The expected examination score of candidates decreases unconditionally with the salary of teachers

when νi − µi ⊥ ai. However, if νi − µi 6⊥ ai an increase in teachers’ salary is likely to change the
distribution of potential candidates’ competencies, which in turn may change the conclusion regarding
candidates’ expected score
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creases with the average skill level of potential candidates ma. Second, it reveals that

the expected examination score for recruited teachers decreases, all other things being

equal, with the expected number of positions per eligible person E[NP
NE

]. The intuition is

that the first positions are allocated to the most competent candidates; then recruiters

select less competent candidates until all teaching positions are filled. As the number of

highly competent candidates is limited, the average skill level of teachers decreases with

the number of posts to be filled.

Expression (5) also indicates that the expected examination score for teachers in-

creases with salary conditional on the value of νi−µi. This result remains unconditionally

valid as long as νi − µi ⊥ ai
14. This result is explained by the fact that higher salaries

attract more qualified candidates who are then recruited to become teachers15.

2.5 The effect of degree requirement

The models presented in Sections 3.4.5 and 2.4 provide indications of how a change in

the diploma required to teach can affect the supply and characteristics of teachers. First,

an increase in the level of qualification is likely to change the expected number of eligible

individuals and the distribution of their preferences and skills. These changes may then

affect the expected number of potential candidates as well as the distribution of their

preferences and skills. Finally, the supply and characteristics of teachers are likely to

change according to expressions (3) to (5).

The next section will formalize these mechanisms. In the baseline scenario, a bache-

lor’s degree is required to teach, while in the scenario of interest, teachers must have a

master’s degree. The comparison of the results obtained in these two scenarios will make

it possible to conclude on the theoretical impact of the reform of teacher qualification

implemented in France in 2011.

2.5.1 Educational and professional choices when teachers are

required to have a bachelor’s degree

In what follows, candidates to teaching positions must have a bachelors’ degree at least.
14On the other hand, the effect of salary on teachers’ average score could be different if νi − µi 6⊥ ai.
15Remember that only the number of candidates at the top of the skill distribution affects the average

skill level of teachers.
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Notations

Consider all the students who recently obtained a bachelor’s degree. Note vbi the expected

utility of the individual i for bachelor-level occupations (other than teaching), vmi the

expected utility of occupations that require a master’s degree, cmi the (opportunity) cost

of preparing for a master’s degree and qi ∈]0, 1[ the probability of obtaining a master’s

degree. The qi probability measures the individual’s ability to obtain a master’s degree,

which depends on his skills, effort and risk of dropping out of school.

Using the same notations as in the previous sections, the individual i is now charac-

terized by three random variables (ui, pi, qi), where ui represents the utility for teaching,

pi ∈]0, 1[ is the probability of being recruited as a teacher and qi ∈]0, 1[ is the probability

of obtaining a master’s degree.

To further simplify the problem, I examine the effect of the degree required to teach

on the distribution of potential candidates, which is equivalent to considering the simple

case where the probability of being recruited is 1 (see Section 2.3.1). In a second step,

we can use expressions (3) to (5) to infer the effect on teachers’ supply and skills.

Assumptions

To simplify, I assume that individuals do not change professions during their lifetime

and do not return to university once they have made a career choice. In France, this

assumption is reasonable given that less than 2% of teachers leave their profession and less

than 2% of bachelor graduates return to school after employment at this level of education.

I also assume that people who graduate with a master’s degree do not intend to become

teachers. This result is consistent with the data as only 6% of teacher candidates have a

master’s degree or higher16. I assume that those who choose to prepare for the teacher

recruitment process do not enroll in a master’s program in the meantime (although 20%

of candidates do so in practice). Consequently, those who fail to be recruited as teachers

must accept employment at the bachelor’s degree level according to the model.

As in the previous sections, I suppose that the utility of the teaching profession can

be written ui = wt+νi, where wt is the average teacher’s salary (over a lifetime) and νi is

a non-monetary preference for teaching. Similarly, I suppose that the expected utility for

alternative professions can be written vbi = wb+µi at the bachelors’ level and vmi = wm+µi
16During the 2003-2009 period when a bachelor’s degree is required to teach
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at the master’s level, where wb and wm are the average salaries of bachelor’s and master’s

graduates (over a lifetime), while µi is the individual-specific expected utility (monetary

and non-monetary) for alternative occupations. I also consider that all individuals face

the same opportunity cost when they enroll in a master’s program cmi = cm.

To simplify the notations, I note u′i = wt + νi−µi− ct = wt + ν
′
i the relative utility of

teaching. Variables u′i and qi are assumed to be uniformly distributed, with qi ∈ [0, 1] and

ν
′
i ∈ [ν ′min, ν

′
max]. I also assume that the probability of obtaining a master’s degree does

not depend on the relative utility of teaching. (u′i ⊥ qi) and that u′min < wb < wm < u
′
max,

with u′min = wt + ν
′
min and u′max = wt + ν

′
max.

The decision to apply to teacher recruitment process

Under the previous assumptions, new bachelor’s graduates have two educational options:

1) Stop their studies and get the expected utility: max(vbi , ui − c)

2) Enroll in a masters’ program and get the expected utility:

qiv
m
i + (1− qi) max(vbi , ui − c)− cm

More specifically, individuals who complete a masters’ degree (with probability qi) obtain

the utility vmi −cm while those who fail (with probability 1−qi) get the utilitymax(vbi , ui)−

cm.

Assuming that bachelor’s graduates maximize their expected utility and are risk neu-

tral, we identify two types of people who intend to become teachers:

1) Individuals who leave school and intend to enter the teaching profession directly (they

satisfy ui − c > max(vbi , vmi − cm

qi
) i.e. u′i > max(wb, wm − cm

qi
) )

2) Individuals who are continuing their education but are not obtaining a master’s degree

and who intend to enter the teaching profession later (they satisfy wb < u
′
i < wm − cm

qi

and qi > cm

wm−wb )

Figure 2.2 illustrates the theoretical educational and occupational choices of a cohort

of bachelor’s graduates based on the values of (u′i, qi). The dark grey portion represents

individuals who may be involved in the teacher recruitment process directly after grad-

uation (i.e. potential candidates). The white part such as qi < cm

wm−wb corresponds to

individuals who take a job at the bachelor level and will never be teachers (ui − c < vbi

i.e. u′i < wb). The white and light grey portions such as qi > cm

wm−wb represents bachelor’s

graduates enrolling in a master’s program. The white part corresponds to individuals
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who will never become teachers: they take a master’s level job if they succeed (probabil-

ity qi) and a bachelor’s level job if they fail (probability 1 − qi). The light grey portion

corresponds to those who take a job at the master’s level if they succeed (probability qi)

and intend to become teachers if they fail (probability 1− qi).

Note that without the opportunity to become a teacher, people who satisfy qi >

cm

wm−wb would systematically enroll in a master’s program. Consequently, some individuals

(those who belong to the dark grey portion and satisfy qi > cm

wm−wb ) give up enrolling in

master’s programs because they have a high relative utility for teaching and a relatively

low probability of obtaining a master’s degree. In this context, the opportunity cost cm

associated with preparing for a master’s degree and the uncertainty of obtaining a degree

favor applications for teaching positions.
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Figure 2.2 – Professional choices of bachelor’s graduates when a bachelor’s degree is
required to teach.

Note: Among bachelors’ graduates, this figure shows 1) individuals who are potential candidates (dark

grey part) because their utility for teaching is greater than their utility for professions at the master’s level,

or because their probability of obtaining a masters’ degree is low, 2) individuals who are not candidates

(white part) because their utility for teaching is less than their utility for professions at the bachelor’s

level and 3) individuals who are potential candidates (light grey part) if they fail to obtain a masters’

degree because their utility for teaching is less than their utility for professions at the master’s level. With

the notation of the model, u′ is the utility of the teaching profession (including training cost), wm is the

expected wage of professions at the masters’ level, cm is the opportunity cost of preparing a masters’

degree, wb is the expected wage of professions at the bachelors’ level and q is the probability of obtaining

a masters’ degree.

Implications for teacher supply

With the assumptions u′ ⊥ q, u′ ∼ U [u′min, u
′
max] and q ∼ U ]0, 1[, we get the share of

potential candidates (pi = 1) among bachelor’s graduates P b
t :

P b
t = ν

′
max + cm

ν ′max − ν
′
min

+ 2wt − wb − wm
2(ν ′max − ν

′
min) −

(cm)2

2(ν ′max − ν
′
min)

1
wm − wb

(6)
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It is clear from this model that the number of potential candidates for teaching posi-

tions increases with teachers’ wage and decreases with the average salaries of bachelor’s

and master’s graduates. When the salaries of bachelor’s and master’s graduates increase

by one unit, teachers’ salaries must also increase by one unit in order to maintain the

same number of potential candidates for teaching positions.

Relationship (6) makes it possible to deduce the elasticity of teacher supply with wage:

εbt = wt

P b
t

dP b
t

dwt
= 1
ν ′max − ν

′
min

wt

P b
t

Implications for teacher skills

This theoretical framework introduces two potential components of teaching quality: the

non-monetary preference for teaching ν and the probability of obtaining a master’s degree

q, which measures the academic skills of individuals. Assuming that motivation and

academic skills contribute to teacher quality Q, we can write Q = f(ν, q, θ), with θ a set

of unobserved determinants of teacher quality.

With the assumptions of the model, we can show that the average academic knowledge

of potential candidates E(q|potential candidate) increases with teachers’ salary when a

bachelor’s degree is required. Assuming that νi ⊥ qi and µi = constant, we also show

that the average motivation (non-monetary preference) of potential candidates decreases

with teachers’ wage. However, when these assumptions are relaxed, the effect of a salary

increase on the motivation and academic skills of potential candidates becomes ambiguous

(see for example the theoretical discussion of (Dal Bo et al., 2013)17).

We can also show that for a fixed number of positions (and assuming that νi ⊥ qi),

teachers’ academic knowledge increases with teachers’ salary. As we already mentioned

in Section 2.3.3, the real effect of the salary depends on the relationship between ν, q and

the actual determinants of teacher quality.
17Empirically, the authors find a positive relationship between the salary and motivation of candidates

for positions in the Mexican public sector. This result suggests that skills and motivation are actually
positively correlated, which would tend to invalidate the νi ⊥ qi hypothesis.
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2.5.2 Educational and professional choices when teachers are

required to have a masters’ degree

In this subsection, teachers are required to have a master’s degree. The reform of teacher

qualification levels introduced in 2011 in France allows candidates to participate in the

recruitment process as soon as they are enrolled in a master’s program (before they

graduate). Applicants must have completed a master’s degree before being officially

recruited.

The decision to apply to teacher recruitment process

When a master’s degree is required to teach, recent bachelor’s graduates have two options:

1) Stop their studies at the bachelor level and accept a job with the expected utility vbi
2) Enroll in a masters’ program and obtain the expected utility:

qi max(vmi , ui − c) + (1− qi)vbi − cm

Among the individuals who enroll in a master’s program, those who complete a master’s

degree (with probability qi) intend to become teachers (if ui− c > vmi ) or choose another

job of expected utility vmi (if ui − c < vmi ). Those who fail to obtain a master’s degree

(with probability 1− qi) accept a job at the bachelor’s level with the expected utility vbi .

Assuming that bachelor’s graduates maximize their expected utility and are risk

neutral, those who enroll in a master’s program satisfy: qi > min( cm

vmi −v
b
i
, cm

ui−vbi
) i.e.

qi > min( cm

wm−wb ,
cm

u
′
i−wb

). In particular, individuals who want to become teachers sat-

isfy qi > cm

u
′
i−wb

and u′i > wm. However, only master’s graduates (at the end of the school

year) will eventually be recruited as teachers.

Figure 2.3 summarizes the decisions of bachelor’s graduates based on the values of

(u′i, qi). The dark grey portion represents individuals who are enrolled in master’s pro-

grams and intend to become teachers upon graduation. The light grey portion corre-

sponds to individuals who are enrolling in a master’s program but do not intend to

become teachers. The white part represents people who stop their studies after obtaining

a bachelor’s degree and take a job at this level of qualification.

Compared to the situation where a bachelor’s degree is required to become a teacher,

all individuals who meet qi > cm

wm−wb are now enrolled in a master’s program. Therefore,

the model predicts that increasing the level of qualification required to teach will lead to
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an increase in the number of master’s students.

On the other hand, the share of bachelor’s graduates who intend to become teachers

decreases when a master’s degree is required. First, all individuals who satisfy qi > cm

wm−wb

and u
′
< wm are no longer candidates for teaching positions as they prefer alternative

professions at the master’s level. Second, bachelor’s graduates who satisfy qi < cm

wm−wb ,

that is, who have a low probability of obtaining a master’s degree, now interrupt their

studies after graduation and no longer intend to become teachers. Third, individuals who

satisfy u′ > wm now face the risk of failing a master’s degree and being unable to become

teachers.
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wm - cm

wb

u'max

u'min

0

u'

q
1cm/(wm - wb)

wb

wm

wb + cm

u' - cm, q
wb - cm, 1-q

wm - cm, q
wb - cm, 1-q

Figure 2.3 – Professional choices for bachelor’s graduates when a master’s degree is
required to teach.

Note: Among bachelors’ graduates, this figure shows 1) individuals who are potential candidates (dark

grey part) because their utility for teaching is greater than their utility for professions at the master’s

level, and because their probability of obtaining a masters’ degree is high, 2) individuals who are not

candidates (white part and light grey part) because their utility for teaching is less than their utility for

professions at the master’s level, or because their probability of obtaining a masters’ degree is low. With

the notation of the model, u′ is the utility of the teaching profession (including training cost), wm is

the expected wage in professions at the masters’ level, cm is the opportunity cost of preparing a masters’

degree, wb is the expected wage in professions at the bachelors’ level and q is the probability of obtaining

a masters’ degree.

Implications for teacher supply

According to the model, the maximum proportion of bachelor’s graduates applying for

teaching positions (dark grey area in figure 2.3) is given by:

Pm1
t = ν

′
max + wt − wm

ν ′max − ν
′
min

− cm

ν ′max − ν
′
min

ln(ν
′
max + wt − wb

wm − wb
) (7)

However, only master’s graduates (with probability qi) are actually eligible for teach-
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ing positions:

Pm1′
t = ν

′
max + wt − wm

2(ν ′max − ν
′
min) −

(cm)2

2(ν ′max − ν
′
min)

1
wm − wb

+ (cm)2

2(ν ′max − ν
′
min)

1
ν ′max + wt − wb

(7′)

The elasticity18 of the supply of teachers with salary is therefore:

εm1
t = 1

ν ′max − ν
′
min

[1− cm

ν ′max + wt − wb
] wt

Pm1
t

First, expressions (7) and (7’) again confirm that the supply of teachers increases with

teachers’ salary when a master’s degree is required to teach, all other things being equal,

and decreases with the average salaries of bachelor’s and master’s graduates. Second, the

comparison of expressions (6) and (7) (or (7’)) shows that an increase in the qualification

level of teachers leads to a decrease in the number of potential candidates. This result

appears clearly when we compare the dark grey areas of Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Third,

according to expression (3) in section 2.4, a decrease in the share of potential candidates

results in a decrease in the share of candidates (teacher supply).

Implications for teacher skills

Assuming that qi measures individuals’ academic knowledge, the model implies that the

average knowledge of potential candidates increases when a master’s degree is required

to teach: E(q|potential candidate)|m > E(q|potential candidate)|b.

Assuming that νi ⊥ qi and µi = constant, the average preference (or motivation) of

potential candidates for teaching also increases with the level of qualification required:

E(ν|potential candidate)|m > E(ν|potential candidate)|b.
18To obtain a simplified expression of the elasticity of teacher supply with salary when a master’s

degree is required, consider all students enrolled in a master’s program. Master’s students applying for
teaching positions satisfy: wt + νt − cm > wm − cm. Therefore, the proportion of master’s students who
wish to become teachers is given by:

Pm2
t (t) = ν

′

max + wt − wm

ν′
max − ν

′
min

(8)

The result is a much simpler expression of the elasticity of teacher supply with salary:

εm2
t = wt

Pm2
t

dPm2
t

dwt
= 1
ν′
max − ν

′
min

wt

Pm2
t

Note that Pm1
t represents the share of potential candidates for teaching positions among bachelor’s

graduates while Pm2
t represents the share of potential candidates for teaching positions among students

enrolled in master’s programs.
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Therefore, assuming that qi and pi are positively correlated, expression (3) of Sec-

tion 2.4 suggests that an increase in degree requirements has an ambiguous effect on

candidates’ competencies. On the one hand, a better selection of potential candidates

(through an increase of ma and a decrease of σa) should improve the average skill level

of candidates. On the other hand, the increase in the number of candidates per potential

candidate (E[ NC
NPC

]) tends to decrease the average skill level of candidates. The effect of a

higher degree requirement on candidates’ knowledge will be positive or negative depend-

ing on whether the first or second mechanism dominates. It should also be noted that

these mechanisms depend on strong assumptions that may not be valid in practice.

Similarly, expression (4) suggests that raising the qualification level of teachers has

an ambiguous effect on the competence of recruited teachers. On the one hand, the

increase in the number of positions per potential candidate (E[ NP
NPC

]) tends to decrease

teachers’ average knowledge. On the other hand, increasing the average skill level (ma)

of potential candidates tends to increase the average skill level of teachers. The effect of

a higher degree requirement on teachers’ knowledge can therefore be positive or negative

depending on the dominant effect. The effect on teacher quality will eventually depends

on the relationship between the probability of obtaining a master’s degree, the probability

of being recruited as a teacher, and the actual on-the-job performance of teachers.

2.6 Conclusion

The model presented in this chapter has shown, under reasonable assumptions, a positive

effect of wage and teacher demand, and a negative effect of degree requirements, on

the supply of teachers, which is consistent with the results of the empirical literature.

However, the effect on teacher quality is much more difficult to predict. The nature of

the correlation between teachers’ performance and the competencies measured by degrees

and recruitment processes plays a crucial role. The quality of teachers also depends on

how degree requirements and salary affect candidates at the top of the skill distribution.

Empirical evaluations are essential to conclude on the effect of these potential levers on

teacher quality.

The recruitment of teachers in France has undergone several reforms in recent years,

which could make it possible to test certain predictions of the model. First, the number
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of teaching posts has changed considerably over the period 2007-2016. The sharp drop

in the number of posts in 2007-2011 and the equally significant increase in 2012-2016,

following the change of government in 2012, make it possible to examine the correlation

between teacher supply and demand. Second, the increase in the degree level required

(from bachelor to master level) to teach in primary and secondary schools from 2011

onwards can be used to examine the effect of a higher degree requirement on teacher

supply and characteristics. This evaluation will be the subject of the next chapter. Third,

it might be interesting to examine whether the 11% salary increase from 2018 for teachers

working in the most disadvantaged schools (priority education areas), concentrated in a

few academic regions, attracted more teachers in a context of shortage. The introduction

of standardized tests at the entry and exit of pupils from primary education from 2017

onwards should also make it possible to establish a link between future reforms and pupils’

academic progress.
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Appendix

Proof of approximation 1

F c−1∞
x (1− E[NPNC ]) ≈ F−1∞

x (1− E[ NPNPC
]) for x∞P −B∞

x∞P ση
>> 1

Consider the following decomposition:

P (xi ≥ x∞P )︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

= P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai ≥ B∞)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

+P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai < B∞)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)

Let us develop a simple approximation for the terms (a), (b) and (c).

• P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai ≥ B∞) (b)

By definition of the quantile x∞P we have: P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai ≥ B∞) = 1− F c−1∞
x = N∞P

N∞PC

• P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai < B∞) (c)

P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai < B∞) = P (xi ≥ x∞P ) P (ai < B∞|xi ≥ x∞P )

= P (xi ≥ x∞P )
∫ B∞
−∞ (1− F∞η (x∞P − a))fa(a)da

= P (xi ≥ x∞P )
∫ B∞
−∞ (1− F (x

∞
P −a
x∞P ση

))f(a−ma
x∞P σa

) da
x∞P σa

= P (xi ≥ x∞P )
∫ +∞
x∞
P
−B∞

x∞
P
ση

(1− F (x))f(x
∞
P −ma−x

∞
P ση x

x∞P σa
)x
∞
P ση
x∞P σa

dx

For x >> 1, F (x) = 1− f(x)
x

(1 + o( 1
x
)), therefore:

for x
∞
P −B

∞

x∞P ση
>> 1, P (ai < B∞|xi ≥ x∞P , x

∞
P , B

∞) =
∫ +∞
x∞
P
−B∞

x∞
P
ση

(1−F (x))f(x
∞
P −ma−x

∞
P ση x

x∞P σa
)x
∞
P ση
x∞P σa

dx

≤
f(
x∞
P
−B∞

x∞
P
ση

)
x∞
P
−B∞

x∞
P
ση

∫ +∞
−∞ f(x

∞
P −ma−x

∞
P ση x

x∞P σa
)x
∞
P ση
x∞P σa

dx

≤
f(
x∞
P
−B∞

x∞
P
ση

)
x∞
P
−B∞

x∞
P
ση

= o(1)

Finally, P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai < B∞) = P (xi ≥ x∞P ) o(1)

• P (xi ≥ x∞P ) (a) :

Therefore, the expression becomes:

P (xi ≥ x∞P ) = P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai ≥ B∞) + P (xi ≥ x∞P , ai < B∞)

= N∞P
N∞PC

+ P (xi ≥ x∞P ) o(1) for x∞P −B
∞

x∞P ση
>> 1

i.e. P (xi ≥ x∞P )(1 + o(1)) = N∞P
N∞PC

for x∞P −B
∞

x∞P ση
>> 1
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And then:

P (xi ≥ x∞P ) = 1
1+o(1)

N∞P
N∞PC

for x∞P −B
∞

x∞P ση
>> 1

Using the fact that P (xi ≥ x∞P ) = 1− Fx(x∞P ) , we get:

x∞P = F−1∞
x (1− 1

1+o(1)
N∞P
N∞PC

) ≈ F−1∞
x (1− N∞P

N∞PC
) = F−1∞

x (1− E[ NP
NPC

])

Finally, with the definition x∞P = F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC
]) , we obtain that:

x∞P = F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC
]) ≈ F−1∞

x (1− E[ NP
NPC

]) for x∞P −B
∞

x∞P ση
>> 1.

Proof of approximation 2

E[xi|ai ≥ B∞, xi ≥ x∞P ] ≈ ma +
√
σ2
a+σ2

η

E[ NPNPC
]
f(F−1(1− E[ NPNPC

]))

Consider the following decomposition:

E[xi1{xi≥s}|s] = E[xi1{xi≥s,ai<B∞}|s] + E[xi1{xi≥s,ai≥B∞}|s]

• E[xi1{xi≥s,ai<B∞}|s] :

E[xi1{xi≥s,ai<B∞}|s] = P (xi ≥ s, ai < B∞|s) E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai < B∞, s]

= P (xi ≥ s|s) o(1) E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai < B∞, s] for s−B
ση

>> 1

• E[xi1{xi≥s,ai≥B∞}|s]:

E[xi1{xi≥s,ai≥B∞}|s] = P (xi ≥ s, ai ≥ B∞|s) E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai ≥ B∞, s]

= NP
NPC

E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai ≥ B∞, s]

• E[xi1{xi≥s}|s]:

E[xi1{xi≥s}|s] = P (xi ≥ s|s) E[xi|xi ≥ s, s]

Therefore,

P (xi ≥ s|s) E[xi|xi ≥ s, s] = P (xi ≥ s|s) o(1) E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai < B∞, s]

+ NP
NPC

E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai ≥ B∞, s] for s−B
ση

>> 1

Then,

P (xi ≥ s|s){E[xi|xi ≥ s, s]− o(1) E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai < B∞, s]}

= NP
NPC

E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai ≥ B∞, s] for s−B∞
ση

>> 1
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We have shown previously that: P (xi ≥ s|s) = 1
1−o(1)

NP
NPC

for s−B∞
ση

>> 1

So we derive:

{E[xi|xi ≥ s, s] − o(1) E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai < B∞, s]} 1
1−o(1) = E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai ≥ B∞, s] for

s−B∞
ση

>> 1

which can be written: E[xi|xi ≥ s, s] ≈ E[xi|xi ≥ s, ai ≥ B∞, s] for s−B∞
ση

>> 1

s→ x∞P allows to conclude that:

E[xi|xi ≥ x∞P ] ≈ E[xi|xi ≥ x∞P , ai ≥ B∞] for x∞P −B
∞

ση
>> 1

Expected exam score and expected ability of candidates

When a is normally distributed, the expected exam score of candidates is:

E[ai|ai > B∞] = ma + σa
f(B

∞−ma
σa

)
1−F (B∞−ma

σa
) , with f and F respectively the density and the

cumulative function of the normal distribution N(0, 1),

with B∞ = x∞P − F−1
η (1− c

u−v ) ≈ F−1
x (1− E[ NP

NPC
])− F−1

η (1− c
u−v ) for x∞P −B

∞

ση
>> 1 .

The expected score of candidates is E[xi|ai > B∞] = E[ai|ai > B∞].

Using the relation B∞ = F−1
a (1−E[ NC

NPC
]) = ma + σa F

−1(1−E[ NC
NPC

]), I derive a simple

expression for E[ai|ai > B∞]:

E[ai|ai > B∞] = ma + σa
f(B

∞−ma
σa

)
1−F (B∞−ma

σa
)

= ma + σa
f(F−1(1−E[ NC

NPC
]))

E[ NC
NPC

]

E[ai|ai > B∞] = ma + σa

E[ NC
NPC

]
f(F−1(1− E[ NC

NPC

])) (5)

Expected recruitment threshold

Under the previous assumptions, the expected recruitment threshold satisfies:x∞P = E[s] =

F c−1∞
x (1− E[NP

NC
]) ≈ F−1∞

x (1− E[ NP
NPC

]) = ma +
√
σ2
a + σ2

η F
−1(1− E[ NP

NPC
])

This provides the expression: E[s] ≈ ma +
√
σ2
a + σ2

η F
−1(1− E[ NP

NPC
]) (6)

Expected exam score of teachers

The expected score of recruited teachers is:
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E[E[xi|ai ≥ B∞, xi ≥ s, s]] = E[xi|ai ≥ B∞, xi ≥ x∞P ] =
∫ +∞
x∞P

x f c−1
x (x)dx

The expected exam score of recruited teachers is:

E[ai|xi ≥ x∞P ] = E[xi|xi ≥ x∞P ]− E[ηi|xi ≥ x∞P ]

Under the assumption x∞P −B
∞

ση
>> 1, we show (see proof below) that:

E[xi|ai ≥ B∞, xi ≥ x∞P ] ≈ E[xi|xi ≥ x∞P ]

Using the relation x∞P ≈ mx + σx F
−1(1− E[ NP

NPC
]), we have:

E[xi|xi ≥ x∞P ] = mx + σx
f(
x∞
P
−mx
σx

)

1−F (
x∞
P
−mx
σx

)

≈ mx + σx
f(F−1(1−E[ NP

NPC
]))

E[ NP
NPC

]

≈ ma +
√
σ2
a+σ2

η

E[ NP
NPC

]
f(F−1(1− E[ NP

NPC
])) for x∞P −B

∞

ση
>> 1

Therefore, the expected score of recruited teachers for x∞P −B
∞

ση
>> 1 is approximately:

E[xi|ai ≥ B∞, xi ≥ x∞P ] ≈ ma +

√
σ2
a + σ2

η

E[ NP
NPC

]
f(F−1(1− E[ NP

NPC

])) (7)
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Chapter 3

How does the increase in teachers’

qualification levels affect their

supply and characteristics?

3.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, many countries have raised the level of teacher qualifications.

In 2013, sixteen European countries require a master’s degree to teach in secondary

education, while eleven countries require a similar level in primary education. These

reforms are part of an international movement to "professionalize" teachers (Hildebrandt

and Eom, 2011; Lapostolle, 2013) in order to improve the performance of the education

system. Although, a recent report advocates improving teachers’ qualifications to ensure

the "attractiveness and excellence" of the profession (European Commission, 2014), these

reforms have not been evaluated and their effect on recruitment efficiency has not yet

been demonstrated.

In the public like in the private sector, many recruiters screen candidates based on

their degree level. As skills are not fully revealed during job interviews, qualification is

an attractive criterion for reducing uncertainty about candidates’ competencies. Never-

theless, the literature in education is rather skeptical about the effectiveness of raising

the degree level of teachers. First, most empirical studies report a positive but weak

correlation between teacher quality and degree level1 (Hanushek and Rivkin 2004, al-
1Chapter 2 also discusses the fact that the effect of the diploma depends on the correlation between
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though:Jacob et al. 2016). The evidence remains weak, however, as these studies are

primarily based on cross-sectional analyses and may be subject to interpretation bias.

Results are often obtained by comparing the performance of undergraduate and graduate

teachers, without taking into account unobserved characteristics (e.g., motivation) be-

tween these two populations. Second, the number of candidates for teaching positions is

expected to decrease as the required level of qualification increases (see Chapter 2 of this

thesis for a discussion of the mechanisms involved). On the one hand, individuals with a

low probability of obtaining a master’s degree will no longer apply to teaching posts. On

the other hand, the most competent applicants may also give up teaching because higher

qualifications are associated with better alternative job opportunities (Berger and Toma,

1994; Angrist and Guryan, 2008). In addition, evidence from the occupational licensing

literature suggests that the difficulty of recruiting qualified teachers can be particularly

acute in socio-economically disadvantaged areas when constraints on qualifications in-

crease (Angrist and Guryan, 2008). Third, raising the degree level of teachers may have

a negative impact on the diversity of the profession. In particular, the increase in op-

portunity costs associated with higher requirements can affect the professional choices of

students from the most modest socio-economic backgrounds. Men are also less likely to

apply for teaching positions if their career prospects with a higher degree level are better

than those of women, as recent data suggest2. The empirical literature has shown that

diversity of educational personnel is important to ensure equal treatment of students.

Several studies have highlighted the existence of interactions between the characteristics

of students and those of teachers (effects of role models, stereotype threat, discrimina-

tion or favouritism) that are likely to contribute to differences in academic performance,

orientation and the pursuit of higher education according to gender, social or cultural

origin(Meier, 1984, 1993; Dee, 2004, 2005; Carrington et al., 2008; Grissom et al., 2009;

Feld et al., 2016; Paredes, 2014; Egalite et al., 2015; Porter et al., 2017). In France, the

diversity of teachers also raises the question of access to public employment, which is

still difficult for certain categories of the population (Versini, 2004; Fougère and Pouget,

2004; Calvès, 2005; Meurs et al., 2006; L’Horty, 2016).

To examine whether a higher level of qualification can contribute to improving the ef-

academic skills and professional competences of teachers.
2National partnership for women & families, « America’s women and the wage gap », fact sheet 2018.

See also evidence for France in Section 3.4.4 of this study.
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ficiency of teacher recruitment, I consider the reform that modified the diploma required

to teach in primary and secondary education in France in 2011. Like most countries,

France had recruited primary school teachers and most secondary school teachers (in

the public and private sectors) at the bachelor level since 1989. Public school teachers

were recruited through competitive examinations, and then assigned to a training in-

stitute called the Institut Universitaire de Formation des Maitres (IUFM) for a period

of one year. During that year, future teachers received both theoretical and practical

training. They taught about one-third of the year and were paid full-time. Starting

in 2011, all teachers must have a master’s degree (or equivalent) in any specialty to be

eligible for recruitment. In addition, initial teacher training is integrated into a master’s

degree in education called Master métiers de l’enseignement, de l’éducation et de la for-

mation (MEEF) that replaces the training institutes IUFM. The objective of the reform

is twofold. First, it aims to improve the quality of recruitment by extending the duration

of teachers’ studies. Second, it aims to reduce public expenditure by no longer funding

initial teacher training3. In addition, this reform did not lead to a significant increase in

teachers’ salaries4.

The objective of this study is to estimate the effect of the 2011 qualification reform

on teacher supply, skills, and gender and social diversity. In France, the majority of

public sector teachers are recruited through competitive examinations (99% in primary

education and 92% in secondary education). I focus on primary school teachers because

their recruitment is decentralized (30 regions set the number of posts offered each year

and organize recruitment through competitive examinations) and very local (more than

80% of candidates apply in the region where they live), which offers the possibility of ex-

ploiting regional variations to precisely control the effect of unemployment rates, wages

and teacher demand during the period surrounding the reform (see chapter 2 for a dis-

cussion of these mechanisms). This aspect is important insofar as the 2011 reform is part

of a context of falling public spending which is reflected in particular by the stagnation

of teachers’ salaries over the 2010-2016 period (gel du point d’indice) and by the sharp
3As a result, teachers who have obtained a master’s degree in a specialty other than education (MEEF

master’s degree) will no longer receive initial training from 2011. The reform will be made more flexible
from 2014 onwards (see section 3.2) and initial training will again be paid full-time and offered to all
teachers recruited.

4The reform was followed by a slight salary increase at the beginning of the career: 5% increase in the
first year, then 3% over the next two years, 1% after 4 and 5 years of seniority, then no salary increase
beyond 5 years of seniority.
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decline in the number of teaching posts over the 2005-2011 period (see Figure 1 in the

introduction to this thesis).

The data used in this study come mainly from the Ministry of Education’s adminis-

trative files. Recruitment databases contain individual information on all candidates who

have participated in the recruitment competition since 2003. For each candidate, they

provide sociodemographic information (sex, age, nationality, level of diploma, discipline,

family situation, place of residence), the results obtained in the various tests constituting

the recruitment competition and the recruitment decision. However, the administrative

data do not indicate the social origin of the applicants. I use the median income in

the candidates’ city of residence to get a rough measure of their socio-economic back-

ground. Personnel management databases provide information on teachers throughout

their careers since 2005. Data include teacher assignments in schools, number of hours

worked, location of schools and results of teacher evaluations by education inspectors.

I have detailed information on over 500,000 applicants and over 130,000 primary school

teachers for the period 2003-2017. I also have the number of positions (teacher demand)

and candidates (teacher supply) by region since 1996.

In France, the quality of primary school teachers cannot be estimated using value-

added models (Rivkin et al., 2005; Rothstein, 2010; Chetty et al., 2014) because there

are no standardized tests for primary school pupils. Instead, I consider two alternative

measures of teaching quality: the accreditation score obtained in the recruitment exami-

nation and the classroom observation score assigned by education inspectors on average

2-3 years after tenure. The accreditation score measures the candidates’ disciplinary

knowledge and pedagogical skills in six subjects taught in primary school: mathemat-

ics, French, history, geography, science and technology. The classroom observation score

measures teachers’ pedagogical skills and attitudes, but it also takes seniority into ac-

count because it is used by the administration for teacher promotion. Most educational

research finds a positive relationship between classroom observation score, accreditation

score and student learning.

The results show that the increase in the level of qualifications required to teach has

led to a sharp drop in the number of candidates for teaching posts. In public primary

education, the supply of teachers decreased by 50% on average, but the decline was much

more pronounced in regions with the highest demand for teachers. Similarly, the teacher
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accreditation score decreased by an average of 0.55SD point after the introduction of the

reform, and this decline was more pronounced in regions with high teacher demand. The

share of men (minority gender) among candidates and teachers has also tended to decrease

from 2011 onwards. However, the classroom observation score (two to three years after

tenure) remained relatively stable over the study period. Similarly, the reform does not

appear to have affected the social composition of teachers (measured by median income

in the city of residence). The effect of the reform of teachers’ qualifications (decline in

the number of candidates without improvement in their academic knowledge) combined

with the increase in teacher posts from 2012 may have contributed to shortages in some

regions. Recruiters, who consider that the level of candidates is too low, prefer to leave

a large number of vacant posts from 2013 in the two largest French academic regions.

This situation has generated difficulties in replacing absent teachers and has led to the

introduction of additional competitions in these regions from 2015.

The validity of these first-difference estimates is based on the assumption that teacher

qualification reform is exogenous. However, this reform takes place in a context of low

attractiveness of the civil service, in particular because of the stagnation of salaries be-

tween 2010 and 2016. These factors may have had a deterrent effect on some applicants,

thus changing the number and composition of teachers during the period studied. The

sharp drop in the number of candidates and recruitment scores in 2011, after several years

of relative stability, allows us to be relatively confident about our identification strategy.

However, the decline in the share of men among candidates is more in line with a down-

ward trend that could result from the external context. In order to verify this hypothesis,

we examine the evolution of the number of candidates and the share of men among the

applicants for the recruitment competition of the Regional Institutes of Administration

(Instituts Régionaux d’Administration, IRA) during the period 2008-2017. This recruit-

ment competition is decentralized in 5 IRAs (located in Bastia, Lille, Lyon, Metz and

Nantes) and shares many points in common with that of teachers. IRAs’ recruits have

responsibilities in French administrations and earn salaries close to those of teachers. The

IRA competition is open to undergraduate students throughout the period before and

after teacher qualification reform, making it an interesting counterfactual. The results

show a downward trend in the number of candidates for IRAs posts, of the order of 5%

per year over the period 2009-2015. However, this decrease remains modest compared
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to the variations observed for primary school teachers. In particular, we do not see any

significant changes in 2011. The results also show a downward trend in the share of men

among IRAs applicants over the period 2009-2013. The order of magnitude is close to

that observed for teachers, which invites us to moderate the effect of teacher qualification

reform on the diversity of this profession.

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the different ways of

measuring teacher quality. Section III presents the context of this study and section IV

presents the data used. Section V tests some of the predictions in Chapter 2 and provides

an initial exploratory analysis. Section VI presents the model and Section VII describes

the results. Section VIII tests the robustness of the estimates and Section IX examines

the link between qualification reform and teacher shortages in some regions. Section X

concludes.

3.2 How to measure teacher quality?

Most research finds a positive relationship between teachers’ pedagogical skills, knowl-

edge of subject matter and students’ performance on standardized tests. The literature

generally distinguishes between two types of knowledge: content knowledge (CK) and

pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Ball et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2005, 2004; Baumert

et al., 2010). Content knowledge (i. e., subject matter) is by far the most studied

and refers to the level of proficiency required to teach a subject. A substantial number

of studies use GPA, SAT, classroom or certification test scores to measure candidates’

knowledge of a discipline (Hill et al., 2005; Goldhaber and Anthony, 2007; Baumert et al.,

2010; Rockoff et al., 2011; Campbell et al., 2014). The authors generally find a moderate

but positive association between teacher content knowledge and student learning, in par-

ticular when they are measured by certification scores (Ferguson, 1991; Ehrenberg and

Brewer, 1994). The results are also robust in the use of tests specifically designed to assess

teachers’ basic or advanced knowledge of the discipline (Mullens et al., 1996; Rowan et al.,

1997; Hill et al., 2004). Pedagogical content knowledge has recently received increasing

attention. The concept was developed after quantitative and qualitative research estab-

lished that content knowledge alone is not sufficient to guarantee student learning. The

PCK measure refers to disciplinary knowledge adapted to the context of teaching. It in-
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cludes the teacher’s ability to understand the student learning process, identify students’

difficulties and propose appropriate teaching methods. The PCK measure also takes into

account knowledge of the subject matter, in line with the idea that a teacher who is more

competent in the subject being taught is also better able to develop pedagogical strate-

gies, representations and explanations that facilitate student learning. Previous research

generally find that pedagogical content knowledge predicts teacher quality (ability to ad-

vance student achievement on standardized tests) better than content knowledge (Hill

et al., 2005; Jacob et al., 2016). The written tests in the French competition comprise

both the CK (first part of the tests) and the PCK (second part) measures.

Increasingly, researchers consider that assessments based on classroom observations

capture dimensions of teacher quality that are not always reflected in other performance

measures (Gallagher, 2004; Kimball et al., 2004; Milanowski, 2004; Kersting et al., 2013;

Cantrell and Kane, 2013; Jacob et al., 2016). Teacher assessment scores from classroom

observations and student learning gains (on standardized tests) are positively correlated

around 0.2-0.4, which is well above the correlations obtained using CK, PCK and most

other quality indicators available. In addition, Rockoff and Speroni (2011) show that

the classroom observation score of a new teacher predicts future student learning gains

as accurately as a value-added model that estimates teacher quality based on a single

year of observation (progression of students over the teacher’s first year of experience).

The authors conclude that these measures are complementary rather than substitutive.

Araujo et al. (2016) recently confirmed that an increase of one standard deviation of the

teacher classroom assessment score, as measured by the Classroom Assessment Scoring

System, increases students’ scores in mathematics and language in kindergartens by 0.07

to 0.11 standard deviation points. Finally, Benhenda (2017) shows that classroom ob-

servation scores obtained by secondary school teachers in France are (slightly) positively

correlated with students’ academic achievement (a one standard deviation increase in

the classroom assessment score is associated with a 0.02 standard deviation increase in

students’ academic performance).
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3.3 Institutional background

3.3.1 The recruitment of public primary school teachers

In France, 89% of primary school teachers work in the public sector. Most of them

are recruited through competitive examinations (98%), which gives them the status of

officials after a one-year trial period. Primary school teachers who are not civil servants

(2% of the workforce) work on renewable one-year contracts5 and are not tenured. They

are usually recruited directly by the school principal after having been pre-selected by

the regional education authority (rectorat).

There are three main competitions, called CRPE6, to become full teachers in the

public sector. The external competition is open to candidates who are not yet civil

servants. It corresponds to approximately 89% of the teaching posts and 87% of the

candidates. The internal competition is open to candidates who have taught for at least

five years on fixed-term contracts and who are not yet civil servants (approximately 7%

of teaching posts and 5% of candidates). A third competition is open exclusively to

civil servants who are not yet teachers (approximately 4% of teaching posts and 8% of

candidates). In this study, I am interested in teachers recruited by external competition

because it is the main access route to teaching in France.

The CRPE is a two-stage competition that takes place once a year. The examination

is the same for all candidates, but recruitment is decentralized in thirty academic regions

(called academies), which means that the number of teaching positions is specific to each

region. The number of positions is publicly advertised during the registration period,

approximately six months before the recruitment process begins. Candidates can only

take the exam in one region.

The competition assesses the candidates’ knowledge and pedagogical skills in the main

subjects taught in primary education. All candidates take written tests in mathematics,

French, history, geography, science and technology 7. The best applicants are eligible

for the second phase of the competition, which consists of three oral examinations and

a professional interview. The candidates with the highest marks in the written and oral
5The contracts can be renewed an unlimited number of times
6Concours de Recrutement des Professeurs des Ecoles
7Since 2014, candidates take only two written tests, one in mathematics and one in French.
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tests are assigned to a one-year trial period8.

During the probationary period, trainee teachers are supported by a more experienced

teacher. At the end of the school year, a Commission composed of three to six teaching

professionals (mainly pedagogical inspectors) decides to grant tenure, extend the pro-

bationary period or dismiss trainees in case of serious misconduct. The Commission’s

decision is based on the classroom observations provided by education inspectors. Most

teacher trainees are tenured after one year (99%).

After the trial period, the tenured teacher may request a transfer to another region.

However, priority in mobility is given to experienced teachers. As a result, young recruits

usually work for at least five years in the same region before moving to another region

(see Chapter 4 for details).

3.3.2 Reform of teachers’ diploma level

Until 2009, all bachelor graduates (three years of university holders) can participate in

the primary school teacher recruitment competition. Registration for the competition

takes place in September-October and the tests run from April to June. From October

to April, all candidates can take part in a preparation program at a specialized institute

called IUFM 9. Teachers recruited in July are assigned to schools in September and are

paid full time from that date. During the probationary year, the working time of the

trainee teachers is divided between teaching (33% of the time) and theoretical training

in pedagogy and psychology at an IUFM institute (67% of the time).

In July 2009, the government increased by decree the level of diploma required to

become a teacher (from year 2010 onwards) and modified the initial training schedule

(from 2011). The reform has two phases. In 2010, first-time entrants to the competition

must be enrolled in a fourth year of university (first year of a master’s program or equiv-

alent) or in the preparation program offered by IUFM institutes. Candidates who take

the exam for the second time or more are not affected by the first stage of the reform and

can still write the exam with a bachelor’s degree. Teachers recruited in 2010 are paid full

time during the probationary year and continue to spend one third of their time teaching

and the rest of their time training at an IUFM institute.
8The number of teachers recruited is limited by the number of posts available in each region.
9Institut Universitaire de Formation des Maitres
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From 2011 onwards, all applicants must have completed four years of university and

be enrolled in the second year of a master’s program or equivalent to be eligible for

the teacher recruitment competition. Candidates may enroll in any master’s program,

including the Master in Education offered by ESPE schools 10 that replace the IUFM

institutes from 2012 onwards. The first year of this master’s program prepares students for

the recruitment examination (disciplinary and didactic knowledge) while the second year

includes part-time courses and part-time teaching in a school (practical training). The

ESPE master’s program is very close to the initial training provided by the IUFM before

2012. However, second year master’s students are no longer paid and must obtain a degree

to be eligible for the competition. In addition, students enrolled in a master’s program in

a discipline other than education do not receive specific preparation for teaching. After

passing the competitive recruitment examination, teachers are assigned full-time to a

school for a probationary year.

In 2014, the new government maintains teacher education at the master’s level (five

years of university) but candidates have the possibility to take the competition during

the first year of a master’s program (fourth year of university) instead of the second

year. Teachers with four years of university are paid full-time while they complete a

master’s degree (half of the time) and teach in a school (half of the time) during the

probationary year. This situation is close to the pre-reform period, except that trainee

teachers must now validate a master’s degree. New teachers who already have a master’s

degree can also teach part-time in a school and take education training the rest of the

time. For all teachers, the tenure is subject to (1) the validation of a master’s degree or

equivalent (theoretical part) and (2) obtaining a favourable opinion from the Pedagogical

Commission (practical part). If one of these two conditions is not met, the trainee teachers

may be granted an additional year to satisfy both conditions (diploma and tenure), after

which they lose the benefit of the competition.

Figure 3.1 summarizes the main stages of the recruitment process over the 2000-

2017 period. Primary school teachers must have a bachelor’s degree until 2009 and a

master’s degree from 2011. Candidates may take part in the recruitment competition in

the year following the completion of a bachelor’s degree until 2009, during their final year

of a master’s program between 2011 and 2013 and during their first year of a master’s
10Ecoles Supérieures du Professorat et de l’Education
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program from 2014 onwards. During the period 2011-2013, initial teacher training takes

place before recruitment and is unpaid.

JanuaryJanuary January January January

Exam (CRPE)

tt-1 t+1 t+2t-2

Recruited : full-time paidNot yet recruited

January

2000 - 2009

2010
(First-time  
candidates)

2011 - 2013

2014 - now

4th yr.

3rd yr.

3rd yr.

4th yr.

3rd yr. 4th yr.

5th yr.

5th yr.

Probationary year 
(one-third-time teaching / 

two-third-time training)

Tenure (99%)

Probationary year 
(one-third-time teaching / 

two-third-time training)

Probationary year 
(full-time teaching / 

one-third-time training)

Probationary year 
(one-third-time teaching / 

two-third-time training)

Year t :

Tenure (99%)

Tenure (99%)

Tenure (99%)

June June June June JuneSept. Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept.

Post-
reform 
period

Figure 3.1 – Recruitment and tenure of public primary school teachers for the period
1989-2017

Note: Until 2009, candidates must hold a bachelor’s degree (three year of university studies) to be eligible

to write the primary school teacher recruitment exam. In 2010, candidates participating in the competition

for the first time must be enrolled in the first year of a master’s degree or be enrolled in a training institute

(IUFM). Between 2011 and 2013, all applicants must be enrolled in the fifth year of university studies

to be eligible for the competition. They must obtain a master’s degree at the end of the school year to be

recruited. From 2014, candidates must be enrolled in the fourth year of university studies. They must

obtain a master’s degree the following year to be recruited. After a one-year trial period (which is divided

into training and teaching in varying proportions depending on the year) the vast majority of teachers

are tenured 99%).

3.4 Data and descriptive statistics

The data used in this study come from different sources. Since 1996, the Ministry of

Education has published annually the number of teaching posts, the number of candidates
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for the written examinations, the number of candidates eligible for the oral examinations

and the number of teachers recruited by each academic region for the CRPE competitions.

The Ministry also provides databases containing detailed information on all candidates

registered for recruitment competitions since 2003. These administrative files provide

socio-demographic information, in particular the sex, age, level of education, specialty of

the diploma, place of residence, family and professional situation of more than 200,000

candidates to the external CRPE competition. They also provide information on all

marks obtained by candidates in the written and oral tests of the competition.

The Ministry of Education also provides access to personnel management databases

that provide information on teachers throughout their careers. Since 2005, the data

specify the school in which the teacher works, the postal code and status of the school

(primary school, nursery school, special school), the teacher’s contract (civil servant,

fixed-term contract), the number of hours worked and the teacher’s place of residence.

The management records also provide the classroom observation score that corresponds

to teachers’ evaluation by the pedagogical inspectors every five years on average.

The Ministry of Higher Education provides aggregate data on the number of students

and graduates of higher education at national level since 1985 (annually since 2005).

The Labor Force Survey allows to estimate annually the average wages of teachers and

post-secondary graduates since 2003. The National Institute of Statistics and Economic

Studies (INSEE) has also provided the unemployment rate at the national level since 1985.

These variables will be used to control for changes in teacher supply and characteristics

that are not directly related to the increase in the level of qualification required to teach

from 2011 onwards. The following sections present the main variables that are considered

in this study and provide descriptive statistics.

3.4.1 Teacher qualifications

Table 3.1 indicates the degree level and principal occupation of candidates at the time

of enrollment in the primary teacher recruitment competition (approximately 6 months

before the start of the examination) for the periods 2003-2009 (column 1), 2011-2013

(column 2) and 2014-2015 (column 3). Between 2003 and 2009, 72% of applicants hold

a bachelor’s degree or equivalent, 17% completed four years of university studies and 6%

have five or more years of university studies. Table 3.1 also reveals that preparation for
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the teacher recruitment examination is not always compatible with university attendance.

Until 2009, only 21% of candidates are enrolled in university (students) during the school

year they take the exam. A significant proportion of candidates (32%) are enrolled in a

specialized institute called the Institut Universitaire de Formation des Maîtres (IUFM)

which offers a one-year preparation for the competition but does not deliver a university

degree. In other words, the training year spent in an IUFM institute is not recognized

and does not give rise to equivalence within the university system. In addition, 34%

of applicants are employed at the time of registration, of which 0.3% have a one-year

(renewable) contract as primary school teachers, and 13% are unemployed. Because

almost one out of every two candidates takes part in the competition at least twice, 47%

of applicants prepared the competition for at least one year in an IUFM training institute.

From 2011, a master’s degree or equivalent becomes compulsory for primary and

secondary education. Between 2011 and 2013, all applicants must have completed at

least 4 years of university studies and be enrolled in the 5th academic year to participate

in the teacher recruitment competition. In addition, the IUFM training institutes are

replaced in 2012 by schools called the Ecoles Supérieures du Professorat et de l’Education

(ESPE) which are empowered to deliver a master’s degree in education. Candidates for

the teacher recruitment competition are free to take a master’s degree in education at an

ESPE school or in another discipline at the university. Candidates who have passed the

competition but have not validated their second year of master’s degree will retain the

benefit of the competition for one year. They must obtain a master’s degree the following

year to be recruited. Column 2 of Table 3.1 indicates that 42% of applicants completed

four years of university studies and 50% of applicants obtained a master’s degree or more

between 2011 and 2013. In addition, the proportion of students among applicants has

increased significantly: almost 59% in 2011-2013 compared to 21% in 2003-2009. In

contrast, the share of employed persons decreased (27% in 2011-2013 compared to 34%

in 2003-2009), while the share of unemployed persons remained stable (14%).

From 2014 onwards, master’s degrees are still compulsory for teaching, but candidates

are now allowed to take the recruitment exam in the fourth academic year. At the end of

the competition, candidates must have completed 4 years of university studies and enroll

in the 5th year of university. The following year, they will have to obtain a master’s

degree (in an ESPE school or university) alternating with part-time teaching. Tenure
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at the end of this first year of teaching is conditional on obtaining a master’s degree.

Column 3 of Table 3.1 indicates that 54% of applicants have completed four years of

university and 38% of applicants have a master’s degree or more. In addition, 53% of

candidates are students in the year they write the exam, of whom 26% are enrolled in a

Master in Education program at an ESPE school and 27% are enrolled or have completed

a Master’s degree in another discipline 11. 34% of applicants are employed, of whom 1.2%

hold a temporary teaching position in primary school, and 14% are unemployed.

Table 3.1 – Highest level of diploma and principal occupation of candidates for primary
school teaching posts over the period 2003-2015

2003-2009 2011-2013 2014-2015
Highest degree level (%)

Unknown 3.5 7.2 7.8
3 years of university 71.9 0.2 0.9
4 years of university 17.2 42 53.7
5 years of university or more 6.2 50.3 37.5

Main occupation (%)
First year of IUFM 32.4 15.9 0
Student, of which : 20.7 42.7 52.9

Student ESPE - - 26.1
Other student 20.7 - 26.7

Teacher on fixed term contract 0.3 0.3 1.2
Other employed 33.7 27.1 33
Unemployed 12.9 13.9 13.7

Notes: Highest level of diploma of the candidates at the time of registration for the external primary
school teacher recruitment examination. Diploma requirement does not apply for high performance
athletes and parents of three or more children. Candidates who meet these criteria are not required to
indicate their degree level ("unknown" in the Ministry of Education’s management databases). High-
performance athletes and parents of three or more children are more likely to register in this category
when a master’s degree becomes mandatory in 2011. Candidates also specify their main occupation at
the time of registration for the competition. 52.9% of candidates are students over the period 2014-2015,
against 20.7% over the period 2003-2009.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Scope: Metropolitan France. Authors’ calculations.

The 2011 reform, which consisted in upgrading the degree level of teachers from

undergraduate to master’s level, concerns all teachers in primary and secondary education
12. Since the number of candidates for the primary and secondary school competitions is

relatively high (see Section 3.4.2), the reform may be responsible for a significant increase

in the rate of continuation of studies after graduation from a bachelor’s degree and in
11The nomenclature of the Ministry of Education’s competition database changes from 2014 onwards,

making it possible to distinguish students in ESPE schools from other students. This was not the case
for the years 2012 and 2013, although this training program already existed.

12Prior to 2010 in secondary education, candidates for the "Aggregation" exam already had to have
completed 4 years of university, whereas candidates for the "CAPES" exam had to have completed 3 years
of university. See Chapter 1 of this thesis for more information on the different statutes and recruitment
competitions for secondary school teachers.
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the number of master’s degree holders. Table 3.2 shows the orientation choices of new

bachelors’ graduates for the 2005-2009 (column 1) and 2012-2016 (column 2) periods 13.

A comparison of columns 1 and 2 shows that the continuation rate after a bachelors’

degree increased from 69% before 2010 to 79% after the 2011 reform. Moreover, from

2011 onwards, 76% of bachelor’s degree holders enroll in the first year of a master’s

program and 49% obtain a master’s degree two or three years later, compared to 66%

and 37% respectively before the reform. Section 3.4.2 will provide additional statistical

evidence regarding these aspects.

Table 3.2 – Orientation of bachelor’s graduates during the periods 2005-2009 and 2012-
2017

2005-2009 2012-2017
Percentage of bachelor’s graduates who :
Permanently or temporarily stop their studies (leading to a diploma) (%) 31 21
Enroll in another bachelor’s degree program (%) 3 3
Enroll in the first year of a master’s program* (%) 66 76
Complete a master’s degree in two or three years (%) 37 49

Apply for public positions in primary and secondary schools** (%) 33 20

* Including management and engineering schools
** Authors’ computations using the Ministry of Education competition data.
Notes: This table shows the educational and professional orientation of bachelor’s graduates during the 2005-2009 and
2012-2017 periods. Data published by the Ministry of Higher Education slightly underestimate the proportion of bachelor’s
graduates enrolled in master’s programs because the data cover 90% of post-secondary schools. In addition, the data do
not take into account the fact that some students temporarily interrupt their studies and return to university later. 20% of
bachelor’s graduates applied for public primary or secondary teaching positions in 2012-2017, against 33% over the period
2005-2009.
Source: : Ministry of Education (DEPP) - Ministry of Higher Education (SIES)

3.4.2 Teacher supply and teacher demand

In France in 2016, primary and secondary school teachers account for 1.3% and 1.7% of the

working population respectively14. Approximately 27,000 tenured primary and secondary

public school teachers are recruited each year 15, representing approximately 9% of the

general baccalaureate graduates, 16% of the general bachelor’s graduates and 22.4% of

the general master’s graduates (excluding engineers and business school graduates) of a
13"La poursuite d’études des diplômés de licence en première année de master", Note d’information,

SIES, Juin 2017, N◦7. "Parcours et réussite aux diplômes universitaires: les indicateurs de la session
2014", Note Flash, SIES, Février 2016, N◦1. "Parcours et réussite en licence et en master à l’université",
Note d’information, SIES, Avril 2013, N◦2. "Parcours et réussite en licence des inscrits en L1 en 2004",
Note d’information, SIES, Novembre 2009, N◦23

14Source: Bilan social du ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la
Recherche - 2015-2016. Tableaux de l’économie française, Insee Référence, Edition 2018.

15Less than 2% of tenured teachers resign or are dismissed during their career.
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generation 16. The number of candidates in a generation is about twice as many as the

number of positions.

Table 3.3 shows, on average by year, the number of positions in primary schools, the

number of applicants and the number of higher education graduates at national level and

by region (mean value, standard deviation, minimum and maximum value in the twenty-

five metropolitan regions when data are available). A distinction is made between the

period 2003-2009, which precedes the increase in the level of qualification required to

teach, the period 2011-2013, during which candidates must be enrolled in the second year

of a master’s degree, and the period 2014-2017, during which candidates must be enrolled

in the first year of a master’s degree.

Table 3.3 shows that the number of positions in primary schools decreases by 50% over

the period 2011-2013 compared to the periods 2003-2009 and 2014-2017. The number

of candidates 17 follows a similar trend but is almost twice as low in 2014-2017 than in

2003-2009. The table also shows a strong heterogeneity between regions: the smallest

region has an average of 100 teaching posts per year, while the largest region has an

average of 1350 teaching posts during the period studied.

Table 3.3 also shows the number of general baccalaureate graduates three years before

the teaching competition, the number of bachelor’s graduates and the number of master’s

graduates during the three periods considered. The general baccalaureate (baccalauréat

général) is a secondary school leaving examination which gives access to the university

and preparatory classes for the Grandes Ecoles in France18. The vast majority of teachers

obtained a general baccalaureate 3-4 years before taking the teacher recruitment exam.

The number of general baccalaureate holders is relatively stable over the 2003-2017 period
16Source: SIES, DEPP, INSEE. 16% of primary and secondary school teachers work in private edu-

cation. Public and private primary and secondary school teachers recruited each year represent about
10.7% of the general baccalaureate graduates, 19% of the bachelor’s graduates and 26.7% of the master’s
graduates (excluding engineering and business school graduates) of a generation.

17Most of the candidates take the competition at least twice. As a result, the number of unique
candidates is about half the number shown in the table 3.3

18There are three types of secondary school leaving examinations that give access to higher education.
The general baccalaureate gives access to long university programmes (bachelor’s and master’s degrees
for example) and to preparatory classes for the Grandes Ecoles. The technology baccalaureate mainly
provides access to shorter specialized programs, although the best students may go on to university. The
professional baccalaureate gives access to the shortest specialized programs, which generally last two
years. The success rate for the baccalaureate varies by region, year and type of baccalaureate. Overall,
the success rate is close to 90% (Le Laidier & Thomas 2013). In 2016, approximately 40% of high school
students obtained a general baccalaureate, 16% obtained a technology baccalaureate, 22% obtained a
professional baccalaureate, and 22% stopped their studies at a level below the baccalaureate (DEPP
2016, Repère et références statistiques).
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(270,000 people per year on average). However, it varies greatly from one region to

another; the smallest region has an average of 2,800 general baccalaureate graduates and

the largest region has an average of 27,000 general baccalaureate graduates each year.

The number of bachelor’s and master’s graduates is only available at national level. The

number of graduates tends to increase over time, but the number of master’s graduates

increases more rapidly from 2011 onwards19. On average, there are 5.9 master’s graduates

for every 10 bachelor’s graduates in 2005-2009 and 7.1 master’s graduates for every 10

bachelor’s graduates in 2011-2017. In other words, the number of master’s graduates

increased by 12 percentage points more than the number of bachelor’s graduates over

the same period. This substantial increase (which corresponds to approximately 23,000

additional master’s graduates each year after adjusting for time trends) may be related

to the increase in the level of qualification required to teach in primary and secondary

education from 2011 onwards 20.

The last part of Table 3.3 shows the number of positions in primary schools and

the number of applicants divided by the number of general baccalaureate holders at

the national level and by region over the period 2003-2017. This standardization of

labour demand (number of teaching positions) and labour supply (number of candidates)

neutralizes the size effects and makes the regions more comparable. Table 3.9 shows that

primary school teacher recruitment is very local: 82% of candidates take the exam in the

region where they live (although they are not required to).

Table 3.3 shows that demand for teachers is halved in the 2011-2013 period com-

pared to previous and subsequent periods. Although the number of positions per general

baccalaureate graduate is rigorously the same at the national level in 2003-2009 and

2014-2017, the number of candidates per general baccalaureate holders is twice as low

in 2014-2017 as in 2003-2009. As with the sudden increase in the number of master’s

graduates over the 2011-2017 period, we suspect that the increase in the level of qual-
19The original data are annual since 2005 and show that the relative increase in

the number of master’s graduates is taking place in 2011. Source: Bilan Formation-
Emploi. L’école et ses sortants - Diplômes de l’enseignement supérieur. CEREQ-DEPP-SIES.
https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2522723?sommaire=2526273

20Note that the number of bachelor’s and master’s graduates in Table 3.3 does not refer to the pop-
ulation eligible for teaching positions. First, about one in ten undergraduate students and two in ten
master’s students are foreign nationals. Outside the European Union, foreign nationals are not eligible for
teaching posts in France. Second, the numbers in Table 3.3 include both graduates of generalist programs
that lead to teaching and graduates of professional programs far removed from teaching. Graduates of
specialized schools such as engineering schools, business schools, journalism schools, veterinary schools
are excluded from Table 3.3.
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ifications required to teach from 2011 onwards is responsible for this sharp decline in

the supply of teachers. The demand for teachers also differs greatly from one region

to another. Over the period 2014-2017, demand varies between 1.5 primary education

posts per 100 general baccalaureate graduates and 10 primary education posts per 100

general baccalaureate graduates. These differences between regions are likely to reflect

differences in demographic trends (number of school-age children) as well as differences

in attractiveness (teacher assignments and mobility) between regions (Hilary & Louvet

2013). Tables 3.10 and 3.11 provides detailed figures for the twenty-five metropolitan

regions.
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Table 3.3 – Number of teaching posts in primary schools, number of applicants and
number of higher education graduates in 2003-2017

2003-2009 2011-2013 2014-2017
Primary school positions

All metropolitan regions* 9450 4925 10025
Mean 378 197 401
SD 269 202 330
Min 89 34 120
Max 1244 865 1456

Candidates to primary school positions
All metropolitan regions* 47825 16575 25450
Mean 1913 663 1018
SD 912 361 437
Min 496 163 444
Max 4401 1635 1990

General baccalaureate graduates year t-3
All metropolitan regions* 262850 272700 277200
Mean 10514 10908 11088
SD 4782 5376 5628
Min 2894 2708 2658
Max 23837 27561 29058

Bachelor’s graduates
All regions 161000 168000 175000
Mean 6440 6720 7000

Masters’ graduates
All regions 93500 123000 124000
Mean 3740 4920 4960

Primary school positions / General baccalaureate graduates year t-3
All metropolitan regions* 0.036 0.018 0.036
Mean 0.035 0.016 0.037
SD 0.011 0.008 0.018
Min 0.017 0.008 0.015
Max 0.076 0.047 0.099

Candidates / General baccalaureate graduates year t-3
All metropolitan regions* 0.182 0.061 0.092
Mean 0.186 0.061 0.095
SD 0.036 0.012 0.017
Min 0.083 0.026 0.052
Max 0.245 0.084 0.128

* Excluding Corsica
Notes: Number of positions and number of candidates for the external primary school teacher recruit-
ment competition. Mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values for metropolitan academic
regions, excluding Corsica, over the periods 2003-2009, 2011-2013 and 2014-2017. The number of bac-
calaureate holders 3 years before the recruitment examination is proportional to the size of the population
eligible for teaching positions. Number of bachelor’s and master’s degrees is only available at the na-
tional level and rounded to the nearest thousand in the publications of the Ministry of Higher Education.
Master’s and Bachelor’s degrees were created in 2005 in France.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Higher Education (SIES). Author’s calculations.

3.4.3 Teacher skills

This study relies on two measures of teacher competence. The first measure corresponds

to the average score obtained in the written tests of the teacher recruitment competition.

The written examination consists of four tests in six subjects taught at elementary school:

mathematics, French, history, geography, science and technology. The first part of the
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tests assesses candidates’ knowledge and understanding of the school curriculum. The

second part assesses teaching skills (for example, candidates should identify students’

mistakes and propose appropriate teaching strategies).

I consider the scores obtained in the 2003-2013 competitive recruitment examination

because the written tests changed in 2014. I normalize the exam scores (mean zero

and variance one) and I propose a corrected score that takes into account the imperfect

harmonization of rating practices across regions and over time. I explain in the Appendix

how I correct the score, which allows to estimate an upper bound of the effect of the

teacher degree level reform. Tables 3.12 and 3.13 present the average score obtained

by candidates and teachers over three periods: 2003-2006, 2007-2010 and 2011-2013.

The first three columns correspond to the exam score observed in the data, while the last

three columns correspond to the score corrected by the method proposed in the Appendix.

Table 3.12 shows that the average score of candidates increased by a maximum of 0.2

SD points over the period 2011-2013 compared with previous periods. Conversely, Table

3.13 reveals that the average score of teachers decreased by at least 0.15 SD points over

the period 2011-2013 compared to previous periods.

The second skill measure used in this study is the classroom observation score, or

pedagogical score, assigned by education professionals (inspecteurs pédagogiques) who

are mandated by the local education authorities of the academic regions (rectorats).

On average, this score is revised every four years and is used by the administration to

determine teacher promotion. Until 2017, the classroom observation score was not based

on a harmonized evaluation grid and depended heavily on seniority. The evaluation

criteria were left entirely to the inspectors’ discretion21. Consequently, the comparison of

teachers’ pedagogical scores only makes sense for those working in the same inspection

area (each pedagogical inspector is assigned to a geographical area comprising ten to

fifteen schools) and who have the same level of experience.

I consider the classroom observation score obtained two-three years after tenure, which

maximizes the number of observations at a given seniority level. I normalize these scores

(mean zero and variance one) over the period 2004-2015. Table 3.14 shows the average

pedagogical score obtained by the teachers recruited during the periods 2006-2009 (col-

umn 1) and 2010-2013 (column 2). The table shows that the classroom observation score
21"L’évaluation des enseignants", Inspection générale de l’éducation nationale. Rapport 2013
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increases slightly (0.02 SD points) on average over the 2010-2013 period.

Currently, France does not have standardized tests in primary schools. It is therefore

not possible to measure the ability of teachers to advance students on standardized tests

(value-added models).

3.4.4 Teacher diversity

In 2008-2009, children of blue-collar workers and employees accounted for 27.1% of under-

graduate students and 17.9% of master’s students22. The increase in opportunity costs

associated with raising the level of qualifications required to teach can affect the pro-

fessional choices of students from the most modest backgrounds. Inequalities in access

to educational posts according to social origin are therefore likely to increase after the

reform in 2011.

In the same academic year, men accounted for 42.6% of bachelors’ students and 42.3%

of master’s students. This small difference in the continuation rate is not expected to

significantly change the gender composition of teachers after the 2011 reform. However,

the Labor Force Surveys show that men in full-time employment earn on average 12.7%

more than women in full-time employment at the bachelor’s level, while men earn on

average 15.7% more than women at the master’s level23. Given that non-teaching salaries

are higher for men than for women at the master’s level rather than at the bachelor’s

level, the increase in the degree level required to teach in 2011 should reduce the share

of men among primary school teachers.

The Ministry of Education’s competition database provides information on gender,

but does not contain information on the social background of applicants. Therefore, I

consider the median income in the city of residence24 to approximate the social origin

of applicants. Table 3.4 shows that men represented 18.3% of candidates and 16.2% of

teachers during the period 2003-2009. In contrast, they represent only 14.6% of applicants

and 13.6% of teachers in the period 2011-2015, a decrease of about 18%. Table 3.4 shows

that the median net income in the teachers’ city of residence is slightly higher than in
22Source: "Les étudiants", Repères et références statistiques, édition 2009. DEPP-SIES.
23The gender pay gap is estimated for non-teaching staff working full-time over the period 2010-2016.

The estimates are obtained by neutralizing the effects of age and weighting the observations so as to
reproduce the distribution of primary school teachers’ diploma specializations.

24This is the median income in euros per consumption unit (i.e. divided by the number of inhabitants
in the household). To avoid problems related to income growth over time, this is the median net income
in cities in 2012. Source: INSEE.
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the applicants’ city of residence. In contrast, median income in the city of origin remains

stable over the 2003-2015 period for both applicants and teachers.

Table 3.4 – Gender and social composition of candidates and primary school teachers
over the 2003-2015 period

2003-2009 2011-2015
Share of men (%)

Candidates 18.3 14.7
Recruited teachers 16.2 13.7

Median net income in city of residence (in euros in 2012)
Candidates 20,527 20,560
Recruited teachers 20,921 20,981

Note: Proportion of men among candidates and teachers recruited for the primary school examination
during the 2003-2009 and 2011-2015 periods. For each candidate and each teacher recruited during the
2003-2009 and 2011-2015 periods, I calculate the median income after taxes (in euros per consumption
unit) in his/her city of residence. I consider the median income in 2012 in order to neutralize the effect of
income variations over time. Median income in the city of residence is considered to be an approximate
measure of individuals’ social origin.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Institute of Official Statistics (INSEE). Author’s calculations.

3.4.5 Teacher salaries

The theoretical arguments and empirical evidence presented in Chapter 2 suggest that

salaries of teachers and competing professions can influence teacher supply and charac-

teristics. Failure to take into account the effect of wages may bias the assessment of

the diploma level reform in 2011. First, this reform was implemented in a context of

wage stagnation for all civil servants between 2010 and 2016 (gel du point d’indice des

fonctionnaires). The inflation reaches 6.5% while average earnings for undergraduate

and graduate occupations may have continued to increase over this period. Second, the

reform was followed by a slight increase in teachers’ salaries at the beginning of their

careers: an increase of 5% in the first year, 3% in the second and third years, 1% in the

fourth and fifth years and no increase beyond five years of service. Since September 2016,

primary school teachers have also received a premium of 89 euros net per month, which

corresponds to an average wage increase of 4.5%. More recently, a gradual wage increase

has been introduced from 2017 onwards and is expected to continue until 2020.

I use the Labour Force Survey to estimate the salaries of primary school teachers and

those in other bachelor’s and master’s level occupations over the 2003-2016 period. The

number of bachelor’s and master’s graduates is sufficient to estimate salaries by region,

but teachers’ wages can only be estimated at the national level. This is not a major issue
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as teachers’ salaries are entirely governed by a national salary scale25. The teacher salary

scale is publicly available and the Ministry of Education publishes teacher salaries by

status and age group once a year.

Table 3.5 presents the average salaries of full-time primary school teachers at the

national level and the average salaries of full-time bachelor’s and master’s graduates

(excluding teachers) at the national level and by region during the periods 2003-2009,

2011-2013 and 2014-2016. Salaries are estimated at age 41 (average age of the active

population with a bachelor’s or master’s degree according to the Labor Force Survey),

which neutralizes age differences between regions, diploma levels and occupations. In

addition, the salaries of bachelor’s and master’s graduates are weighted so that the degree

specialties correspond (in distribution) to those of primary school teachers over the 2003-

2016 period. In other words, Table 3.5 presents an estimate of the salary teachers could

expect in another profession at the bachelor’s or master’s level at age 41.

Table 3.5 shows that elementary school teachers receive on average a lower salary

than those with a bachelor’s and master’s degree in the same specialty at the same age,

regardless of the period considered 26. The table also shows wage disparities between

regions by degree level. In 2014-2016, the average salary of a bachelor’s graduate (at

age 41) is 2,312 euros net per month and varies between 2,110 euros and 2,513 euros

depending on the region. Over the same period, the average salary of a master’s graduate

is 2,844 euros net per month and varies between 2,314 euros net per month and 3,262

euros net per month depending on the region. In comparison, the average salary of

a full-time primary school teacher is 2,129 euros net per month over the period 2014-

2016 (calculated at national level at age 41). Naturally, these estimates are subject to

measurement (relatively small sample sizes) and reporting errors. They must therefore
25On average, the salary of primary school teachers is 95% determined by status (type of contract) and

experience. 2.3% of the salary corresponds to overtime and approximately 3% corresponds to bonuses
related to residence, specific functions (pedagogical advice or supervision of trainee teachers, for example)
or assignment to a Priority Education Network school (Réseau d’Education Prioritaire). Pupils in the
Priority Education Network schools are mainly from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds. These
schools receive additional financial and human resources to reduce social inequalities in educational
attainment. Primary school teachers assigned to Priority Education Network schools receive a salary
premium of 5% of the average salary. About 13% of primary school teachers are assigned to a school in the
priority education network. Source: Bilan social du ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enseignement
supérieur et de la Recherche - 2015-2016.

26The average salary reported by teachers in the Labour Force Survey is about 7% lower than that
calculated from Ministry of Education administrative data. Since the estimated salaries of bachelor’s
and master’s graduates are subject to the same biases, I keep the salaries of teachers calculated from the
Labour Force Survey in the rest of the study
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be considered with caution.

Table 3.5 – Average salaries of bachelor’s graduates, master’s graduates and primary
school teachers in the 25 academic regions of metropolitan France over the period 2003-
2017

2003-2009 2011-2013 2014-2016
Primary school teachers (euros)

At the metropolitan level 1931 2074 2129
Bachelors’ graduates (euros)

At the metropolitan level 2166 2307 2312
Mean 2096 2266 2283
SD 164 192 128
Min 1855 1955 2110
Max 2407 2686 2513

Masters’ graduates (euros)
At the metropolitan level 2762 3010 2844
Mean 2654 2871 2707
SD 204 290 273
Min 2324 2331 2314
Max 3066 3384 3262

Note: Average (self-reported) net monthly salary of primary school teachers at the metropolitan level for
the periods 2003-2009, 2011-2013 and 2014-2016. Average (self-reported) net monthly salary of bache-
lor’s and master’s degree holders at the metropolitan level. Average, standard deviation, minimum and
maximum values for the 25 academic regions of metropolitan France.
Source: Labor Force Survey. Author’s calculations. Scope: Metropolitan France excluding Corsica

3.5 Exploratory analysis when teachers are recruited

at the bachelor level (before 2011)

3.5.1 Relationship between teacher supply, teacher demand and

salary

Figure 3.8 shows how teacher supply varies with teacher demand over the period 1996-

2009. The Y axis indicates the number of candidates per baccalaureate graduates three

years prior to the competition and the X axis corresponds to the number of positions per

baccalaureate graduates three years before the competition. The number of baccalaureate

graduates is used to standardize teacher supply and demand, which allows to compare

regions with very different demographics. Each cross represents a region of a given

year and the solid line corresponds to a polynomial adjustment with a 5% confidence

interval. The light blue crosses correspond to the years 2003-2004 when candidates were

exceptionally allowed to take the examination in two different regions, which artificially

increased the number of candidates. The figure shows that the supply of teachers increases

with the demand for teachers. However, the elasticity of the number of candidates with
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the number of posts decreases with the demand for teachers, which means that each new

additional teaching position attracts slightly fewer candidates.

Table 3.6 shows how the number of applicants varies in the twenty-five metropolitan

areas with the number of teaching positions, the unemployment rate and the average

wage in the concurrent occupations (other than teaching) at bachelor and master level27.

The first column does not include control variables, column 2 includes year fixed effects

and column 3 includes year and region fixed effects. The variable explained in column

4 is the logarithm of the number of candidates. To standardize the regions, I divide the

number of positions and candidates by the number of baccalaureate graduates three years

before the teacher competition, which is proportional to the size of the eligible population

to teaching positions. Table 3.6 confirms that the elasticity of the number of candidates

with the number of positions is positive, but decreases with labor demand. It also shows

that the number of candidates decreases significantly with the average salary of master’s

graduates, but not with the average salary of bachelor’s graduates when control variables

are added. Moreover, teacher supply is positively associated with the unemployment rate

in the region. These results are consistent with the empirical evidence and theoretical

predictions presented in Chapter 2. The increase in the unemployment rate and the

decrease in average (non-teaching) wages contribute to the decline in the attractiveness

of alternative occupations28, which has a positive effect on teacher supply.
27Data are aggregated at the regional level. The salary estimates take into account the effect of age

and ensure that the diploma specialization are representative of those of primary school teachers. Source:
French Labor Force Survey.

28In the theoretical model developed in Chapter 2, we can replace the expected wage in alternative
occupations w by the expected work income to take into account the risk of unemployment: w ∗ q+w0 ∗
(1 − q) = (w − w0) ∗ q + w0, where q is the unemployment rate and w0 is the unemployment benefit
associated with wage w. If the replacement salary is proportional to the wage, w0 = αw, then we get
the expected income: (1− α) ∗ q ∗ w + α ∗ w.
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Table 3.6 – Relationship between teacher supply, teacher demand and competing em-
ployment opportunities over the period 2003-2009

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Number of candidates per
baccalaureate holder t-3

Logarithm of
number of

candidates per
baccalaureate
holder t-3

Teacher demand
Number of positions per baccalaureate holder t-3 6.731*** 9.049*** 7.421***

(0.704) (0.814) (1.204)
(Number of positions per baccalaureate holder t-3)^2 -46.30*** -62.26*** -49.16***

(7.851) (9.442) (10.03)
Logarithm of number of positions per baccalaureate holder t-3 0.560***

(0.0913)
Competing job opportunities
Unemployement rate (%) 0.00717*** 0.0139*** 0.0129 0.0585*

(0.00205) (0.00384) (0.00797) (0.0317)
Net salary of master’s graduates / 100

-
0.00349*** -0.000737 -0.00126* -0.00550*
(0.000838) (0.000801) (0.000756) (0.00313)

Net salary of bachelor’s graduates / 100
-

0.00378*** -0.00149 -0.0000850 0.00238
(0.00127) (0.00137) (0.00127) (0.00525)

Control variables
Year FE No No Yes Yes
Region FE No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 200 200 200 200
Adjusted R-squared 0.58 0.73 0.78 0.88

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis.
Notes: Data are aggregated at the regional level. Each column explains the supply of teachers by teacher demand, the unem-
ployment rate and the average salary at the bachelor’s and master’s level in the region over the period 2003-2009. Column (4)
is a log-log specification of teacher supply and demand. The number of baccalaureate holders 3 years before the recruitment
examination is proportional to the size of the population eligible for teaching positions. I divide the number of candidates and
the number of positions by the number of baccalaureate graduates 3 years before the competition date in order to make the
regions comparable. Estimates of salaries at the bachelor’s and master’s level take into account the effect of age and reflect
diploma specializations of the primary school teachers. Wages are divided by 100 to make the coefficients more readable.
Source: French Labor Force Survey. Ministry of Education (DEPP). National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).

3.5.2 Relationship between teacher characteristics, teacher de-

mand and salary

Table 3.7 shows how the examination score and classroom observation score vary with

teacher demand, the unemployment rate in the region, and the salaries of bachelor’s and

master’s graduates over the 2003-2009 period. The models presented in Table 3.7 include

year and region fixed effects. The results show that teacher demand is negatively cor-

related with teacher recruitment score but is not significantly associated with candidate

recruitment score or classroom observation scores. This finding suggests that increasing

the number of teaching positions is not attracting enough candidates to the top of the

knowledge distribution, which leads examiners to be somewhat less selective in filling
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teaching positions. On the other hand, the demand for teachers does not seem to affect

the teaching skills of recruits.

The table also shows that the unemployment rate in the region is positively associated

with candidate and teacher examination scores, but negatively associated with classroom

observation scores. This finding suggests that the decline in the attractiveness of com-

peting professions tends to increase the average knowledge of applicants and teachers;

however, this leads to the recruitment of less pedagogically qualified teachers. The effect

of the salaries of competing occupations at the master’s and bachelor’s levels is generally

insignificant. However, we note that the salary of bachelor’s graduates is significantly

and positively associated with the classroom observation score, which is consistent with

the negative effect of the unemployment rate on the classroom observation score.

Table 3.8 shows how the share of men and median income in the city of residence29

vary according to teacher demand, the unemployment rate and the wages of bachelor’s

and master’s graduates. Columns (1) and (2) show that the proportion of men among

candidates and among teachers is not associated with the demand for teachers, nor with

the unemployment rate. However, the share of men among teachers decreases consider-

ably with the average salary of master’s graduates. This finding suggests that the share

of men decreases at the top of the knowledge distribution as master’s level occupations

become more attractive, which is consistent with the fact that the wage gap between

men and women increases with the level of educational attainment. Columns (3) and (4)

show that median income in the city of residence of applicants and teachers increases with

teacher demand, but is not significantly associated with unemployment rates or wages in

competing occupations.
29This is the median income in euros per consumption unit (i.e. divided by the number of inhabitants

in the household). In order to neutralize the effects of the increase in median income over time, we
consider the median income that was calculated for the city in 2012.
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Table 3.7 – Relationship between average salaries of bachelor’s and master’s graduates
and teachers’ competencies in the period 2003-2009

(1) (2) (3)
Candidates Teachers

Exam score Exam score Classroom
observation score

Teacher demand
Logarithm of number of positions per baccalaureate holder
t-3 -0.0151 -0.480*** 0.407***

(0.0542) (0.123) (0.149)
Alternative job opportunities
Unemployment rate (%) 0.0404** 0.104** -0.174***

(0.0188) (0.0426) (0.0604)
Net salary of master’s graduates / 100 0.000565 -0.000855 0.00951**

(0.00186) (0.00420) (0.00430)
Net salary of bachelor’s graduates / 100 0.00336 0.0101 0.0183**

(0.00312) (0.00706) (0.00769)
Control variables
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Region FE Yes Yes Yes

Observations 200 200 125
Adjusted R-squared 0.87 0.90 0.91

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis.
Notes: Data are aggregated at the regional level. Column (1) explains the exam score of candidates by teacher demand, the
unemployment rate and the average salary at the bachelor’s and master’s level in the region over the period 2003-2009. Column
(2) explain the exam score of teachers and column (3) explain the classroom observation score of teachers (2-3 years after tenure)
by teacher demand, the unemployment rate and the average salary at the bachelor’s and master’s level in the region over the
period 2003-2009. The number of baccalaureate holders 3 years before the recruitment examination is proportional to the size
of the population eligible for teaching positions. I divide the number of candidates and the number of positions by the number
of baccalaureate graduates 3 years before the competition date in order to make the regions comparable. Estimates of salaries
at the bachelor’s and master’s level take into account the effect of age and reflect diploma specializations of the primary school
teachers. Wages are divided by 100 to make the coefficients more readable.
Source: French Labor Force Survey. Ministry of Education (DEPP). National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.8 – Relationship between the average salaries of bachelor’s and master’s gradu-
ates and the composition of the teaching force during the period 2003-2009

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Share of men Median net income in city of residence

Candidates Teachers Candidates Teachers
Teacher demand
Number of positions per baccalaureate holder t-3 0.281 -0.480 6392.1** 13589.4***

(0.229) (0.438) (2846.5) (3651.4)
Alternative job opportunities
Unemployment rate (%) -0.00366 -0.00420 -19.50 -39.77

(0.00340) (0.00652) (42.36) (54.34)
Net salary of master’s graduates / 100 -0.000267 -0.00147** -1.306 2.494

(0.000336) (0.000644) (4.182) (5.365)
Net salary of bachelor’s graduates / 100 -0.000248 -0.000620 6.447 10.22

(0.000564) (0.00108) (7.022) (9.007)
Control variables
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 200 200 200 200
Adjusted R-squared 0.73 0.33 0.99 0.98

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis.
Notes: Data are aggregated at the regional level. Columns (1) and (2) explain the share of men among candidates and teachers
by teacher demand, the unemployment rate and the average salary at the bachelor’s and master’s level in the region over the
period 2003-2009. Columns (3) and (4) explain the median income (in euros per year) in the city of residence of candidates and
teachers by teacher demand, the unemployment rate and the average salary at the bachelor’s and master’s level in the region
over the period 2003-2009. To neutralize the effect of income growth over time, I consider the median income in euros per
consumption unit (i.e. divided by the number of inhabitants in the household) in cities in 2012. The number of baccalaureate
holders 3 years before the recruitment examination is proportional to the size of the population eligible for teaching positions.
I divide the number of candidates and the number of positions by the number of baccalaureate graduates 3 years before the
competition date in order to make the regions comparable. Estimates of salaries at the bachelor’s and master’s level take into
account the effect of age and reflect diploma specializations of the primary school teachers. Wages are divided by 100 to make
the coefficients more readable.
Source: French Labor Force Survey. Ministry of Education (DEPP). National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).

3.5.3 Relationship between diploma level and teacher charac-

teristics

Tables 3.15 and 3.16 show how gender and median income in the city of residence correlate

with the degree level of applicants over the period 2003-2009. Table 3.15 shows that the

proportion of men among candidates (column 1-3) and among teachers (column 4-6)

increases with the level of the degree: they represent 18% of candidates with a bachelor’s

degree, 20% of candidates with a four-year university degree and 22% of candidates with a

master’s degree or higher. Although on average they have a higher level of education, men

score lower than women on written tests (-0.17SD point), suggesting that the selection

processes that lead men and women to the teaching profession are different. Table 3.16

shows that the median income in the candidates’ (respectively teachers’) city of residence
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increases with their level of education. For example, the median income in the cities

of candidates (teachers) with a master’s degree is 650 euros (790 euros) higher than the

median income in the cities of candidates (teachers) with a bachelor’s degree. Candidates

who are not subject to a degree requirement (high performance athletes and parents of

three or more children) are also more likely to live in cities with a high median income

(+930 euros compared to candidates with a bachelor’s degree).

Table 3.17 reveals that the score on the written tests tends to increase with the degree

level of candidates (columns 1 to 3) and teachers (columns 4 to 6)30. These results are

consistent with the empirical literature (Hanushek and Rivkin, 2004; Jacob et al., 2016)

and suggest that an increase in the level of qualification required to teach can have a

positive impact on teachers’ knowledge. Table 3.19 shows that the classroom observation

score does not systematically vary with the qualification level of teachers. The model

in column 4 includes inspection area fixed effects and the model in column 5 includes

school fixed effects. This result suggests that teaching skills are not directly related to

the qualification level of teachers once they have successfully completed the recruitment

process and validated the trial period.

This preliminary analysis suggests that raising the qualification level of teachers could

contribute to improving their knowledge without compromising their pedagogical skills.

Teacher gender diversity could also improve but at the expense of social diversity. How-

ever, these results are likely to be endogenous because teachers have made the choice

of whether or not to continue their studies after a bachelor’s degree. Section 4.6 will

examine how these relationships evolve when a master’s degree becomes compulsory for

teaching in primary schools.

3.6 Model

To estimate the impact of a higher degree requirement on teacher supply and character-

istics, I consider the following specification:

Yjt =
∑

Rj1j +
∑

δt1t + αNPjt + γXjt + βZi(j)t + εjt (1)
30The results are very similar whether we consider the raw score or the corrected examination score,

see Table 3.18
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where Yjt is alternatively the number of candidates, the exam score of candidates (respec-

tively teachers), the share of men among candidates (teachers) or the median income in

the city of residence of candidates (teachers) for region j and year t. Rj is a region fixed

effect that captures the time-invariant specificities of region j, δt is a year fixed effect,

NPjt is the number of positions in region j and year t, Xjt is a vector of time-varying

characteristics in region j (unemployment rate, average salaries of bachelors’ and mas-

ters’ graduates), Zi(j)t is a vector of individual characteristics in region j (number of times

they participate in the competition) and εjt is a mean zero error term. The coefficients

of interest are the year fixed effects δt. The identification of the effect of the degree level

required to teach is based on the assumption that the 2011 reform agenda is exogenous

conditional on control variables.

To estimate the impact of the reform on the classroom observation score, 31, I prefer

the following specification:

Ykt =
∑

Ik1k +
∑

δt1t + αNPj(k)t + γXkt + βZi(k)t + εkt (2)

where Ykt is the classroom observation score of teachers working in inspection area k (or

school k depending on the specification) at year t and Ik an inspection area (or school)

fixed effects. The coefficients of interest are the year fixed effects δt.

Several arguments justify using the expression (2) rather than (1) when the classroom

observation score is the variable explained. First, education inspectors are assigned to in-

spection areas that cover several schools in the academic region, but there are no standard

criteria (until 2017) for evaluating teachers. Therefore, fixed effects of inspection areas

will capture variations in assessment practices between education inspectors. Second, the

classroom observation score is used by the administration for teacher promotion. As a

result, teachers who work in difficult and unattractive schools are likely to receive higher

grades that encourage them to stay a little longer. School fixed effects will neutralize

these effects.
31I consider the classroom observation score two years after tenure. At this time, 99.6% of teachers

still work in the academic region where they were recruited
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3.7 Results

3.7.1 Effect of a higher degree requirement on teacher supply

Figure 3.2 shows how the number of candidates for the competition varies according to

the number of teaching positions in primary schools. Each point represents a region x

year, the blue crosses correspond to the period 1996-2009 and the red triangles to the

period 2011-2018. I divide the number of candidates (Y-axis) and the number of positions

(X-axis) by the number of general baccalaureate graduates in the region three years before

the competition date. This standardization makes the twenty-five metropolitan regions

more comparable.

Figure 3.2 shows that the number of candidates increases with the number of posi-

tions before (1996-2009) and after (2011-2018) teacher qualification reform. However, for

a given number of posts, the number of candidates is much lower after the reform. For

example, regions with 4 teaching posts (for around 100 baccalaureate holders) had on

average 20 candidates (for around 100 baccalaureate holders) before the reform but fewer

than 10 candidates (for around 100 baccalaureate holders) after 2011. Moreover, the elas-

ticity of teacher supply with teacher demand is lower in the period 2011-2018 than in the

period 1996-2009. The theoretical model in Chapter 2 predicts that the number of can-

didates converges towards the number of potential candidates (i.e. the number of people

whose utility for teaching is greater than the utility provided by a competing profession)

when the number of positions increases. Before the reform, the number of candidates con-

verges towards 25 per 100 general baccalaureate graduates when the demand for teachers

exceeds 6 posts per 100 general baccalaureate graduates. After the reform, the number of

candidates converges to 10 per 100 general baccalaureate graduates when the demand for

teachers exceeds 3 posts per 100 general baccalaureate graduates. These results suggest

a much more rapid saturation of the pool of potential candidates (and a much smaller

pool of potential candidates) as a result of the increase in the level of diploma required

to teach starting in 201132. However, the results suggested by Figure 3.2 can be subject
32The number of candidates artificially increases in 2003 and 2004 due to the exceptional authorization

to participate in the competition in two regions during the same year. This exception translates into a
number of "outliers" on Figure 3.2 (in the area around 3 to 5 positions per 100 general baccalaureate
graduates ). More generally, a lot of candidates take the primary teacher recruitment examination twice
or more. The number of unique candidates is obtained by approximately halving the official number of
candidates.
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to different forms of bias related to regional heterogeneity and temporal shocks.

Table 3.20 shows the results of the model (1) estimation. Column (1) controls the

number of teaching positions in the region and reproduces the results of Figure 3.2.

Column (2) includes region fixed effects and column (3) adds the number of positions

squared and the unemployment rate as additional control variables. Column (4) shows

the results when I consider a logarithmic version of the model (1):

log(Yjt) =
∑

Rj1j +
∑

δt1t + αlog(NPjt) + γXjt + βZi(j)t + εjt (1′)

Model (1’) makes it possible to study multiplicative effects rather than additive effects

on teacher supply.

The first three specifications lead to similar estimates: on average, the regions lose 670

candidates after the reform (for about 1900 candidates over the period 1996-2009 and 1600

candidates over the recent period 2007-2009). The fact that the estimates are robust to

the inclusion of region fixed effects and control variables suggests that the interpretation

of Figure 3.2 is not seriously biased by heterogeneity across regions. We also note that

the number of candidates increased considerably during the 2003-2004 period due to

the possibility of taking the examination in two different regions (+ 590 candidates on

average). The effect seems to have spread to the years 2005-2007 even though candidates

are no longer allowed to take the exam in two regions (+ 290 candidates on average).

The log specification is used to examine the relative change in the number of candi-

dates over time for a given number of positions. Column (4) confirms that the number of

candidates (for a given number of teaching posts) decreases on average by 50% over the

period 2011-2013 and by 40% over the period 2014-2018 compared to 1996. To clarify

the reading of the results, I report on Figure 3.3 the coefficients and confidence intervals

at the 5% level of column (4). The figure shows that it is reasonable to exclude the

assumption of a downward trend in the number of candidates over time. It also confirms

that the most significant change occurs at the time of the 2011 reform33. To examine

if the effect of the 2011 reform increases with teacher demand as Figure 3.2 suggests,

we interact the number of teaching posts and the post-reform period. The estimates

are reported in Table 3.21 and confirm that the decline in the number of candidates is
33The effect of the exceptional authorization to pass the competition in two regions in 2003 and 2004

is visible on the Figure 3.3, as well as the contamination effect for the years 2005-2007.
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significantly more pronounced in regions where the demand for teachers is higher.
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Figure 3.2 – Number of candidates according to the number of teaching posts during
the periods 1996-2009 and 2011-2015

Note: Each symbol represents a region X year. I divide the number of candidates (Y-axis) and the number

of positions (X-axis) by the number of general baccalaureate graduates 3 years before the competition date

in order to make the regions more comparable.
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Figure 3.3 – Annual logarithmic variation in the number of candidates compared to
1996

Note: Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated from model

(1’) where the number of candidates and the number of positions are specified in logarithm. A decrease

in the logarithm of the number of candidates of 0.7 (respectively 0.5) corresponds to a decrease in the

number of candidates of 50% (respectively 40%). Column (4) of Table 3.20 reports the coefficients and

standard errors.

3.7.2 Effect of a higher diploma requirement on teacher char-

acteristics

Examination score

Figure 3.4 shows on the Y-axis the average corrected exam score of teachers34 by region x

year for the periods 2003-2009 (blue crosses) and 2011-2013 (red triangles). To make the

regions more comparable, the X-axis is the number of positions divided by the number

of general baccalaureate holders three years before the competition date. Figure 3.10

shows the result when we use raw data instead of the corrected score. Figures 3.4 and

3.10 illustrate that teachers’ exam score decreases with the number of teaching positions

in the region (see Section 3.5.2). The figures also suggest that, for a given number of
34The corrected exam score is normalized mean zero and variance one for teachers over 2003-2009.
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teaching posts, the examination score of teachers decreases significantly after the reform.

Moreover, the gap between regions increases between the pre-reform and post-reform

periods with the demand for teachers. These results suggest that the increase in the

level of qualifications required to teach has mainly affected regions where the demand for

teachers is greatest.

Table 3.22 shows the results estimated from the model (1). The first two columns

correspond to the candidates’ examination scores (raw and corrected) and the last two

columns correspond to the teachers’ examination scores (raw and corrected). The exami-

nation scores are standardized separately for candidates and teachers over the 2003-2009

period, so that the coefficients are interpreted as standard deviation points for the pop-

ulation considered in each column. The results of Table 3.22 are obtained by including

region fixed effects and controlling the number of positions (in logarithm) and the unem-

ployment rate in the region.

Table 3.22 shows that the corrected score (columns 2 and 4) leads to more optimistic

conclusions than the raw data (columns 1 and 3). The results of columns (2) and (4) thus

provide an upper limit of the impact of the 2011 reform on the knowledge of candidates

and teachers.

The estimates of column (1) are presented in Figure 3.13 and show that the average

score of candidates (raw data) tends to decrease over the period 2011-2013. However,

this decrease can hardly be attributed to the reform as it corresponds to a downward

trend since 2008. The results in column (2) are presented in Figure 3.12 and show

an increase in the candidates’ corrected examination score after the reform. However,

the coefficients after the reform are not statistically different from those for the period

2003-2009. Columns (1) and (2) show that the 2011 reform does not appear to have

significantly affected the candidates’ level of knowledge.

The estimates in column (3) are presented in Figure 3.11 and show that the teachers’

examination score (raw data) decreases significantly by 1.4 SD points in 2011-2013. The

estimates obtained by considering the corrected score are presented in column (4) and

illustrated in Figure 3.6. They confirm a sharp drop in the teacher examination score

(0.55SD) after the reform. In addition, this effect is concentrated over the period 2011-

2013, which makes it possible to reject the hypothesis of a downward temporal trend. A

plausible interpretation of these results is that the decline in the number of candidates,
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with the same average level of knowledge, forced recruiters to be less selective in filling

the same number of teaching posts. As a result, the average teacher examination score

decreased for a given number of positions.

To test if the teacher examination score decreased further after the reform in regions

with high teacher demand ("slope difference" in Figure 3.4), I consider the following

specification:

Yjt = Rj + αNPjt + δ 1t>2010 + µ 1t>2010 ∗NPjt + γXjt + βZi(j)t + εjt (3)

where 1t>2010 is a dummy variable that is 1 if t > 2010 and 0 otherwise. I present the

estimates of the coefficients α, δ and µ in Table 3.23 for candidates (column 1 and 2) and

teachers (column 3 and 4). The table reveals that the difference in slope is significant for

teachers, suggesting that the higher the demand for teachers in the region, the lower the

average examination score after the reform. This result suggests that increasing the level

of teacher qualification contributes to increasing recruitment disparities between regions.
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Figure 3.4 – Average score of teachers (corrected for standardization errors) on the
recruitment examination during the periods 1996-2009 and 2011-2013

Note: Each symbol represents a region X year. The X-axis presents the number of positions divided by

the number of general baccalaureate graduates 3 years before the competition date in order to make the

regions more comparable. The Y-axis shows the average recruitment score (corrected for assessment bias,

see Appendix) of teachers for each region and year. The corrected teacher score is normalized (mean 0,

variance 1) over the period 2003-2013.
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Figure 3.5 – Annual variation in the average examination score (corrected for assessment
bias, see Appendix) of teachers compared to 2003

Note: The Figure shows that the examination score (corrected for assessment bias, see Appendix) of

teachers decreases on average by 0.5 SD point from 2011. Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals

at the 5% level (segments) are estimated from model (1) including region fixed effect, the number of

positions (in logarithm) and the unemployment rate in the region as control variables. Column (4) of

Table 3.22 reports the coefficients and standard errors.

Classroom observation score

I estimate the effect of the reform on the classroom observation score after two or three

years of tenure using model (2) and I present the results in Table 3.24 and Figure 3.6.

Column (1) controls the number of teaching positions (in logarithm), the unemployment

rate and the average salaries of bachelors’ and masters’ graduates in the region in the

year of teacher recruitment. Column (2) includes regions fixed effects and column (3)

includes school fixed effects.

The three specifications lead to different results, which underlines the importance

of controlling the school’s effects on assessment practices. Column (3) shows that the

teachers’ classroom observation score increases by 0.15 SD points after the reform. How-

ever, this increase is not statistically significant, which may be due to a lack of statistical
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power.
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Figure 3.6 – Annual variation in the average classroom observation score (2-3 years after
tenure) of teachers recruited over the period 2006-2013 (compared to 2006)

Note: Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated from model

(2) including school fixed effect, the number of positions (in logarithm), the unemployment rate and the

average salaries of bachelors’ and masters’ graduates in the region (the year of recruitment) as control

variables. Column (3) of Table 3.24 reports the coefficients and standard errors.

Teacher composition

Table 3.25 shows the impact of the reform on the gender diversity of candidates (column

1) and teachers (column 2), as well as on the median income in the candidates’ (column

3) and teachers’ (column 4) cities of residence. The coefficients presented in Table 3.25

are estimated by model (1), controlling for region fixed effects, the number of teaching

positions, the unemployment rate, and the average wages of bachelor’s and master’s

graduates in the region. The coefficients and 5% confidence intervals are reported on

Figures 3.14 to 3.17.

Columns (1) and (2) of Table 3.25 show that the share of men decreases on average

by 2.8 percentage points for applicants and 1.7 percentage points for teachers. Since men

represented 13.7% of teachers before the reform, this corresponds to a relative decline of
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12.4% on average. The fact that the reform contributes to reducing the proportion of

men is consistent with the evidence that men with masters’ degrees have better career

opportunities (other than teaching) than women (see discussion in section 3.5.2). How-

ever, Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show that the share of males among applicants and teachers

has a slight downward trend over time, which implies that the results should be viewed

with caution.

Columns (3) and (4) indicate a decrease in the median income in the city of residence

of candidates and teachers after the reform. However, like for the share of men, Figures

3.16 and 3.17 show a general downward trend and no marked break in 2011. Therefore,

the effect of the reform on the social origin (assuming that our proxy measure is correct)

of candidates and teachers is not clearly established.

3.8 A placebo test

The reform of the level of qualification required to teach is part of a context of falling

public expenditure, which is reflected in particular by a fall in the recruitment of civil

servants over the period 2008-2011 (no replacement of one civil servant out of two retired)

and by a very limited increase in salaries over the period 2010-2016 (absence of any

increase in the fixed part of salary - gel du point d’indice - as well as indexed bonuses

on the fixed part of salary). This context may have discouraged some candidates for the

public service and thus changed the number and composition of candidates for this type

of position starting in 2008.

In order to verify whether this particular context has favored the sharp drop in the

number of candidates (and the gender mix) for primary school teacher posts from 2011,

we examine the evolution of the number of candidates and the gender diversity of the re-

cruitment examination for the Regional Institutes of Administration (Instituts Régionaux

d’Administration, IRAs). This competition leads to administrative functions (manage-

ment of human, financial and material resources, management of teams and projects) in

central (ministries) and regional administrations (prefectures, educational establishments,

etc.) and has several points in common with the primary school teacher recruitment com-

petition.

First, there are three entrance examinations in the IRAs: the external competition,
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open to non-civil servant personnel, the internal competition, open to candidates already

in post in the administration (civil servants or not) for at least 4 years, and a third

competition reserved for candidates with at least 5 years of experience in the private sector

as local elected officials or as heads of associations. The competition is decentralized in

five IRAs located in Bastia, Lille, Lyon, Metz and Nantes. Candidates may take part in

the competition only in one IRA where they will be assigned during initial training.

The IRA competition is a two-stage competition (registration in October, written

tests in April and oral tests in June) and offers approximately 600 positions per year.

Each year, there are approximately 6,000 candidates, 46% of whom are men. The salaries

of civil servants recruited in the IRA competition are similar to those of primary school

teachers. In 2018, the remuneration (excluding bonuses) is 1760 euros gross monthly in

the first year for IRA officials (2067 euros gross monthly for primary school teachers) and

around 3660 euros gross monthly at the end of their career (3777 euros gross monthly

for primary school teachers). However, the bonuses represent about 30% of IRA civil

servants’ salaries and only 5% of teachers’ salaries35.

The IRA competition recruits at the bachelor level over the period 1996-2018. Internal

competitions (40% of posts) and external competitions (55% of posts) are the main

channels for access to IRAs. We have data on the five IRA recruitment competitions

(internal and external) over the 2008-2017 period. We know the number of positions, the

number of candidates and the number of people recruited over the 2008-2017 period. The

proportion of men among candidates and recruits is also publicly available for the period

2008-2015. It is thus possible to reproduce the results of the sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 for

the IRA competition.

Table 3.26 shows how the logarithm of the number of candidates (column 1), the

share of men among candidates (column 2) and the share of men among recruits (column

3) varies each year compared to the 2008 reference year. Estimates are obtained by

controlling the logarithm of the number of posts and including competition (internal,

external) x IRA (Bastia, Lille, Lyon, Metz and Nantes) fixed effects. The figures 3.18 to

3.20 reproduce the coefficients and confidence intervals of interest of columns (1) to (3)

of the Table 3.26.

Column (1) of Table 3.26 and Figure 3.18 show that the number of candidates in
35Source: Rapport annuel sur l’état de la fonction publique, Les rémunérations dans la fonction

publique, 2012.
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IRA competitions decreases by about 5 percentage points each year over the 2009-2015

period and then increases from 2016 onwards. However, we do not see a sharp drop in

the number of candidates in 2011 as is the case for primary school teachers36 (see Table

3.20 and Figure 3.3). In addition, the gradual decline in the number of candidates for

the IRA competition (for a given number of posts) between 2008 and 2017 is around

20%, compared to 50% over the same period for the primary school teacher recruitment

examination. Column (2) and Figure 3.19 show that the proportion of men among the

IRA candidates tends to decrease during the period 2009-2013, then to increase from

2014. On the other hand, column (3) and Figure 3.20 show that the proportion of men

among IRA recruits does not vary significantly over the 2008-2015 period. These results

invite us to moderate the role of the 2011 reform on the drop in the share of men among

candidates in the teacher recruitment competition (see Table 3.22 and Figure 3.14).

A comparison of the results of the teacher recruitment examination and the IRA

examination suggests that the sharp decline in the number of candidates for teaching

posts from 2011 can reasonably be attributed to the reform of the level of qualifications

required to teach. On the other hand, the decline in gender diversity among teachers

appears to be part of a more general context of declining attractiveness of the civil

service to men. The increase in the level of qualification required may have intensified

the phenomenon, but the available data do not provide clear empirical evidence.

3.9 Discussion

3.9.1 Is there a link between the qualification reform and teacher

shortages?

For the first time in 2013 37, several positions in the external primary teacher competition

were not filled. Over the 2013-2017 period, the average shortage rate is 3%, but two

regions account for the majority of vacant posts: Créteil and Versailles. These are the

two largest regions in terms of the number of teaching posts, those with the highest
36Unlike the case of teachers, the data show that there was no significant decrease in the number of

posts in internal and external IRA competitions over the 2008-2017 period.
37Data are not available before 1996
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population growth and the lowest attractiveness 38. These two regions represent 27% of

teaching posts but only 16% of candidates and 15% of general baccalaureate graduates

(three years before the competition). In 2013-2017, 20% of the teaching posts in the

Créteil region were not filled in the external recruitment competition 39. The Versailles

region experienced a first shortage in 2013, then in 2016 (13% of posts remained vacant)

and 2017 (5% of posts remained vacant).

The shortage of teachers in these regions has made it difficult to replace absent teach-

ers. Some classes did not have a teacher at the beginning of the school year, and others

had a succession of substitute teachers during the school year. This situation has led

regions to recruit more short-term (non-tenure) teachers, who are most often assigned

full-time to a classroom without initial training. In a report published in 2014, the rights

defender described the situation experienced by some students in the Créteil region as "a

violation of the constitutional principle of equality of users before the public service"40.

To overcome this problem, the Ministry of Education set up a special competition

in 2015 to fill 500 additional posts in the Créteil region. This special competition is

held shortly after the external examination to allow candidates to participate in both

competition. In 2016 and 2017, 500 positions were again offered in the Créteil special

competition, in addition to the external competition. In 2018, the special competition

was extended to the Versailles region (250 posts) and maintained in Créteil (400 posts).

To what extent is this situation related to the increase in the level of qualification

required to teach in 2011? Figure 3.7.A shows how the number of positions per candidate

(Y-axis) varies with the number of positions divided by the number of general baccalau-

reate graduates in the region (X-axis). The crosses correspond to the period 1996-2009

while the triangles correspond to the period 2011-2017. The years and academic regions

where not all teaching positions were filled during the external recruitment process are

indicated in red. Since almost half the candidates take the external competition twice or

more times, I indicate on the Y-axis of Figure 3.7.B the (approximate) number of new
38Attractiveness is measured by the ratio between the number of applications for leaving

and the number of applications for entry into the region made by tenured teachers. Source:
http://cache.media.education.gouv.fr/file/2013/82/4/DEPP_NI_2013_21_attractivite_
academies_enseignants_second_degre_public_2012_272824.pdf

39321 posts out of 1540 remained vacant in 2015, 424 posts out of 1635 in 2016 and 489 posts out of
1600 in 2017

40Source: https://www.defenseurdesdroits.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/2015-262.
pdf.

http://cache.media.education.gouv.fr/file/2013/82/4/DEPP_NI_2013_21_attractivite_academies_enseignants_second_degre_public_2012_272824.pdf
http://cache.media.education.gouv.fr/file/2013/82/4/DEPP_NI_2013_21_attractivite_academies_enseignants_second_degre_public_2012_272824.pdf
https://www.defenseurdesdroits.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/2015-262.pdf
https://www.defenseurdesdroits.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/2015-262.pdf
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candidates each year41.

First, we note that in regions where there is a shortage of teachers, the number of

candidates is nevertheless higher than the number of teaching positions (Figure 3.7.A).

This is due to the fact that examiners prefer to leave vacant posts rather than recruit

candidates whose level of knowledge is not considered sufficient. The emergence of teacher

shortages from 2013 onwards therefore tends to support the sharp decline in the level of

recruitment observed after the 2011 reform (see section 3.7.2).

Second, Figure 3.7 suggests that teacher shortages occur when there are fewer than

10 candidates for 7 positions (Figure A) or when there are more positions than new

candidates (Figure B). This situation becomes much more frequent from 2011, as the

number of posts per candidate increases considerably in most regions (triangles).

This study provides a plausible explanation for the emergence of shortages in primary

education in some regions in France. First, the number of candidates falls sharply, but the

level of knowledge does not increase significantly after the reform. Second, the number

of posts increases from 2012 onwards and examiners must recruit more teachers. Teacher

shortages occur when recruiters give up filling all positions to ensure a minimum level of

academic knowledge among recruits. Interestingly, Figure 3.7 and Section 3.7.1 suggest

that all the posts in the external competition of the Créteil and Versailles regions would

have been filled if the required degree had remained at the bachelor’s level (crosses).
41The applicants taking part in the competition for the first time represent approximately 48% of the

candidates over the period 2005-2009 and approximately 58% of the candidates over the period 2011-
2017. The data do not allow me to identify new candidates during the period 1996-2004. Therefore, I
extrapolate the rate of 48% calculated over the period 2005-2009 to estimate the number of candidates
who participated in the competition for the first time in 1996-2004.
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Figure 3.7 – Teacher shortage and market tightness over the period 1996-2017

Note: Each symbol represents a region X year. The X-axis presents the number of positions divided by the

number of general baccalaureate graduates 3 years before the competition date in order to make the regions

more comparable. The Y-axis shows the number of teaching positions per candidate (market tightness)

for each region and year over the period 1996-2017. In panel A, the market tightness is calculated on the

basis of the number of candidates for external competitions. In panel B, the market tightness is computed

on the basis of the number of new candidates only. The markers in red indicate the regions and years

in which not all primary teacher positions were filled during external competitive recruitment (teacher

shortage).
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3.9.2 Short-term or long-term effects?

The reform was implemented gradually (between 2010 and 2011), providing candidates

with the time needed to obtain the required degree. However, the reform may have

strongly discouraged employed individuals who must return to university (and eventually

give up a salary) to obtain a master’s degree. The sharp fall in the number of applicants

from 2011 could therefore be partly explained by the fact that professional reorientation

has become more difficult in the short term.

To examine this question, Figure 3.21 and Table 3.27 show how the number of ap-

plicants varies by age group over the period 2003-2015. Individuals under 29, 30 and 34

year olds represent respectively 70%, 85% and 95% of the candidates. The evolution of

the number of candidates over time follows a similar trajectory regardless of age group.

Only candidates over the age of 44 seem relatively spared by the 2011 reform (see Table

3.27). The slight increase in the number of candidates aged between 18 and 23 in 2014 is

due to the possibility of taking the competition during the first year of a master’s degree.

Thus, the increase in the level of qualification required to become a teacher does not

seem to have significantly slowed down professional retraining. This result suggests that

the estimates presented in this study reflect the medium- to long-term impact of the 2011

reform.

3.10 Conclusion

This study reveals that the increase in the level of qualification required to teach has had

a rather counterproductive effect in France with regard to the effectiveness of recruitment.

The reform has led to a sharp decline in the number of candidates, making it more difficult

to fill teaching posts, especially in regions where the demand for teachers is greatest. The

characteristics of teachers have also changed following the implementation of the reform.

The accreditation score decreased by 0.5 SD points on average, especially in regions with

the highest number of teaching posts, and the share of men tended to decline after the

reform. However, the classroom observation score, which measures teachers’ skills and

attitudes, has not changed significantly.

Nevertheless, the context in which the reform took place in France may have played

an important role. First, French teachers’ salaries are lower than the OECD average,
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particularly in primary education (OECD 2014). Increasing teachers’ qualifications with-

out increasing their salaries may have exacerbated the negative effect of the reform on

the number of candidates. According to our estimates, the average salary of primary

school teachers is about 25% lower than that of master’s graduates with identical spe-

cialties, which makes this profession particularly unattractive from a financial point of

view. Second, Chapter 2 has shown the importance of considering potential candidate

pools to anticipate the effect of such reform. The regions where the number of candidates

has declined the most are those where the ratio between the number of positions and the

number of general baccalaureate graduates is among the highest. In 2016, I estimated

that there is about 1 primary school teacher post for every 3 master graduates in the

Créteil region and 1 primary school teacher post for every 5 master graduates in the

Versailles region. By contrast, there is about 1 primary school teacher for every 5 general

baccalaureate graduates in the Créteil region and 1 primary school teacher for every 10

general baccalaureate graduates in the Versailles region42. As the needs for secondary

school teachers are almost identical to those for primary education, there is saturation of

eligible populations in these two regions, which may explain the significant drop in the

level of recruitment and the emergence of teacher shortages. The additional competitions

set up from 2015 to recruit teachers from other regions seem to partly solve this shortage

problem. Nevertheless, it is questionable whether these teachers recruited outside their

home regions will remain in the Versailles and Créteil regions for a long time, as these

regions are not their first wishes for assignment.

42Recent statistics from the Ministry of Higher Education reveal that on average 40% of general
baccalaureate graduates obtain a bachelor’s degree 3 or 4 years later and that about 50% of bachelor’s
graduates complete a master’s degree 2 or 3 years later.
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Tables

Table 3.9 – Share of local recruitment by academic region

Region of application

Share of candidates living
in the region where they

apply (by region of
application)

Region of residence

Share of candidates
applying in the region

where they live (by region
of residence)

All 84.7 % All 82.1 %

Paris 56.5% Paris 50.3%
Creteil 58.9% Clermont Ferrand 73.3%
Versailles 67.9% Limoges 74.4%
Guyane 70.8% Rennes 76.6%
Lyon 77.1% Montpellier 77.0%
Clermont Ferrand 77.4% Versailles 79.9%
Nice 78.7% Caen 80.2%
Poitiers 81.2% Toulouse 80.4%
Orleans Tours 81.3% Dijon 80.7%
Limoges 83.0% Creteil 81.8%
Grenoble 83.1% Nice 83.0%
Amiens 83.1% Grenoble 83.0%
Dijon 83.6% Orleans Tours 83.8%
Caen 84.5% Reims 84.0%
Aix Marseille 84.7% Amiens 84.2%
Nantes 86.2% Lyon 84.8%
Reims 88.0% Poitiers 85.2%
Montpellier 90.4% Bordeaux 85.2%
Toulouse 91.1% Nantes 85.7%
Bordeaux 91.3% Aix Marseille 86.6%
Rennes 92.7% Besancon 86.9%
Rouen 93.3% Corse 87.0%
Besancon 93.6% Rouen 87.8%
Strasbourg 93.9% Nancy Metz 90.5%
Guadeloupe 96.2% Strasbourg 91.6%
La Reunion 96.9% Martinique 91.8%
Lille 97.2% Lille 93.9%
Martinique 97.2% Guadeloupe 96.5%
Nancy Metz 97.2% La Reunion 99.0%
Corse 97.4% Guyane 99.2%

Notes: The "share of candidates living in the region where they apply" is obtained for each academic region by dividing the number
of candidates who live in the region by the total number of candidates who apply in that region. The "share of candidates applying
in the region where they live" is obtained for each academic region by dividing the number of candidates who live and apply in
the region by the number of candidates living in the region (but may apply to another region). For example, 56.5% of candidates
applying for the Paris region competition live in the Paris region, while the remaining 45.5% live in another region. 50.3% of
candidates residing in the Paris region apply in this region, and the remaining 49.7% apply in another region. These two measures
indicate the extent to which primary teacher recruitment is local.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Number of positions Number of candidates Number of general baccalaureate graduate t-3
1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015

All 8,732 10,840 9,367 6,547 43,907 55,036 47,322 21,988 269,511 256,861 259,590 274,018

Limoges 85 102 89 60 460 594 506 227 3067 2826 2633 2685
Besancon 149 224 161 120 910 1158 998 483 5287 4922 4800 4795
Caen 174 250 177 114 1069 1553 1090 500 6415 6066 5967 6170
Clermont-Ferrand 177 184 158 101 1116 1451 929 430 6178 5612 5344 5143
Dijon 191 257 250 144 1151 1192 1093 479 7212 6771 6581 6584
Reims 202 239 210 135 866 932 975 458 6242 5623 5508 5450
Paris 203 236 232 187 988 1237 1041 517 13217 12259 12366 13541
Poitiers 241 313 234 147 1148 1921 1342 608 7410 6621 6474 6626
Rennes 252 273 228 148 1506 1971 1548 779 15616 14001 13892 14475
Strasbourg 253 324 284 153 1324 1410 1352 626 6874 6977 7250 8062
Rouen 264 276 286 186 1296 1340 1301 616 7570 7524 7520 7982
Montpellier 294 446 295 208 2021 3131 2149 1010 9528 9341 9731 10423
Nice 295 325 255 151 1713 1885 1518 639 7210 7635 8299 9054
Nantes 298 431 404 268 1606 2670 2271 1124 17038 15453 15111 15698
Toulouse 315 388 305 206 2398 2982 2280 1014 11803 10838 10881 11871
Amiens 344 375 367 213 1447 1410 1492 625 7930 7622 7274 7370
Bordeaux 346 471 398 247 2230 2853 2600 1226 12885 12071 12204 13256
Orleans-Tours 355 424 362 240 1700 2389 1758 793 11069 10091 10104 10563
Grenoble 364 432 357 350 2070 3015 2115 1147 14054 13797 14159 15047
Aix-Marseille 388 479 336 272 2336 3026 2388 1061 11697 11236 11936 12534
Nancy-Metz 406 471 350 161 2047 2005 1930 835 10644 9877 9822 9850
Lyon 425 497 430 359 2095 3164 2351 1390 13653 13471 13382 14152
Lille 596 840 766 403 2900 3891 4165 1606 18485 18250 17849 17238
Creteil 1000 1187 1161 978 3163 3336 3636 1733 14640 14596 15571 17296
Versailles 1113 1397 1271 998 4344 4520 4493 2064 23786 23379 24931 28157

Notes: Number of general baccalaureate graduates three years before the exam date, number of positions and number of candidates for the external primary school teacher recruitment
competition over the periods 1996-2000 2001-2005, 2006-2010 and 2011-2015. The data are provided at national level and by academic region of metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The
number of baccalaureate holders 3 years before the recruitment examination is proportional to the size of the population eligible for teaching positions. The number of candidates increased
significantly (by 25%) over the period 2001-2005 because applicants were exceptionally allowed to write the exam in more than one region in the same year in 2003 and 2004 (see Appendix).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Scope: Metropolitan France.
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Table 3.11 – Teacher market tightness, teacher demand and teacher supply by academic region and time interval

100 * Positions / Candidates 100 * Positions / General baccalaureate graduates t-3 100 * Candidates / General baccalaureate graduates t-3
1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015 1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015

Total 19.9 20 19.7 30 3.3 4.2 3.6 2.4 16.6 21 18.3 8

Toulouse 13.1 13.1 13.4 20.3 2.7 3.6 2.8 1.7 20.6 27.5 20.9 8.4
Montpellier 14.4 14.6 13.6 20.4 3.1 4.8 3.1 2 21.5 32.9 22.8 9.8
Bordeaux 15.7 16.8 15.2 19.7 2.7 3.9 3.3 1.9 17.2 23.2 21.7 9.6
Clermont-Ferrand 16 13.6 16.9 22.9 2.9 3.3 3 2 18.1 24.3 17.8 8.7
Caen 16.4 17.3 16.1 22 2.7 4.1 3 1.8 16.5 23.7 18.6 8.2
Dijon 16.6 21.6 23.3 30.9 2.7 3.8 3.8 2.2 16.3 17.6 16.3 7.1
Aix-Marseille 16.6 16.2 13.8 26 3.3 4.3 2.8 2.2 19.9 26.5 20.3 8.5
Besancon 16.7 19.5 16.1 24.7 2.8 4.6 3.4 2.5 16.8 23.6 21.1 10.1
Rennes 16.9 14.3 14.8 18.8 1.6 2 1.7 1 9.5 14 11.5 5.3
Nice 17.3 17.4 16.6 23.8 4.1 4.3 3.1 1.7 23.7 24.7 18.7 7.1
Grenoble 17.6 14.8 16.8 29.7 2.6 3.1 2.6 2.3 14.8 20.9 15.5 7.7
Nantes 18.6 16.5 17.7 23.3 1.8 2.8 2.7 1.7 9.7 17 15.3 7.3
Limoges 18.7 17.7 17.4 25.1 2.8 3.6 3.4 2.2 15 20.3 19.5 8.8
Strasbourg 19.1 23 20.8 23.5 3.7 4.6 4 1.9 19.4 20 19.2 8.1
Nancy-Metz 19.8 23.6 18.1 19.2 3.8 4.8 3.6 1.6 19.2 20.3 19.9 8.3
Lyon 20.3 16.7 18.2 25.5 3.1 3.7 3.2 2.5 15.3 22.2 17.6 9.8
Rouen 20.5 20.8 22 29.9 3.5 3.7 3.8 2.3 17.1 17.8 17.3 7.7
Lille 20.6 21.9 18.2 25.2 3.2 4.6 4.3 2.3 15.5 21 23.6 9.1
Paris 20.6 19.3 22.3 37.2 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.4 7.3 9.8 8.5 3.8
Orleans-Tours 20.9 19.4 20.5 31.3 3.2 4.2 3.6 2.3 15.3 21.6 17.6 7.3
Poitiers 21 18.8 17.3 24.4 3.3 4.7 3.6 2.2 15.7 25 20.8 9
Reims 23.4 25.8 21.6 29.6 3.3 4.3 3.8 2.5 14.1 16.7 17.6 8.4
Amiens 24 26.8 24.7 35.7 4.4 4.9 5.1 2.9 18.3 18.3 20.6 8.1
Versailles 25.9 31.5 28.1 51.1 4.7 6 5.2 3.5 18.1 19 18.5 6.8
Creteil 31.6 35.7 31.9 58.9 6.9 8.1 7.6 5.6 21.8 22.7 23.8 9.5

Notes: Number of general baccalaureate graduates three years before the exam date, number of positions and number of candidates for the external primary school teacher recruitment competition over the
periods 1996-2000 2001-2005, 2006-2010 and 2011-2015. The number of baccalaureate holders 3 years before the recruitment examination is proportional to the size of the population eligible for teaching
positions. Teacher market tightness is defined as the number of teaching positions per candidates, teacher demand is proportional to the number of positions per general baccalaureate graduates three years
before the exam date and teacher supply is proportional to the number of candidates per general baccalaureate graduates three years before the exam date. The data are provided at national level and by
academic region of metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The number of candidates increased significantly (by 25%) over the period 2001-2005 because applicants were exceptionally allowed to write the
exam in more than one region in the same year in 2003 and 2004 (see Appendix).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Scope: Metropolitan France.
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Table 3.12 – Raw and corrected exam scores of candidates by academic region and time
interval

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Raw score Corrected score

2003-2006 2007-2010 2011-2013 2003-2006 2007-2010 2010-2013
All -0.025 0.035 -0.21 -0.007 0.028 0.203

Paris -0.092 0.045 -0.126 -0.104 0.03 0.268
Aix-Marseille 0.017 -0.083 -0.258 0.041 -0.066 0.169
Besançon 0.008 -0.014 -0.398 0.165 0.141 0.166
Bordeaux -0.059 0.115 -0.213 0.109 0.273 0.366
Caen 0.055 0.232 -0.007 -0.071 0.101 0.278
Clermont-Ferrand -0.181 -0.035 -0.347 0.167 0.31 0.414
Dijon 0.032 0.088 -0.016 0.02 0.072 0.373
Grenoble -0.018 0.006 -0.003 0.18 0.203 0.609
Lille -0.286 -0.136 -0.369 -0.211 -0.071 0.112
Lyon -0.354 -0.044 -0.254 0.175 0.485 0.683
Montpellier -0.002 0.076 -0.282 0.12 0.194 0.249
Nancy-Metz -0.02 -0.088 -0.242 -0.048 -0.121 0.13
Poitiers 0.213 0.241 -0.318 0.193 0.227 0.083
Rennes 0.072 0.293 -0.024 0.09 0.305 0.405
Strasbourg 0.048 0.204 -0.001 -0.064 0.083 0.292
Toulouse -0.236 -0.01 -0.139 0.025 0.244 0.53
Nantes 0.175 0.288 -0.124 0.08 0.185 0.193
Orleans-Tours 0.324 0.18 -0.182 0.093 -0.054 -0.006
Reims 0.035 0.035 -0.244 -0.1 -0.107 0.026
Amiens 0.026 0.124 -0.208 -0.359 -0.269 -0.191
Rouen 0.012 0.079 -0.101 -0.159 -0.101 0.133
Limoges -0.327 -0.11 -0.439 0.05 0.261 0.346
Nice -0.113 0.095 -0.105 0.036 0.237 0.452
Créteil 0 -0.066 -0.401 -0.331 -0.405 -0.33
Versailles 0.114 -0.042 -0.199 -0.09 -0.253 0.001

Notes: Columns (1) to (3) indicate the raw score of candidates for the 2003-2013 recruitment
examinations. Columns (4) to (6) indicate the examination score of candidates corrected for
assessment bias using the method presented in the Appendix. The data are provided at national
level and by academic region of metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The candidates’ raw
and corrected scores are normalized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2003-2013.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Author’s calculations.
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Table 3.13 – Raw and corrected exam scores of teachers by academic region and time
interval

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Raw score Corrected score

2003-2006 2007-2010 2011-2013 2003-2006 2007-2010 2010-2013
All -0.041 0.05 -0.942 -0.013 0.042 -0.141

Paris 0.144 0.291 -0.842 0.192 0.309 0.023
Aix-Marseille 0.08 0.154 -0.932 0.187 0.241 -0.003
Besancon 0.146 -0.017 -0.822 0.471 0.321 0.319
Bordeaux 0.175 0.389 -0.428 0.518 0.697 0.685
Caen 0.01 0.454 -0.367 -0.127 0.268 0.251
Clermont-Ferrand 0.032 0.226 -0.667 0.695 0.857 0.798
Dijon 0.073 0.001 -0.285 0.121 0.037 0.508
Grenoble 0.281 0.11 -0.376 0.671 0.51 0.793
Lille -0.493 -0.194 -1.158 -0.242 0.011 -0.122
Lyon -0.459 -0.033 -0.298 0.564 0.93 1.407
Montpellier 0.277 0.551 -0.361 0.532 0.771 0.678
Nancy-Metz 0.133 -0.056 -0.252 0.142 -0.037 0.5
Poitiers 0.484 0.654 -0.926 0.497 0.649 -0.054
Rennes 0.957 1.133 0.122 0.971 1.118 0.928
Strasbourg -0.112 0.199 -0.144 -0.215 0.05 0.482
Toulouse 0.026 0.439 -0.096 0.539 0.901 1.149
Nantes 0.386 0.682 -0.478 0.273 0.525 0.199
Orleans-Tours 0.251 0.225 -0.62 -0.082 -0.115 -0.15
Reims -0.328 -0.295 -0.678 -0.448 -0.43 -0.07
Amiens -0.084 0.033 -1.284 -0.649 -0.564 -0.993
Rouen 0.005 0.174 -0.526 -0.206 -0.077 0.028
Limoges -0.449 0.052 -0.689 0.312 0.75 0.803
Nice -0.076 0.34 -0.428 0.262 0.625 0.664
Creteil -0.44 -0.416 -1.858 -0.875 -0.866 -1.463
Versailles -0.139 -0.376 -1.604 -0.391 -0.621 -1.006

Notes: Columns (1) to (3) indicate the raw score of teachers for the 2003-2013 recruitment
examinations. Columns (4) to (6) indicate the examination score of teachers corrected for
assessment bias using the method presented in the Appendix. The data are provided at national
level and by academic region of metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The teachers’ raw
and corrected scores are normalized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2003-2013.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Author’s calculations.
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Table 3.14 – Classroom observation score of teachers 2-3 after tenure by academic region
and time interval

(1) (2)
Classroom observation score after 2-3 years of experience

2006-2009 2010-2013
All -0.009 0.023

Paris 0.333 0.622
Aix-Marseille -0.144 -0.128
Besançon 0.553 0.47
Bordeaux -0.016 0.307
Caen -0.177 -0.112
Clermont-Ferrand -0.117 -0.309
Dijon -0.253 -0.177
Grenoble -0.419 -0.361
Lille 0.087 -0.128
Lyon -0.024 0.011
Montpellier -0.246 -0.14
Nancy-Metz 0.916 0.82
Poitiers -0.209 -0.124
Rennes 0.127 -0.001
Strasbourg -0.523 -0.648
Toulouse -0.026 0.126
Nantes -0.203 -0.192
Orleans-Tours -0.467 -0.48
Reims -0.25 -0.15
Amiens -0.686 -0.742
Rouen -0.467 -0.41
Limoges 0.104 -0.304
Nice 0.191 0.073
Créteil -0.085 0.139
Versailles 0.34 0.424

Notes: This Table indicates the average classroom observation score after 2-3 years of
experience for teachers recruited over the periods 2006-2009 (column 1) and 2010-2013
(column 2). The data are provided at national level and by academic region of metropolitan
France (excluding Corsica). The classroom observation scores 2-3 years after tenure are
normalized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2006-2013.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Author’s calculations.
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Table 3.15 – Correlation between diploma level and gender of candidates and teachers
over the period 2003-2009

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Probability that the candidate is male Probability that the teacher is male

No diploma condition -0.140*** -0.140*** -0.140*** -0.0979*** -0.100*** -0.101***
(0.00337) (0.00337) (0.00336) (0.0104) (0.0104) (0.0104)

3yrs of college - - - - - -
4yrs of college 0.0212*** 0.0214*** 0.0233*** 0.0328*** 0.0306*** 0.0326***

(0.00176) (0.00176) (0.00176) (0.00380) (0.00380) (0.00382)
5yrs of college and more 0.0400*** 0.0394*** 0.0436*** 0.0314*** 0.0333*** 0.0389***

(0.00272) (0.00272) (0.00273) (0.00503) (0.00503) (0.00506)
Control variables:
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of attempts No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Region FE No No Yes No No Yes
Nb of positions No No Yes No No Yes

Constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 345957 345957 345957 68476 68476 68476

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the region level.
Notes: This Table explains the gender of candidates (columns 1 to 3) and teachers (columns 4 to 6) by
diploma level over the period 2003-2009. Column (3) and (6) include region fixed effects, the number of
times candidates take the exam, the unemployment rate and the number of teaching posts in the region X
year as control variables.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).

Table 3.16 – Correlation between diploma level and median income in the city of resi-
dence of candidates and teachers over the period 2003-2009

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Median income in the city of candidates Median income in the city of teachers

No diploma condition 637.6*** 632.0*** 561.7*** 1033.9*** 1070.4*** 926.4***
(32.09) (32.07) (29.55) (111.4) (111.3) (101.0)

3yrs of college (reference) - - - - - -
4yrs of college 206.6*** 215.9*** 119.7*** 335.1*** 368.4*** 134.4***

(16.72) (16.71) (15.47) (40.68) (40.68) (37.12)
5yrs of college and more 891.6*** 859.9*** 652.7*** 1111.6*** 1083.3*** 789.3***

(25.84) (25.86) (23.92) (53.83) (53.79) (49.16)
Control variables:
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of attempts No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Region FE No No Yes No No Yes
Nb of positions No No Yes No No Yes

Constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 339789 339789 339789 67380 67380 67380

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the region level.
Notes: This Table explains the median income in the city of residence of candidates (columns 1 to 3) and teachers
(columns 4 to 6) by diploma level over the period 2003-2009. To neutralize the effect of income growth over time,
I consider the median income in euros per consumption unit (i.e. divided by the number of inhabitants in the
household) in cities in 2012. Column (3) and (6) include region fixed effects, the number of times candidates take
the exam, the unemployment rate and the number of teaching posts in the region X year as control variables.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.17 – Correlation between diploma level and corrected examination score of
candidates and teachers over the period 2003-2009

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Candidates’ exam score Teachers’ exam score

No diploma condition -0.537*** -0.533*** -0.533*** -0.0786*** -0.0695*** -0.0762***
(0.00871) (0.00868) (0.00854) (0.0252) (0.0252) (0.0216)

3yrs of college - - - - - -
4yrs of college -0.0271*** -0.0308*** -0.0538*** -0.00508 0.000810 -0.0288***

(0.00454) (0.00453) (0.00448) (0.0103) (0.0103) (0.00882)
5yrs of college and more 0.195*** 0.209*** 0.177*** 0.310*** 0.305*** 0.189***

(0.00703) (0.00702) (0.00693) (0.0137) (0.0137) (0.0117)
Control variables:
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of attempts No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Region FE No No Yes No No Yes
Nb of positions No No Yes No No Yes

Constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 345957 345957 345957 68476 68476 68476

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the region level.
Notes: This Table explains the exam score (corrected for assessment bias, see appendix) of candidates
(columns 1 to 3) and teachers (columns 4 to 6) by diploma level over the period 2003-2009. Column (3)
and (6) include region fixed effects, the number of times candidates take the exam, the unemployment
rate and the number of teaching posts in the region X year as control variables.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).

Table 3.18 – Correlation between diploma level and raw examination score of candidates
and teachers over the period 2003-2009

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Candidates’ exam score Teachers’ exam score

No diploma condition -0.538*** -0.534*** -0.536*** -0.104*** -0.0917*** -0.0855***
(0.00842) (0.00840) (0.00857) (0.0246) (0.0246) (0.0239)

3yrs of college (reference) - - - - - -
4yrs of college -0.0454*** -0.0488*** -0.0544*** -0.0428*** -0.0342*** -0.0331***

(0.00440) (0.00439) (0.00449) (0.0100) (0.0100) (0.00975)
5yrs of college and more 0.173*** 0.186*** 0.176*** 0.256*** 0.248*** 0.204***

(0.00688) (0.00688) (0.00695) (0.0134) (0.0134) (0.0129)
Control variables:
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of attempts No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Region FE No No Yes No No Yes
Nb of positions No No Yes No No Yes

Constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 365976 365976 345957 71662 71662 68476

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the region level.
Notes: This Table explains the raw exam score of candidates (columns 1 to 3) and teachers (columns 4
to 6) by diploma level over the period 2003-2009. Column (3) and (6) include region fixed effects, the
number of times candidates take the exam, the unemployment rate and the number of teaching posts in
the region X year as control variables.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.19 – Correlation between diploma level and classroom observation score of
teachers over the period 2006-2009

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Classroom observation score

No diploma condition -0.0199 -0.0289 -0.0198 0.00614 -0.0601
(0.0551) (0.0554) (0.0520) (0.0495) (0.0736)

3yrs of college (reference) - - - - -
4yrs of college 0.0527*** 0.0421** 0.0540*** 0.0250 0.0276

(0.0200) (0.0200) (0.0188) (0.0178) (0.0246)
5yrs of college and more -0.233 -0.222 -0.134 0.0243 -0.0731

(0.183) (0.182) (0.171) (0.169) (0.213)
Control variables:
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Nb of positions No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Region FE No No Yes
Teaching inspector FE No No Yes
School FE No No Yes

Constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 19052 18927 18927 15558 18753

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at
the region level.
Notes: This Table explains the classroom observation score of teachers 2-3 years after
tenure (normalized mean 0, variance 1) by diploma level over the period 2006-2009.
Column (2) includes the unemployment rate and the number of teaching posts in the
region X year of recruitment as control variables. Column (3) includes region fixed ef-
fects, column (4) includes teaching inspector area fixed effects and column (5) includes
school FE.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.20 – Effect of increasing the degree level required to teach on the number of
candidates

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Year effects (ref:1996) Number of candidates Logarithm of number of candidates

1997 149.7 124.2 138.7 0.0710**
(138.9) (94.06) (91.35) (0.0322)

1998 133.8 124.2 129.8 0.0858***
(138.9) (94.00) (91.26) (0.0321)

1999 139.6 173.3* 153.7* 0.105***
(138.9) (94.11) (91.43) (0.0322)

2000 22.20 78.77 40.65 0.0427
(138.9) (94.33) (91.83) (0.0323)

2001 -56.82 47.55 -20.85 0.0148
(139.0) (95.13) (93.18) (0.0327)

2003 510.4*** 620.1*** 553.9*** 0.283***
(139.0) (95.24) (93.24) (0.0327)

2004 552.5*** 710.4*** 618.1*** 0.316***
(139.2) (96.57) (95.24) (0.0334)

2005 172.0 353.2*** 261.6*** 0.158***
(139.3) (97.37) (95.98) (0.0337)

2006 308.0** 380.1*** 354.9*** 0.195***
(138.9) (94.53) (91.89) (0.0323)

2007 219.6 289.4*** 267.4*** 0.138***
(138.9) (94.50) (91.83) (0.0323)

2008 -5.668 16.14 12.44 -0.00819
(138.9) (94.04) (91.29) (0.0321)

2009 135.2 15.55 118.3 0.0328
(139.1) (95.48) (94.55) (0.0337)

2010 -108.8 -232.5** -124.7 -0.128***
(139.1) (95.58) (94.83) (0.0338)

2011 -490.7*** -800.4*** -490.5*** -0.619***
(140.1) (103.6) (115.2) (0.0517)

2012 -600.4*** -821.2*** -592.6*** -0.694***
(139.5) (98.97) (104.7) (0.0427)

2013 -843.7*** -893.1*** -827.0*** -0.783***
(138.9) (94.25) (92.28) (0.0328)

2014 -650.2*** -702.6*** -634.3*** -0.556***
(138.9) (94.28) (92.36) (0.0328)

2015 -795.3*** -675.7*** -716.0*** -0.511***
(139.1) (95.48) (92.98) (0.0326)

2016 -836.5*** -680.4*** -721.4*** -0.488***
(139.2) (96.51) (93.99) (0.0327)

2017 -801.5*** -668.8*** -704.8*** -0.481***
(139.1) (95.82) (93.25) (0.0326)

Control variables
Number of positions Yes Yes Yes No
(Number of positions)^2 No No Yes No
Logarithm of number of positions No No No Yes
Region FE No Yes Yes Yes
Unemployment rate No No Yes Yes

Observations 525 525 525 525
Adjusted R-squared 0.74 0.88 0.89 0.97

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis.
Notes: The variable explained is the number of candidates for the external primary teacher recruitment competition by region
and year. Year fixed effects are estimated using model (1) in columns (1) to (3) and model (1’) in column (4). The number
of candidates increases significantly in 2003 and 2004 because applicants were exceptionally allowed to write the exam in two
regions the same year. In 2010, new candidates must be enrolled in the fourth year of university. In 2011-2013, candidates must
be enrolled in the fifth year of university. In 2014-2017, candidates must be enrolled in their fourth year of university and must
obtain a master’s degree to be tenured. Column (3) and (4) include region fixed effects, the number of teaching positions and the
unemployment rate in the region X year as control variables. Column (4) is a log-log specification for the number of candidates
and positions. The coefficients and confidence intervals of column (4) are reported in Figure 3.3.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.21 – Effect of the interaction between the 2011 reform and the demand for
teachers on the number of candidates

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Number of candidates Logarithm of number
of candidates

Period 2011-2017 -237.2*** -281.0*** 44.76 -0.199*
(60.46) (41.28) (69.62) (0.120)

Number of positions 3.080*** 2.922*** 5.066***
(0.0887) (0.125) (0.284)

Number of positions x Period 2011-2017 -1.894*** -1.785*** -3.109***
(0.130) (0.0875) (0.286)

Number of positions squared -0.00156***
(0.000187)

Number of positions squared x Period 2011-2017 0.000981***
(0.000195)

Logarithm of number of positions 0.490***
(0.0256)

Logarithm of number of positions x Period 2011-
2017 -0.0781***

(0.0209)
Region FE No Yes Yes Yes
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 525 525 525 525

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis.
Notes: The variable explained is the number of candidates for the external primary teacher recruitment competition by region and year.
The model considered is : Yjt =

∑
Rj1j + αf(NPjt) + δ1t>2010 + β f(NPjt) ∗ 1t>2010 + γXjt + εjt, where f(NPjt) is a quadratic or a

logarithmic function of the number of teaching positions in region j and year t, and 1t>2010 is a dummy variable equal to 1 if t > 2010
(period 2011-2017) and 0 otherwise. The coefficients of interest β, which reflect the effect of the interaction between the number of
positions and the post-reform period, are indicated in bold in the Table. Column (2) to (4) include region fixed effects, the number of
position and the unemployment rate in the region X year as control variables. Column (4) is a log-log specification for the number of
candidates and positions.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.22 – Effect of increasing the degree level required to teach on the exam score of
candidates and teachers

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Candidates’ exam score Teachers’ exam score

Raw data Corrected data Raw data Corrected data
Year effects (ref: 2003)

2004 0.0368 0.118*** -0.0948 0.0926*
(0.0739) (0.0242) (0.117) (0.0530)

2005 -0.0649 0.0260 -0.0866 0.0674
(0.0494) (0.0240) (0.0991) (0.0491)

2006 -0.0509 0.0751*** -0.188 0.0890**
(0.0686) (0.0235) (0.119) (0.0430)

2007 0.100** 0.149*** 0.0623 0.143***
(0.0423) (0.0375) (0.0698) (0.0501)

2008 0.162** 0.161*** 0.135 0.124
(0.0617) (0.0566) (0.0976) (0.0914)

2009 0.0199 0.0676** -0.306** -0.120
(0.0958) (0.0320) (0.126) (0.0793)

2010 -0.0188 0.151*** -0.504*** -0.136*
(0.0864) (0.0351) (0.115) (0.0763)

2011 -0.189 0.195*** -1.295*** -0.550***
(0.118) (0.0623) (0.196) (0.0878)

2012 -0.239** 0.223*** -1.332*** -0.488***
(0.106) (0.0578) (0.150) (0.0865)

2013 -0.405** 0.194*** -1.706*** -0.602***
(0.151) (0.0474) (0.259) (0.101)

Control variables
Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Logarithm of number of positions Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of attempts Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 427570 427570 89174 89174

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the region level.
Notes: The variable explained is the exam score of candidates (columns 1 and 2) and teachers (columns 3 and 4) for
the external primary teacher recruitment competition. Year fixed effects are estimated using model (1). The results
obtained by considering the raw examination score are presented in columns (1) and (3) while the results obtained
by considering the examination score corrected for evaluation bias (see Appendix) are presented in columns (2) and
(4). Each column includes region fixed effects, the number of times candidates take the exam, the number of teaching
positions and the unemployment rate in the region X year as control variables. The coefficients and confidence intervals
of column (3) and (4) are reported in Figures 3.11 and 3.6 respectively.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.23 – Effect of the interaction between the 2011 reform and the demand for
teachers on candidates’ and teachers’ exam score

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Candidates’ exam score Teachers’ exam score

Raw data Corrected data Raw data Corrected data
Period 2011-2013 -0.112** 0.148*** -0.396*** -0.0335

(0.0518) (0.0209) (0.112) (0.0712)
Number of positions 0.0000603 -0.000167*** -0.000320 -0.000829***

(0.000174) (0.0000475) (0.000258) (0.000147)
Number of positions x period 2011-2013 -0.000186*** 0.0000530* -0.00110*** -0.000681***

(0.0000561) (0.0000318) (0.000123) (0.0000772)
Control variables
Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of attempts Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 394544 394544 82934 82934

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the region level.
Notes: The variable explained is the exam score of candidates (columns 1 and 2) and teachers (columns 3 and 4) for the external
primary teacher recruitment competition. The model considered is : Yjt =

∑
Rj1j +αNPjt + δ1t>2010 + β NPjt ∗ 1t>2010 + γXjt + εjt,

where NPjt is the number of teaching positions in region j and year t, and 1t>2010 is a dummy variable equal to 1 if t > 2010
(period 2011-2013) and 0 otherwise. The coefficients of interest β, which reflect the effect of the interaction between the number
of positions and the post-reform period, are indicated in bold in the Table. Each column includes region fixed effects, the number
of times candidates take the exam and the unemployment rate in the region X year as control variables. The results obtained by
considering the raw examination score are presented in columns (1) and (3) while the results obtained by considering the examination
score corrected for evaluation bias (see Appendix) are presented in columns (2) and (4).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.24 – Effect of increasing the degree level required to teach on the classroom
observation score of teachers

(1) (2) (3)
Classroom observation score

Year effects (ref: 2006)
2007 -0.0604 -0.188*** -0.0512

(0.0404) (0.0456) (0.0368)
2008 -0.0474 -0.254*** -0.0589

(0.0714) (0.0759) (0.0671)
2009 0.0511 0.107 0.0354

(0.0657) (0.0723) (0.0439)
2010 0.0519 0.130* 0.0707

(0.0811) (0.0738) (0.0868)
2011 0.167 0.310* 0.160**

(0.185) (0.155) (0.0754)
2012 0.105 0.281** 0.141

(0.178) (0.127) (0.108)
2013 -0.0526 0.268** 0.159

(0.161) (0.125) (0.161)
Control variables
Logarithm of number of positions Yes Yes Yes
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes
Net salary of masters’ graduates Yes Yes Yes
Net salary of bachelor’s graduates Yes Yes Yes
Region FE No Yes -
School FE No No Yes
Observations 39686 39686 39686

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis are
clustered at the region level.
Notes: The variable explained is the classroom observation score (normalized
mean 0, variance 1) 2-3 years after the tenure of teachers recruited over the
period 2006-2013. Year fixed effects are estimated using model (2). Each
column includes the number of teaching positions (in logarithm), the un-
employment rate and the average net salary at the bachelor’s and master’s
level in the region X year as control variables. Column (2) includes region
fixed effects and column (3) includes school fixed effects. The coefficients
and confidence intervals of column (3) are reported in Figure 3.6.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics
(INSEE).
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Table 3.25 – Effect of increasing the diploma level required to teach on the number of
candidates

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Share of men Median income in city of
residence

Candidates Teachers Candidates Teachers
Year effects (ref: 2003)

2004 -0.00124 -0.00398 -38.78 -73.41
(0.00299) (0.00687) (48.12) (64.24)

2005 0.00566 0.00532 12.47 101.4
(0.00403) (0.00697) (75.01) (95.12)

2006 0.00321 0.00347 -20.19 93.63
(0.00355) (0.00686) (65.53) (109.0)

2007 0.00167 0.00794 -46.33 56.01
(0.00468) (0.00498) (42.38) (45.42)

2008 -0.00149 0.0107 -32.85 182.6**
(0.00510) (0.00863) (63.91) (84.22)

2009 -0.00451 0.0172* -117.0 -189.6**
(0.00524) (0.00954) (74.81) (73.62)

2010 -0.0215*** -0.00677 -90.54 -226.6**
(0.00535) (0.00767) (81.13) (101.5)

2011 -0.0198** -0.00000325 15.17 -221.0**
(0.00816) (0.0147) (98.88) (90.85)

2012 -0.0315*** -0.0215** -70.70 -307.1***
(0.00722) (0.0104) (129.8) (105.9)

2013 -0.0411*** -0.0250*** -69.11 -431.5***
(0.00580) (0.00752) (140.3) (81.29)

2014 -0.0315*** -0.0210*** -124.8 -487.3***
(0.00512) (0.00633) (134.5) (103.4)

2015 -0.0248*** -0.0177** -159.2 -514.1***
(0.00442) (0.00648) (125.7) (121.7)

Control variables
Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of positions Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of positions squared Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of attempts Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes Yes
Net salary of bachelors’ graduates Yes Yes Yes Yes
Net salary of masters’ graduates Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 476462 107357 474172 106904
Adjusted R-squared 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.19

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the region level.
Notes: The variables explained is the gender of candidates (column 1) and teachers (column 2), and the
median income (in euros per year) in the city of residence of candidates (column 3) and teachers (column 4)
for the external primary teacher recruitment competition over the period 2003-2015. To neutralize the effect
of income growth over time, I consider the median income in euros per consumption unit (i.e. divided by
the number of inhabitants in the household) in cities in 2012. Year fixed effects are estimated using model
(1). Each column includes region fixed effects, the number of times candidates take the exam, the number of
teaching positions, the unemployment rate and the average salary at the bachelors’ and masters’ level in the
region X year as control variables. The coefficients and confidence intervals of column (1) to (4) are reported
in Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 respectively.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.26 – Evolution of the number of candidates and the proportion of men among
candidates and recruits of the Regional Institutes of Administration (IRA) over the period
2008-2017

(1) (2) (3)
Logarithm of number

of candidates
Share of men among

candidates
Share of men among
recruited persons

Year effects (ref: 2008)
2009 0.182*** 0.0571*** 0.0367

(0.0472) (0.0159) (0.0553)
2010 0.151*** 0.0362*** -0.00625

(0.0368) (0.0119) (0.0414)
2011 0.115*** 0.0154 -0.0394

(0.0332) (0.0105) (0.0364)
2012 0.0797** 0.0146 -0.0438

(0.0332) (0.0105) (0.0364)
2013 0.0372 -0.0279** 0.00455

(0.0353) (0.0113) (0.0393)
2014 -0.0442 -0.000289 -0.0347

(0.0316) (0.00979) (0.0341)
2015 -0.131*** 0.0182* -0.0276

(0.0316) (0.00979) (0.0341)
2016 -0.0853 - -

(0.0617) - -
2017 -0.0622 - -

(0.0617) - -
Control variables
IRA x competition FE Yes Yes Yes
Logarithm of number of positions Yes Yes Yes
Unemployment rate Yes Yes Yes

Observations 100 80 80
Adjusted R-squared 0.74 0.83 0.39

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis.
Notes: The variables explained are the number of candidates (column 1) and the share of men among candidates
(column 2) and recruits (column 3) in the external and internal Regional Institutes of Administration (IRA) competitive
examinations by region and year. Public data do not provide the proportion of men among candidates and recruits in
2016 and 2017. Year fixed effects are estimated using model (1’) in column (1), and model (1) in column (2) and (3).
Five IRAs located in Bastia, Lille, Lyon, Metz and Nantes are recruiting though competitive examinations. The data
are aggregated by type of competition (internal or external) at the IRA level (2 X 5 observations each year). Each
column includes IRA X type of competition fixed effects, the number of positions (in logarithm) and the unemployment
rate in the IRA X year as control variables. The coefficients and confidence intervals of column (1) to (3) are reported
in Figures 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 respectively.
Source: Ministry of Public Service (DGAFP) and National Institute of Statistics (INSEE).
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Table 3.27 – Number of candidates by year and age group

Age group: 18-23 24-28 29-33 34-38 39-43 44-48 49-53 54-58
2003 13644 29421 11237 4649 1949 493 103 18
2004 13868 29802 10302 4531 1980 515 93 17
2005 11849 25713 9778 5001 2227 605 128 12
2006 12089 24549 8587 4419 1868 556 94 16
2007 12610 22757 7106 3739 1702 473 101 16
2008 11564 20977 6243 3372 1505 500 92 20
2009 10736 19115 6135 3452 1684 531 81 23
2010 9199 15982 4854 2786 1457 483 89 13
2011 2348 8482 2381 1573 952 377 86 17
2012 2891 9167 2156 1275 869 354 80 15
2013 2415 10058 2632 1628 1150 453 105 24
2014 5966 9934 3402 2352 1676 687 202 46
2015 6201 10957 4390 3108 2146 956 308 76

Notes: Number of candidates for the external primary school teacher recruit-
ment competition by age group over the period 2003-2015.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Authors’ calculations.
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Period :    1996−2009      2003−2004 

Figure 3.8 – Number of candidates according to the number of teaching posts over the
period 1996-2009

Note: Each symbol represents a region X year. I divide the number of candidates (Y-axis) and the number

of positions (X-axis) by the number of general baccalaureate graduates 3 years before the competition date

in order to make the regions more comparable. The number of candidates increases significantly in 2003

and 2004 (light blue markers) because candidates were exceptionally allowed to write the exam in two

regions in the same year.
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Figure 3.9 – Teacher market tightness according to the number of teaching posts over
the periods 1996-2009 and 2011-2015

Note: Each symbol represents a region X year. Teacher market tightness on the Y-axis corresponds to

the number of teaching positions per candidate in the region. A higher value indicates a greater difficulty

in recruiting teachers. I divide the number of positions (X-axis) by the number of general baccalaureate

graduates 3 years before the competition date in order to make the regions more comparable.
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Period :    2003−2009      2011−2013 

Figure 3.10 – Average score of teachers (raw data) on the recruitment examination
during the periods 1996-2009 and 2011-2013

Note: Each symbol represents a region X year. The X-axis presents the number of positions divided by

the number of general baccalaureate graduates 3 years before the competition date in order to make the

regions more comparable. The Y-axis shows the average recruitment score (raw data) of teachers for each

region and year. The raw teacher score (i.e. the score before correction by the method proposed in the

Appendix) is normalized (mean 0, variance 1) over the period 2003-2013.
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Figure 3.11 – Annual variation in the average exam score (raw data) of teachers com-
pared to 2003

Note: The Figure shows that the raw examination score of teachers decreases on average by 1 SD point

from 2011. Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated from

model (1) including region fixed effect, the number of positions (in logarithm) and the unemployment rate

in the region as control variables. Column (3) of Table 3.22 reports the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.12 – Annual variation in the average examination score (corrected for assess-
ment bias, see Appendix) of candidates compared to 2003

Note: The Figure shows how the examination score (corrected for assessment bias, see Appendix) of

candidates varies over time compared to 2003. Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5%

level (segments) are estimated from model (1) including region fixed effect, the number of positions (in

logarithm) and the unemployment rate in the region as control variables. Column (2) of Table 3.22

reports the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.13 – Annual variation in the average examination score (raw data) of candidates
compared to 2003

Note: The Figure shows how the raw examination score of candidates varies over time compared to 2003.

Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated from model (1)

including region fixed effect, the number of positions (in logarithm) and the unemployment rate in the

region as control variables. Column (1) of Table 3.22 reports the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.14 – Annual variation in the proportion of men among candidates compared
to 2003

Note: The Figure shows how the share of men among candidates varies over time compared to 2003.

Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated from model (1)

including region fixed effect, the number of teaching positions, the number of times candidates write the

exam, the unemployment rate and the average salary at the bachelors’ and masters’ level in the region

as control variables. Column (1) of Table 3.25 reports the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.15 – Annual variation in the proportion of men among teachers compared to
2003

Note: The Figure shows how the share of men among teachers varies over time compared to 2003.

Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated from model (1)

including region fixed effect, the number of teaching positions, the number of times candidates write the

exam, the unemployment rate and the average salary at the bachelors’ and masters’ level in the region

as control variables. Column (2) of Table 3.25 reports the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.16 – Annual variation in the median income in the city of residence of candi-
dates compared to 2003

Note: The Figure shows how the median income (in euros per year and per consumption unit) in the

city of residence of candidates varies over time compared to 2003. To neutralize the effect of income

growth over time, I consider the median income in cities in 2012. Coefficients (points) and confidence

intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated from model (1) including region fixed effect, the number

of teaching positions, the number of times candidates write the exam, the unemployment rate and the

average salary at the bachelors’ and masters’ level in the region as control variables. Column (3) of Table

3.25 reports the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.17 – Annual variation in the median income in the city of residence of teachers
compared to 2003

Note: The Figure shows how the median income (in euros per year and per consumption unit) in the city

of residence of teachers varies over time compared to 2003. To neutralize the effect of income growth over

time, I consider the median income in cities in 2012. Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at

the 5% level (segments) are estimated from model (1) including region fixed effect, the number of teaching

positions, the number of times candidates write the exam, the unemployment rate and the average salary

at the bachelors’ and masters’ level in the region as control variables. Column (4) of Table 3.25 reports

the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.18 – Annual logarithmic variation in the number of candidates for the Regional
Institutes of Administration (IRA) compared to 2008

Note: Five IRAs located in Bastia, Lille, Lyon, Metz and Nantes are recruiting though competitive

examinations. Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated

from model (1’) where the number of candidates and the number of positions for the external and internal

Regional Institutes of Administration (IRA) competitive examinations are specified in logarithm. The

model also includes IRA X type of competition (internal or external) fixed effects, and the unemployment

rate in the IRA X year as control variables. Column (1) of Table 3.26 reports the coefficients and standard

errors.
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Figure 3.19 – Annual variation in the share of men among candidates for the Regional
Institutes of Administration (IRA) compared to 2008

Note: Five IRAs located in Bastia, Lille, Lyon, Metz and Nantes are recruiting though competitive

examinations. Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated

from model (1) including IRA X type of competition (internal or external) fixed effects, the number of

IRA positions (in logarithm) and the unemployment rate in the IRA X year as control variables. Column

(2) of Table 3.26 reports the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.20 – Annual variation in the share of men among recruits for the Regional
Institutes of Administration (IRA) compared to 2008

Note: Five IRAs located in Bastia, Lille, Lyon, Metz and Nantes are recruiting though competitive

examinations. Coefficients (points) and confidence intervals at the 5% level (segments) are estimated

from model (1) including IRA X type of competition (internal or external) fixed effects, the number of

IRA positions (in logarithm) and the unemployment rate in the IRA X year as control variables. Column

(3) of Table 3.26 reports the coefficients and standard errors.
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Figure 3.21 – Evolution of the number of candidates by age group over the period
2003-2015

Note: Trend in the number of candidates for the external primary school teacher recruitment competition

by age group over the period 2003-2015.
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Appendix

This Appendix examines the extent to which teachers’ recruitment test scores can be
compared over time and across regions.

A Primary school teacher recruitment examinations

are not standardized in France

Primary school teachers are recruited through competitive examinations in 30 academic

regions. Recruitment tests take the form of open-ended questions (e.g. essays, problems)

and are designed to assess the same competencies in all regions. However, examination

topics vary from year to year and often from region to region. Reviewers are provided

with detailed guidelines for assessing candidates and harmonize their rating practices

within regions. For example, they jointly evaluate a selection of test sheets, which allows

to calibrate the assessment of other candidates. Each written test is evaluated by two

different examiners. This harmonization process is intended to ensure equity among

candidates for the same teaching positions in the regions.

But, is it possible to compare the scores obtained by candidates in different regions

and different years? Several studies show that the French regions are characterized by

significant socio-economic disparities (parents’ level of education and social background,

unemployment rate, family situation, household income) and significant inequalities in

educational attainment (high school graduation rate, educational delay, share of non-

graduates, higher education continuation rate)4344. These differences in socio-economic

background and educational achievement are likely to generate differences in candidates’

characteristics between regions (the vast majority of candidates participate in the compe-

tition in the region where they live). As a result, the tests used to calibrate the assessment

are likely to vary from one region to another. In addition, boards of examiners are com-

posed of teachers and professors who work in the region where the recruitment takes

place. They may share assessment practices related to teaching experience that differ

between regions. Therefore, rating practices are likely to be heterogeneous across the
43DEPP, Géographie de l’école 2014, n◦ 11.
44Broccolichi, S, Ben-Ayed, C, Mathey-Pierre, C, Trancart, D (2007). Fragmentations territoriales et

inégalités scolaires: des relations complexes entre la distribution spatiale, les conditions de scolarisation
et la réussite des élèves, Education et Formation, n◦ 74.
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country.

Similarly, recruitment scores may not be comparable from year to year. In particular,

the 2011 reform, which raised the level of qualification required to become a teacher,

may have changed the profile of candidates and the expectations of assessors, who are

potentially more demanding with master’s degree holders than with bachelor’s degree

holders45.

To verify the existence of bias due to the imperfect standardization of primary teacher

recruitment examinations, I propose two methods. The first strategy exploits the fact

that candidates were exceptionally allowed to take the competitive exams in the same

year in two different regions in 2003 and 200446. The rating biases, assimilated to region

fixed effects in 2003 and 2004, can be estimated by difference, which neutralize the effect

of candidates’ skills on exam score . This method does not allow to estimate evalua-

tion biases between years. The second approach exploits the fact that most candidates

participate in the competition two consecutive years and that a significant proportion of

them change region on the second attempt. Under certain assumptions, the rating biases,

assimilated to region x year effects, can be estimated by double difference, which makes

it possible to neutralize the effect of candidates’ skills and the effect of learning between

attempts (typically because of the similarity of the tests).

The results obtained using both approaches suggest that assessment biases exist be-

tween regions and tend to underestimate the extent of recruitment disparities. Between

the most and least selective region (metropolitan France), the average accreditation score

increases from 1.5 SD point before correction to 1.8 SD point after correction of evaluation

bias. The second method also suggests a significant change in scoring practices in 2011,

which tends to overestimate the negative impact of the reform. I propose a corrected

score that allows to estimate a lower bound (in absolute terms) of the effect of the 2011

reform.
45It is important to note that no formal recommendations have been made to encourage reviewers

to modify the assessment of candidates. The composition of the examination committees (mainly pri-
mary school teachers, secondary school teachers and education inspectors) was also not significantly
changed after the reform. In 2011, many presidents and jury members have already been involved in the
recruitment of primary school teachers in previous years.

46With the exception of 2003 and 2004, candidates apply to only one region each year. The written
tests are held on the same day in all regions. In 2003 and 2004, the academic regions were divided into
two groups and two test dates were organized, one week apart
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B Scope of the analysis

As in Chapter 3, I consider the scores obtained by candidates in the written tests because

the oral tests were modified several times during the period under review (in 2006 and

2011).

The methods presented in this annex exploit the fact that a significant number of

candidates apply for the competition several times in different regions (the same year or

two different years), which generates many "connections" between regions. An exploratory

analysis reveals that the overseas departments (Martinique, Guadeloupe, Reunion Island

and French Guiana) and Corsica are much less "connected" to each other and to the

metropolitan regions, which can be explained in two ways. First, the number of positions

and candidates is much lower (with the exception of Reunion Island) in these regions

than in the academic regions of metropolitan France. Second, the geographic mobility

of candidates is lower (97% of candidates live in the regions where they apply) in these

academic regions than in metropolitan areas (probably due to geographic distance). As

the number of connections between the metropolitan regions and the French overseas

departments and Corsica is low, I exclude the latter from the analysis.

C Descriptive statistics

I standardize the average (weighted) scores obtained in the written examinations (mean

zero and variance one) over the period 2005-2013. Table 3.31 indicates at the national

level and for the 25 academic regions of metropolitan France the number of candidates

for the period 2005-201347 (column 1), the average score of candidates (column 2), the

standard deviation of the score of candidates (column 3), the (average) score of the last

candidate eligible for oral examinations (column 4), the proportion of candidates eligible

for oral examinations (column 5) and the proportion of candidates recruited (column

6). Table 3.31 suggests the existence of significant disparities between regions. First,

the average success rate in the competition (number of teachers recruited divided by the

number of candidates) over the period 2005-2013 varies from 17% in the Bordeaux region

to 36% in the Créteil region (column 6). Similarly, the share of candidates eligible for oral
47The fact that candidates were able to take the competition in two regions during the 2003 and 2004

school years artificially inflated the number of candidates, so I do not present the results for these years
in Table 3.31
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examinations (second stage of the competition) is generally twice as high as the success

rate in the region48 (column 5). The average written examination score of candidates

(column 2), as well as the score of the last candidate eligible for the oral examinations

(column 4), also vary greatly from one region to another. One of the objectives of this

study is to determine whether these disparities in exam scores reflect actual differences

in teachers’ knowledge or whether they result from differences in grading practices (or in

complexity of recruitment tests) between regions.

On average, candidates take the competition 1.8 times during the period 2005-2013

(185,592 unique individuals for 329,304 candidates). Specifically, 89,361 individuals take

the competition once and 96,232 individuals take the competition twice or more. Table

3.28 shows how the average score (column 2) varies depending on the number of times

candidates participate in the competition. Candidates who participate in the competition

only once have a score significantly higher than candidates who participate several times

in the competition, at least on their first attempt. Table 3.28 also presents the average

percentile rank of candidates (column 4), normalized by region x year. On average, candi-

dates move up 0.08 percentile rank on their second participation in the competition. The

ranking of candidates improves with each new attempt, but with decreasing performance.
48Examiners set the eligibility threshold for oral examinations so that there are approximately two

candidates eligible for a vacant teaching position
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Table 3.28 – Average score (standardized) and average rank (percentile) of candidates
according to the number of times they participated in the competition during the period
2005-2013

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Observations Average
written score

Standard-
deviation

Average
written rank

All candidates 329304 0 1 0.5
Candidates who take the exam once 89361 0.051 1.22 0.528
Candidates who take the exam twice

First attempt 39146 -0.148 0.857 0.444
Second attempt 39146 0.208 1.049 0.528

Candidates who take the exam three times
First attempt 18111 -0.227 0.828 0.41
Second attempt 18111 0.022 0.786 0.492
Third attempt 18111 0.156 0.973 0.554

Candidates who take the exam four times
First attempt 8220 -0.32 0.796 0.38
Second attempt 8220 -0.058 0.749 0.463
Third attempt 8220 -0.012 0.764 0.486
Fourth attempt 8220 0.015 0.911 0.524

Note: This table presents the score and ranking of candidates according to the number of times they participated in the
teacher recruitment competition during the period 2005-2013. The interval between attempts is at least one year and results
are shown for the first 4 attempts only. The years 2003 and 2004 are excluded because candidates were exceptionally allowed
to take the exam twice in the same year (in two different regions). The period after 2013 is also excluded because the written
tests were modified in 2014 and no longer measure the same knowledge as for the period 2003-2013. The examination score of
candidates in column (2) is normalized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2005-2013. Column (3) shows the standard
deviation of candidates’ exam score on each attempt. Column (4) indicates the percentile ranking of candidates in each
region X year. It is calculated by dividing the rank of each candidate in a given region and year by the number of candidates
in that region and year. For each region and year, the top ranked candidate has a percentile rank of 1 while the last ranked
candidate has a percentile rank of 0.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

D A first method for estimating scoring biases be-

tween regions

Exceptionally, in 2003 and 2004, candidates were allowed to take the examination in

two different academic regions in the same year. Regions were divided in two groups ac-

cording to geographical criteria (western-southern academic regions and eastern-northern

academic regions of mainland France) and two examination dates were organized one week

apart49. The written tests were identical within the same group of regions x year. Ap-

proximately 25% of applicants participated in the competition in two different regions in

2003 or 2004 (about 5,500 candidates each year).
49In 2003, the academic regions, which take the name of their largest city, were divided between

the two groups as follows. Group 1 (first exam date): Paris, Créteil, Versailles, Lille, Amiens, Rouen,
Strasbourg, Reims, Nancy-Metz, Besançon, Orléans-Tours, Dijon, Lyon. Group 2 (second exam date):
Grenoble, Aix-Marseille, Bordeaux, Caen, Clermont-Ferrand, Montpellier, Poitiers, Rennes, Toulouse,
Nantes, Limoges, Nice. In 2004, the Grenoble academic region was moved to Groupe 1.
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The objective is to estimate the rating bias specific to each region over the 2003-

2004 period. The fact that some candidates take the exam in two different regions in

the same year allows to neutralize the effect of the individual’s knowledge on the exam

score. To simplify the problem, I pool the observations in 2003 and 200450 and I assume

that region-specific scoring biases are constant over the 2003-2004 period. Therefore, the

estimation method is based on the assumption that any systematic score gain or loss for

the same individuals in one region relative to another (chosen as a reference) reflects a

variation in rating practices. I consider the following additive model:

Sijdt = ai + rj + γdt + εijdt (1)

where Sijdt is the (written) exam score of candidate i in year t in region j that belongs

to examination group d, ai the level of knowledge of candidate i, rj a region fixed effect51

that captures the time-invariant specificity of region j , γdt a group x year fixed effect

that captures group specific shock on test score in year t (e.g. difficulty of tests in a

specific examination group, learning between exam dates), and εijdt an error term that

captures unobserved transitory shocks on exam score (e.g. health status of a candidate)

and that satisfies E[εijdt|ai, rj, γd, δt] = 0.

Necessary conditions for region fixed effects rj to capture differences in scoring prac-

tices across regions are 1) tests measure the same competencies, 2) mobility of candidates

between regions is exogenous and 3) unobserved shocks on test scores εijdt are indepen-

dent of year, region and individual fixed effects. The first conditions is ensured by the fact

that i) tests are identical within each group of regions for a given year and ii) γdt captures

variation in difficulty of the tests (and learning between exam dates) over time and be-

tween groups of regions. The exogenous mobility condition is also reasonable given that

candidates register in regions several months before the exam dates, which ensures that

the decision to take the competition a second time (in another region) does not depend

on the shocks experienced in the first competition. In addition, candidates do not choose

the order in which they take the examinations, as the dates of the tests are set in advance

by the administration. This condition ensures that candidates do not systematically take

the exam in the first place in the region where they prefer to be recruited and where they
50At the moment, I do not exploit the fact that some candidates are taking the competition both in

2003 and 2004.
51Because the academic region of Grenoble has changed groups between 2003 and 2004, we are able

to estimate region fixed effects relative to a single reference region (Paris academic region).
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put more effort.

Column (1) of Table 3.42 presents the scoring biases (in standard deviation points)

of each academic region with reference to the Paris region. The rating bias between the

academic regions of Créteil (most generous rating) and Lyon (least generous rating) is

about 1 standard deviation point. This result suggests that the scores obtained in the

primary teacher recruitment competitions are not directly comparable from one region

to another.

Figure 3.22 shows the relationship between the corrected and raw exam score of teach-

ers by region over the period 2003-2004. The two exam scores are standardized (mean 0

and variance 1) for the population of teachers recruited in 2003-2004. Figure 3.22 reveals

that recruitment disparities (in terms of teacher exam score) between academic regions

increase from 1.47 SD points before correction to 1.84 SD points after correction by model

(1). The correlation between the raw score and the adjusted score of teachers is ρ = 0.91.
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Figure 3.22 – Raw and corrected exam score of teachers by academic region in 2003-2004

Note: Each point represents an academic region in metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The raw

examination score corresponds to the examination score observed in the data. The corrected examination

score is obtained by neutralizing the evaluation biases (region fixed effects) estimated from model (1).

The raw and corrected scores are normalized (mean 0 and variance 1) for teachers recruited over the

2003-2013 period. This Figure shows that the raw score and the corrected score of teachers are positively

correlated.

E A second method for estimating scoring biases be-

tween regions and years

The objective is to estimate how evaluation biases vary over time and across regions for

the primary school teacher competition. I take advantage of the fact that 52% of new

applicants fail on their first attempt and take the competition a second time, generally a

year later. Most of them stay in the same academic region, but a significant fraction (10%)

take the competition in two different regions. Examination topics are not necessarily

identical between regions over the same year.
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E.1 Descriptive evidence and preliminary analysis

Comparison of test scores between regions

In order to examine whether there are systematic differences in assessment between re-

gions52, I focus on candidates who take the competition at least twice during the period

2005-2013. I consider an event study, as proposed by Card et al. (2013), that compares

the scores of candidates who write the exam twice in the same region with those of

candidates who take the exam twice in two different regions.

I start with dividing the 25 metropolitan regions into four groups that define four levels

of assessment "generosity" based on the estimates presented in section E.3. More precisely,

candidates are expected to be assessed more generously in regions that belong to higher

quartiles. Table 3.33 shows the distribution of academic regions between assessment

quartiles. Then, I divide the candidates into 16 groups according to the quartiles of the

regions where they participate in the competition for the first and second time.

Columns (1) and (2) of Table 3.34 confirm that the vast majority of candidates take

the exam twice in the same quartile (and generally in the same region). Of the 10% of

candidates who change region between two attempts, it is interesting to note that the

majority leave a lower quartile region (potentially more severe assessment) and move to

a higher quartile region (potentially more generous assessment). For example, 1.2% of

candidates who take the competition for the first time in a fourth quartile region take the

competition for the second time in a first quartile region. Conversely, 6.1% of applicants

who take the exam for the first time in a region that belongs to quartile 1 take the

competition for the second time in a region that belongs to quartile 4. The rate of inter-

quartile mobility is also higher among candidates who enter the competition in the first

quartile (12% change quartile the following year) than among candidates who enter the

competition in the fourth quartile (3.1% change quartile the following year).

Table 3.34 also shows the average scores obtained by candidates on the first attempt

(column 3) and second attempt (column 4) for each of the 16 possible transitions between

quartiles. To illustrate how candidates’ scores vary from one region to another, Figure

3.23.A shows the average scores of candidates who participate in the competition for

the first time in a region that belongs to the first (dotted lines) or to the fourth (solid
52Assessment biases refer both to the heterogeneity of examiners’ grading practices and to the hetero-

geneity of the level of complexity of tests across regions.
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lines) quartile. For those candidates, Figure 3.23.A presents the average score on the

first attempt (left part) and second attempt (right part). The Figure confirms that

candidates’ score increases on average between attempts. However, it increases much

more for candidates who transition from regions of the first quartiles to regions of the

last quartiles (dotted lines) than for those who remain in the same quartile (red markers).

Conversely, the score of candidates who move from regions of the last quartiles to regions

of the first quartiles (solid lines) increases much less between the two attempts. The

Figure also shows that the score gain between attempts is similar for candidates who

take the competition twice in a region of quartile 1 (0.32 points) or twice in a region of

quartile 4 (0.27 points). Table 3.34 confirms a constant score gain for candidates who

remain in the same quartile: the progression between attempts is about 0.29SD points

on average.

To clarify the effect of transiting between regions that belong to different quartiles, I

report in column (5) of Table 3.34 the average score of candidates who take part in the

competition for the second time minus the learning gain between attempts (calculated

from candidates who remain in the same quartile). In other words, column (5) is obtained

by subtracting 0.29SD point from values in column (4). I report on the right part of

Figure 3.23.B the adjusted score of column (5). Figure 3.23.B shows strong variations

associated with transitions between quartiles of regions. The average score increases by

0.26SD points when candidates move from a quartile 1 region to a quartile 2 region,

and increases by more than 0.40SD points when they move from a quartile 1 region to a

quartile 3 or quartile 4 region. In contrast, candidates in regions of the fourth quartile lose

0.19SD points when they move to a region of the third quartile, and up to 0.32SD points

when they move to a region of the first quartile. These large variations contrast with

the relative stability of the scores of candidates who remain in regions that belong to the

same quartile (red markers). The relative symmetry of the bonuses and losses associated

with transitions appear even more clearly on Figure 3.28 where score differences between

groups on the first attempt are neutralized.

The symmetry of the average score variations between quartiles suggest that an addi-

tive model that decomposes candidates’ scores into individual fixed effects (knowledge),

learning between attempts effects and region fixed effects would make it possible to esti-

mate the region-specific evaluation biases.
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Figure 3.23 – Variation in candidates’ exam score between the first and second attempts
according to the quartile of the region of departure and arrival

Note: Academic regions are divided into four quartiles according to the extent of assessment bias. Quartile

1 regions are likely to have the least generous evaluation standard. Examination score of candidates are

standardized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2003-2013. Panel A shows the average score of

candidates who participate in the competition for the first time in a region of quartile 1 or quartile 4

(first attempt) and who participate in the competition for the second time in a region of quartile 1, 2, 3

or 4 (second attempt). In panel B, I (approximately) eliminate the effect of learning by subtracting the

average variation in the score of candidates who take the exam twice in the same quartile from the score

obtained on the second attempt (for all candidates). Panel B allows to distinguish more clearly the effect

of transitions between quartiles on candidates’ scores. Average scores on the first attempt are reported in

column (3) of Table 3.34. Average scores on the second attempts are reported in column (4) for panel A

and in column (5) for panel B.

Comparison of test scores between years

Section C shows that candidates’ scores increase with the number of times they write

the exam. I study whether this variation reflects candidates’ learning between attempts

or changes in scoring practices over time. I focus on candidates who participate in the

competition more than once and limit the analysis to the first two consecutive attempts

(one year apart), which avoids attrition problems. This sub-sample consists in 70,024
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candidates for whom two scores are observed over the period 2005-2013. I divide these

candidates into nine cohorts based on the year they write the exam for the first time. For

example, the "2005-2006" cohort includes 12,979 candidates who write the exam for the

first time in 2005 and for the second time in 2006.

Table 3.32 and Figure 3.24 show the average score of applicants the first and second

time they participate in the competition for each of the nine cohorts. They reveal that

the exam score of applicants from cohorts 2005-06 to 2008-09 increases by 0.4SD point

on average between the first and second attempts. This score gain is relatively stable for

these four cohorts, as is the average score of candidates on the first attempt. However,

changes are occurring starting with the 2009-2010 cohort. First, candidates who write the

exam for the first time in 2009 obtain a significantly better score on their first attempt

than candidates from previous cohorts. We exclude a change in assessment practices (or

tests difficulty) in 2009 because the average score on the second attempt of the 2008-2009

cohort is close to the value observed in previous years. A better explanation is that

candidates who write the exam for the first time in 2009 have a higher level of knowledge

than candidates from previous cohorts (self-selection argument).

Figure 3.24 also shows that the score gain between attempts is much lower for the

2009-2010 cohort than for previous cohorts, and even slightly negative for the 2010-

2011 cohort. One possible explanation is that the learning gain between attempts is a

decreasing function of knowledge, i.e. a decreasing function of the expected score on the

first attempt. However, this hypothesis is unable to explain the decrease of the exam score

between the first and second attempts for candidates in the 2010-2011 cohort (compared

to candidates in the 2009-2010 cohort in particular). In addition, the score gain between

attempts of the 2011-2012 to 2013-2014 cohorts is similar to that of the 2005-2006 to

2008-2009 cohorts, while the first attempt score is much lower for cohorts from 2011-2012

to 2013-2014 than for cohorts from 2005-2006 to 2008-2009.

A more plausible interpretation is that the assessment is more demanding from 2010-

2011, which coincides with the first (2010) and second (2011) stages of the reform that

raised the level of qualification required to become a teacher in France. First, the increase

in the educational level of candidates registered for the first time in 2010 may have

discouraged the least qualified candidates who did not pass the competition in 2009 from

re-registering in 2010. This hypothesis is compatible with the increase in the first attempt
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score for the 2009-2010 cohort of candidates. Second, a more demanding assessment from

2010 onwards is compatible with the (temporary) decrease in the score gain between two

attempts for the 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 cohorts.

Several mechanisms are likely to explain the change in assessment standards starting

in 2010-2011. First, examiners’ expectations and requirements regarding candidates’

knowledge may have increased with the required level of diploma. Second, the level of

reference tests used to calibrate the assessment in each region may have increased with

the degree level of candidates, resulting in an overall increase in the level of assessment

requirements. Third, the difficulty of tests may have increased in all regions from 2010-

2011. The latter hypothesis is not confirmed either by the reviewers or by the nature of

the subjects.

According to our results, the raw recruitment scores presented in Table 3.32, as well

as in Figure 3.24, tend to underestimate the level of candidates’ knowledge from 2010

onwards. The decrease in the average scores of candidates in the 2011-2012 to 2013-2014

cohorts, compared to those in the 2005-2006 to 2008-2009 cohorts, is thus likely to reflect

partly a change in the assessment standard.
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Figure 3.24 – Evolution of the average score of candidates between the first and second
participation in the competition during the period 2005-2014

Note: This Figure shows how the score gain between attempts varies over the period 2005-2014. A t/t+1

cohort consists of candidates who write the examination for the first time in year t and for the second

time in year t+1. The candidates’ examination score is standardized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the

period 2003-2014. The average scores for the first and second attempts are shown in columns (2) and

(3) of Table 3.32. The number of observations per cohort is indicated in column (1).

E.2 Model

During the period 2003-2013, the subjects of the tests vary from year to year and from

region to region. They may be systematically easier in some regions or years. Therefore,

the objective of the method is to estimate the assessment biases for each region and each

year, i.e. both the effect of the examiners’ scoring practices and the difficulty of the tests

specific to each region and year.

Based on the descriptive evidence in Section E.1, the model, in its simplest specifica-

tion, assumes 1) that there are region-specific and time-constant evaluation biases and 2)

that there are evaluation biases that vary over time and are common to all regions. This

simple model also assumes that the learning gain between attempts does not depend on

the regions, years and characteristics of the candidates.
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According to the model’s assumptions, a significant deviation from the expected learn-

ing gain between two attempts (in all regions) indicates a change in the standard of as-

sessment between the two years. For example, if the scores of candidates who write the

exam twice in the same region increase significantly between t and t + 1 compared to

the average learning gain of previous and subsequent periods, the assessment is probably

more generous from the year t+ 1. The difference in scores between the first and second

attempts for candidates who write the exam twice in the same region allows to estimate

the learning gain between attempts. The, the score variation for candidates who write the

examination twice in two different regions allows to estimate the difference in assessment

practices between regions, after eliminating the learning gain and year effect by double

difference. In other words, if candidates systematically improve their scores more when

they move to a given region, the method concludes that the assessment is probably more

generous in that region.

For the method to be valid, tests must measure the same competencies, mobility of

candidates between years and regions must be exogenous, and unobserved shocks on test

scores must be independent of year, region and individual effects. I detail the assumptions

and the method used in the following sections.

Main specification

Let’s note Sijtk the exam score of individual i on his/her kth attempt in region j and year

t. I consider the additive model (2) Sijtk = ai + bk + rj + δt + εijtk, where ai represents

the level of knowledge of individual i, bk the score gain associated with the kth attempt

("learning gain"), rj a region fixed effect that captures the time-invariant evaluation bias

in region j, δt a year fixed effect that captures the evaluation on year t and εijtk an

error term that captures the transitory shocks on exam score (difficulty of a test subject,

health shock for candidate i) and that satisfies E[εijtk|ai, bk, rj, δt] = 0. For the model to

be identified, I impose b1 = 0 (the first attempt is taken as a reference), δ2003 = 0 (2003

is the reference year) and rParis = 0 (Paris is the reference academic region).

I note N∗ the number of scores (total number of observations), N the number of

unique candidates, K the maximum number of attempts over 2003-2013, J the number

of regions and T the number of years. In matrix notation, model (2) can be written as

follows: S = Ia + Lb + Mr + Pδ + ε, where S is a N∗ × 1 vector of scores, I a N∗ ×N
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matrix of candidate indicators, L a N∗ ×K matrix of attempt indicators, M a N∗ × J

matrix of region indicators, P a N∗ × T matrix of year indicators and ε a N∗ × 1 vector

of unobserved shocks.

Validity conditions

The parameters of model (2) are correctly estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS)

under validity conditions that I present in the following paragraphs.

A connected set of regions and years

The individual fixed effect ai (level of knowledge) is not directly observable in the data

but can be removed by difference. To do this, I restrict the estimation to the candidates

who write the exam at least twice during the 2003-2013 period. The mobility of applicants

between regions and years allows to estimate the coefficients bk, rd and δt of model (2).

To ensure that the effects of regions (respectively years) are estimated relative to the

same reference, a necessary condition is that the regions and years are linked together,

directly or indirectly, by the mobility of at least one candidate. This condition is met

in this study, but the intensity of connections between regions is very heterogeneous. As

already mentioned in section B, regions outside metropolitan France are weakly linked to

each other and to other regions (recruitment is very local and the number of candidates

is relatively low in these regions). Therefore, they are excluded from the analysis53. The

main sample includes 110,682 unique candidates, i.e. about 95% of the candidates who

wrote the primary school teacher recruitment examination at least twice during the period

2003-2013.

Exogeneity asumption: unobserved shocks and mobility decision

The orthogonality between the error term and the variables of model (2) is a necessary

condition for OLS consistency, which means in matrix formulation that E[I ′ε] = 0N∗×1,

E[L′ε] = 0K×1, E[M ′ε] = 0J×1, E[P ′ε] = 0T×1. In other words, the unobserved shocks

ε on exam scores must be independent of the individual knowledge ai, the number of

attempts k, the year t and the region j where the individual i takes the exam. Estimates

are unbiased if the positive and negative shocks received each year, in each region and by

each candidate, cancel each other out on average over the period considered.
53The effects of these regions would otherwise be estimated from a small number of observations
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A credible source of bias stems from the correlation between the error term and the

dummy variables that indicate the number of times candidates write the exam. More

specifically, the hypothesis of exogeneity is violated if the mobility of candidates (i. e.

the decision to take the examination several times and the choice of regions) depends on

the shocks received in the past. A plausible hypothesis is that candidates who receive a

negative shock in year t (e. g. sick candidate) are more likely to write the exam in year

t+1. As a result, the model tends to overestimate the learning effect between attempts54.

However, if the bias in estimating learning gains is constant over time, the estimation of

year fixed effects (with reference to 2003) is unbiased.

Another threat to identification appears if candidates who receive a negative shock

in year t are more likely to take the competition the following year in regions where

assessment practices are more generous (e. g., regions with higher average success rates).

In this case, the model would tend to overestimate the fixed effect of these regions, i.

e. the generosity of assessment practices in these regions. It is partly possible to test

this second hypothesis by examining Figure 3.23.B. If candidates who experience negative

shocks on their first attempt are more likely to move to a higher quartile region, we should

note that the score gain increases more for candidates who move from a lower quartile to

a higher quartile than for candidates who move in the opposite direction. In other words,

an asymmetry of mobility decisions should result in an asymmetry on Figure 3.23.B.

However, Figure 3.23.B shows that the variation in score associated with inter-quartile

mobility is fairly symmetrical (which is confirmed by Table 3.34). This result suggests

that the potentially endogenous mobility of candidates is not a major source of bias in

estimating region fixed effects.

Misspecifications

A first source of misspecification in model (2) comes from the assumption that year

and region effects are additive and separable. Instead, we could consider model (2bis)

Sijtk = ai + bk + rjt + εijtk, where the effects of regions and years interact with each other
54A Tobit model would not solve this problem of endogeneity, because the scores of candidates who take

the competition several times are neither right- nor left-censored. Indeed, it is the final score (weighted
sum of the written and oral test scores) that determines recruitment, not the score obtained in the
written tests. If Swijt1 is the written score on the first attempt, Soijt1 the oral score on the first attempt
and δtj the recruitment threshold in year t in region j, candidates who participate in the competition for
the second time necessarily satisfy a Swijt1 + b Soijt1 < δtj i.e. a εwijt1 + b εoijt1 < f(δtj), but not necessarily
εwijt1 < g(δtj).
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(rjt). In practice, the estimation of models (2) and (2bis) leads to very similar results

(the correlation of average region effects is ρ = 0.985 and the correlation of average year

effects is ρ = 0.999). The scores of the candidates corrected by the models (2) and (2bis)

are also highly correlated (ρ = 0.99). Therefore, in the following sections, we assume that

regions and years are separable as in model (2).

A second source of misspecification comes from the assumption that the learning gain

bk between attempts is constant over time in all regions and for all applicants. However, if

the learning gain varies with the initial knowledge ai of candidates, estimates are likely to

be biased. An alternative specification could be model (3) Sijtk = ai+bk(ai)+rj+δt+εijtk,

with bk(ai) a function of the level of competence ai.

Table 3.34 and Figure 3.23 suggest that the best candidates (high values of ai) tend

to self-select in the regions of the first quartiles. In particular, Figure 3.23 shows that

candidates who write the exam twice in a quartile 1 region have on average a higher score

than those who write the exam twice in a quartile 4 region. If the learning gain between

attempts varies with ai, we should observe different score gains for candidates who take

the exam twice in the same region depending on their quartile.

Figure 3.25 shows that the score gain between attempts decreases with the region’s

quartile, suggesting that the learning gain is an increasing function of the initial knowledge

ai. Variations in learning gain between quartiles are rather moderate (+0.32 SD point for

the first quartile, +0.35 SD point for the second quartile, +0.28 SD point for the third

quartile and +0.27 SD point for the fourth quartile).
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Figure 3.25 – Average score gain between the first two attempts for candidates who
participate in the competition twice in the same region quartile

Note: This Figure shows how the score gain between the first two attempts for candidates who take the

exam twice in the same region quartile varies according to that quartile. The candidates’ examination

score is standardized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2003-2013. In Panel A, the average score

on the first and second attempts is based on raw data. In panel B, I subtract the score of the first attempt

from the score of the first and second attempts so that only the score gain between attempts is visible.

It is important to carefully examine the relationship between learning and candidates’

level of knowledge, as the 2010-2011 reform may have changed candidates’ average com-

petencies. If model (2) is incorrectly specified, the estimates of the year fixed effects will

be biased. To simplify, I suppose that the relationship between learning gain between

attempt and knowledge can be written as bk(ai) = b0
k + b1

kai, with b0
1 = b1

1 = 0. Model (2)

is a special case of model (3) where ∀k, ; b1
k =0. To identify the specification that best

matches the data, I test the null hypothesis H0 : b1
k = 0.

According to model (3), the score of candidate i in region j on his/her first attempt

writes Si,j,t,k=1 = ai + rj + δt + εi,j,t,k=1 (a), while the score on his/her second attempt

a year later in region j′ writes Si,j′,t+1,k=2 = ai + (b0
2 + b1

2ai) + rj′ + δt+1 + εi,j′,t+1,k=2

(b). I combine (a) and (b) to eliminate the individual competence ai and I get a testable
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relationship: Si,j′,t+1,k=2−Si,j,t,k=1 = b0
2 + b1

2Si,j,t,k=1 + (r′j− rj− b1
2rj) + (δt+1− δt− b1

2δt) +

νi,j,j′,t,t+1,k=1,k=2 (c), with νi,j,j′,t,t+1,k=1,k=2 = εi,j′,t+1,k=2 − εi,j,t,k=1 − b1
2εi,j,t,k=1

A limitation of the relationship (c), however, is that the score at the first attempt

Si,j,t,t,k=1 is measured with error, which generates an estimation bias. By construction,

Corr(Si,j,t,k=1, εi,j,t,k=1) 6= 0, so Corr(Si,j,t,k=1, νi,j,j′,t,t+1,k=1,k=2) 6= 0 and b̂1
2 underesti-

mates the coefficient b1
2. A classical method to overcome this type of bias is to use an

instrumental variable that is correlated with Si,j,t,k=1 but orthogonal to the error term

νi,j,j′,t,t+1,k=1,k=2. In other words, a valid instrument must be correlated with the level of

knowledge ai but not with the error term εi,j,t,k.

Table 3.35 shows that the sex and age of candidates are significantly correlated with

the scores on the first attempt Si,j,t,k=1. The fact that men and women obtain different

results in scientific and literary tests is a well-known fact that we have developed in detail

in Chapter 1. In Chapter 1, we have also shown that women consistently outperform

men on written examinations for primary school teacher recruitment in France, both on

scientific and literary tests (see Table 8 in Chapter 1). The fact that age is correlated

with written test scores may be due to a decrease in academic knowledge and examination

habits over time after graduation. Since the majority of candidates are under 30, it is also

possible that age may reflect school delay and reduced mastery of academic knowledge.

But to be valid instruments, sex and age must also be uncorrelated with the unobserved

shocks εi,j,t,k. This means that on average, candidates (who take the exam several times)

receive similar shocks the first time they take the exam, regardless of their gender and age.

Since written exams are anonymous, it is unlikely that examiners are biased according

to the age or gender of the candidate. However, candidates may be differently sensitive

to the difficulty of a test subject depending on their gender or age. Table 3.36 shows

that the degree level and specialization field (humanities, sciences, social sciences, sports

and others) vary according to the sex and age of the candidates. In particular, men are

more likely to have a master’s degree in a scientific or sport discipline than women. Older

candidates are more likely to have a master’s degree in a literary discipline. Since the

competition includes several tests in mathematics, science, history and literature, a shock

on the difficulty of a test subject in a given discipline may affect candidates differently

depending on their specialization and level of qualification, and therefore according to

their age and gender. Therefore, I include the level of diploma and field of specialization
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as control variables when I instrument Si,j,t,k=1 by gender and age of candidates in model

(c).

Table 3.37 presents the estimate of the coefficient b1
2 without instrument (columns

(1) to (3)) and using age and sex as instrumental variables (columns (4) to (6)). The

instruments are strong (F-statistic of weak identification = 561� 30) and pass the Sargan

test of joint exogeneity (p-value = 0.94), which means that it cannot be rejected that

they are valid instruments assuming that at least one of them is exogenous.

The last three columns suggest that when the score on the first attempt increases by

1 SD point, the score gain between the first two attempts increases significantly by 0.22

SD point. The sign of the relationship between knowledge and learning between attempts

obtained by the instrumental variable method is consistent with what we observed on

data aggregated by quartiles (Figure 3.25). This result rejects the null hypothesis that

model (2) is correctly specified and rather supports model (3). I repeat the procedure to

check if the score gain between the second and third attempt b1
3 depends on ai. I present

the results in Table 3.38. I find no evidence supporting that the score gain between the

second and third attempt varies with the level of competencies: b1
3 = 0. I find a similar

result for the score gain between the third and fourth, and between subsequent attempts.

Alternative specification

Evidence presented in the previous section suggest estimating region and year fixed effects

using model (3) Sijtk = ai + bk(ai) + rj + δt + εijtk instead of model (2). To simplify, I

assume that the relationship between the learning gain between attempts and candidate’s

knowledge is linear: bk(ai) = b0
k + b1

k ai, with b0
1 = b1

1 = 0 by convention.

The unobserved individual fixed effect ai can be eliminated by difference, which leads

to an equivalent expression of model (3): Sijtk − (1+b1
k

1+b1
k

) Sijtk = b0
k − (1+b1

k

1+b1
k

) b0
k + rj −

(1+b1
k

1+b1
k

) rj + δt − (1+b1
k

1+b1
k

) δt + εijtk, with Sijtk = b0
k + ai (1 + b1

k) + rj + δt the average score

of candidate i and x = 1
n

∑n
i xi.

In matrix notation, with the notations of section E.2, it can be written:

S − (1+b1
k

1+b1
k

) S = [L0 − (1+b1
k

1+b1
k

) L0] b0 + [M − (1+b1
k

1+b1
k

) M ] r + [P − (1+b1
k

1+b1
k

) P ] δ + ε (3)
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with L0 a N∗ ×K vector, b0 a K × 1 vector and X =



row1(X) ... row1(X)

row2(X) ... row2(X)

. . .

rowN(X) ... rowN(X)


I estimate model (3) by replacing the parameters b1 with their estimated values b̂1

obtained in Section E.2: b̂1
2 = 0.22 and b̂1

k = 0 ∀k ≥ 3.

In the next section, I compare the estimates of the year and region fixed effects

obtained using models (2) and (3). Since the estimates of b1
k are based on the assumption

that age and sex are valid instrumental variables (exogeneity condition), which can be

discussed, I will also present the results obtained for different values of b1
k in the last

section.

E.3 Results

To estimate model (2) and model (3), I consider the 110,682 individuals (half of the

unique candidates) who take the exam at least twice over the period 2003-2013. On

average, there are 2.8 observations (written scores) per candidate.

Comparison of models (2) and (3)

Table 3.29 summarizes the estimation results of models (2) and (3). Both models have the

same explanatory power (R square = 0.73) and lead to a very similar decomposition of

the variance of the exam score. Due to the large number of parameters (110,726) relative

to the number of observations (312,154), the variance of the residual underestimates the

variance of the error term. After correction, the adjusted R-squared is 0.57 and the

variance of the error term represents 35% of the total variance of the candidates’ score.

This means that there is a relatively large measurement error in assessing the knowledge

of candidates for the primary school teacher recruitment competition55.

The fixed effects estimated by models (2) and (3) are highly correlated: ρ = 0.995

for individual fixed effects (competencies ai), ρ = 0.998 for region fixed effects, ρ = 0.893

for year fixed effects and ρ = 0.838 for the average effect of learning between attempts
55By comparison, Boyd et al. (2013) estimated a measurement error of about 25% for the English

Language Arts (ELA) test and 20% for the math test taken by third to eighth grade students in New
York State. When teacher quality is assessed on the basis of student achievement in standardized tests
(value-added models), the measurement error is much greater, about 60% (Rothstein, 2015).
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(corr(b̂, b̂0)). Table 3.29 reveals that most of the explained variance of the written score

comes from individual effects. In particular, differences in assessment practices over time

and across regions explain a small share of the total variance. Tables 3.39, 3.40 and 3.41

compare the values of the region, year and learning fixed effects estimated by models (2)

and (3). Table 3.41 confirms that candidates significantly improve their score between the

first and second attempt, and to a lesser extent between the second and third attempt.

However, the score gain between subsequent attempts is no longer significant.

Table 3.29 – Variance decomposition of the exam score over the period 2003-2013

Model 2 Model 3

Number of parameters
Candidate fixed effects 110,681 110,681
Region fixed effects 24 24
Year fixed effects 10 10
Learning fixed effects 10 10

Model fit
Number of observations 312,154 312,154
R-squared 0.725 0.724
Adjusted-R2 0.573 0.573
RMSE 0.591 0.591

Value Percent of Total Value Percent of Total

Variance of score 0.991 100% 0.991 100%
Variance decomposition

Var(Individual FE + learning FE) 0.787 79% 0.78 79%
Var(Region FE + Year FE) 0.07 7% 0.057 6%
2 Cov(Individual FE + learning FE, Region FE + Year FE) -0.09 -9% -0.071 -7%
Var(Residual) 0.225 23% 0.226 23%
Var(Error) 0.349 35% 0.35 35%

Note: The variable explained in model (2) and (3) is the exam score of candidates for the external primary teacher
recruitment competition. The exam score is standardized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2003-2013. FE
stands for "fixed effects".
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

Sorting of candidates

Table 3.30 shows the correlation between individual fixed effects ai, region fixed effects

(column 1) and year fixed effects (column 2) estimated from models (2) and (3) respec-

tively. It confirms that candidates with lower levels of knowledge (low values of ai) tend

to self-select in regions where the assessment is more generous (ρ = −0.24). For each

region of metropolitan France, I report on the Y axis of Figure 3.29 the average indi-

vidual fixed effects over the 2003-2013 period. On the X axis, I indicate the generosity

of the evaluation in the region (defined as the score bonus that candidates receive in

this region). Since only the ranking is important within each region, candidates have
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no reason to self-select based on the generosity of the assessment process in the region.

Another explanation is that examiners may tend to adopt a more generous assessment

as candidates’ skill level decreases.

Several mechanisms are likely to explain that the candidates’ level of knowledge differs

from one region to another. First, the recruitment of primary school teachers is very local

(more than 80% of candidates apply and are recruited in the region where they live). A

first possibility is that the level of education in the regions (Broccolichi et al., 2007;

DEPP, 2014) influences the candidates’ level of knowledge. A second possibility is that

individuals take into account the success rate in the region and their own skills when

deciding to participate in the recruitment competition (see Chapter 2 of this thesis).

Figure 3.30 shows that the more selective a region is (lower number of positions per

candidate), the higher the average skills of candidates. The heterogeneity of candidates’

level of knowledge between regions may lead to heterogeneity in assessment practices

between regions.

Model (2) suggests a slightly positive correlation between individual fixed effects and

year effects, but this result is contradicted by model (3). As model (3) is better specified,

it is likely that low-skilled candidates are less likely to write the exam in years when the

assessment is more demanding. This was also suggested in Figure 3.24 which showed that

the low-skilled candidates in 2009-2010 were less likely to take the competition a second

time in 2010-2011. The increase (actual or anticipated) in candidates’ skill levels as a

result of the increase in diploma levels starting in 2010-2011 may have discouraged the

low-skilled candidates from participating in the competition a second time (in 2010 and

in 2011).
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Table 3.30 – Correlation between individual fixed effects, region fixed effects and year
fixed effects estimated by models (2) en (3)

(1) (2)
Region FE Year FE

Model 2
Individual FE -0.2489*** 0.0044**

Model 3
Individual FE -0.2419*** -0.0483***

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis
are clustered at the region level.
Note: This Table shows the correlation between the individual fixed
effects and region fixed effects estimated from models (2) and (3) in
column (1), and the correlation between the individual fixed effects
and year effects estimated from models (2) and (3) in column (2).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

Score variation over time and between regions

From models (2) and (3), we can predict the score that candidates would obtain in the

absence of heterogeneous rating standards over time and across regions. I calculate two

corrected scores from the estimates of models (2) and (3), which I standardize respectively

for candidates and teachers over the period 2003-2013.

Figure 3.26 shows, at the regional level, the correlation between the raw score and

the corrected score of teachers over the period 2003-2013. The two exam scores are

positively correlated (ρ = 0.92). However, the corrected score is more dispersed across

regions than the raw score. The difference in the average recruitment score between

the Créteil region (lowest recruitment score) and the Rennes region (highest recruitment

score) rose from 1.41 SD points before correction to 1.85 SD points after correction by

model (3). This result suggests that the heterogeneity of grading practices across regions

tends to underestimate the regional differences in recruitment measured by the written

examination of primary school teachers.

Figures 3.32 and 3.27 show how the raw score (red points) of candidates and teachers

changes over time. The Figures also show the evolution of the corrected score by model

(2) (blue squares) and by model (3) (green diamonds). The Figures reveal that biases

in assessment standards from 2010 tend to overestimate the decline in the accreditation

score of candidates and teachers from 2010 onwards. The score corrected by model (2)

provides the most optimistic evolution of the average accreditation score. Model (3) leads

to an intermediate situation: the corrected score decreases more than with model (2) but
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less than the raw score. These results suggest that the corrected score obtained by model

(2) can be used to estimate a lower limit of the (negative) effect of the 2010-2011 reform

on test scores.
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Figure 3.26 – Raw and corrected exam score of teachers by academic region over the
period 2003-2013

Note: Each point represents an academic region in metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The raw

examination score corresponds to the average examination score observed in the data for each region over

the period 2003-2013. The corrected examination score is obtained by neutralizing the evaluation biases

(region fixed effects) estimated from model (2). The raw and corrected scores are normalized (mean 0

and variance 1) for teachers recruited over the 2003-2013 period. This Figure shows that the raw score

and the corrected score of teachers are positively correlated.
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Figure 3.27 – Evolution of teachers’ raw and corrected scores on recruitment examina-
tions at national level over the period 2003-2013

Note: Academic regions in metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The raw examination score corre-

sponds to the average examination score of teachers observed in the data over the period 2003-2013. The

corrected examination scores are obtained by neutralizing the evaluation biases (region fixed effects and

year effects) estimated from models (2) and (3). The raw and corrected scores are normalized (mean 0

and variance 1) for teachers recruited over the 2003-2013 period. This Figure shows that the teacher

examination scores corrected by models (2) and (3) decrease significantly less after the 2011 reform than

the raw exam score.

F Robustness checks

To test the robustness of the results obtained with model (3), Figure 3.33 shows the

evolution of the corrected exam score of teachers for different values of β1
2 (correlation

between knowledge and learning between attempts). The Figure shows that the corrected

sore obtained using model (2) (i.e. assuming that β1
2 = 0) provides a lower bound of the

(negative) effect of the 2011 reform on teacher recruitment score as long as learning

between attempts is an increasing function of the level of knowledge (i.e. as long as

β1
2 > 0). This assumption seems reasonable given the results presented in section E.2.

Table 3.42 compares the estimates of region fixed effects rj obtained using model (1)
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over the 2003-2004 period (column 1), model (2) over the 2005-2013 period (column 2)

and model (2) over the 2003-2013 period (column 3). Column (1) exploits the fact that

candidates can take the competition in two different regions in the same year in 2003 and

2004. Column (2) exploits the fact that candidates can take the examination several times

in different years. Column (3), our main specification, exploits the fact that candidates

can take the exam twice in the same year (in 2003 or 2004) or several times in different

years. Table 3.42 shows that estimates of region fixed effects are close despite differences

in the samples and estimation methods considered. The correlation between the region

fixed effectsis ρ = 0.88 for columns (1) and (2), ρ = 0.95 for columns (2) and (3) and

ρ = 0.96 for columns (1) and (3).

These results show the robustness of the estimates of region fixed effects over the

period 2003-2013 by models (1), (2) and (3). They also support the hypothesis that

regional effects (evaluation standards) are roughly constant over time.
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Tables

Table 3.31 – Number of candidates, written score and success rate in the primary school
teacher recruitment examination over the period 2005-2013, at the national level and by
academic region

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Number of
candidates

Average
written score

Standard-
deviation

Written score of the
last candidate eligible
to oral examinations

Share of candidates
eligible to oral

examinations (%)

Share of
teachers

recruited (%)
Metropolitan
France 329304 0 1 0.137 43.4 21.4

Academic regions
Limoges 3277 -0.21 1.028 0.088 38.2 18.5
Lille 26287 -0.156 0.948 0.083 40.1 19.4
Clermont-
Ferrand 6260 -0.095 0.998 0.199 39.6 17.7
Lyon 15163 -0.094 0.991 0.216 41.1 18.2
Creteil 24832 -0.047 0.984 -0.523 62.6 36
Aix-Marseille 15414 -0.043 0.979 0.357 33.6 16.4
Toulouse 14602 -0.043 1.056 0.502 32.5 15.4
Nancy-Metz 12733 -0.025 0.966 0.363 36 17.3
Besançon 6747 0.019 0.95 0.308 35.9 17.1
Versailles 30216 0.02 0.946 -0.277 59 32
Rouen 8633 0.032 1.016 0.209 43.6 22.9
Paris 6934 0.039 1.116 0.001 49.1 24.7
Bordeaux 16856 0.041 0.975 0.499 33.3 17
Montpellier 13597 0.051 1.043 0.066 30.9 15.6
Reims 6585 0.056 0.86 -0.023 55.2 22.2
Nice 9597 0.068 0.975 0.407 35.2 18.4
Amiens 9786 0.068 0.957 0.071 49.4 25.6
Grenoble 14467 0.068 0.985 0.17 46.6 19.6
Dijon 7199 0.095 0.959 0.128 50 23.1
Orleans-Tours 11506 0.148 0.956 0.114 52.6 22.1
Strasbourg 8656 0.171 0.958 0.349 48.4 22
Poitiers 8865 0.175 1.037 0.352 39.8 19.2
Caen 7118 0.201 0.953 0.288 44.4 17.3
Nantes 14975 0.217 1.016 0.415 43.5 19.1
Rennes 10077 0.224 1.109 0.725 32.5 16.2

Note: Years 2003 and 2004 are excluded because candidates were exceptionally allowed to take the exam twice in the same year
(in two different regions). The period after 2013 is also excluded because the written tests were modified in 2014 and no longer
measure the same knowledge as for the period 2003-2013. The exam score is standardized (mean 0 and variance 1) at metropolitan
level (excluding Corsica) over the period 2005-2013. Columns (2) and (3) indicate the mean and standard deviation of the exam
score of candidates by academic region. Column (4) reports the average written score of the last candidate recruited over the period
2005-2013. For each academic region, column (5) indicates the share of candidates eligible for oral examinations (second stage of
recruitment) and column (6) indicates the share of candidates recruited (success rate).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Scope: Metropolitan France.
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Table 3.32 – Average exam score the first and second time candidates participate in the
recruitment competition during the period 2005-2014

(1) (2) (3)
Cohort Observations First attempt Second attempt
2005-2006 12975 -0.21 0.136
2006-2007 11736 -0.193 0.233
2007-2008 10484 -0.188 0.238
2008-2009 9499 -0.16 0.225
2009-2010 9620 0.019 0.197
2010-2011 6229 0.013 -0.015
2011-2012 841 -0.419 -0.008
2012-2013 3496 -0.442 -0.258
2013-2014 3199 -0.694 -0.206

Note: A t/t+1 cohort consists of candidates who write the examination for the
first time in year t and for the second time in year t+1. Column (1) indicates
the number of candidates in each cohort. For each cohort, columns (2) and (3)
indicate the scores the first time and second time candidates write the competi-
tion. The exam score is standardized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period
2005-2014. The values of columns (2) and (3) are shown in Figure 3.24.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

Table 3.33 – Academic regions divided into quartiles according to the generosity of the
evaluation standard

First quartile Second quartile Third quartile Fourth quartile
Lyon Nice Poitiers Strasbourg
Limoges Besançon Paris Reims
Clermont-Ferrand Montpellier Dijon Rouen
Toulouse Lille Nancy-Metz Versailles
Grenoble Aix-Marseille Nantes Orleans-Tours
Bordeaux Rennes Caen Créteil

Amiens

Note: Academic regions are divided into four quartiles according to the extent of assessment
bias. Quartile 1 regions are likely to have the least generous evaluation standard. Estimates
of evaluation bias are based on the results presented in section 4.6.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.34 – Average score of candidates the first and second time they participate in
the competition according to the quartile of the region of departure and arrival

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Observations Mean exam score

Transition between
quartiles of region N % First attempt Second attempt

Second attempt
corrected from
learning gain

1 to 1 14059 87.2 -0.16 0.16 -0.13
1 to 2 667 4.1 -0.11 0.44 0.15
1 to 3 419 2.6 -0.3 0.43 0.14
1 to 4 983 6.1 -0.24 0.46 0.16

2 to 1 652 4.4 -0.07 0.29 0
2 to 2 12536 84.9 -0.12 0.24 -0.06
2 to 3 441 3 -0.16 0.33 0.04
2 to 4 1143 7.7 -0.28 0.4 0.11

3 to 1 394 2.9 -0.15 0.06 -0.23
3 to 2 319 2.3 -0.21 0.13 -0.16
3 to 3 12282 89.2 -0.13 0.15 -0.14
3 to 4 780 5.7 -0.26 0.2 -0.09

4 to 1 258 1.2 -0.26 -0.28 -0.58
4 to 2 351 1.6 -0.31 -0.28 -0.58
4 to 3 300 1.4 -0.28 -0.17 -0.47
4 to 4 21123 95.9 -0.3 -0.03 -0.32

Note: Academic regions are divided into four quartiles according to the importance of evaluation bias. Quartile 1 regions
are likely to have the least generous evaluation standard. Examination score of candidates are standardized (mean 0 and
variance 1) over the period 2005-2013. The table only considers candidates who have taken the examination at least twice
during the period 2005-2013. Column (1) indicates the number of candidates in each of the 16 possible transitions between
the quartiles of regions. For each quartile of the region of departure (first attempt), column (2) shows the distribution of
candidates among quartiles at the second attempt. Columns (3) and (4) indicate the average score of the candidates on the
first and second attempt. Column (5) shows the average score of candidates on the second attempt (column 4) minus the
average gain between the first and second attempts for candidates who write the exam twice in the same quartile of regions
(0.29 SD points). The learning gain between attempts is approximately neutralized in column (5). The values of columns
(1) to (3) are shown in Figure 3.23.
For example, 14,059 candidates have taken the exam twice in the first quartile regions during the period 2005-2013. They
represent 87.2% of the candidates who write the exam for the first time in regions of quartile 1. Their average score is -0.16
points on the first attempt and +0.16 points on the second attempt. Taking into account the learning between attempts,
the exam score on the second attempt should be approximately -0.13.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.35 – Correlation between candidates’ gender, age and exam score on the first
attempt over the period 2005-2009

(1) (2)
Score on first attempt Score on first attempt

Age -0.0454*** -0.0576***
(0.000564) (0.000728)

Women (reference) - -
Men -0.169*** -0.181***

(0.00783) (0.00837)
Level of diploma

2 years of university (reference) -
3 years of university 0.0378

(0.0381)
4 years of university 0.0862**

(0.0386)
5 years of university and more 0.626***

(0.0412)
Specialization of diploma

Humanities (reference) -
Sciences 0.469***

(0.0111)
Social sciences -0.0337***

(0.00820)
Sports -0.0389***

(0.0121)
Other 0.164***

(0.0103)

Constant Yes Yes
Observations 117870 104766

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at
the region level.
Note: This Table explains the exam score on the first attempt by age and gender of
candidates during the period 2005-2009. Column (2) includes the level of the diploma
and the field specialization of the diploma as control variables.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.36 – Correlation between candidates’ gender, age, level of diploma and special-
ization of diploma over the period 2005-2009

(1) (2)
Age Men

Level of diploma
2 years of university (reference) - -
3 years of university -4.869*** 0.0127

(0.162) (0.0141)
4 years of university -1.187*** 0.0580***

(0.165) (0.0143)
5 years of university and more 1.846*** 0.0408***

(0.176) (0.0153)
Specialization of diploma

Humanities (reference) - -
Sciences -0.478*** 0.134***

(0.0470) (0.00409)
Social sciences -0.157*** 0.0563***

(0.0349) (0.00304)
Sports -1.038*** 0.397***

(0.0496) (0.00432)
Others -0.183*** 0.0467***

(0.0438) (0.00381)

Constant Yes Yes
Observations 104766 104766

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are
clustered at the region level.
Note: This Table explains the age (column 1) and the gender (column 2) of
candidates by the level of diploma and by the specialization of the diploma.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.37 – Learning gain between the first two attempts depending on the candidate’s
level of knowledge

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
OLS OLS OLS IV IV IV

Learning effect b1
2 -0.404*** -0.420*** -0.443*** 0.203*** 0.191*** 0.221***

(0.00437) (0.00437) (0.00465) (0.0321) (0.0346) (0.0348)
Control variables:
Region No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Year No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Specialization of diploma No No Yes No No Yes
Level of diploma No No Yes No No Yes

Constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 45160 45160 40816 45160 45160 40816
Weak identification F-stat 612.7 525.6 561.0
Sargan Chi2 p-value 0.22 0.45 0.94

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the region
level.
Note: This table presents the estimation results of model (c) where the explained variable is the
score obtained at the second attempt minus the score obtained at the first attempt for candidates
who take the exam more than once. The coefficient of interest b1

2 represents the learning gain
between the first two attempts. Columns (1) to (3) provide OLS estimates, and columns (4)
to (6) provide IV estimates where the age and sex of candidates are used as instrumental
variables. Columns (3) and (6) include region fixed effects, year effects, degree level and degree
specialization as control variables. Columns (3) to (6) show that the instruments pass the weak
identification test (F − stat� 30) and the Sargan joint exogeneity test (p− value� 0.05).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.38 – Learning gain between the second and third attempts according to the
candidate’s level of knowledge

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
OLS OLS OLS IV IV IV

Learning gain b1
3 -0.577*** -0.598*** -0.620*** 0.0159 -0.0416 0.0535

(0.00785) (0.00772) (0.00814) (0.0576) (0.0589) (0.0643)
Control variables:
Region No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Year No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Specialization of diploma No No Yes No No Yes
Level of diploma No No Yes No No Yes

Constant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 15987 15987 14426 15987 15987 14426
Weak identification F-stat 206.7 184.6 173.3
Sargan Chi2 p-value 0.00 0.01 0.14

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the region
level.
Note: This table presents the estimation results of model (c) where the explained variable
is the score obtained at the third attempt minus the score obtained at the second attempt
for candidates who take the exam more than twice. The coefficient of interest b1

3 represents
the learning gain between the second attempt and the third attempt. Columns (1) to (3)
provide OLS estimates, and columns (4) to (6) provide IV estimates where the age and sex
of candidates are used as instrumental variables. Columns (3) and (6) include region fixed
effects, year effects, degree level and degree specialization as control variables. Column (6)
show that the instruments pass the weak identification test (F − stat � 30) and the Sargan
joint exogeneity test (p−value > 0.05) when degree level and degree specialization are included
as control variables.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.39 – Region fixed effects estimated using models (2) and (3)

(1) (2)
Model 2 Model 3

Region FE (ref: Paris region)
Aix-Marseille -0.0351** -0.0151

(0.0148) (0.0143)
Besançon -0.171*** -0.136***

(0.0216) (0.0208)
Bordeaux -0.181*** -0.157***

(0.0147) (0.0143)
Caen 0.113*** 0.0978***

(0.0170) (0.0166)
Clermont-Ferrand -0.364*** -0.343***

(0.0159) (0.0155)
Dijon 0.00329 0.0158

(0.0179) (0.0175)
Grenoble -0.215*** -0.196***

(0.0148) (0.0144)
Lille -0.0829*** -0.0702***

(0.0185) (0.0174)
Lyon -0.551*** -0.522***

(0.0146) (0.0141)
Montpellier -0.137*** -0.114***

(0.0145) (0.0141)
Nancy-Metz 0.0195 0.0267

(0.0208) (0.0199)
Poitiers -0.00313 0.0194

(0.0152) (0.0148)
Rennes -0.0311* -0.0176

(0.0161) (0.0157)
Strasbourg 0.104*** 0.118***

(0.0226) (0.0216)
Toulouse -0.275*** -0.262***

(0.0150) (0.0145)
Nantes 0.0812*** 0.0880***

(0.0145) (0.0142)
Orleans-Tours 0.219*** 0.217***

(0.0146) (0.0143)
Reims 0.128*** 0.131***

(0.0220) (0.0209)
Amiens 0.381*** 0.356***

(0.0197) (0.0190)
Rouen 0.165*** 0.129***

(0.0195) (0.0189)
Limoges -0.392*** -0.379***

(0.0197) (0.0193)
Nice -0.163*** -0.159***

(0.0179) (0.0173)
Créteil 0.326*** 0.333***

(0.0125) (0.0122)
Versailles 0.196*** 0.204***

(0.0124) (0.0121)
Constant Yes Yes
Observations 310632 310632

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the region
level.
Note: This table presents the region fixed effects estimated by models (2) and (3) where the variable
explained is the exam score of candidates (standardized mean 0 and variance 1) over the period
2003-2013. The two fixed effects are highly correlated: ρ = 0.998.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.40 – Year fixed effects estimated using models (2) and (3)

(1) (2)
Model 2 Model 3

Year FE (ref: 2003)
2004 -0.0644*** -0.0443***

(0.00566) (0.00478)
2005 -0.0749*** -0.0204***

(0.00814) (0.00657)
2006 -0.102*** -0.0179**

(0.0106) (0.00838)
2007 -0.0457*** 0.0663***

(0.0132) (0.0105)
2008 -0.0146 0.129***

(0.0158) (0.0126)
2009 -0.0234 0.156***

(0.0184) (0.0149)
2010 -0.146*** 0.0604***

(0.0214) (0.0176)
2011 -0.407*** -0.171***

(0.0246) (0.0209)
2012 -0.453*** -0.190***

(0.0271) (0.0221)
2013 -0.535*** -0.244***

(0.0301) (0.0261)
Constant Yes Yes
Observations 310632 310632

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered
at the region level.
Note: This table presents the year effects estimated by models (2) and (3) where
the variable explained is the exam score of candidates (standardized mean 0 and
variance 1) over the period 2003-2013. The two effects are highly correlated:
ρ = 0.893.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.41 – Learning gain between attempts estimated using models (2) and (3)

(1) (2)
Model 2 Model 3

b b0

Learning gain (ref: first attempt)
2nd attempt 0.359*** 0.378***

(0.00400) (0.00350)
3rd attempt 0.463*** 0.404***

(0.00731) (0.00604)
4th attempt 0.505*** 0.410***

(0.0108) (0.00912)
5th attempt 0.533*** 0.404***

(0.0147) (0.0127)
6th attempt 0.553*** 0.390***

(0.0195) (0.0173)
7th attempt 0.556*** 0.361***

(0.0252) (0.0230)
8th attempt 0.581*** 0.357***

(0.0363) (0.0342)
9th attempt 0.741*** 0.486***

(0.0519) (0.0502)
10th attempt 0.692*** 0.408***

(0.0797) (0.0783)
11th attempt 0.570*** 0.253

(0.168) (0.167)
Constant Yes Yes
Observations 310632 310632

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at
the region level.
Note: This table presents the effect of learning between attempts estimated by models
(2) and (3) where the variable explained is the exam score of candidates (standardized
mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2003-2013. Column (3) reports the mean value
b0 estimated by model (3). The two effects are highly correlated: ρ = 0.838.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 3.42 – Comparison of the region fixed effects obtained using different samples and
estimation strategies

Region fixed effect

Estimate based on candidates who
took the exam twice in 2003 or

2004

Estimate based on candidates who
took the exam twice in two

different years between 2005 and
2013

Estimate based on candidates who
took the exam twice between 2003

and 2013

Academic region (ref: Paris)
Paris 0 0 0

Aix-Marseille -0.140** -0.164*** -0.0495**
(0.0669) (0.0318) (0.0223)

Besançon -0.122* -0.186*** -0.169***
(0.0691) (0.0445) (0.0315)

Bordeaux -0.278*** -0.240*** -0.194***
(0.0649) (0.0304) (0.0220)

Caen -0.134* 0.0968** 0.0967***
(0.0687) (0.0407) (0.0256)

Clermont-Ferrand -0.544*** -0.349*** -0.378***
(0.0652) (0.0364) (0.0238)

Dijon 0.0643 -0.00676 0.00635
(0.0584) (0.0377) (0.0261)

Grenoble -0.326*** -0.205*** -0.215***
(0.0537) (0.0345) (0.0221)

Lille -0.156** -0.0336 -0.0821***
(0.0649) (0.0367) (0.0269)

Lyon -0.690*** -0.311*** -0.544***
(0.0482) (0.0332) (0.0213)

Montpellier -0.335*** -0.165*** -0.151***
(0.0650) (0.0308) (0.0218)

Nancy-Metz 0.0436 -0.00376 0.0209
(0.0732) (0.0403) (0.0303)

Poitiers -0.204*** 0.0916** -0.0176
(0.0640) (0.0386) (0.0229)

Rennes -0.0827 -0.108*** -0.0457*
(0.0660) (0.0353) (0.0241)

Strasbourg 0.0785 0.155*** 0.107***
(0.0841) (0.0448) (0.0329)

Toulouse -0.406*** -0.288*** -0.288***
(0.0659) (0.0312) (0.0225)

Nantes -0.0108 -0.0373 0.0665***
(0.0637) (0.0321) (0.0219)

Orleans-Tours 0.213*** 0.161*** 0.223***
(0.0477) (0.0331) (0.0214)

Reims 0.0706 0.160*** 0.128***
(0.0832) (0.0426) (0.0321)

Amiens 0.288*** 0.392*** 0.381***
(0.0761) (0.0375) (0.0288)

Rouen 0.143** 0.164*** 0.167***
(0.0603) (0.0443) (0.0284)

Limoges -0.544*** -0.443*** -0.405***
(0.0720) (0.0447) (0.0291)

Nice -0.434*** -0.0723* -0.177***
(0.0723) (0.0380) (0.0267)

Créteil 0.312*** 0.279*** 0.324***
(0.0514) (0.0237) (0.0182)

Versailles 0.203*** 0.137*** 0.195***
(0.0472) (0.0240) (0.0182)

Observations 117186 311418 428604

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the region level.
Note: This table compares the region fixed effects estimated by model (1) over the period 2003-2004 (column 1), model (2) over the period
2005-2013 (column 2) and model (2) over the period 2003-2013. Column (1) exploits the fact that candidates can take the competition in two
different regions in the same year in 2003 and 2004. Column (2) exploits the fact that candidates can take the examination several times in
different years. Column (3), our main specification, exploits the fact that candidates can take the exam twice in the same year (in 2003 or
2004) or several times in different years. The correlation between the region fixed effects is ρ = 0.88 for columns (1) and (2), ρ = 0.95 for
columns (2) and (3) and ρ = 0.96 for columns (1) and (3). Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Figure 3.28 – Variation in candidates’ exam score between the first and second attempts
according to the quartile of the region of departure and arrival

Note: Academic regions are divided into four quartiles according to the extent of assessment bias. Quartile

1 regions are likely to have the least generous evaluation standard. Examination score of candidates are

standardized (mean 0 and variance 1) over the period 2003-2013. This Figure shows the average score

of candidates who participate in the competition for the first time in a region of quartile 1 or quartile 4

(first attempt) and who participate in the competition for the second time in a region of quartile 1, 2, 3

or 4 (second attempt). To identify more clearly the effect of transitions between quartiles on candidates’

scores, I subtract the average score gain for candidates who take the exam twice in the same quartile from

the score obtained on the second attempt. In addition, I subtract the average score on the first attempt

from the score of the first and second attempts so that only the effect of transitions between quartiles is

visible.
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Figure 3.29 – Relationship between the average level of knowledge of candidates and
the generosity of the assessment in the region

Note: Each point represents an academic region in metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The average

level of knowledge of candidates on the Y-axis corresponds to the average individual fixed effects estimated

by model (2) over the period 2003-2013. The generosity of the evaluation on the X-axis corresponds to

the region fixed effects estimated by model (2) over the period 2003-2013. A higher region fixed effect

means that candidates obtain on average a score gain when they write the exam in that region. The

Figure shows that the candidates’ level of knowledge and the generosity of assessment practices in the

region are negatively correlated.
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Figure 3.30 – Relationship between the average level of knowledge of candidates and
the success rate of the competition in the region

Note: Each point represents an academic region in metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The average

level of knowledge of candidates on the Y-axis corresponds to the average individual fixed effects estimated

by model (2) over the period 2003-2013. The average success rate on the X-axis corresponds to the average

number of recruited teachers divided by the average number of candidates in the region over the period

2003-2013. The Figure shows that the candidates’ level of knowledge and the success rate in the region

are negatively correlated.
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Figure 3.31 – Relationship between the success rate of the competition and the gen-
erosity of the assessment in the region

Note: Each point represents an academic region in metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The average

success rate on the Y-axis corresponds to the average number of recruited teachers divided by the average

number of candidates in the region over the period 2003-2013. The generosity of the evaluation on the

X-axis corresponds to the region fixed effects estimated by model (2) over the period 2003-2013. The

Figure shows that the success rate in the region and the generosity of assessment practices in the region

are positively correlated.
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Figure 3.32 – Evolution of candidates’ raw and corrected scores on recruitment exami-
nations at national level over the period 2003-2013

Note: Academic regions in metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). The raw examination score corre-

sponds to the average examination score of candidates observed in the data over the period 2003-2013.

The corrected examination scores are obtained by neutralizing the evaluation biases (region fixed effects

and year effects) estimated from models (2) and (3). The raw and corrected scores are normalized (mean

0 and variance 1) for candidates over the 2003-2013 period. This Figure shows that candidates’ examina-

tion scores corrected by models (2) and (3) increase after the 2011 reform, while the raw score decreases

after the 2011 reform.
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Figure 3.33 – Evolution of teachers’ raw and corrected exam scores at national level
during the period 2003-2013 for different values of the correlation between the level of
knowledge and the learning gain between attempts (model 3)

Note: Academic regions in metropolitan France (excluding Corsica). This Figure tests the robustness

of the score corrected by model (3). It presents the evolution of the corrected score of teachers using

different values for the coefficient b1
2 which characterizes the correlation between the candidates’ level of

knowledge and the learning gain between the first two attempts. The value obtained by estimating model

(c) using the sex and age of the candidates as instrumental variables is b1
2 = 0.22. The value tested are

b1
2 ∈ {−0.2,−0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The score corrected by model (3) seems relatively robust to the choice

of the coefficient b1
2.
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Chapter 4

How school context and

management influence sick leave and

teacher departure

4.1 Introduction

Research in economics suggests that managerial and workplace practices contribute to

corporate and state performance (Black and Lynch, 2001; Bertrand and Schoar, 2003;

Bloom and Van Reenen, 2007; Branch et al., 2012; Bloom et al., 2014; Bryson and Green,

2018) but we know little about their effects on workers’ behaviour and health. Absences

have received considerable attention in economics because they generate significant costs

for employers (work breakdown, loss of working hours, wage compensation, replacement)

and welfare states (sickness benefits). They also reveal organizational dysfunctions and

provide an opportunity to examine how managers and workplaces influence worker per-

formance (Coelli and Green, 2012; Branch et al., 2012). A large strand of the literature

shows that absences are related to socio-demographic characteristics (namely age, gender,

family situation, education, occupation), health and motivation (effort). However, few

articles have analyzed the role of workplaces and managerial practices in shaping absen-

teeism. A better understanding of these effects would help design appropriate measures

to reduce absences and resolve the underlying problems they reflect (health, organization

or productivity).

I examine this issue by studying the effect of schools (workplaces) and school principals
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(managers) on teacher absences. I exploit a unique matched employer-employee dataset

that contains all the absence spells of French educational staff over nine years1. I focus on

secondary school teachers who represent approximately 40% of all the educational staff2.

In France, teachers can be employed on fixed-term or permanent contracts. I exclude

part-time teachers (12%) and substitute teachers who work in more than one school

during the year (8%). The final dataset includes 8,621 (junior and senior) high schools,

12,548 school principals and 470,443 teachers that I observe on average 5.7 times over the

period 2007-2015. The administrative files provide various socio-demographic information

(gender, age, family situation, number of children), a description of the professional

situation (contract, seniority, subject taught) and some information on schools (number of

teachers, location, main occupation of students’ parents). I focus on the annual duration

of absences for sickness reason3 and I exclude absences due to a work accident, due to a

family event (death of a close relative, marriage, sick child) as well as maternity leaves,

paternity leaves and parental leaves.

The mobility of teachers and principals between schools allows to decompose teacher

absences due to illness into individual, work-related and residual contributions. The

individual component includes teacher fixed effects and time-varying teacher character-

istics. The work-related contributions include school fixed effects, time-varying school

characteristics and principal fixed effects. The results show that schools and principals

contribute to about 11% of teacher absenteeism. On average, the absence duration of

teachers increases by 250-300% (≈ 16-18 days) when they move from the first to the

fourth quartile of school fixed effects, and increases by 170-220% (≈ 12-14 days) when

they transition between the first and the fourth quartile of principal fixed effects. Ro-

bustness checks show that the endogenous sorting of teachers and principals does not

generate a substantial bias in our estimates.

Several mechanisms can explain the contribution of schools and principals to teacher

absences. First, school fixed effects may suffer from omitted variables bias (endogeneity

problem). Differences between localities in terms of climate, pollution or access to health

infrastructures (distance, equipment, number of doctors per inhabitant) for instance, can
1This dataset belongs to the French Ministry of Education.
2In France, the primary school principal is not the superior of the other teachers in the school. Since

we are interested in the effect of managers on teacher absences, we exclude primary school teachers
(about 40% of education staff) from the analysis.

3Note that in France, employees must present a medical certificate to be on sick leave.
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lead to fallacious correlations between schools and absenteeism. However, the disparity

in school effects remains significant after the inclusion of local dummy variables in the

model, suggesting that the external environment does not explain most of the school

differences in teacher absenteeism. Then, I examine the role of factors related to the

work environment. The social science literature identifies two main mechanisms that can

explain absenteeism from work: moral hazard, which translates into minimizing effort,

and health problems. As in most empirical studies, the available data do not allow to

separate absences due to health problems from absences that reflect a lack of effort.

However, the data allow to examine whether the effects of schools and school principals

on teacher absenteeism are more related to one or the other mechanism.

A first line of economic research suggests that variations in absenteeism between work-

places reflect differences in absence norms (Harvey and Nicholson, 1999; Gaziel, 2004;

Bamberger and Biron, 2007; Hausknecht et al., 2008). For example, school effects may

result from the fact that teachers in some schools consider absenteeism to be a more ac-

ceptable behavior than teachers in other schools. The model used in this study takes into

account teachers’ fixed effects and variable (observable) characteristics. It is therefore

unlikely that the school effects I estimate reflect the sorting of teachers. However, they

may reflect peer interactions (social pressure, peer monitoring) that contribute to exacer-

bating or reducing individuals’ absence behavior. Ichino and Maggi (2000) and Bradley

et al. (2007) find that peer behavior influences individual absences in the private and

public sectors. I test this hypothesis using the recent model proposed by (Arcidiacono

et al., 2012) which circumvents a number of issues in peer effects estimation. The results

confirm slightly positive peer effects on absences, but these effects contribute very little

to the variance of the estimated school (and principal) fixed effects.

A second line of research suggests that schools may differ in terms of working condi-

tions. Several studies show that teachers are highly exposed to professional stress (job

strain) (Hakanen et al., 2006; Jégo and Guillo, 2016), which have consequences on the

health and effort of individuals. Research in epidemiology (Karasek, 1979; Siegrist, 1996),

and more recently in economics, show that adverse working conditions can have a detri-

mental effect on health, motivation and work engagement. Stress at work in particular is

associated with mental health disorders (Griffin et al., 2002; Hakanen et al., 2006; Cottini

and Lucifora, 2010; Madsen et al., 2017) and cardiovascular diseases (Belkic et al., 2004;
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Kuper et al., 2002; Kuper and Marmot, 2003). People who lack resources and support

are also more dissatisfied with their job; they are more likely to be absent to escape or

protest against their working conditions (Sagie et al., 2002; Schaufeli et al., 2009). In this

study, I find evidence that teacher absences are more likely to reflect unfavorable working

conditions than permissive absence standards. First, I notice that teacher turnover in-

creases with school fixed effects on absenteeism, and that teachers who leave schools with

a high fixed effect are more absent than their colleagues on average. If high fixed effects

meant more lax absence standards in schools, the teachers who benefit most from this

situation, by being absent more or longer than their colleagues, would also tend to stay

longer in these schools. On the contrary, teachers who disagree with these permissive

norms, who are less absent than their colleagues, should leave schools with a high fixed

effect more quickly. It is precisely the opposite situation that we observe, which suggests

that an increase in the fixed effect of the school reflects a situation that is particularly

unfavorable for the teachers who are absent the most. Second, I match 707 schools with

the 2013 and 2016 working conditions surveys, which allows to study the correlation be-

tween school fixed effects and the working environment described by a random sample

of 733 teachers. I find that work intensity and hostile behavior are significantly more

prevalent in schools with a high fixed effect. This result is consistent with the evidence

highlighted in other articles (Skaalvik and Skaalvik, 2009; Pas et al., 2012). I also show

that the psychological well-being of teachers, measured by the WHO-5 index in the 2013

and 2016 working conditions surveys, decreases significantly when they move to schools

with a higher fixed effect. All these results are robust to the inclusion of teacher fixed

effects4 and suggest that school effects on absenteeism operate through the deterioration

of teachers’ working conditions and health.

Similarly, several factors are likely to explain the fixed effects of principals on teacher

absenteeism. A first range of explanations refers to the problem of moral hazard. School

principals can influence teachers’ level of effort by controlling the frequency of absences

and exerting moral pressure, for example. However, when the risk of sanction is low, some

people reduce their efforts and take more time off work. If this mechanism dominates,

principals with a high fixed effect are more likely to manage staff in a lax manner. Another

possibility is that the managerial practices of school principals may affect the health and
4Since 2013, working conditions surveys have followed a panel of individuals, which makes it possible

to introduce teacher fixed effects into the main specifications.
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motivation of teachers. Several studies show that lack of hierarchical support, lack of

recognition of work, lack of autonomy and conflicting demands lead to job strain and

dissatisfaction, which generates disengagement from work and health problems (Farrell

and Stamm, 1988; Hakanen et al., 2006; Schaufeli et al., 2009). In this study, I find

evidence that principals’ effects on absences are more likely to be related to psychosocial

risk factors than to laxity or moral hazard. First, I note that principals who tend to

increase teacher absences (principals with a high fixed effect) also tend to increase teacher

turnover. More precisely, teachers who are absent longer than their colleagues are more

likely to apply for a new assignment after the arrival of a principal with a high fixed

effect5. This result suggests that school principals who tend to increase absenteeism

generate an unfavorable environment for the teachers who are absent the most. The

analysis of the subsample of schools matched with the 2013 and 2016 working conditions

surveys reveals that principals’ effects are associated with a lack of hierarchical support,

after controlling for school characteristics. My preferred specification also indicates that

teachers’ psychological well-being (WHO-5 index) decreases with the arrival of a head

teacher with a high fixed effect on absenteeism. These results are robust to the inclusion

of teacher fixed effects and suggest that principals’ effects on absenteeism translate into

lower teacher motivation and health.

One of the limitations of this study is that the identification strategy in place does

not allow the long-term consequences of repeated exposures to adverse working conditions

and management practices to be examined. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the

results presented in this study provide a lower bound of the effects of work environment

and management practices on teacher absenteeism.

These results suggest that the implementation of awareness-raising activities in schools

and better training of head teachers on psychosocial risk prevention could contribute to

improving teachers’ health and school system performance. The methodology proposed

in this study can help target schools and principals who are particularly "at risk". It

should be recalled that 8% of education personnel are substitute teachers and that they
5In France, the possibility of school principals to encourage and sanction staff is relatively limited.

In particular, they do not recruit, dismiss or sanction tenured teachers (who represent 92% of secondary
school teachers). In the most serious cases, the principal may establish a disciplinary file that will
be reviewed by a board headed by an education inspector. The school principal’s assessment also has
relatively little influence on teacher remuneration. However, school principals allocate classes, courses
and pedagogical projects among teachers. They can reward or sanction staff by deciding whether or not
to take into account teachers’ requests for organization, for example.
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mainly replace colleagues on sick leave. Improving the working environment of teachers

would certainly contribute to reduce the number of substitute positions.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 reviews the social science literature

linking absences, work environment and management practices. Section 3 presents the

context to this study and section 4 describes the data. Section 5 presents the method

and section 6 comments the results. Section 7 tests the key assumptions of the model

and Section 8 concludes.

4.2 Literature review

In neoclassical economic approaches, absenteeism is considered as a pure labor supply

phenomenon (Brown and Sessions, 1996). In the model developed by Allen (1981), work

absences result from a trade-off between labor and leisure. Absences compensate for

the difference between the contractual working hours and the working time desired by

individuals. In the "shirking models" based on the efficiency wage theory proposed by

Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), work absences result from a trade-off between work utility

and effort. The objective of workers is to minimize effort while avoiding associated sanc-

tions that would reduce the utility of work (loss of wages, for example). According to

both theories, absences increase with the value of leisure - respectively with the cost of

effort (e.g. complex tasks, poor working conditions) - and decrease with the value of work

(e.g. wage, job satisfaction). An important implication is that individuals modulate the

duration and frequency of absences according to the incentives and sanctions they receive

in the workplace. The role of managers is therefore essential to limit absences from work.

There is considerable empirical evidence that tend to support this mechanism. First,

many authors have shown that absences are more frequent in workplaces where absence

standards are more permissive (Harvey and Nicholson, 1999; Gaziel, 2004; Bamberger

and Biron, 2007; Hausknecht et al., 2008). They argue that weak sanctions and controls

encourage opportunistic behavior by reducing the cost of shirking. Similarly, studies have

highlighted the existence of peer effects on the absence behavior of individuals (Ichino and

Maggi, 2000; Bradley et al., 2007). The authors’ interpretation is that the risk of being

caught and punished decreases when colleagues also shirk. Several studies have shown

that individual absences increase with job security (e.g., type of contract, job opportu-
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nities) (Ose, 2005; Engellandt and Riphahn, 2005; Ichino and Riphahn, 2005; Riphahn

and Thalmaier, 1999; Grignon and Renaud, 2007; Hausknecht et al., 2008; Scoppa, 2010).

Other authors have examined changes in sick leave compensation systems and conclude

that absences also increase with the wage replacement rate and decreases with the in-

tensity of absence monitoring (e. g. require a medical certificate) (Meyer et al., 1995;

Bolduc et al., 2002; Johansson and Palme, 2005; Henrekson and Persson, 2004; Frick and

Malo, 2008; Ziebarth and Karlsson, 2010; D’Amuri, 2011; Ziebarth, 2013; De Paola et al.,

2014).

But absences also reveal the health status of individuals. In most countries, sick leaves

- the vast majority of reasons for absence - must be justified by a medical certificate. Ab-

sences vary greatly with the prevalence of seasonal illnesses (Marmot et al., 1995; DARES,

2013) and are significantly associated with pathologies, chronic illnesses and self-reported

health (Jenkins, 1985; Marmot et al., 1995; Collins et al., 2005). Other studies show that

the history of sick leave is a good predictor of future health and mortality risk after

controlling for age, occupational status and employment contract (Kivimäki et al., 2003;

Vahtera et al., 2004). Recent research reveals that sick people respond to incentives to

return to work. In particular, Pichler and Ziebarth (2015) shows that the implementa-

tion of sickleave benefits contributes to reducing the spread of communicable diseases in

companies and cities by reducing "contagious presenteeism". These results suggest that

reactions to sanctions are not always synonymous with opportunistic behavior.

In epidemiology, two theories provide a framework for understanding the influence

of workplace and management practices on work stress and health outcomes. In the job

demand-resource model (Karasek, 1979), job strain is generated by high psychological de-

mands (time pressure, work intensity, conflicting requests, work interruptions), combined

with insufficient resources (low decisional latitude, high constraints, weak autonomy) and

low social support from hierarchy and colleagues. In the effort–reward model (Siegrist,

1996), work stress derives from an imbalance between effort (working overtime, personal

engagement, responsibility, work intensity) and reward (remuneration, esteem, gratitude,

career opportunities). Some authors distinguish between an "energetical process" and a

"motivational process" that lead to absenteeism (Steers and Rhodes, 1978; Hakanen et al.,

2006). In the "energetical process", unfavorable working conditions affect people’s health

(exhaustion, long-term illness) and lead to "involuntary" absences. In the "motivational
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process", the lack of resources and support contribute to reducing job satisfaction and

commitment. Workers are "voluntarily" absent from work to escape (or protest against)

adverse working conditions (Farrell and Stamm, 1988; Mathieu and Zajac, 1990; Sagie,

1998; Sagie et al., 2002; Schaufeli et al., 2009). Empirical evidence support that long-

time exposure to job strain is associated with mental health disorders (Griffin et al., 2002;

Nourry et al., 2014; Madsen et al., 2017), cardiovascular diseases (Belkic et al., 2004; Ku-

per et al., 2002; Kuper and Marmot, 2003), musculoskeletal problems (Bongers et al.,

1993; Davis and Heaney, 2000; Hauke et al., 2011) and (long-term) absences (Niedham-

mer et al., 1998; Vahtera et al., 2000; Melchior et al., 2003; Schaufeli et al., 2009; Janssens

et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). The total cost of stress at work is also particularly high

for society (Béjean and Sultan-Taïeb, 2005).

Recently, the empirical economic literature has also confirmed that working time and

time constraints affect the health of individuals. In particular, long hours of work and

involuntary part-time work are associated with a deterioration of physical and mental

health (van der Hulst, 2003; Santin et al., 2009; Robone et al., 2011). Fixed-term con-

tract workers are less likely to be absent (Benavides et al., 2000) but they report more

health problems and lower psychosocial well-being, especially when they are poorly ed-

ucated (Robone et al., 2011). Irregular working hours increase sickness absence (Afsa

and Givord, 2006) while working in shifts, work intensity, work complexity and lack of

autonomy increase mental health problems (Cottini and Lucifora, 2010). Finally, bio-

logical, chemical and physical exposures (noise, vibration, postural constraints, outdoor

work, night work) are significantly associated with more frequent and longer periods of

absence (Melchior et al., 2005; Niedhammer et al., 2017).

Several studies show that teachers are particularly exposed to work stress. They face

a high risk of burnout (occupational exhaustion) compared to most professions (Haka-

nen et al., 2006). Farber (1991) estimates that between 5% and 20% of all teachers in

the United States will suffer from burnout at least once during their career. In France,

teachers report a lack of recognition of work, a lack of support from management, a

lack of relationships with colleagues and a high psychological demand compared to most

executives in the private and public sectors (Jégo and Guillo, 2016). Authors have high-

lighted that time constraints, work intensity, student behavior and lack of support from

colleagues and school leaders are significantly associated with teacher turnover, health
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problems and absences (Olivier and Venter, 2003; Pomaki and Anagnostopoulou, 2003;

Skaalvik and Skaalvik, 2009; Pas et al., 2012). However, the causal interpretation of these

studies is often limited and further work is needed to confirm their results.

4.3 Context

4.3.1 Absences in the French education system

In France, any absence for health reasons must be justified by a medical certificate.

Employees in the education sector (teachers and non-teachers) who meet this condition

receive a full salary for up to three months ; then, they receive half of their salary for

up to nine months6. The administration may send a doctor at any time to check the

health of the absent person. If she refuses the control visit, the administration may

interrupt the compensatory wage and take disciplinary action. Similarly, employees lose

1/30 of their wages per day of unjustified absence and are liable to disciplinary sanctions.

Usually, absences for health reasons cannot exceed one year. After this period, the person

becomes non-active (she loses her position, receives no salary and ceases to accumulate

seniority. However, she can return to the profession once she has recovered health), is

assigned to a new job or is retired for disability. However, certain illnesses and health

conditions ensure full or partial wage compensation up to 5 years after the beginning of

the absence.

Absences may also be granted for family events (birth, adoption, death of a close

relative, civil union), education, trade union activity, or to care for a sick child. They are

generally subject to the approval of the headteacher and are not necessarily remunerated.

4.3.2 Recruitment and wage in (secondary) education

The French education system consists of private schools (about one-third) and public

schools (about two-thirds). 78% of pupils in general or vocational secondary education are

enrolled in public schools. Public secondary schools employ 81% of the secondary school

workforce, which includes teachers (74%), teaching assistants (9%), administrative staff
6An amendment to the salary compensation rule for sick leave was introduced between January 2012

and December 2013: during this period, the first day of each new absence is unpaid, meaning that
employees lose 1/30 of their salary. The effect of this reform on the frequency and duration of absences
is examined in another paper.
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(5%), managers (1%), educational advisors (1%), nurses and physicians (1%)7. Most

public education employees are civil servants: 98% of primary and elementary school

teachers, 92% of secondary school teachers and 60% of non-teaching staff (mainly because

teaching assistants are never civil servants). Those who are not civil servants are either

on fixed-term contracts or on permanent contracts with the Ministry of Education. In

what follows, I describe how secondary school teachers are recruited and paid in public

schools, but it is generalizable to most public education officials.

Recruitment

Employees in the public education sector must pass a competitive examination and

validate a one-year probationary period to become public servants. Access to each pro-

fession, and to each status within the profession (called "corps"), involves a specific com-

petition. For example, teachers must pass the "CAPES" or "Aggregation" examination to

become civil servants, and these two competitions lead to a slightly different status in the

profession, with notably a difference in salary and number of hours worked ("corps des

professeurs certifiés" and "corps des professeurs agrégés" respectively)8. The "Aggrega-

tion" examination is reputed more difficult and selective than the CAPES examination;

teachers with Aggregation can teach in secondary or post-secondary education, while

teachers with CAPES teach only in high and middle schools. Another difference is that

face-to-face (full-time) teaching lasts 15 hours for teachers with Aggregation and 18 hours

for teachers with CAPES. Each competition is subject to specific access conditions (level

of diploma, professional experience, past civil servant status) and several competitions

may lead to the same status within a profession. Civil servant teachers may be assigned

to permanent (one year at least) or substitute posts in one or more schools.

Non-civil servant teachers are recruited in two stages. First, the academic region

(a division close to the administrative region) centralizes and preselects applications for

vacant positions. Candidates are then interviewed by a pedagogical inspector and/or the

school principal. Non-civil servant teachers are recruited on short-term contracts for a

period of one year, renewable annually. Generally, the same degree level is required to

become a civil servant or teacher on fixed-term contracts, except when schools are faced

with a shortage of qualified teachers. In recent years, some schools have recruited short-
7Repères et références statistiques sur les enseignements, la formation et la recherche, DEPP, 2017
8See Breda and Hillion (2016) for a complete description of the CAPES and Agrégation exams
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term teachers with three years of university, and in some cases two years of university,

while civil servants are required five years of university. Non-civil servant teachers shall

fill substitute or permanent posts which remain vacant after the assignment of all civil

servant teachers. After six years of uninterrupted service, they must obtain an open-

ended contract or stop working in public education. They may also take a competition

(a special CAPES or Aggregation competition) to become permanent officials.

Wage

Specific rules govern the level and evolution of salaries of public education employees.

The salaries of civil servants depend essentially on their profession, their status (which

depends entirely on the competition they have passed) and their seniority according to

a detailed salary scale. It consists of a fixed part (about 85% of the salary of secondary

teachers), which is the same for everyone, and a bonus part which varies according to the

individual situation (school type - middle school, high school, level taught, responsibilities,

overtime). On average, teachers with Aggregation earn 30% more than teachers with

CAPES9.

The salary of an employee on a fixed-term or permanent contract depends on his/her

profession and seniority, but also on his/her diploma and professional experience (before

entering public education). The salary also depends on the specificities of the teaching

position and varies according to the professional evaluation that takes place every three

years (taken by the school principal and a pedagogical inspector). The salary of a non-

civil servant is always lower (between 15 and 25% depending on his/her degree, experience

and seniority) than the salary of a civil servant performing exactly the same work.

4.3.3 Mobility

Teacher mobility between public schools is organised once a year by the Ministry of Edu-

cation. The aim of the administration is to best meet the mobility aspirations of teachers

and fill vacancies throughout the country. This centralised mobility procedure concerns

only civil servant teachers (remember that teachers on fixed-term contracts are recruited

and managed directly by the schools). All newly recruited teachers (non-permanent) and

full time teachers who wish to change schools must participate in the assignment process.
9Bilan social du ministère de l’éducation nationale, du ministère de l’enseignement supérieur et de la

recherche - Année 2012-2013.
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The mobility procedure consists of two stages. The first stage concerns all newly recruited

teachers and full teachers who wish to change regions. Applicants for mobility must rank

regions according to their preferences. In the second stage, teachers newly assigned to a

region and teachers who wish to change schools in their current region rank up to twenty

schools in order of preference. For its part, the administration defines priority rules and

calculates a mobility score to prioritize requests for teacher assignments. Then, an algo-

rithm is used to match teachers’ preferences with the needs of the school according to

these priority rules10. The mobility score takes into account several criteria, including

spousal reunification, disability and work in a dangerous or socially and economically

disadvantaged area. The score also increases as a function of the length of separation

of spouses, time spent in a difficult school, overall seniority in teaching and seniority

in the current school. The scale is transparent and the Ministry of Education provides

an online questionnaire that allows teachers to calculate their score before applying for

mobility. The administration also announces the thresholds that allowed entry into each

region, department or school for each discipline in previous years. It is important to note

that tenured teachers may withdraw from the assignment process at any time if they are

not satisfied with their new assignment. In this case, they stay in their initial school.

However, probationary teachers and teachers on temporary positions may not refuse the

final assignment decision.

The mobility procedure allows to fill most of the vacant posts, i.e. full-time teaching

positions in one school or substitute positions in several schools in the same geographical

area.11. However, a minority of positions are created or become vacant after the beginning

of the mobility procedure (e. g. due to a teacher’s long illness or new needs). A "late

mobility procedure" temporarily offers these posts (usually for one year) to teachers who

have been assigned a substitute position during the normal mobility procedure. Teachers

in temporary positions must participate in the mobility process the following year. Any

vacancies remaining after normal and late mobility processes are offered to teachers on

fixed-term contracts.
10For more information on public teacher mobility and assignment procedures, see Combe et al. (2016)

and to the Matching in Practice website: http://www.matching-in-practice.eu/matching-practices-of-
teachers-to-schools-france/

11Substitute teachers (assigned to a geographical area and not to a school) account for about 8% of the
teaching force in secondary education. Schools usually use a substitute teacher when a regular teacher
is absent for more than two weeks and less than a year
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4.3.4 Teachers in deprived areas

Schools in which pupils are mainly from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds re-

ceive increased financial and human resources. These schools are part of the priority

education network whose objective is to reduce social inequalities in educational attain-

ment12. In 2017, about 20% of junior high school students13 are enrolled in a priority

education network school. The administration regularly calculates and reviews a social

indicator that allows schools to be assigned to this network. Since 2015, the social in-

dicator has taken into account four criteria: the share of pupils who are disadvantaged

in socio-economic terms (whose parents are blue-collar workers, retired workers, retired

employees, unemployed persons who have never worked, or have no professional activ-

ity), the share of scholarship students (depending on their parents’ income), the share of

pupils living in a disadvantaged and dangerous urban area, the share of pupils who have

repeated at primary school.

In practice, there are fewer pupils per teacher (approximately two pupils less for an

average class of twenty-five), additional training periods and a salary bonus for teachers

(which represents about 6% of the average net salary) working in the priority education

network. Teachers are also supported by additional teaching assistants, educators, social

and medical staff (Stefanou, 2013). It is also the only case where teachers are compensated

for their difficult working conditions. However, schools in the priority education network

are rarely the first choice of teachers and the turnover of education staff remains very

high (Prost, 2013).

4.3.5 School principals and vice-principals

The principal in secondary school is the immediate supervisor of all education personnel

working in the school. He is responsible for the safety of people and property and can

make important decisions such as closing the school. Secondary school supervisory staff

(principals and vice-principals) are recruited among education and inspection staff by

competitive examination or, to a lesser extent, from a list of qualified candidates. To be

admitted to the public school administration competition, candidates must have at least
12See Garrouste and Prost (2016) for a review of the priority education network and its impact on

school achievement.
13Since 2015, senior high schools are no longer included in the priority education network.
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five years’ experience in the field of education; they must have at least ten years’ seniority

in order to be admitted to a shortlist of candidates.

Requests for mobility of secondary school principals and vice-principals are processed

at the national level. Unlike teachers, each application is examined individually to take

into account the candidate’s profile and the complexity of the position to be filled. Only

persons who have been working in the same establishment for more than three years

may apply to change schools. Applications for mobility may exceptionally be taken into

consideration after two years spent in the same school in the event of disability or spousal

reunification. In addition, principals and vice-principals cannot work in the same school

for more than six years. Participants in the mobility process cannot refuse their assigned

position.

4.4 Data and descriptive statistics

4.4.1 Sources

The data used in this study come mainly from the Personnel Management System of the

Ministry of Education. It concerns all educational personnel, i. e. teachers, principals and

vice-principals, as well as all public educational institutions. The data contain individual

information such as age, sex, marital status, occupation, level of diploma, employment

contract, weekly hours, seniority, length of absence and reason for absence (health, adop-

tion, maternity, work accident). It also provides information on schools, such as their

tyoe (junior high school, senior high school, vocational college), their address and their

inclusion in the priority education network. We also know the proportion of pupils from

"disadvantaged" socio-professional backgrounds in each school, the turnover of teaching

staff and the unemployment rate in each locality.

The data are longitudinal and cover the period 2007-2015. I focus on secondary

school teachers (lower and upper secondary schools) because primary school principals

are not the immediate supervisors of primary school teachers. I exclude from the analysis

part-time teachers (12%) and substitute teachers who work in several schools during the

year (8%). I focus on absences for health reasons accumulated over a school year, which

exclude parental leave, absences for family events and absences due to accidents at work.

The final data includes 8,625 (junior and senior) high schools, 12,549 school principals
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and 481,624 teachers that I observe on average 5.7 times over the period 2007-2015.

The 2013 Working Conditions Survey carried out by the Ministry of Labour describes

workers’ exposure to physical constraints and psychosocial risks (social relations, job sat-

isfaction and difficulties), as well as work organization (intensity, autonomy) and working

time organization (duration, time, hours) in public and private establishments14. The

administrative data from the Ministry of National Education can be linked to the 2013

Working Conditions Survey using the name and address of the employer. Of the 939

secondary school teachers who participated in the 2013 Working Conditions Survey, 828

agreed to provide the name and address of their school. In the end, we managed to

(fuzzy) match 632 schools, for which we have both administrative information and work-

ing environment information from the 2013 Working Conditions Survey.

4.4.2 Descriptive statistics

Table 4.1 – Socio-demographic characteristics, professional situation and absenteeism of
staff in public educational institutions in 2010

(1) (2) (3) (4)
All education staff Primary school teachers Secondary school teachers Management staff

Number 933382 349407 375805 14157
Proportion (%) 100 37.4 40.3 1.5
Socio-demographic characteristics

Age 41.9 40.5 42.8 50.4
Women (%) 69.8 80.4 57.4 45.5

Job characteristics
Civil servant (%) 87.3 99.4 93.7 99.9
Fixed-term contract (%) 10.9 0.6 5 0.1
Permanent contract (%) 1.8 0 1.3 0
Seniority (Years) 9.5 8.4 13 6.6
Full-time contract (%) 80.7 88.3 87.9 99.9
Substitute member (%) 7.4 10.3 8.5 0.1
Priority Education Network (%) 25.8 27.3 18.8 16.8

Absences during the school year
At least one sick leave (%) 45.2 52 48.8 13.1
Average duration of sick leave (days) 31.2 28.4 29.1 49.6
Average duration of sick leave < 90 days 11.8 12.1 11.1 17.1
Average duration of sick leave ≥ 90 days 320 304.8 304.4 284.6
At least one maternity leave (%) 4.1 6.4 3.3 0.5
Average duration of maternity leave (days) 110 110.7 109.9 102.3
At least one adoption leave (%) 1.1 1 1.7 0.3
Average duration of adoption leave (days) 15.1 17.6 12.8 12.6
At least one work accident leave (%) 0.9 0.8 1 0.5
Average duration of work accident leave (days) 44.6 38.7 47.5 61.4

Note: Public educational institutions in 2010 includes primary schools, junior high schools, senior high schools, and, to a lesser extent, apprenticeship
training centres, distance learning centres, administrative services, teacher training schools. Column (1) describes the characteristics of public education
personnel, which includes teachers (78%), school principals (1.5%) but also administrative staff, education and guidance counsellors, library staff,
inspection staff and medico-social staff (nurses, psychologists). Columns (2) and (3) describe the characteristics of the primary and secondary school
teachers. Column (4) presents the characteristics of management staff which consists mainly in school principals and vice principals. Priority Education
Network schools receive increased financial and human resources to compensate for the fact that pupils come from disadvantaged socio-economic
backgrounds. Absences are cumulative at the school year level (2010-2011). The average duration per type of absence is calculated for persons absent
on at least one day (for this reason) during the school year.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP)

14The 2013 Working Conditions Survey is representative of the employed persons and was conducted
between October 2012 and February 2013 in face-to-face interviews with approximately 34,000 people.
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Table 4.2 – Characteristics of public educational institutions in 2010

(1) (2) (3) (4)
All education establishments Primary schools Junior high schools Senior high schools

Number of establishments 63180 48137 5286 2576
Share of establishments (%) 100 76.2 8.4 4.1
Average number of employees 12.7 5.5 39.9 80.2
Average number of full-time employees 9.8 4.4 29.4 64.2
Schools in the Priority Education Network (%) 13 13.3 20.5 1.6
City location

Isolated city (%) 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.8
Small-sized urban area (%) 5.1 5.1 4.8 5
Medium-sized urban area (%) 6.7 6.7 6.3 7.3
Large-sized urban area (%) 72 73.3 69.2 63.8

Note: Public educational institutions in 2010 includes primary schools (76%), junior high schools (8.4%), senior high schools (4%), and, to a
lesser extent, apprenticeship training centres, distance learning centres, administrative services, teacher training schools. Public institutions
employees refer to teachers, school principals, administrative staff, education and guidance counsellors, library staff, inspection staff and
medico-social staff (nurses, psychologists). Priority Education Network schools receive increased financial and human resources to compensate
for the fact that pupils come from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP). Institute of Official Statistics (INSEE).

4.5 Method

In this section, we propose a model that aims to disentangle the contributions of the indi-

viduals (teachers), workplaces (schools) and managers (school principals) to the duration

of absences. Our method is based on the seminal works (Abowd et al., 1999, 2002) that

identified the contributions of firms and individuals to the formation of wage inequali-

ties. We also refer to the recent works that have enriched this approach and that have

proposed specification tests (Card et al., 2013, 2015).

4.5.1 Specification

A natural way to model a positive variable, like the duration of absence, is to use a model

of count data15 (Cameron and Triverdi, 2005). It assumes that the expected value of the

variable of interest Y can be written: E[Y |X] = exp(βX), where X is a set of covariates.

In our case, it is particularly interesting to consider this type of multiplicative model

because the factors that contribute to absence are likely to interact with each other in a

non-linear fashion.

Specifically, we note Yijmt the annual absence duration of individual i who works at

school j, managed by principal m at year t. We write E[Yijmt|αi, φj, ψm, Xit, γZjt] =

exp(αi + φj +ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt), where αi is a time-invariant individual component,

φj a time-invariant school component, ψm a time-invariant school principal component,
15Typically a Poisson regression model or a Negative Binomial regression
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Xit a vector of time-varying individual characteristics, Zjt a vector of time-varying school

characteristics and δt a year dummy. To take into account the deviation from the mean,

we consider the stochastic version of this model:

Yijmt = exp(αi + φj + ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt) ηijmt (1),

with ηijmt an error term that satisfies E[ηijmt|αi, φj, ψm, Xit, Zjt, δt] = 1.

As mentioned above, sick leave in France must be certified by a doctor. Therefore, the

individual fixed effect αi is supposed to capture primarily the permanent health capital

of person i. But this term may also reflect the behavior towards work in general, such

as individual i’s effort level or response to moral hazard. The school fixed effect φj cap-

tures any time-invariant component specific to the school j or its immediate environment.

These include the level of safety at school, the attitudes of students and parents, the ab-

sence norms at school, the climate, the level of pollution or access to health facilities

in the city. The school principal fixed effect ψm captures the systematic contribution of

the school principal m to teacher absences. It reflects the impact of managerial choices,

qualities and attitudes. Based on the literature linking absences and psychosocial risks,

we expect that principals who provide attention, support and assistance to teachers in

difficulty will have a low fixed effect on absences. On the contrary, those who are lax,

discouraged or disinvested in their work are more likely to favor the absence of their sub-

ordinates, resulting in a higher fixed effect. The time-varying component βXit captures

the variation in absences that is related to the change in individual characteristics. It in-

cludes the effect of age, seniority, number of children, employment contract (civil servant,

open-ended contract, fixed-term contract, probationary period) and a dummy variable

equal to one if the person takes an adoption or maternity leave during the year. The

vector Zjt contains time-varying characteristics of the establishment j. It includes the

size of the school in terms of full-time teachers, the number of managers (principals and

vice-principals) per teacher, and the average length of sick leave for school managers. The

year fixed effect δt captures the annual trend of absences over the time period considered

and the error term ηijmt captures any unobserved transitory shock.

In order to compare all the fixed effects of model (1), we must limit the estimation to

schools linked by the mobility of teachers and principals. This ensures that fixed effects

are estimated based on a single reference group (one teacher, one school and one school
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principal) arbitrarily selected from the data. We restrict the estimation to the largest

"connected set" of teachers, schools and principals, which represents 59 % of teachers, 61

% of schools and 69 % of school principals16. In addition, we exclude from the analysis

the schools that had only one principal during the reporting period (normally, principals

are assigned for a minimum of three years and a maximum of six years) and teachers who

are observed only once (for instance teachers recruited in 2015) because their fixed effects

cannot be dissociated from temporary shocks ηijmt. At the end, we exploit a sample that

consist of 1,721,429 observations, corresponding to 5,245 schools, 8,707 school principals

and 283,933 teachers, observed on average 6.1 times over the period 2007-201517.

We will discuss the validity of this specification and will provide various robustness

checks in section 4.7.

4.5.2 Estimation

We now turn to the estimation strategy of model (1). First of all, we assume that model

(1) is correctly specified and that there is no endogeneity problem, which means that

E[ηijmt|αi, φj, ψm, Xit, Zjt, δt] = 1. These assumptions will be discussed in more detail in

Section 4.7.

The most satisfactory way of estimating model (1) is certainly to use the Pseudo

Maximum Likelihood method (PML) proposed by Gourieroux et al. (1984). This method

provides robust and unbiased estimates even in the presence of heteroscedasticity, which is

not the case with most of the methods used in the literature - for instance, the Non-linear

Least Squares estimator (NLS) or the Ordinary Least Squares estimator (OLS) after log-

linearization are biased in general (Silva and Tenreyro, 2006; Santos Silva and Tenreyro,

2011). In this case, the only condition for the Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood

(PPML) estimator to be consistent is the correct specification of the conditional mean:

E[Y |X] = exp(βX).

The problem is that, to the best of our knowledge, there are no algorithms that propose

a feasible and unbiased estimation of three levels of high-dimensional fixed effects (the
16These relatively low percentages are due to the fact that a number of schools do not have principals

in our data. Instead, they usually have assistant directors, but I do not take account of vice-principals
in this analysis.

17I also present result with individual and school fixed effects only. Once I restrict the sample to the
largest connected set of individuals and schools, I rely on 2,661,107 observations corresponding to 8,603
schools and 410,553 teachers
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vectors α, φ and ψ) for non-linear models18.

The estimation of model (1) after logarithmic linearization seems to be an interesting

alternative from this point of view because there are nowadays many algorithms that

allow to approach the OLS solution in a feasible and consistent way (usually based on

the fixed point method), even when the linear model includes several levels of large scale

fixed effects (see for instance the algorithms proposed by Abowd et al. 1999; Guimarães

and Portugal 2010; Arcidiacono et al. 2012; Gaure 2013; Correia 2016. Formally, this

approach considers the following model:

ln(Yijmt) = αi + φj + ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt + ln(ηijmt) (2)

However, it should be noted that the models (1) and (2) are not equivalent because

of Jensen’s inequality. This appears clearly with the expected values of the two previous

expressions:

Model (1): E[Yijmt] = exp(αi + φj + ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt)

Model (2): E[ln(Yijmt)] = αi + φj + ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt

while the Jensen inequality imposes that: ln(E[Yijmt]) > E[ln(Yijmt)]

Therefore, if model (1) is correctly specified, the coefficients estimated via model (2)

(by OLS or using an approximation method) are generally inconsistent. The size of the

bias depends on the shape of the heteroscedasticity. Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006)

shows that when model (1) is correctly specified, with E[ηijmtαi, φj, ψm, Xit, γZjt] = 1,

and when the conditional variance of Yijmt is proportional to the the square of its condi-

tional expectation (i.e. when V ar(Yijmt) ∝ exp(αi + φj + ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt)2), then

estimating the coefficients of model (1) by PPML or the coefficients of model (2) by OLS

leads to the exact same solution. But this is the only case where the two specifications

are equivalent. Although it is not entirely possible to test this hypothesis, it is possible

to examine the relationship between the variance and the mean of absence duration Yijmt
for well-selected subsets (Manning and Mullahy, 2001). For example, we can examine

the relationship between the average and the variance of absences within schools, which

is equivalent to examining the relationship between ̂V ar[Yijmt|j] and ̂E[Yijmt|j]. Table

4.31 shows the results of the regression of ln( ̂V ar[Yijmt]) on ln(Ê[Yijmt]) under various

conditions. It suggests that the variance of absences is close to being proportional to the
18Guimaraes (2014) proposes a stata module to estimate a Poisson regression model with up to two

high-dimensional fixed effects. We use this module to estimate individual and school fixed effects.
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square of the expected value. In this case, the estimation of the model (1) or model (2)

with our data should in principle lead to close results.

Another problem is that log linearization is not possible for values of Yijmt equal to

zero. Since every year 52 % of individuals do not take sick leave, there are a majority of nil

values in our data. This problem is well known in international trade where the estimation

of gravity equations by OLS after log-linearization has long been the dominant approach.

However, log-linearization is impossible when there is no exchange between countries. A

first solution is to ignore zero values and treat them as missing values. In this case, the

coefficients of the linearized model are only estimated for strictly positive Yijmt values. A

second approach is to add a "small constant" to all observations so that the domain of Y

becomes strictly positive. Nevertheless, Silva and Tenreyro (2006) and Santos Silva and

Tenreyro (2011) have shown that both approaches lead to biased estimates in general,

even when the variance of Yijmt is proportional to the square of its mean. In addition,

the authors explain that estimates are not robust to the constant choice and may suffer

from significant bias. Intuitively, estimates vary with the value of the "small constant"

because of the logarithmic curvature around zero. The estimation of the exponential

model by PPML treats small values indiscriminately, while the estimation of the log-

linearized model by OLS tends to overweight values close to zero - that is, very negative

in logarithm - because the OLS method is very sensitive to extreme values19. The lower

the value of the "small constant", the more negative the logarithm and the greater the

distortion on the mean.

In view of the above considerations, the PPML estimator will be preferred wherever

possible (i. e. when the model has no more than two high-dimensional fixed effects). In

the other cases (when we want to estimate three large fixed effects or peer effects using the

algorithm proposed by Arcidiacono et al. (2012) for estimating peer effects for example),

we estimate the log-linearized form after adding a constant. To ensure that the choice of

the constant does not change our estimates too much, we will present the results obtained

by PPML with those obtained by OLS after log-linearization for different values of the

constant. We show that a constant between 0.01 and 1 leads for most coefficients to

results close to those obtained by PPML; the sign and the order of magnitude are always

retained. Therefore, our second preferred method is to estimate the following model by
19The density diagram of ln(Yijmt + C) for different values of the constant C clearly shows that the

more you choose a small value for C, the more outliers the zero values are.
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OLS:

ln(Yijmt + C) = αi + φj + ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt + ln(ηijmt) (3)

with C ∈ [0.01, 1].

In order to make our results comparable with the literature (Ichino and Maggi, 2000;

Ose, 2005; Bradley et al., 2007; Puhani and Sonderhof, 2010), I also report in the paper

the estimates obtained after log linearization and suppression of zero values (which results

in the loss of just over half of the sample) as well as those obtained by estimating an

additive model by OLS:

Yijmt = αi + φj + ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt + εijmt (4)

with εijmt an error term that satisfies E[εijmt|αi, φj, ψm, Xit, Zjt, δt] = 0.

Although the estimation of the model (4) allows us to bypass a number of difficulties

mentioned in the discussion above, we show later in the paper that our data reject the

hypothesis of an additive and separable model. The results are therefore presented for

comparison purposes only.

4.6 Results

In this section, I present the results obtained from the estimation methods presented

in Section 4.5. The dependent variable is the length of teachers’ annual sick leave for

model (1), estimated by Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PPML), and for model

(4), estimated by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). The explained variable is the logarithm

of the length of teachers’ annual sick leave for models (2) and (3), estimated by OLS (after

eliminating the zero values and adding a constant respectively). I present the estimation

results for three high-dimensional fixed effects - individual, principal and school fixed

effects - limiting the estimation to models (2) to (4). I also present the results for two

high-dimensional fixed effects - individual and school fixed effects - allowing to compare

the estimation of models (1) to (4).

I consider several time-varying explanatory variables. I distinguish between four em-

ployment statuses: civil servant teachers, civil servant teachers in training (probationary

year), teachers on fixed-term contracts (one year renewable every year for six years) and
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teachers on open-ended contracts. Civil servants and teachers on open-ended contracts

hold tenure but different status (including differences in pay and mobility procedures,

see section 4.3 for more details). The time-varying individual characteristics include

age, squared age, seniority in current employment status, number of children, a dummy

variable indicating whether maternity leave was taken during the year, and a dummy

variable indicating whether adoption leave was taken during the year. The time-varying

characteristics of schools and principals are the number of national education employees

in the school (teachers and non-teachers), the number of principals and vice-principals

("managers") per employee, and the average annual sick leave duration for principals and

vice-principals.

Table 4.3 compares for the period 2007-2015 the sample of all full-time teachers as-

signed to a school during the year (column 1), the sample of all teachers who are observed

at least twice and who belong to the largest group of connected teacher-school (column

2), and the sample of all teachers observed at least twice who belong to the largest group

of connected teacher-school-principal (column 2). For each of the three samples, Table

4.3 provides descriptive statistics for the dependent and explanatory variables. It reveals

that the samples in columns (2) and (3) are relatively representative of full-time teachers

assigned to a school (column 1).
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Table 4.3 – Comparison of the characteristics of the two main study samples over the
period 2007-2015

(1) (2) (3)

All full-time teachers assigned to
one school during the year

Teachers observed for at least two
years who belong to the largest set
of connected schools and teachers

Teachers observed for at least two
years who belong to the largest set
of connected schools, principals

and teachers
Number of observations 2,692,369 2,625,001 1,698,173
Number of teachers 470,443 403,304 278,781
Number of schools 8,621 8,609 5,246
Number of school principals 12,548 12,548 8,707

Duration of sick leave for teachers (days)
Mean 10.8 10.6 10.3
Standard deviation 41.4 40.8 40.1
Median 0 0 0
3rd quartile 5 5 5
9th decile 18 18 17
99th percentile 282 275 271

Explanatory variables Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Employment contract

Regular civil servant 0.94 0.24 0.95 0.23 0.95 0.21
Civil servant on probation 0.02 0.12 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.1
Fixed-term contract 0.04 0.2 0.03 0.18 0.03 0.17
Open-ended contract 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.08

Characteristics of teachers
Age (years) 43.6 10.0 43.7 9.9 44.0 9.8
Seniority (years) 13.7 8.5 13.9 8.4 14.1 8.3
Number of children 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.5 1.2
Maternity leave (%) 3 17 3 17 3 16
Adoption leave (%) 2 13 2 13 2 13

Characteristics of schools and principals
Number of full-time employees 58.7 38.0 58.8 38.0 63.7 39.2
Number of managers per employee 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02
Duration of sick leave for managers

(days) 5.0 24.1 5.0 24.1 5.1 22.8

Note: Column (1) presents the characteristics of secondary school teachers working in public schools over the period 2007-2015, excluding part-time teachers (12%) and
substitute teachers who work in more than one school during the year (8%). Column (2) restricts the sample to teachers who are observed at least twice and who belong
to the largest connected set of teachers and schools. Column (3) restricts the sample to teachers who are observed at least twice and who belong to the largest connected
set of teachers, schools and school principals. Regular civil servants are teachers recruited through competitive examinations who have validated the one-year probationary
period. Managers refer to school principals and vice-principals.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

4.6.1 Contribution of teachers, schools and principals to the

annual duration of teacher absences

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 report the estimation results of models (2), (3) and (4) including

fixed effects for teachers, schools and school principals. Tables 4.16 and 4.17 show the

estimation results of models (1) to (4) including teacher and school fixed effects only.

Table 4.4 (and Table 4.16) presents the estimates of the coefficients for the time-

varying variables. All models suggest that individuals are more absent when the security

of their employment contract increases. However, individuals with a high fixed effect (a

strong propensity to be absent) are more likely to be on open-ended contracts, and even

more likely to be on fixed-term contracts20. Overall, civil servant teachers are on average

absent two days more than teachers on fixed-term or permanent contracts. As might be
20A result not presented here shows that the fixed component of teachers on fixed-term contracts is

one third of a standard deviation higher than the fixed component of civil servants’ teachers
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expected, the results also show that the duration of teachers’ absence increases with age,

especially from the age of 50 years onwards (see column 4 in Table 4.16, which corresponds

to the estimation of model (1)). The length of absence also increases with seniority. The

fact that the length of sick leave increases substantially when a person takes maternity

leave during the school year is consistent with Rieck and Telle (2013) that shows that

women take substantially more sick leave during pregnancy21. This contrasts with the

fact that parents who take adoption leave are less likely to take sick leave during this

year (partly mechanically since adoption leave reduces the number of calendar days the

person may be absent) and with the fact that the length of sick leave decreases with the

number of children. The effect of an increase in the number of full-time employees in the

school on the duration of absences is small and not robust. The increase in the number

of principals per full-time employee in the school appears to be negatively associated

with the length of teacher absence, but the result is not always statistically significant.

Finally, the increase in the length of sick leave for management staff is not significantly

associated with the length of absence of teachers (although there is a slight positive and

significant effect for model (1) estimated by PPML. See column 4 of Table 4.16).

Table 4.4 (and Table 4.16) presents a variance decomposition of the length of teacher

absences. It shows that despite the large number of fixed effects, models explain at most

38% of the variation in absenteeism duration in models (2) and (3) and 43% in model

(1) (Table 4.4 shows the adjusted R-squared statistic because the R-squared statistic

is inflated by the large number of parameters considered). This result contrasts sharply

with wage decompositions where the explained variance is greater than 90% (e. g. Abowd

et al. 1999; Card et al. 2013). It suggests that unobserved time-varying components and

random shocks (e. g. health shocks) plays a much more important role in determining

the duration of absences than in determining wage22. Tables 4.5 and 4.17 show that

the explained share of the variance of absences derives mainly from individual fixed

effects. The second largest contribution comes from the school fixed effects, then from
21I find that the length of absence does not change significantly in the year preceding or following

maternity leave
22The share of variance explained by the fixed effects of workers, principals and establishments de-

clines mechanically with the length of the period considered and with the number of "movers" between
establishments. In this study, teachers are observed on average six times during the 2007-2015 period,
which is comparable to (Card et al., 2013) where workers are observed on average five times. In addition,
88% of teachers change schools at least once ("movers") and 70% of principals change schools at least
once ("movers") over that period.
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the principal fixed effects, and finally from the effect of the observed characteristics that

vary over time.

Table 4.4 reports a negative correlation between the fixed effects of schools and prin-

cipals (ρ = −0.8), between the fixed effects of schools and teachers (ρ = −0.1) and, to a

much lesser extent, between the fixed effects of teachers and principals (ρ = −0.01). This

result may reflect the sorting of teachers and principals between schools, but it may also

be subject to estimation bias. A well-known problem with panel data estimation is that

fixed effects estimators become noisier as the number of parameters in the model increases

(relative to the number of observations). As a result, the variance of the fixed effects is

generally overestimated while the variance of the error term is underestimated (Krueger

and Summers, 1988). Moreover, Andrews et al. (2008) demonstrate that the covariance

between fixed effects is negatively biased when fixed effects are estimated with error. The

authors show that the size of this bias, known as limited mobility bias, can be substantial

and decreases with the number of individuals who move between establishments (see also

Andrews et al. 2012 for an illustration on matched employer-employee data).

To examine the extent of this bias, Figure 4.6 shows the correlation between teacher

fixed effects and school fixed effects (Y-axis) as a function of the average number of

teachers entering or leaving the school over the 2007-2015 period (X-axis). On the X-

axis, schools with the fewest movers over the period considered are gradually eliminated

(percentile by percentile by moving to the right along the X-axis) and the number of

observations in the sample (school x teacher x year) decreases. The correlation between

school fixed effects and teacher fixed effects increases from ρ = −0.1 for the entire sample

(about 100 "movers" on average per school) to ρ = −0.04 when about half of the initial

sample is eliminated23 (schools in this new sample have 150 "movers" on average). We

can therefore estimate that the correlation between the effects of schools and teachers

is negative and close to ρ = −0.04 on average. This result suggests that teachers with

the highest propensity to be absent (high fixed effect) are slightly more likely to work in

schools that tend to reduce absenteeism (low fixed effect). Figures 4.7 and 4.8 present

a similar analysis of the correlations between the fixed effects of teachers and school

principals, and between the fixed effects of schools and principals. Figure 4.7 shows that

the correlation between the fixed effects of teachers and principals varies very slightly
23This consists of eliminating 75% of the schools in the sample.
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and remains close to ρ = 0 when the average number of teachers ("movers") per principal

increases over the period 2007-2015. The limited mobility bias is negligible in this case

because the average number of movers per school principal is already greater than 150 in

the entire sample. Figure 4.8 shows that the correlation between the fixed effects of schools

and principals remains negative (ρ = −0.56 for schools with 5 principals over 2007-2015)

but decreases (in absolute values) as schools run by a small number of principals over

the period 2007-2015 are eliminated. This result suggests that the number of principals

per school over the period 2007-2015 is too small to know the extent, and potentially the

sign, of the correlation between the fixed effects of schools and principals.

Despite these limitations, it is interesting to note that the magnitude of the estimated

correlations between teacher, school and principal fixed effects is consistent with the

amount of information available during the process of assigning teachers and principals

to schools. Teacher assignment is carried out using a central algorithm that takes into

account teachers’ requests (school ranking) as well as priority criteria such as seniority,

family situation and disability status. Teachers can obtain information about schools on

the Ministry of Education’s website (including the school’s ranking in terms of academic

performance) to make their choices. However, teachers do not have official information

on the head teachers of each school. Therefore, it is expected that teacher fixed effects

on absenteeism are more correlated with school fixed effects than with principal fixed

effects. The administration studies the mobility requests of school principals individually.

Assignment to schools is made on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the profile

of school heads and the characteristics of the school. Therefore, it is expected that the

fixed effects of schools are more correlated with the fixed effects of principals than with

the fixed effects of teachers.

Finally, Tables 4.18 and 4.19 present the decomposition of the variance of the dura-

tion of absences for female and male teachers respectively. The results reveal that the

contribution of individual, school and principal fixed effects are very similar regardless of

the sex of the teacher. The work environment and individual factors therefore seem to

play a comparable role in teacher absenteeism, both for men and women. The correla-

tion between the fixed effects of schools (respectively principals) estimated from the male

teacher sample and the fixed effects of schools (respectively principals) estimated from

the female teacher sample is close to 0.2. This value is probably underestimated due to
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estimation errors.

Therefore, in the following study, we will not distinguish the effects of schools and

principals on the absences of men and women. Nevertheless, it may be interesting, in

future work, to examine whether the occupational risk factors that favour absences are

the same for men and women.

Table 4.4 – Contribution of time-varying covariates and fixed effects to the duration of
absence of secondary school teachers (Model A)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration Log of absence
duration

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model A1 Model A2 Model A3

Employment contract (ref : civil servants)
Civil servants on probationary year -3.607*** -0.165*** -0.310***

(0.256) (0.0184) (0.0177)
Short-term contracts -5.077*** -0.287*** -0.799***

(0.358) (0.0312) (0.0282)
Open-ended contracts -4.420*** -0.141*** -0.519***

(0.562) (0.0444) (0.0403)
Characteristics of individuals

Age -2.393*** -0.0488*** -0.0328***
(0.0681) (0.00408) (0.00385)

Age squared 0.0381*** 0.00110*** 0.000543***
(0.000754) (0.0000414) (0.0000395)

Seniority 0.148*** 0.00867*** 0.00675***
(0.0141) (0.00134) (0.000936)

Maternity leave 22.15*** 1.428*** 1.930***
(0.171) (0.00823) (0.0119)

Adoption leave -1.131*** -0.0600*** -0.105***
(0.110) (0.0123) (0.0117)

Number of children -1.638*** -0.137*** -0.122***
Characteristics of schools and principals

Number of full-time employees 0.0196*** -0.000709 -0.00233***
(0.00714) (0.000456) (0.000409)

Number of managers per employee -13.17*** -1.049*** -0.211
(4.887) (0.278) (0.291)

Average length of sick leave for managers 0.000889 0.0000652 0.0000279
(0.00155) (0.0000883) (0.0000896)

Year effects Yes Yes Yes
School fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Principal fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Individual fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1697818 719786 1697818
R-squared 0.531 0.548 0.478
Adjusted R-squared 0.433 0.382 0.369

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one
person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1), (2) and (3) present the estimation results of the models (4), (2) and (3) respectively.
They all include teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects and school principal fixed effects. The variable explained is the total duration
(in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1), the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave
in column (2) and the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant (0.1 day of absence) in column (3). Since the
logarithm is not defined for teachers who have not been absent for a single day during the school year, the sample size in column (2)
is reduced by about half. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained by OLS using the algorithm proposed by Correia (2016).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.5 – Variance decomposition of the absence duration of secondary school teachers
(Model A)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration Log of absence
duration

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model A1 Model A2 Model A3

Observations 1697818 719786 1697818
R-squared 0.531 0.548 0.478
Adjusted R-squared 0.433 0.382 0.369
Number of individuals 278755 178688 278755
Number of schools 5243 5236 5243
Number of principals 8702 8690 8702

Var(Y) 1612.29 1.92 4.82
Var(Individual FE) 909.69 1.09 2.18
Var(School FE) 197.83 0.59 0.74
Var(Principal FE) 140.57 0.44 0.58
Var(β x Covariates) 120.92 0.31 0.17
Cov(Individual FE; School FE) -53.28 -0.14 -0.12
Cov(Individual FE; Principal FE) -3.08 -0.01 -0.00
Cov(Individual FE; β x Covariates) -62.83 -0.12 -0.01
Cov(Principal FE; School FE) -130.49 -0.42 -0.55
Cov(School FE; β x Covariates) -6.31 -0.01 -0.00
Cov(Principal FE; β x Covariates) -0.50 0.00 0.00
Var(residual) 756.26 0.87 2.52

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one
person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1), (2) and (3) present the estimation results of the models (4), (2) and (3) respectively.
They all include teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects and school principal fixed effects. The variable explained is the total duration
(in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1), the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave
in column (2) and the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant (0.1 day of absence) in column (3). Since the
logarithm is not defined for teachers who have not been absent for a single day during the school year, the sample size in column (2)
is reduced by about half. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained by OLS using the algorithm proposed by Correia (2016).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

4.6.2 What is the overall impact of schools and principals on

teachers absences? A counterfactual analysis

How do schools and principals influence the cumulative number of days of absence in

public education? It is difficult to answer this question without a precise estimate of

the fixed effects of schools and principals. We know that when the number of fixed

effects becomes large, estimates are particularly noisy and dispersion increases artificially.

To obtain more accurate estimates, I proceed in two steps. First, I classify schools

(respectively principals) into quartiles of fixed effects based on the estimates of model

(2) to (4). This first step divides schools (school principals) into four groups that are

expected to have a very different impact on teacher absences. Second, I estimate models

(2) to (4) by replacing the dummy variables for each school (each principal) with a dummy

variable for each quartile of fixed effects. I present the results in the first three columns
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of Table 4.6. This procedure guarantees a large number of observations per group in the

second stage and leads to more accurate estimates. However, the second stage neglects

the heterogeneity of schools and principals within quartiles, which is a potential source

of bias. Since quartile segmentation in the first stage is noisy, the estimation of school

effects (school principals) is also downward biased in the second stage (attenuation bias).

Estimates of school and principal quartile effects for columns (4) and (5) of Table 4.6

are obtained by PPML using model (1). The quartiles in column (4) are based on fixed

effects estimated from model (4) and the quartiles in column (5) are based on fixed effects

estimated from model (3). Columns (3) to (5) show relatively similar results. All models

confirm a substantial increase in the length of absence when teachers move between

quartiles of fixed effects. Depending on the model, the length of absence increases by

250-450% when teachers move from the first to the fourth quartile of school fixed effects.

Similarly, the duration of absences increases by 170-300% when teachers move from the

first to the fourth quartile of principal fixed effects.

I now examine how a change in the effects of schools and principals (e. g. by intro-

ducing preventive measures) would affect the annual absence of teachers. For each model

in Table 4.6, I simulate the effect of 1) replacing all school effects (respectively principal

effects) by their mean effect24, 2) replacing all school effects (principal effects) by the

effect of quartiles 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively, 3) replacing the effect of schools (principals)

in quartile 4 by the mean effect, and 4) replacing the effect of schools (principals) in

quartile 4 by the effect of schools (principals) in quartile 3. I present the results of this

simulation in table 4.7. The first line shows the actual number of days teachers are absent

each year: an average of 10.3 days. The additive property of model (4) (result in column

1) implies that the first scenario (replacing all effects of schools and principals by their

average effect) leaves the average absence of teachers unchanged. However, model (3)

(result in column 2) and model (1) (results in columns 3 and 4) are multiplicative, im-

plying that the school and the principal do not have the same impact for all teachers. In

particular, the effects of schools and head teachers increase with the fixed effect of teach-

ers. As a result, replacing all effects of schools and principals with their average effect

removes the "protective effect" of teacher sorting, which increases the average absence by

1 to 2 days depending on the model. The latter scenarios (which consist in replacing the
24weighted by the number of full-time teachers in the school
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effect of schools (principals) in quartile 4 by their average effect or by the effect of schools

(principals) in quartile 3), lead to a decrease in the absence of teachers by an average of

one day. This simulation exercise suggests that even a modest intervention to reduce the

effects of schools and principals would significantly reduce teacher absences.

Table 4.6 – Impact of schools and school principals on teachers’ absence duration ac-
cording to their quartile of fixed effects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Absence duration Log of absence
duration

Log of absence duration
after transformation Absence duration Absence duration

Y ln(Y) ln(Y + 0.1) Poisson(Y) Poisson(Y)
Quartile of establishment FE (ref: first quartile)

Second quartile 8.691*** 0.439*** 0.474*** 0.604*** 0.442***
(0.248) (0.0124) (0.0128) (0.0241) (0.0278)

Third quartile 15.79*** 0.808*** 0.900*** 1.110*** 0.811***
(0.289) (0.0133) (0.0137) (0.0256) (0.0284)

Fourth quartile 24.99*** 1.256*** 1.410*** 1.699*** 1.266***
(0.366) (0.0153) (0.0153) (0.0287) (0.0320)

Quartile of school principal FE (ref: first quar-
tile)

Second quartile 6.664*** 0.350*** 0.399*** 0.471*** 0.339***
(0.151) (0.00764) (0.00783) (0.0146) (0.0162)

Third quartile 12.54*** 0.664*** 0.746*** 0.891*** 0.638***
(0.196) (0.00927) (0.00929) (0.0174) (0.0190)

Fourth quartile 19.33*** 1.013*** 1.151*** 1.377*** 0.999***
(0.251) (0.0113) (0.0114) (0.0208) (0.0235)

Employment contract (ref : civil servants)
Trial year for public servants -3.903*** -0.196*** -0.396*** -0.562*** -0.537***

(0.230) (0.0168) (0.0168) (0.0364) (0.0374)
Short-term contracts -5.665*** -0.300*** -0.875*** -0.919*** -0.916***

(0.329) (0.0290) (0.0274) (0.0598) (0.0668)
Open-ended contracts -4.522*** -0.149*** -0.580*** -0.552*** -0.560***

(0.536) (0.0421) (0.0391) (0.0805) (0.0868)
Individual characteristics

Age -2.320*** -0.0505*** -0.0864*** -0.0960*** -0.103***
(0.0627) (0.00370) (0.00362) (0.00796) (0.00830)

Age^2 0.0369*** 0.00109*** 0.00132*** 0.00224*** 0.00233***
(0.000715) (0.0000386) (0.0000382) (0.0000824) (0.0000859)

Seniority 0.154*** 0.00885*** 0.00913*** 0.00880*** 0.0102***
(0.0137) (0.00129) (0.000935) (0.00252) (0.00263)

Maternity leave 22.14*** 1.429*** 1.925*** 1.421*** 1.414***
(0.169) (0.00802) (0.0118) (0.0132) (0.0132)

Adoption leave -1.098*** -0.0620*** -0.113*** -0.260*** -0.277***
(0.106) (0.0120) (0.0116) (0.0233) (0.0237)

Number of children -1.626*** -0.137*** -0.115*** -0.230*** -0.227***
(0.0914) (0.00610) (0.00668) (0.0122) (0.0125)

Schools and principals characteristics
Number of full-time employees 0.0106*** -0.000902*** -0.00210*** 0.000352 -0.000995***

(0.00264) (0.000151) (0.000146) (0.000304) (0.000335)
Number of managers per employee -5.321 -0.613*** -0.00374 -0.597 -0.736*

(3.522) (0.193) (0.204) (0.368) (0.395)
Average length of management sick leave 0.00156 0.0000687 0.00000309 0.000197* 0.000146

(0.00119) (0.0000680) (0.0000702) (0.000119) (0.000120)

Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1721429 726105 1721429 1721429 1721429
R-squared 0.523 0.541 0.508
Adjusted R-squared 0.429 0.388 0.411

Quartiles based on
FE from model A1

Quartiles based on
FE from model A2

Quartiles based on FE
from model A3

Quartiles based on
FE from model A1

Quartiles based on
FE from model A3

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one person over the period 2007-2015. The variable
explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1), (4) and (5), the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave in column
(2) and the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant (0.1 day of absence) in column (3).
To obtain more accurate estimates of school and principal effects on absence duration, I proceed in two steps. First, I classify schools (respectively principals) into quartiles of fixed effects
based on the estimates obtained from models (2) to (4) (See columns (1) to (3) of Tables 4.4 and 4.5). This first step allows to divide schools (respectively principals) into four groups
that are expected to have a very different impact on teacher absences. Second, I estimate models (2) to (4) by replacing the dummy variables for each school (respectively principal) by a
dummy variable for each quartile of fixed effects. I present the results in column (1) to (3) of this Table. Column (4) and (5) report the estimation results by PPML (model 1) when the
school and principal fixed effects are replaced by quartile fixed effects estimated from models (4) and (3) respectively. Since the logarithm is not defined for teachers who have not been
absent for a single day during the school year, the sample size in column (2) is reduced by about half. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained by OLS, while estimates in column
(4) and (5) are obtained by the Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PPML) method.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.7 – Average absence duration of secondary school teachers according to different
scenarios

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Absence duration Log of absence duration
after transformation Absence duration Absence duration

Y ln(Y + 0.1) Poisson(Y) Poisson(Y)
Annual absence of teachers 10,3 10,3 10,3 10,3

A. School fixed effects (FE)
Scenarios without teacher sorting
Replacing school FE by the average FE 10,3 11,5 12,2 11,4
Replacing school FE by the average FE in quartile 1 -1,4 5,8 8 6,2
Replacing school FE by the average FE in quartile 2 7,3 9,3 10,7 9,6
Replacing school FE by the average FE in quartile 3 14,4 14,3 14,1 13,9
Replacing school FE by the average FE in quartile 4 23,6 23,9 19,1 21,9
Scenarios with teacher sorting
Replacing school FE in quartile 4 by the average FE 7,5 9 9 9,3
Replacing school FE in quartile 4 by the average FE in quartile 3 8,3 9,3 9,2 9,6

B. Principal fixed effects (FE)
Scenarios without teacher sorting
Replacing principal FE by the average FE 10,3 11,1 11,6 11,1
Replacing principal FE by the average FE in quartile 1 0,6 6,2 8,3 6,8
Replacing principal FE by the average FE in quartile 2 7,3 9,3 10,5 9,5
Replacing principal FE by the average FE in quartile 3 13,2 13,2 12,6 12,8
Replacing principal FE by the average FE in quartile 4 20 19,8 16,5 18,4
Scenarios with teacher sorting
Replacing principal FE in quartile 4 by the average FE 8,1 9,2 9,2 9,5
Replacing principal FE in quartile 4 by the average FE in quartile
3 8,7 9,5 9,3 9,7

Quartiles based on
FE of model A1

Quartiles based on FE of
model A3

Quartiles based on
FE of model A1

Quartiles based on
FE of model A3

Note: School and principal quartiles are based on school and principal fixed effects estimated from models (3) and (4) (see columns (3) and (1) of Tables 4.4 and 4.5). The different
scenarios consist in replacing the effect of one or more quartiles with that of other quartiles. The scenarios "without teacher sorting" replace all school and principal effects with
their average effects, eliminating the possibility for teachers to self-select into schools based on their own fixed effect.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

4.6.3 Relationship between the contribution of principals and

schools to teacher absences and turnover

We now examine several hypotheses that may explain the impact of schools and principals

on teacher absences. We begin by examining the contribution of schools and principals

to teacher turnover. We consider the following additive and linear model:

Tijmt = πj + θm + σXit + ωZjt + µt + εijmt (i)

where Tijmt represents the ratio of the number of teachers who leave school j at time

t + 1 divided by the number of teachers in school j at time t, πj a school fixed effect,

θm a principal fixed effect, σXit a vector of time-varying individual characteristics, Zjt a

time-varying vector of school characteristics, µt a year effect and εijmt an error term that

satisfies E[εijmt|πj, θm, µt, Xit, Zjt] = 0.

The results of the estimation are presented in Table 4.20. Model C1 (column 1)

includes fixed effects of schools and model C2 (column 2) includes fixed effects of schools

and principals. Errors are clustered at the departmental level25. The effects of schools
25There are 100 departments in France
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and principals explain about 50% of the variance in teacher turnover. We note that the

correlation between the effects of schools and principals on turnover is, as was already

the case for absences, strongly negative (ρ = −0.8). This correlation is unlikely to

be exclusively due to estimation errors since the number of parameters in this model

is reasonable relative to the number of observations. Rather, the result suggests that

the more the principal encourages teacher turnover, the more likely he or she is to be

assigned to a school that tends to reduce teacher turnover. As in the case of absences,

this selection is consistent with the assignment of principals on a case-by-case basis. The

administration appears to be able to partially balance the effects of schools and principals

on teacher (absences and) turnover.

But are the schools (respectively principals) that favor absences the ones that encour-

age teachers to leave? To answer this question, Table 4.8 presents the correlations between

the effects of schools (principals) on absences and the effects of schools (principals) on

teacher turnover. The first two lines show that the effects of schools on turnover are

positively and significantly associated with the effects of schools on absences, regardless

of the estimation method considered (column 1, 2 and 3). The first line corresponds to

models with school and principal fixed effects and the second line corresponds to models

with school fixed effects only. The third row shows that the effect of school principals on

teacher absence is positively and significantly associated with the effect of school princi-

pals on teacher turnover. These correlations are relatively low, but noise in fixed effects

estimates is likely to generate a significant attenuation bias.

Table 4.8 – Correlations between the effect of schools (resp. school principals) on ab-
sences and the effect of schools (resp. school principals) on teacher turnover

(1) (2) (3)
FE from Model

A1/B1
FE from Model

A2/B2
FE from Model

A3/B3
Corr(School FE on absences ; School FE on turnover)
Model A x Model C2 0.0913*** 0.1004*** 0.0443***
Model B x Model C1 0.1440*** 0.1380*** 0.1241***
Corr(Principal FE on absences ; Principal FE on turnover)
Model A x Model C2 0.0529*** 0.0707*** 0.0276*

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This Table shows the correlation between the effects of schools (respectively principals) on teacher absences and the effects of schools
(respectively principals) on teacher turnover for different samples and estimation methods. Models A (for teacher absences) and C2 (for teacher
turnover) include school and principal fixed effects, while models B (for teacher absences) and C2 (for teacher turnover) include school fixed
effects only. Models A1, A2, A3 (B1, B2, B3) refer to the estimates presented in Table 4.4 (Table 4.16), while models C1 and C2 refer to the
estimates presented in Table 4.20.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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4.6.4 Who leaves schools that contribute most to absences?

What does the correlation between the contribution of schools (respectively principals)

to absences and teacher turnover mean? Are teachers who leave schools (head teachers)

with a high fixed effect also those who are the most absent? Are they, on the contrary,

the least absent? Remind that the rules on teacher mobility do not take into account

absences or health problems of teachers, with the exception of a recognized handicap.

Assuming that a higher separation rate (for teachers with similar characteristics and

occupying the same positions) reflects an unfavorable work environment, the answers to

these questions provide us with a first interpretation of the effect of schools and principals

on absences. In the first case, schools (school principals) with a high fixed effect "drive

away" absent teachers. These schools are not attractive to the teachers most likely to be

absent. Therefore, an increase in the fixed effects of schools (principals) is more likely to

reflect a deterioration in the health or motivation of these teachers rather than a decrease

in their effort. In the second case, high fixed-effect schools cause the least absent teachers

to flee. Therefore, an increase in the fixed effects of schools (principals) is likely to reflect

absence standards and a permissive work environment. This situation is not suitable for

teachers with few absenteeism, who are therefore more likely to leave school than their

colleagues who are often absent.

To identify which of these two effects dominates, I consider the following linear prob-

ability model:

Qijmt = a+ b α̂i + c φ̂j + d ψ̂m + e (Yijmt − Y−ijmt) + f φ̂j ∗ (Yijmt − Y−ijmt) + g ψ̂m ∗

(Yijmt − Y−ijmt) + σXit + ωZjt + µt + εijmt (iii)

where Qijmt is the probability that teacher i working in school j with principal m on

year t moves to another school on year t + 1, α̂i, φ̂j and ψ̂m the individual, school

and principal fixed effects estimated in a first step, Yijmt the annual absence dura-

tion for individual i, Y−ijmt the average absence duration of individual i’s coworkers

on year t, Xit a time-varying vector of individual characteristics, Zjt a time-varying vec-

tor of school characteristics, µt the effect of year t and εijmt an error term that satisfies

E[εijmt|α̂i, φ̂j, ψ̂m, µt, Xit, Zjt, Yijmt] = 026. Model (iii) allows to examine how the absence

differential with colleagues (Yijmt−Y−ijmt) interacts with school and principal fixed effects

estimated from model (2) to (4).
26Note that E(Yijmt − Y−ijmt) = (αi − α−i) + (βXit − βX−it)
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Table 4.9 shows the estimation result of model (iii). Errors are clustered at department

level. It reveals a positive and significant interaction between the difference in absence

with colleagues and the fixed effect of the school (respectively the principal). It means that

teachers who are absent more than their colleagues are more likely to leave schools (school

principals) with high fixed effects. This result supports the hypothesis of detrimental

working conditions in schools where the fixed effects of the school or principal are high.

Table 4.9 – Interaction between school (resp. school principal) fixed effects and absence
difference between individuals and coworkers

(1) (2) (3)
FE from Model A1 FE from Model A2 FE from Model A3

Teacher FE on absences (estimated in a 1st step) 0.000420*** 0.0105*** 0.00717***
(0.0000308) (0.000893) (0.000694)

School FE on absences (estimated in a 1st step) 0.000542*** 0.0145*** 0.0132***
(0.000106) (0.00124) (0.00180)

Principal FE on absences (estimated in a 1st step) 0.000556*** 0.0154*** 0.0128***
(0.000113) (0.00115) (0.00146)

Absence difference between individuals and coworkers 0.000711*** 0.000853*** 0.000732***
(0.0000295) (0.0000273) (0.0000258)

School FE on absences (estimated in a 1st step)
x Absence difference 0.00000853*** 0.000214*** 0.000280***

(0.00000168) (0.0000292) (0.0000329)
Principal FE on absences (estimated in a 1st
step) x Absence difference 0.00000781*** 0.000188*** 0.000295***

(0.00000205) (0.0000390) (0.0000324)
Constant Yes Yes Yes
Year effects Yes Yes Yes
Time varying control variables Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1473925 1018752 1476588

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the department level (standard errors are slightly
smaller when estimates are robust to heteroscedasticity only).
Note: This Table shows the estimation results of model (iii). The variable explained is a dummy variable that is equal to 1 for the teachers
who change schools the following year, and 0 otherwise. The coefficients of interest (f and g in model (iii)) are in bold in the Table
and correspond to the effects of the interaction between the fixed effects of the school (respectively the principal) on teacher absences
(estimated from models (2) to (4)) and the absence differential between a teacher and colleagues. To ensure the robustness of the results,
the first and last percentiles of the fixed effects of principals and schools are removed from the sample.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

4.6.5 Relationship between school effects and school character-

istics

I now examine whether certain characteristics of schools are significantly associated with

their contribution to absences. Table 4.21 shows that the schools that contribute most

to absences are also more likely to belong to the Priority Education Network. Figure 4.1

shows the distribution of the Priority Education Network between percentiles of school

fixed effect on absences and Figure 4.9 show its distribution among percentiles of school

fixed effects on staff turnover. On average, schools that contribute the most to absences

(last percentiles) are eight times more likely to be in the Priority Education Network than
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schools that contribute the least (first percentiles). Similarly, schools that contribute

the most to teacher turnover (last percentiles) are twice as likely to be in the Priority

Education Network as schools that contribute the least (first percentiles). This results

echoes a recent survey that show that Priority Education students report more serious

violent incidents than other high school students and have a somewhat less favourable

view of the school climate (DEPP, 2011).

Other school characteristics observed in the administrative data are not systematically

associated with school fixed effects (some relationships are significant but not robust

between models). However, lower secondary schools and schools in a medium-sized urban

area appear to increase teacher absences.
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Figure 4.1 – Distribution of the Priority Education Network according to school fixed
effects on teachers’ absences (in percentiles)

Note: Schools are divided into percentiles according to their fixed effect on absences, estimated from model

(3). I calculate the number of schools in the Priority Education Network in each school percentile that

I divide by the total number of schools in the Priority Education Network. The few schools that joined

or left the Priority Education Network during the period 2007-2015 are counted twice. The Y-axis shows

the distribution (density) of the Priority Education Network among school percentiles.
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4.6.6 What are the working conditions and psychosocial risks

factors associated with schools’ and principals’ effects on

teacher absences?

Can schools and principals influence teacher absences through the working conditions they

create? Working Conditions surveys provide a very detailed description of the working en-

vironment for a sample of employed persons and are particularly well suited to examining

this issue. In particular, surveys conducted in 2013 and 2016 in France have three major

advantages over surveys of the same type in Europe and the United States. First, they

interview a panel of people every 3 years since 2013, which makes longitudinal studies

possible (the first wave of interviews took place in 2013 and the second in 2016).Secondly,

educational staff (80% of whom are teachers) have been over-represented since 2013 to

enable specific studies for this population. Finally, since 2013, the working conditions

surveys have interviewed employed persons and, where applicable, their employers. The

implementation of this double survey required the collection of information from employ-

ees on their employer (name of the establishment, address, activity) so that he could be

contacted later. This information can also be used to match the establishments with

other data sources.

The working conditions surveys include 1034 public secondary school teachers, of

whom 503 were interviewed in 2013 and 2016, and 531 in 2013 or 2016. The attrition

rate (non-response) between the two surveys is 40%, which means that 190 more people

are in the system in 2016.

To match schools between Ministry of Education administrative records and working

conditions surveys, I rely on common information about the employer’s establishment. In

more than 99% of the cases, teachers interviewed in the working conditions surveys agreed

to provide the name of their school. All secondary school teachers interviewed provided

the department of their school, 99% provided the postal code and 86% provided the full

address of their school (street, number, postal code, city). The surveys also specify the

nature of the establishment (primary school, lower secondary school, upper secondary

school). This textual information is also present in national education management files.

However, some information is missing and reporting errors are possible in both sources.
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As a result, I was able to match 707 schools between the two sources 27. These 707

schools correspond to 1113 observations (733 teachers) in the working conditions surveys,

which means that the matching rate based on the information provided on the employer

is about 72%.

The 2013 and 2016 working conditions surveys include several dozen questions relat-

ing to psychosocial risks. To summarize the amount of information available, I begin

by grouping the questions around the 6 main risk factors identified in the education lit-

erature (Hakanen et al., 2006; Jégo and Guillo, 2016): work intensity, lack of interest

(motivation) for work, hostile behaviors, tension with the public (students and their fam-

ilies), lack of support from hierarchy and lack of support from colleagues. Each question

is coded by a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the individual feels exposed or

very exposed and 0 if he feels little or not exposed. Table 4.23 presents these variables

grouped by psychosocial risk factors. Columns 1 to 4 of Table 4.23 present the share

of teachers exposed 28 to each variable for four sub-populations. Column 1 corresponds

to all secondary school teachers interviewed by the 2013 and 2016 working conditions

surveys. Column 2 corresponds to the teachers surveyed whose school could be matched

with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records. Column 3 corresponds to the

teachers interviewed, whose school could be matched and for whom a school fixed effect

could be estimated by model B 29. Lastly, column 4 corresponds to the teachers inter-

viewed, whose school have been matched with administrative records and for whom a

school and a principal fixed effect have been estimated by model A 30. The number of

observations decreases significantly as the sample restrictions increase (columns 1 to 4).

The final sample in column 4 contains 667 observations, 443 teachers and 433 schools,

compared to 1537 for the initial sample in column 1. However, Table 4.23 shows that

teachers’ average exposure to psychosocial risk factors does not change systematically as

sample constraints increase and the number of observations decreases.

To summarize teachers’ exposure to the 6 major psychosocial risk factors, I consider
27For 86% of the schools, a very large amount of information was consistent between the two sources,

which makes us confident about the matching procedure.
28Raw data not adjusted for sampling errors and non-response. To know the share of teachers exposed

after weighting refer to Jégo and Guillo (2016)
29These are schools belonging to the largest connected set of schools and teachers during the period

studied
30These are schools belonging to the largest connected set of schools, school principals and teachers

during the period studied
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the unweighted average of the variables that make up each factor. The 6 exposure scores

are then normalized (mean zero and unit variance) so that the relative variations within

each factor are comparable. The sample resulting from the matching between the working

conditions surveys and the administrative sources (column 2 of Table 4.23) is taken as a

reference during the standardization procedure. Table 4.24 presents the average teacher

score for each of the 6 factors and for the four samples considered (columns 1 to 4).

The main lesson is that teachers whose schools have been matched with Ministry of

Education management records are more exposed to work intensity, lack of interest in

work and tensions with the public (students, parents) than teachers whose schools have

not been found in administrative files. However, with the exception of tensions with

the public which are significantly higher for the sample in column 3, the differences in

exposure are not statistically significant between the samples in columns 2, 3 and 4.

The correlation between teachers’ exposure to psychosocial risk factors and the ef-

fects of schools and principals on absences (estimated in a first step) is estimated using

first difference models. This approach makes it possible to eliminate the time-invariant

individual component likely to modify the assessment of working conditions. The subjec-

tive component of the description of the work environment, for example because of the

individual’s optimistic or pessimistic character, can thus be partially neutralized. While

this approach has the advantage of limiting selection bias, it requires that the sample

be restricted to individuals who were interviewed twice, resulting in an additional loss of

observations (this sample includes 414 observations for 2,017 teachers). Moreover, since

the effects of schools and principals are fixed over the 2006-2015 period, the only source

of identification comes from the fact that teachers change schools (14% of teachers are

involved) and/or principals (73% of teachers are involved) between 2013 and 2016.

Specifically, I consider the following models:

φ̂j = αi(j) + r1 W1 + r2 W2 + r3 W3 + r4 W4 + r5 W5 + r6 W6 + p ψ̂m + δ1t + εjmi(j)

ψ̂m = γi(j) + s1 W1 + s2 W2 + s3 W3 + s4 W4 + s5 W5 + s6 W6 + q φ̂j + δ2t + νjmi(j)

where φ̂j is the fixed effect of school j, ψ̂m is the fixed effect of school principal m working

in school j at the time of the working conditions survey, αi(j) and γi(j) are individual fixed

effect for teachers interviewed, W is a vector that summarizes exposure to psychosocial

risks in the school j at the time of the working conditions survey, δ1t and δ2t are time

fixed effects, εjm and νjm are errors terms that I assume independent of the covariates.
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Finally, r1-r5 and s1-s5 are the coefficients of interest.

Table 4.10 presents the coefficients that are statistically significant at the 10% level.

The results obtained using the school and principal fixed effects estimated from models

(4), (2) and (3) are presented in columns (1), (2) and (3) respectively. Table 4.10 re-

veals that the school fixed effects tend to increase with the intensity of work as well as

with hostile behaviors. On the other hand, they are positively correlated with teachers’

motivation for work. When school effects are taken into account, teachers whose princi-

pal tends to increase absenteeism (high principal fixed effect) are more likely to report

lack of hierarchical support, tensions with the public (students and families), and hostile

behaviour. However, they are less likely to feel a lack of interest in work.

These estimates should be viewed with caution due to the absence of a source of causal

identification but they tend to support that school and principal effects on absenteeism are

more related to difficult working conditions than to teachers’ lack of effort or investment

in their work.
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Table 4.10 – Relationship between working conditions and the effects of schools and
principals on absences

(1) (2) (3)
A. Determinant of school FE estimates

School FE from
model A1

School FE from
model A2

School FE from
model A3

Work intensity 0.0161 0.0377 0.0430*
(0.0356) (0.0310) (0.0245)

Lack of interest in work -0.0492 -0.0219 -0.0430*
(0.0375) (0.0309) (0.0251)

Hostile behaviors 0.0590 0.0232 0.0368
(0.0496) (0.0321) (0.0268)

Control variables
School principal FE from model A (estimate) Yes Yes Yes
Teacher FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 472 472 472

B. Determinant of principal FE estimates
Principal FE from

model A1
Principal FE from

model A2
Principal FE from

model A3
Lack of support from hierarchy 0.0615* 0.0413 0.0720***

(0.0301) (0.0302) (0.0250)
Tensions with students and their families 0.0688* 0.0473 0.0352

(0.0413) (0.0409) (0.0268)
Lack of interest in work -0.0632 -0.0331 -0.0314

(0.0628) (0.0493) (0.0367)
Hostile behaviors 0.0615* 0.0155 0.0103

(0.0304) (0.0385) (0.0264)
Control variables
School FE from model A (estimate) Yes Yes Yes
Teacher FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 472 472 472

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This table explains the fixed effects of schools (respectively principals) on the duration of teacher absence through exposure to
psychosocial risk factors. The fixed effects of schools and principals considered in columns (1), (2) and (3) are estimated from models
(4), (3) and (2) respectively. The sample is composed of secondary school teachers, randomly selected in 2013, who responded to
the Working Conditions Survey in 2013 and 2016, and whose school (in 2013 and 2016) could be matched with the administrative
records of the Ministry of Education. The six psychosocial risk factors considered are: work intensity, lack of interest in work, hostile
behaviour, tensions with the public, lack of support from the hierarchy and lack of support from colleagues. Each psychosocial risk
indicators is standardized (mean 0 and variance 1). The Table shows the variables that are statistically significant at the 10% level.
Each column includes teacher fixed effects and year effects as control variables. When the variable explained is the effect of school on
the duration of absences (upper part of the Table), I add the fixed effects of principals to the control variables. When the variable
explained is the effect of principal on the duration of absences (lower part of the Table), I add the fixed effects of schools to the
control variables.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Working Conditions Surveys, Ministry of Labor (DARES)

4.6.7 What is the relationship between teacher health and school

and principal effects on absenteeism?

The 2013 and 2016 working conditions surveys make it possible to examine how the fixed

effects of schools and principals on absenteeism are related to teachers’ subjective health

and well-being.

To measure general health status, working conditions surveys ask respondents to judge
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whether their health status is "very good", "good", "fair", "poor" or "very poor".

In addition, five questions are used to construct the World Health Organization’s

psychological well-being index (WHO-5): « I have felt cheerful and in good spirits », « I

have felt calm and relaxed », « I have felt active and vigorous », « I woke up feeling fresh

and rested » and « My daily life has been filled with things that interest me ». Each of

the 5 items is scored from 0 (never) to 5 (all the time).

TheWHO-5 index measures psychological well-being (sometimes called mental health)

during the 14 days preceding the survey on a scale from 0 (minimum well-being) to 25

(maximum well-being). Several studies have shown that WHO-5 is able to detect minor

(WHO-5 < 8) and major (WHO-5 < 6) depressive episodes (Henkel et al., 2003; Krieger

et al., 2014). A low WHO-5 score also correlates with cardiovascular risk (Birket-smith

et al., 2009).

To examine the relationship between school, principal and teacher’s subjective health,

I construct a binary variable equal to 1 if the respondent teacher judges his or her overall

health to be "poor" or "very poor", and 0 if not. To identify the degree of psychological

malaise, I construct 3 binary variables that take the value 1 if the respondent has a sub-

jective well-being score of less than 10, 8 and 6 respectively, and 0 otherwise. According

to the literature, these three variables can detect increasing levels of risk and severity of

depression (Krieger et al., 2014). For each health variable, I consider the following model:

Yijmt = αi + γXit + βm ψ̂m + βj φ̂j + δt + εijmt

where Yijmt is a binary variable that represents the general health status or psychological

well-being of teacher i working in school j managed by principal m at time t, αi is a

teacher fixed effect, Xit is a vector of teacher age and age squared, ψ̂m is principal m’s

fixed effect on absenteeism (estimated in a first step), φ̂j is school j’s fixed effect on

absenteeism (estimated in a first step), δt is a year fixed effect and εijmt is the error term.

Column 1 of Table 4.11 shows that school effects φj and principal effects ψm on absen-

teeism are not significantly associated with teachers’ overall (self-reported) health status,

regardless of the model used to estimate them. Similarly, columns 2 to 4 of Table 4.11

reveal that teachers’ psychological well-being is generally not significantly associated with

principals’ effects on absences. However, the correlation is positive when principal effects

are estimated by model A3 (preferred specification). Finally, columns 2 to 4 of Table 4.11

show that the effects of schools on absenteeism are strongly and positively associated with
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teachers’ psychological discomfort for the three WHO-5 thresholds considered, regardless

of the model used (A1, A2, A3). However, these effects are generally insignificant at

the usual levels when I take into account the fact that the fixed effects of schools and

principals are estimated in a first step (that is, when standard deviations are robust to

heteroscedasticity).

These results suggest that the effects of schools and, to a lesser extent, principals on

absences more likely reflect a deterioration in psychological well-being than a deterioration

in teachers’ subjective health.

Table 4.11 – Relationship between the effects of schools and principals on absences and
teachers’ health status

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Self-assessed health
status: poor or very

poor

WHO 5 subjective
psychological

well-being index ≤ 6

WHO 5 subjective
psychological

well-being index ≤ 8

WHO 5 subjective
psychological

well-being index ≤
10

Model A1
School FE -0.0193 0.0894 0.0885 0.104

(0.0499) (0.0713) (0.0761) (0.0797)
School principal FE -0.00708 -0.0149 -0.00146 0.00636

(0.0271) (0.0236) (0.0341) (0.0359)
Model A2
School FE -0.0344 0.0964 0.0426 0.218**

(0.0681) (0.0812) (0.0970) (0.0944)
School principal FE 0.0240 -0.0142 0.00507 0.0935

(0.0313) (0.0540) (0.0434) (0.0644)
Model A3
School FE -0.0127 0.165* 0.141 0.186

(0.0338) (0.0810) (0.112) (0.119)
School principal FE -0.00630 0.00728 0.0491 0.0951

(0.0324) (0.0617) (0.0505) (0.0744)
Control variables
Teacher FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Age Yes Yes Yes Yes
Age squared Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 472 472 472 472

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This table explains self-reported health of secondary school teachers by the fixed effects of schools and principals on absences.
The sample is composed of secondary school teachers, randomly selected in 2013, who responded to the Working Conditions Survey in
2013 and 2016, and whose school (in 2013 and 2016) could be matched with the administrative records of the Ministry of Education.
Self-reported health indicators are: general health status judged "poor" or "very poor", WHO-5 psychological well-being index less
than 6, WHO-5 psychological well-being index less than 8 and WHO-5 psychological well-being index less than 10. Each column
includes age, square age, teacher fixed effects and year effects as control variables.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Working Conditions Surveys, Ministry of Labor (DARES)
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4.6.8 Has the increase in prevention from 2014 been more in-

tense in schools (and among school principals) that in-

crease teacher absences?

On 22 October 2013, representatives of trade unions and public service employers signed

an agreement on the prevention of psychosocial risk factors in public institutions. It

requires each employer to assess occupational risks and implement a prevention plan

between 2014 and 2015. In addition, the government launched in 2014 a national occu-

pational risk awareness campaign. Training for public employers and workers’ represen-

tatives were strengthened (awareness of psychosocial risks, provision of tools to diagnose

and prevent psychosocial risks, counselling) and employers were encouraged to train staff

in psychosocial risk prevention.

In public secondary schools, principals are responsible for the safety and protection

of the health of public employees31. Since the October 2013 agreement, school principals

have been responsible for implementing a psychosocial risk prevention plan that involves

employee representative bodies (trade unions, health and safety committees, prevention

delegates) and prevention professionals. It can therefore be expected that there were a

general improvement in knowledge and practices in psychosocial risk prevention between

2013 and 2016.

Since 2013, staff turnover and sick leave have been among the main indicators used

by trade unions and public employers to monitor exposure to psychosocial risks. In

the previous sections, we observed a link between the effects of schools and principals

on teacher absences, psychosocial risk factors and psychological well-being. In this sec-

tion, I examine whether the prevention measures put in place from 2014 onwards have

tended to target schools and headteachers who appear to pose a risk to the health and

motivation of teachers. The aim is not to evaluate the effectiveness of the preventive

actions implemented because their effect (on reducing absences, staff turnover, exposure

to psychosocial risks) is unlikely to appear in the short term, as confirmed by the lack of

improvement in teachers’ working conditions and health between 2013 and 201632. The
31Since 2001, all public and private companies have had to record occupational exposures in a single

document made available to all employees.
32These results are not presented in Tables 4.10 and 4.11. I note a significant decrease in hostile

behaviour between 2013 and 2016 but this concerns all professions (see Ministry of Labour publication:
https://dares.travail-emploi.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/2017-082v3.pdf)
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objective is to examine whether the increase in psychosocial risk prevention actions from

2014 onwards has been particularly significant in schools and among principals who seem

to need them most.

Three questions relating to occupational risk prevention are common to the 2013 and

2016 working conditions surveys: "In the past 12 months, have you had any knowledge

of a document written by management describing the risks associated with working in

your institution?", "In the past 12 months, have you received information about the risks

your work poses to your health or safety?" and "In the past 12 months, have you received

security training from your administration?".

Occupational physicians provide medical supervision for educational staff. They are

independent and carry out random medical examinations or at the request of the staff.

Doctors and prevention assistants play an advisory role to the school management with

regard to working conditions and staff protection. The 2013 agreement provided for an

increase in the number of doctors and the strengthening of their autonomy. We consider

the following question in the working conditions surveys: "When was the last time you

consulted an occupational doctor or a preventive doctor?

We code the four questions of interest into binary variables (equal to 1 if the respon-

dent answers "yes", 0 if not) and we consider the following model:

Yijmt = αi + βjtφ̂j + βmtψ̂m + δt + εijmt

where Yijmt is equal to 1 if teacher i answers "Yes" and 0 otherwise, αi is a teacher fixed

effect, φ̂j and ψ̂m are school and principal fixed effects on absenteeism, δt is a year effect

and εijmt an error term. In this specification, the coefficients of interest βmt and βjt vary

with time t, meaning that the coefficients associated with school and principal effects are

estimated for the years 2013 and 2016 separately.

To avoid endogeneity problems, the effects of schools φ̂j and school principals ψ̂m on

teacher absences are estimated for the period 2007-2013 (and no longer for the period

2007-2015). Thus, the values of the variables of interest are not affected by prevention

actions implemented from 2014.

Table 4.12 presents the estimation results for the 4 prevention variables considered.

For each model A1, A2, A3 used to estimate the fixed effects of schools and school

principals on teacher absences, I report the value of the coefficient δ2016 that captures

the change in prevention practices between 2013 and 2016, the coefficient βj2013 (respec-
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tively βm2013) that captures the correlation in 2013 between prevention and school effects

(respectively principal effects) on teacher absenteeism, the coefficient βj2016 − βj2013 (re-

spectively βm2016−βm2013) that captures the change in the correlation between prevention

and school effects (respectively principal effects) between 2013 and 2016.

Table 4.12 reveals a significant increase between 2013 and 2016 in the proportion

of teachers who are aware of a written document listing occupational hazards in their

school (+12 percentage points) and who have received information on the impact of

professional practice conditions on their health and safety (+7 percentage points). There

was also a slight (but statistically insignificant) improvement in the proportion of teachers

who received safety training (+4.5 percentage points) and medical examination by an

occupational physician in the last 24 months (+1.5 percentage points).

However, prevention practices between 2013 and 2016 do not seem to have increased

any further in schools that increase teacher absenteeism during the 2007-2013 period.

Similarly, the increase in prevention between 2013 and 2016 is not correlated with the

effects of school principals on teacher absenteeism during the 2007-2013 period. Despite

the priority given to psychosocial risks in the public service since 2014, these results

suggest that current prevention measures do not specifically target schools and principals

who contribute most to increasing teacher absenteeism and turnover.
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Table 4.12 – Relationship between the level of prevention in schools and the effects of
schools and principals on absences

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Have had knowledge in the

last 12 months of a
document written by

management describing the
risks associated with

working in their institution

Have received
information in the past
12 months about the
health or safety risks
related to their work

Have received
security training

from their
administration

within the past 12
months

Have undergone a
medical examination
by an occupational
physician within the

last 24 months

Model A1
Year 2016 (ref: Year 2013) 0.123*** 0.0685** 0.0455 0.0142

(0.0294) (0.0283) (0.0361) (0.0213)
School FE x Year 2013 -0.0283 0.138* 0.0306 0.0254

(0.0813) (0.0785) (0.0999) (0.0589)
School principal FE x Year 2013 -0.132* 0.0658 0.0706 -0.0153

(0.0714) (0.0689) (0.0877) (0.0517)
School FE x (Year 2016 - Year
2013) 0.0403 -0.0415 0.0167 0.0185

(0.0529) (0.0511) (0.0651) (0.0383)
School principal FE x (Year 2016 -
Year 2013) 0.0646 0.0347 -0.00159 0.0292

(0.0532) (0.0513) (0.0653) (0.0385)
Model A2
Year 2016 (ref: Year 2013) 0.121*** 0.0724** 0.0493 0.0166

(0.0296) (0.0283) (0.0361) (0.0213)
School FE x Year 2013 -0.160* 0.0492 -0.0834 0.00961

(0.0874) (0.0837) (0.107) (0.0630)
School principal FE x Year 2013 -0.102 0.107 0.0467 -0.0138

(0.0683) (0.0653) (0.0832) (0.0492)
School FE x (Year 2016 - Year
2013) 0.0277 -0.0881* 0.0749 0.0296

(0.0501) (0.0480) (0.0611) (0.0361)
School principal FE x (Year 2016 -
Year 2013) 0.0384 -0.0133 0.0528 0.0549

(0.0538) (0.0515) (0.0655) (0.0387)
Model A3
Year 2016 (ref: Year 2013) 0.125*** 0.0667** 0.0463 0.0131

(0.0296) (0.0287) (0.0360) (0.0209)
School FE x Year 2013 0.0201 0.0715 0.173 0.128

(0.111) (0.108) (0.135) (0.0784)
School principal FE x Year 2013 -0.00154 -0.0340 0.0854 -0.0113

(0.0860) (0.0833) (0.105) (0.0607)
School FE x (Year 2016 - Year
2013) 0.000922 0.101* 0.0428 -0.00549

(0.0583) (0.0565) (0.0711) (0.0412)
School principal FE x (Year 2016 -
Year 2013) 0.0468 0.107* 0.0402 0.0287

(0.0590) (0.0571) (0.0719) (0.0417)
Control variables
Teacher FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 472 472 472 472

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This table examines whether the increase in psychosocial risk prevention between 2013 and 2016 was more pronounced in schools with a high
fixed effect on teacher absences, or in schools run by principals with a high fixed effect on teacher absences. The sample is composed of secondary
school teachers, randomly selected in 2013, who responded to the Survey of Working Conditions in 2013 and 2016, and whose school (in 2013 and 2016)
could be found in the administrative records of the Ministry of Education. The variables explained in columns (1) to (4) are indicators of preventive
actions that take the value 1 if the teachers interviewed answered "Yes", and 0 if not. The coefficients of interest are in bold in the Table and reflect
the interaction between the effects of schools (respectively principals) on absences and the prevention differential between 2013 and 2016. Each column
includes teacher fixed effects.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Working Conditions Surveys, Ministry of Labor (DARES)

4.6.9 Are newly recruited teachers assigned to more favourable

work environments?

Newly recruited civil servant teachers are first assigned to a school for a period of one

year. This is a trial period at the end of which the vast majority (98%) of them obtain
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their tenure and must participate in the mobility process described in section 4.3.3. This

initial assignment process consists of two steps. First, new teachers rank schools according

to their preferences. Second, an algorithm assigns trainee teachers to schools based on

priority criteria such as disability status, spousal reunification and competition rankings.

In principle, newly recruited teachers are assigned to schools offering favourable conditions

for initial training.

Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of teachers by percentiles of the school’s effect on

absences (X-axis) for different levels of teaching experience. It shows that teachers on

probation (solid lines) are more likely to be assigned to low-effect schools. Only 17% of

pre-service teachers are assigned to a school in the fourth quartile of fixed effects and less

than 6% to a school in the last decile. On the other hand, tenure teachers with five years

of experience or less are more likely to be assigned to schools that have a high impact on

absences than to schools that have a low impact. The situation is then gradually reversed

with experience, as the more experienced teachers are more likely to work in a school with

little effect on absences. The distribution of teachers with 15 years’ experience is similar

to that of pre-service teachers. After 20 years of experience, teachers have a 15% chance of

being assigned to a school in the fourth quartile and only 5% chance of being assigned to

a school in the last decile. In other words, teachers with 20 years of experience are twice

as likely (respectively half as likely) to be assigned to a first quartile school (respectively

last quartile school) as teachers with one year of experience.

Figure 4.10 shows a comparable situation when considering the percentiles of school

contributions to teacher turnover rather than absences. Pre-service teachers are relatively

uniformly assigned in schools, as are teachers with ten years of experience. However,

tenured teachers with five years of experience or less are more likely to be assigned to a

school with high staff turnover. After 20 years of experience, teachers are 60% more likely

to attend a first quartile school than teachers with one year of experience. As a result,

the more experienced teachers are, the more likely they are to obtain an assignment in

a supportive work environment. This means that teachers have information about the

working context in schools and tend to avoid schools that contribute most to absences

and turnover. Assignment rules that give priority to experienced teachers favour the

concentration of young and less experienced teachers in schools where working conditions

are more difficult (although pre-service teachers are better preserved).
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Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show how non-civil servant teachers (short contracts or open-

ended contracts) are distributed between the percentiles of school fixed effects on absences

and staff turnover respectively. Both Figures show that throughout their careers, non-

civil servant teachers are evenly distributed in schools, regardless of their contribution to

absences and turnover. This result confirms that it is the priority rules of the mobility

procedure for civil servant teachers that lead to unequal exposure in terms of working

conditions during teachers’ careers.
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Figure 4.2 – Distribution of civil servant teachers according to experience and school
fixed effects on teachers’ absences (in percentiles)

Note: Schools are divided into percentiles according to their fixed effect on absences, estimated from

model (3). I consider 5 levels of professional experience in teaching: probationary period (1 year),

between 1 and 5 years of experience, between 6 and 10 years of experience and more than 10 years of

experience. For each level of experience, I calculate the number of civil servant teachers in each school

percentile that I divide by the total number of teachers with that level of experience. The Y-axis shows

the distribution (density) of civil servant teachers among school percentiles according to their level of

experience in teaching.
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4.7 Robustness checks

The identification of the fixed effects of models (1) to (4) is based on the mobility of

teachers and head teachers between schools over the period 2007-2015. Consequently,

three hypotheses are necessary for the parameters of models (1) to (4) to be consistently

estimated: 1) the model is correctly specified, 2) the mobility of teacher and school

principals is exogenous, and 3) the unobserved shocks are conditionally independent of

the explanatory variables. The first two assumptions are discussed in this section.

4.7.1 Exogeneous mobility assumption

Teacher mobility and school fixed effects

Recall the three stages of the mobility process for civil servant teachers: 1) Newly re-

cruited teachers (in a trial period) and those in temporary positions are obliged to change

schools the following year; the other tenure teachers decide whether or not to apply for

a new assignment. 2) Teachers rank schools according to their preferences and an algo-

rithm assigns teachers according to priority criteria (mainly seniority, family status and

disability status). 3) Newly recruited teachers and teachers in temporary positions are

automatically assigned to their new schools ; the other tenure teachers can refuse their

new assignment and remain in their current school. There are therefore several possi-

bilities for teacher self-selection: when they decide to change schools, when they classify

schools, and when they decide to accept a new assignment. However, the self-selection of

teachers at the beginning of their careers is much more limited: they are more likely to be

forced to change schools (because they are more likely to have a temporary position), they

are not given priority in the assignment process (they also have little knowledge about

the reputation of schools) and they are more likely to have to accept a new assignment.

To examine whether teacher self-selection [sorting] contributes to distorting the es-

timation of school fixed effects in the multiplicative model, we consider an event study

such as (Card et al., 2013). We start by dividing schools into three terciles according to

their contribution to absences (based on the fixed effects estimated in a first step). If

the model is correctly identified, the schools in the first tercile (respectively in the last

tercile) are supposed to reduce (respectively increase) teacher absences compared to the

average of the schools (second tercile). Next, we consider all teachers observed for six
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consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who change schools in the year t=0,

but who remain in the same school tercile between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and

t=2. We assign these teachers to nine transition groups according to the school tercile in

t=-1 and the school tercile in t=0. We then calculate the logarithm of teachers’ average

absences each year in these nine groups. The results for the nine cohorts are presented

in the Table 4.26. Figure 4.3 illustrates the results for teachers who leave the first ter-

cile (low fixed effects on absences: dotted lines) or the third tercile (high fixed effects

on absences: solid lines) of school fixed effects. First, Figure 4.3 shows that teachers’

absence behaviour is relatively homogeneous within school terciles, regardless of the type

of transition occurring in t=0. On the other hand, Figure 4.3 shows a strong variation

in the absence of teachers when they move between school terciles in t=0. The aver-

age duration of absences is almost divided by two (-0.6 logarithmic points) for teachers

who leave the third school tercile to reach the first school tercile, and it almost doubles

(+0.6 logarithmic points) for those who move in the opposite direction (from the first to

the third tercile). Similarly, absences increase by 28% (+0.25 logarithmic points) when

teachers move from the first to the second tercile and decrease by 26% (-0.3 logarithmic

points) when teachers move from the third to the second tercile. These results contrast

with the relative stability of absences for teachers who change schools in t=0 but remain

in the same school tercile33 (first and third terciles on Figure 4.3). These absence gains

and losses are confirmed for all transitions in Table 4.26. The fact that teacher absences

vary considerably between terciles of school fixed effects for the same cohort of individuals

suggests that our estimation of school fixed effects is not completely biased by teacher

selection. We look at this issue in more detail.

Using the expressions of (Card et al., 2013), we consider three main sources of en-

dogenous mobility: a "shock effect", a "drift effect" and a "match effect". We examine

their impact on our estimates in light of the results presented in Table 4.26 and Figure

4.3.

A first risk of endogeneity arises if teachers change schools more often in t=0 after

receiving a positive (respectively negative) shock in t=-1, which results in a transitory

increase (respectively a decrease) in absences in t=-1 ("Shock effect" assumption). In

this case, our estimates will tend to underestimate (respectively overestimate) the high-
33Note that the mean absences shown in Table 4.26 and in Figure 4.3 are not corrected for the effect

of temporal trends, age or experience.
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fixed effects and overestimate (respectively underestimate) the low-fixed effects. In other

words, this type of bias will distort the distribution of establishment fixed effects. Table

4.26 and Figure 4.3 show that there is no systematic increase (or decrease) in absences in

t=-1 compared to years t=-2 and t=-3, even for teachers who remain in the same school

throughout the period considered. Therefore, the assumption that teacher mobility is

caused by systematically positive or negative shocks seems to be rejected. Also, the

nature of the shock in t=-1 does not predict the type of transition in t=0.

A second risk of endogeneity arises if teachers who are increasingly (respectively less

and less) absent over time have different mobility paths than other teachers ("drift effect"

hypothesis). For example, if teachers who tend to be absent a little longer (respectively

a little shorter) each year are more likely to leave schools with a high (low) fixed effect to

join schools with a lower (higher) fixed effect, then our estimates will tend to reduce the

dispersion of school effects; in other words, we underestimate the contribution of schools

to absences. Conversely, if teachers who tend to be absent a little longer (respectively

a little shorter) each year are more likely to leave schools with a low (high) fixed effect

to join schools with a higher (lower) fixed effect, then our estimates will tend to increase

the dispersion of school effects ; that is, we overestimate the contribution of schools to

absences. This type of situation could occur, for example, if teachers whose health status

deteriorates over time are more likely to be assigned to schools with a low fixed effect

on absences. A first counter-argument is that absences and health status are not taken

into account in teachers’ assignment rules. However, health status may be correlated

with some variables considered in the assignment algorithm, such as disability status and

seniority (growing with age). It is therefore necessary to examine in more detail whether

the past pattern of absences predicts the type of transition between terciles of school

fixed effects. Figure 4.3 shows that absences tend to decrease slightly in the three years

preceding the date t=0, but this trend is shared by all terciles regardless of the type of

transition in t=0. After adjusting for annual trends (not shown in the paper), we see

no trend difference before date t=0 for the nine possible transitions between terciles of

establishments.

A third risk of endogeneity arises if teachers select themselves in schools that offer

them a better "fit", regardless of the schools’ tercile ("match effect" hypothesis). This is

a credible risk insofar as teachers rank schools according to their preferences and may
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or may not accept the school assigned to them. The consequences on our estimates

differ according to whether absences mainly reflect a situation that teachers are fleeing

(for example because it contributes to deteriorating health status) or are looking for

(low hierarchical control). In the (most likely) case where high fixed effects reflect a

degraded working environment, teachers may transit more often to schools that further

reduce their absences thanks to a better match component. If the estimation of our fixed

effects is biased by the existence of this matching effect, we should observe an asymmetry

between the absence gains and losses associated with the transitions between terciles

(Card et al., 2013). Assuming that better matching results in a systematic decrease

in absences (Match; effect < 0), the absences of teachers who move from the third

tercile to the first tercile of school fixed effects should decrease further in absolute terms

(FE1st tercile - FE3th tercile + Match effect) than increase the absences of teachers who

transit between the first tercile and the third tercile of school fixed effects (FE3th tercile

- FE1st tercile + Match effect). Table 4.26 and Figure 4.3 contradict this hypothesis.

First, the absences of teachers who change schools in t=0 but remain in the same tercile

do not diminish, contrary to what is predicted by the hypothesis of mobility in favor of

the best matches. Second, absences vary symmetrically when teachers move from a lower

to a higher tercile of school fixed effect and vice versa. These results suggest that the

matching effect, if any, is low enough to ensure that the estimation of the school fixed

effects is not unduly affected.

We are therefore relatively confident that the estimates of school fixed effects do not

suffer from the endogeneity of the teacher mobility process.
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Figure 4.3 – Absence duration (in logarithm) for teachers transiting between terciles of
school fixed effects in year t=0

Note: Schools are divided into terciles of school fixed effects based on the estimates of model (3). Schools

in the third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly. I consider all teachers

observed for six consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who change schools in year t=0, but

remain in the same tercile between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and t=2. This Figure shows how the

logarithm of absence duration varies for teachers leaving in t=0 a school from the first tercile (low fixed

effects on absences: dotted lines) or from the last tercile (high fixed effects on absences: solid lines). For

each of the nine transition groups between terciles of school fixed effects, Table 4.26 shows the number of

observations (teachers) and the logarithm of the duration of teachers’ absences between t=-3 and t=2.

head teachers mobility and head teachers fixed effects

It should be recalled that head teachers may apply for a new assignment after having

spent three years in the same school. After six years in the same school, mobility is com-

pulsory. Principals rank schools according to their preferences. Then the administration

assigns principals on a case-by-case basis, taking into account their wishes, profile and

the characteristics of the schools requested. There is therefore both self-selection of head

teachers and selection by the administration at the time of assignment.

To examine whether school principals sorting contributes to distorting the estimation
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of headteacher fixed effects, we consider an event study similar to that proposed in the

previous section (Card et al., 2013). We begin by dividing school principals into three

terciles according to their fixed effects estimated in a first step. Principals of the first

tercile (respectively of the last tercile) are supposed to reduce (respectively increase)

the absences of teachers in the schools they head compared to the average of principals

(second tercile). Then, we consider schools that change principal in the year t=0, and

that keep a principal of the same tercile between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and

t=2. We divided the schools into nine transition groups according to principal’s tercile

in t=-1 and t=0. We compute the logarithm of teachers’ absence in the schools of the

nine cohorts each year. The results are reported in Table 4.28. Figure 4.4 shows the

results for schools "leaving" the first tercile (solid lines) and for schools "joining" the third

tercile of headteacher fixed effect in t=0 (dashed lines). This time, Figure 4.4 shows that

the absence of teachers in schools is heterogeneous within terciles of principals, and this

heterogeneity predicts in part the type of change that occurs at date t=0. Specifically,

the higher the absences in schools before the date t=0, the greater the chance that a

principal with a low fixed effect will arrive in t=0. This means that the administration

has information on the managerial skills of school principals and allocates them according

to the situation of the schools. Such a level of selection was not observed for the teacher

assignment process, which seemed to leave much more room for chance.

Figure 4.4 also shows a strong variation in the average absence of teachers in schools

moving from one headteacher’ tercile to another in t=0. The average duration of absences

is divided by 2 (-0.65 logarithmic points) in schools that leave the third tercile to reach

the first tercile of principal FE, and increases by 50% (+0.4 logarithmic points) for the

schools that "move" in the opposite direction (from the first to the third tercile of principal

FE). Similarly, absences increase by 16% (+0.15 logarithmic points) when schools move

from the first to the second tercile and decrease by 22% (-0.25 logarithmic points) when

schools move from the third to the second tercile of headteacher FE. Average absences

remain relatively stable in schools that remain in the same tercile of principal fixed effects

over the period considered (first and third terciles on Figure 4.4). The absence gains and

losses in schools are confirmed for all transitions in Table 4.28.

Once again, we examine three main sources of endogeneity related to the mobility of

head teachers between schools: a "shock effect", a "drift effect" and a "match effect".
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A first risk of endogeneity arises if head teachers are more likely to leave a school

that receives a positive shock on absences in t=-1 ("Shock effect" hypothesis). Indeed,

it is possible that when an incident occurs in t=-1 and results in an increase in teacher

absences, the teaching community, as well as students and their parents, may exert pres-

sure on the administration to have the principal replaced in t=0. Table 4.28 and Figure

4.4 show that there is no systematic increase in absences in t=-1 compared to years t=-2

and t=-3 when a new headteacher arrives in t=0, which tends to reject the "shock effect"

hypothesis.

A second risk of endogeneity arises if trends in schools in terms of absences predict the

fixed effect of the next principal ("drift effect" hypothesis). For example, if schools where

absences increase (respectively decrease) over time are more likely to have a principal

with a low (high) fixed effect, we will tend to underestimate principals’ contribution

to absences. This could happen if the administration, for example, takes into account

previous absences in the school to assign principals. It can also be imagined that it takes

time for the teaching community, students and their parents to get the administration to

replace a principal who is a problem, and that absences may increase during this period.

Figure 4.4 shows no trend in absences before t=0, regardless of the transition that occurs

in t=0, suggesting that the"drift effect" is not a serious threat to our estimates.

A third risk of endogeneity arises if the administration assigns head teachers to schools

in order to create a better match ("match effect" hypothesis). As mentioned in the

discussion about teacher mobility, the existence of a match component should result

in an asymmetry between the absence gains and losses associated with the transition

of schools between terciles of principal fixed effects. Precisely, Figure 4.4 shows a slight

asymmetry in absolute terms between the schools moving up and down in the distribution

of principal fixed effects. This result is consistent with the assumption that a better

match between schools and school leaders systematically reduces absences. A second fact

supporting the existence of a match effect is that absenteeism decreases in schools that

change principals while remaining in the same tercile in t=0. Results from Table 4.28

and Figure 4.4 suggest that the matching effect reduces absences by an average of 0.06

logarithmic points. Although this effect is not negligible, it remains small compared to

the variations of absences when schools move between terciles of head teachers.

We are relatively confident that our estimates of the fixed effects of principals do not
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suffer too much from the endogenous mobility of head teachers between schools.

Finally, we examine whether the mobility of principals tends to distort our estimates

of teacher turnover. We replace the logarithm of absences with school turnover and report

the results in Table 4.30. The analysis of Table 4.30 and Figure 4.5 shows a large variation

in turnover in schools that "transit" between terciles of principals. The results suggest

that we can reasonably rule out the hypothesis of a bias associated with headteacher

mobility.
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Figure 4.4 – Absence duration (in logarithm) for schools transiting between terciles of
school principal fixed effects in year t=0

Note: School principals are divided into terciles of principal fixed effects based on the estimates of model

(3). School principals in the third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly.

I consider all schools observed for six consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who are run

by a new principal in year t=0, but remain in the same tercile of school principal between t=-3 and t=-1,

and between t=0 and t=2. This Figure shows how the logarithm of the mean absence duration varies for

schools "leaving" in t=0 a principal from the first tercile (low fixed effects on absences: dotted lines) or

from the last tercile (high fixed effects on absences: solid lines). For each of the nine transition groups

between terciles of principal fixed effects, Table 4.28 shows the number of observations (schools) and the

logarithm of the mean duration of absences between t=-3 and t=2.
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Figure 4.5 – Teacher turnover in schools transiting between terciles of school principal
fixed effects in year t=0

Note: School principals are divided into terciles of principal fixed effects based on the estimates of model

(3). School principals in the third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly.

I consider all schools observed for six consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who are run

by a new principal in year t=0, but remain in the same tercile of school principal between t=-3 and

t=-1, and between t=0 and t=2. This Figure shows how teacher turnover varies for schools "leaving" in

t=0 a principal from the first tercile (low fixed effects on absences: dotted lines) or from the last tercile

(high fixed effects on absences: solid lines). For each of the nine transition groups between terciles of

principal fixed effects, Table 4.30 shows the number of observations (schools) and the logarithm of the

mean duration of absences between t=-3 and t=2.

4.7.2 Is the most appropriate model additive or multiplicative?

In this section, we compare specifications (1) and (4) and examine which one is most

appropriate for estimating the effects of the work environment and personnel management

on the average duration of absences.

Model (4) is additive and separable, meaning that a change in observed or unobserved

individual characteristics, a change in school or direction has the same effect on absences

for all individuals regardless of context. In other words, there is no possible interaction
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between the explanatory variables in this model. To illustrate this, suppose that School

A does not affect the average absence duration of teachers, but that School B increases

the average absence duration by a factor φ > 0. Model (4) assumes that absences increase

by an average of φ days for all people who move from school A to school B, whether they

are already very absent (a high value of αi for example) or not very absent (a low value

of αi for example). Another implication of model (4) is the "reversibility" of effects. This

presupposes, for example, that the transition from school A to school B or from school B

to school A has the same effect on absences in absolute terms but with the opposite sign.

Finally, this model assumes that the explanatory variables have an instant effect and no

other long-term effects on absences (e. g., the model does not take into account effects

that increase over time or occur several years after exposure to a given environment).

This is clearly a limitation of this model, which implies that it probably underestimates

the effects of the working context on absences.

Model (1) is multiplicative, which presupposes, contrary to model (4), that the effects

of the explanatory variables are not identical regardless of the individual or context, but

increase precisely with the level of absence of an individual in a given context. This

model therefore introduces the possibility that all explanatory variables interact, which

may exacerbate or mitigate their effects. For example, this model assumes that the

absence duration of a person in poor health (high value of αi), or who is exposed to a

difficult work environment (high value of φj), increases much more with the arrival of a

poor manager (high value of ψm) than the absence duration of a healthy person working

in a favorable environment. Model (1) can be linearized by considering the logarithm of

the expected absence duration: log(E[Yijmt]) = αi+φj+ψm+βXit+γZjt+δt. Therefore,

the main assumption of this model is that the mean absence duration is an additive and

separable function of the observed and unobserved variables after log linearization. In

other words, the multiplicative effect of each variable does not depend on the context

or characteristics of individuals. Again, let’s assume a school A that does not affect

the average length of teacher absences, and a school B that increases the average length

of absences by a multiplier factor φ. The model (1) assumes that the average absence

duration of individuals is multiplied by a factor exp(φ) when they move from School

A to School B, regardless of the characteristics of these individuals. As a result, the

transition from School A to School B further widens the gap between those who were
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already very absent from School A and those who were not. The model (1) implies that

the variables have a reversible effect on the logarithm of absences (transition from school

A to school B and then from school B to school A has a neutral effect on absences) as

well as on absences in value (exp(φA − φB) ∗ exp(φB − φA) = 1). Finally, this model,

like the model (4), assumes that explanatory variables have an immediate and short-term

effect on absences.

To test the hypotheses of these two models, we examine again Figures 4.3 and 4.4

obtained by dividing schools and principals into terciles of fixed effects estimated from

the multiplicative model (1). We compare these Figures with those obtained by dividing

schools and principals into terciles of fixed effects estimated from the additive model

(4): Figures 4.13 and 4.14. Tables 4.27 and 4.29 present the mean absences of teacher

and school cohorts for all transitions between terciles of fixed effects estimated from the

additive model (4).

As pointed out in the previous sections, a remarkable aspect of Figures 4.3 and 4.4

is the quasi-symmetry of increases and decreases in absences (logarithmic) depending on

whether transitions are made from low terciles to high terciles or from high terciles to

low terciles. This symmetry is observed for all transitions (see Tables 4.26 and 4.28) and

satisfies the hypothesis of "reversible effects" implicit in the model (1). In addition, tran-

sitions between different fixed-effect terciles result in an immediate change in absences,

which validates the presence of short-term effects. The presence of long-term effects is

more difficult to assess here because we do not track individuals over a long period of

time. However, when annual trends are taken into account, Tables 4.26 and 4.28 do not

reveal any particular changes after three years spent in the same school or headteacher

tercile. We note that logarithmic variations in absences between terciles do not depend

on absences in the starting tercile. This result suggests that the fixed effects of the indi-

viduals, schools and head teachers are likely to be separable (independent of individual

characteristics and context). Specifically, Tables 4.26 and 4.28 show that absences (in

logarithmic form) increase as much between terciles 1 and 2 and between terciles 2 and

3, although those leaving the second tercile are more absent on average than those leav-

ing the first tercile. Similarly, absences (in logarithmic form) decrease as much between

terciles 3 and 2 and terciles 2 and 1, whereas those who leave the second tercile are less

absent on average than those who leave the third tercile. Taken together, these evidence
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suggest that we can reasonably estimate the effects of schools and principals from the

model (1).

Our conclusions on the additive model (4) are much more mixed. First, Figures 4.13

and 4.14 show that absences (values) vary asymmetrically when individuals and schools

move from one tercile of fixed effects to another. A more detailed analysis suggests that

this asymmetry stems from the heterogeneity of effects according to the initial level of

absence, which contradicts the separability assumption of model (4). Indeed, Table 4.27

shows that absences decrease more for individuals who move from tercile 3 to tercile 2,

than for those who transition from tercile 2 to tercile 1. Precisely, those who depart from

the third tercile are already more absent on average than those who leave the second

tercile. It is interesting to note that absences increase as much for people who move from

tercile 1 to tercile 2 or from tercile 2 to tercile 3. It can be seen that individuals who

leave the first and second terciles are as much absent on average. The analysis of Table

4.29 leads to the same observation: the effect of the arrival of a headteacher belonging

to a higher tercile is all the stronger as absences were initially high (absences increase

more in schools that "transition" from tercile 2 to 3 than in schools that "transition" from

tercile 1 to 2. Precisely absences were higher in schools leaving tercile 2 than in schools

leaving tercile 1). Once again, we observe that absences vary in the same way between

terciles when schools have initially the same level of absence (absences decrease as much

in schools that go from tercile 3 to tercile 2 or from tercile 2 to tercile 1. Precisely, the

levels of absences were the same in schools leaving terciles 2 and 3). A quick calculation

shows that moving to a higher (or lower) tercile always multiplies absences by a constant

coefficient. Ultimately, it appears that the separability assumption is not respected in

the model (4). A multiplicative model, such as the model (1), seems to be better suited

to studying the effects of the work environment on absences for health reasons.

4.7.3 What is the impact of log-linearisation on estimates?

In this section, we empirically test the impact (on the coefficients of interest) of estimating

models (2) and (3) by OLS instead of model (1) by PPML. It should be recalled that

the estimation of model (2) is obtained after deletion of the zero values and logarithmic

linearisation of the model (1). The estimation of model (3) is obtained by adding a

constant to all values and after logarithmic linearization of the model (1).
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A condition that would mitigate estimation bias when considering models (2) or (3)

instead of model (1), is that the conditional variance of absence duration Yijmt is pro-

portional to the square of its conditional mean (Silva and Tenreyro, 2006). To examine

this relationship in our data, we consider the following regression: ln(V ar(Yijmt)) =

α + β ln(E(Yijmt)) + εijmt

Table 4.31 presents estimates of the β coefficient when we consider the mean and

the variance of Yijmt conditional on 1) individuals only, 2) schools only and 3) schools,

principals and years. In all three cases, the β coefficient is relatively close to 2, suggesting

that the conditional variance of the absence duration Yijmt is approximately proportional

to the square of its conditional mean.

Table 4.32 compares the coefficients of interest when they are estimated by PPML

(column 1), by OLS after removing zero values and log-linearization (column 2) and by

OLS after adding a constant C to all observations and log-linearization (column 3-7).

For most variables, the sign of the coefficients is robust to the model under consider-

ation. However, the magnitude of the estimated effects can vary considerably depending

on the model. In particular, as the value of the constant C decreases (column 3 to 7), the

estimated coefficients increase in absolute value, and the adjusted R-squared decreases.

When the constant is equal to 0.1, the estimates obtained by OLS (column 5) are fairly

close to those obtained by PPML (column 1) for most of the variables considered.

4.7.4 Are absences partly explained by peer effects?

Among the workplace factors that can influence individual behaviour (effort, productiv-

ity), the effects of peers (colleagues) have received increasing attention in recent years.

In this section, we examine whether the school effects that we estimated in this study

partly reflect peer effects.

Studying the effects of peers on absenteeism has been one way of demonstrating the

existence of employees’ shirking behaviour. Ichino and Maggi (2000) finds evidence of

positive peer effects on the absenteeism of employees of a large Italian bank, while Bradley

et al. (2007) finds the same result for teachers in Australian schools. The authors suggest

that the influence of peers on individual absence depends, among other things, on the

social pressure exerted by co-workers (colleague supervision, absence norms and accept-

able behaviours) and the degree of hierarchical monitoring. In general, the estimation of
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peer effects poses many problems when the data are derived from natural experiments

(Brodaty and Gurgand, 2016). First, the non-random assignment of individuals to peer

groups and work contexts fosters spurious correlation between the absenteeism of peers

and individuals. Self-selection of individuals (sorting) and contextual effects, when not

properly accounted for (omitted variables), can lead to biased estimates of peer effects.

Another important source of bias arises when common shocks, received by both individ-

uals and their peers, are wrongly attributed to peer effects. This is called "correlated

effects". A final problem is the simultaneity, or "reflection problem", that Manski (1993)

first described for peer effects. Indeed, while the average absence behaviour of peers in-

fluences an individual’s absence, the absence of the individual also influences the absence

of peers, and so on. There is therefore potentially a phenomenon of mutual self-influence

that inflates the direct effect of peers.

Ichino and Maggi (2000) andBradley et al. (2007) do not fully address these poten-

tial threats to identification. Regarding contextual effects, Bradley et al. (2007) argue

that working conditions are homogeneous across schools because Australian schools are

comparable in terms of pay, resources and policies. As a result, they include time vary-

ing observable, like the size of the school and the local unemployment rate, education

district dummy variables, but they omit school fixed effects in their estimation of peer

effects (the real reason is that they have relatively few observations per school because

they focus on individuals who change schools - "movers" - between the 2001-2002 school

years). Estimation of peer effects is highly dependent on the validity of this assumption,

as otherwise unobserved characteristics in schools may explain the relationship between

co-worker absences and individual absences. The same is true for Ichino and Maggi

(2000) that includes province fixed effects instead of branch fixed effects in their model

(they lack observations by branch because they estimate a model on "movers" over the

1993-1995 period). Another risk of endogeneity comes from the "reflection problem" in

the model considered by the authors (we provide a simplified version with our notations):

Yidt = αi + βY−it + γXit + δt + µd + εidt, with Yidt the absence indicator of individual i at

time t in province or education district d, αi an individual fixed effects, Y−it the average

absence in the peer group of individual i at time t (omitting individual i), δt a time effect,

µd a province or education district fixed effects and εidt an error term with mean zero.

Since Yidt appears both on the left and right hand sides of the equation system (because i
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is also one of his/her colleagues’ peers), the error terms εidt are correlated, which violates

one of the conditions of OLS consistency. The authors propose two ways to address this

potential issue: they replace Y−it by its lagged value Y−it−1 and they instrument Y−it by

Y−it−1. But this does not completely solve the "reflection problem". A final point is that

Ichino and Maggi (2000), like Bradley et al. (2007), use an additive model rather than a

multiplicative one, which can introduce an additional specification bias on the coefficients

of interest.

To circumvent these estimation problems, we adapt the model proposed by Arcidia-

cono et al. (2012) and consider the following model:

ln(Yijmt + C) = αi + λα−i + φj + ψm + βXit + γZjt + δt + νijmt (5)

with α−i the average of the fixed contributions of individual i’s peers, λ the parameter

that measures peer effects on absence duration and νijmt an error term that is assumed

to be mean zero and independent of the explanatory variables.

In this model, the social multiplier λ operates only through the fixed effects of peers,

which is much more restrictive than in Ichino and Maggi (2000). In particular, the model

assumes that the time-varying characteristics of peers do not affect individual absence34.

A clear advantage, however, is that the simultaneity problem is eliminated since Yijmt
appears only to the left of equation (5). Arcidiacono et al. (2012) argue that this model

is particularly well-suited when the explained variable is a choice (choice of whether or

not to be absent at date t) and when individuals have only an approximate knowledge

(expectations) of their peers’ choices (individuals do not observe the annual length of

absence of their peers at date t, they only expect a duration over the year). In more

complex situations, α−i can be seen as a proxy for peer behaviour, which helps to get

rid of the reflection problem. To limit the effect of sorting, we include time-varying

observable characteristics and individual fixed effects in model (5). To reduce spurious

correlation due to contextual effects, we add school characteristics that vary over time,

school fixed effects and headteacher fixed effects. Our approach is therefore similar to

that of Cornelissen et al. (2017) who estimate the effect of peers on wages by considering

two high-dimensional fixed effects that neutralize observed and unobserved characteristics

of individuals and firms. Like Cornelissen et al. (2017), our estimation strategy exploits
34We can mitigate this assumption by allowing for peer effects via observable time-varying character-

istics
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the variation in peer characteristics that is due to school change for "movers" and that is

due to the arrival and departure of colleagues for "stayers".

I implement the iterative algorithm proposed by Arcidiacono et al. (2012) to estimate

model (5) with three high-dimensional fixed effects. The authors show that it converges

to the nonlinear least squares solution. We present the result in Table 4.13 and 4.14.

The first line of Table 4.13 report the estimated peer effect: on average, a one standard

deviation increase in peer’s fixed component increase individual absence by 0.016 absence

days in the additive model (column 1) and by 10% in multiplicative models (column 2

and 3). The difference between the two types of models is substantial with respect to peer

effect estimates. One possible explanation is that peer effects are non-linear and decrease

with the fixed effect of the individual (remember that log-linearized models give more

weight to 0 days of absence). To test this hypothesis, I estimate model (5) by allowing

peer effects to vary with the value of the individual fixed effect. The results seem to

confirm this hypothesis: the effect of peers is much more pronounced among teachers

with a lower than average individual fixed effect, regardless of the model considered35.

However, we note that the estimated coefficients for time-varying characteristics are very

close to those obtained with the main specification (see Table 4.4. The decomposition

of the variance also leads to similar results (see Table 4.5. similarly, the adjusted R-

squared remains virtually unchanged after taking peer effects into account.Table 4.15

presents the correlation between the school (principal) fixed effects estimated from the

main specification and from the specification that takes into account peer effects. It

shows that individual, school and principal fixed effects are strongly correlated between

specifications (ρ > 0.8 regardless of the model). Specifically, the individual fixed effects

are almost the same (ρ > 0.99), but school and principal fixed effects appear to be

slightly biased when the effects of peers are not taken into account (ρ > 0.82 and ρ > 0.8

respectively). This result suggests that our primary specification is not seriously biased

by the omission of peer interactions.

Finally, Tables 4.35 and 4.36 show peer effects estimates using the method proposed

by Ichino and Maggi (2000) instead of the method proposed by Arcidiacono et al. (2012).

Peer effects are twice as strong with the Ichino and Maggi (2000) method, suggesting
35I divide the individual fixed effects into two groups according to whether they are above or below

the median. I estimate model (5) with the possibility that peer effects may differ from one group to
another. I do not present the results in this document. See Arcidiacono et al. (2012) for more details on
this method.
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that simultaneity bias ("reflection problem") plays an important role in estimating the

effects of peers on absences.

Table 4.13 – Contribution of time-varying covariates, fixed effects and peer effects to
the duration of absence of secondary school teachers (Arcidiacono et al. 2012) (Model D)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration duration after
transformation

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y + 1) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model D1 Model D2 Model D3

Peer effect 0.0157*** 0.0826*** 0.0965***
(0.00227) (0.00236) (0.00237)

Employment contract (ref : civil servant status)
Trial period before civil servant status -3.653*** -0.198*** -0.240***

(0.221) (0.00738) (0.00889)
Short-term contract -5.442*** -0.451*** -0.562***

(0.126) (0.00422) (0.00509)
Permanent contract -4.579*** -0.305*** -0.378***

(0.273) (0.00912) (0.0110)
Age -2.447*** -0.0542*** -0.0644***

(0.0206) (0.000687) (0.000828)
Age squared 0.0377*** 0.000856*** 0.000994***

(0.000226) (0.00000755) (0.00000910)
Seniority 0.162*** 0.00653*** 0.00755***

(0.00361) (0.000120) (0.000145)
Maternity leave 22.13*** 1.362*** 1.542***

(0.131) (0.00437) (0.00527)
Adoption leave -1.120*** -0.0621*** -0.0771***

(0.168) (0.00559) (0.00674)
Number of children -1.617*** -0.0916*** -0.0998***

(0.0192) (0.000642) (0.000774)
Number of full-time employees -0.000724 -0.00147*** -0.00183***

(0.000803) (0.0000270) (0.0000326)
Number of managers per employees -12.73*** -0.366*** -0.379***

(1.675) (0.0559) (0.0673)
Duration of sick leave for managers 0.00126 0.0000371 0.0000340

(0.000922) (0.0000307) (0.0000371)
Year effects Yes Yes Yes
Establishment fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Principal fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Individual fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1721420 1721420 1721420
R-squared 0.527 0.525 0.523
Adjusted R-squared 0.428 0.426 0.424

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one
person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1) to (3) present the estimation results of model (5) taking into account peer effects. The
variable explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1) and the logarithm
of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant in columns (2) and (3). Each column includes teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects
and school principal fixed effects. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained using the algorithm proposed by Arcidiacono et al. (2012).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.14 – Variance decomposition of the absence duration of secondary school teach-
ers taking into account peers effects (Arcidiacono et al. 2012) (Model D)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration
Log of absence
duration after
transformation

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y + 1) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model D1 Model D2 Model D3

Observations 1721420 1721420 1721420
R-squared 0.527 0.525 0.523
Adjusted R-squared 0.428 0.426 0.424
Number of individuals 283933 283933 283933
Number of establishments 4782 4782 4782
Number of principals 8120 8120 8120

Var(Y) 1611.22 1.79 2.58
Var(Individual FE) 899.14 0.91 1.30
Var(Establishment FE) 126.76 0.12 0.18
Var(Principal FE) 66.28 0.06 0.09
Var(β x Covariates) 104.94 0.12 0.15
Cov(Individual FE; Establishment FE) -59.15 -0.05 -0.07
Cov(Individual FE; Principal FE) -3.53 -0.00 -0.00
Cov(Individual FE; β x Covariates) -50.69 -0.02 -0.03
Cov(Principal FE; Establishment FE) -55.96 -0.05 -0.08
Cov(Establishment FE; β x Covariates) -4.31 -0.01 -0.01
Cov(Principal FE; β x Covariates) -0.49 -0.00 -0.00
Var(residual) 762.18 0.85 1.23

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one
person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1) to (3) present the estimation results of model (5) taking into account peer effects. The
variable explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1) and the logarithm
of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant in columns (2) and (3). Each column includes teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects
and school principal fixed effects. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained using the algorithm proposed by Arcidiacono et al. (2012).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

Table 4.15 – Correlation between the fixed effects estimated by the main specifications
(models 3 and 4) and the specification that takes into account peer effects (model 5)

(1) (2)
Model used : Y ln(Y + 0.1)
Correlation between individual FE 0.9998*** 0.9901***
Correlation between school FE 0.9146*** 0.8223***
Correlation between principal FE 0.8884*** 0.8060***

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This table shows the correlation between the fixed effects of teachers, schools and principals estimated from
model (5), which takes into account the effects of peers, and estimated from the models (3) and (4). The variable
explained is the total duration of teachers’ sick leave (in days) in column (1) and the logarithm of the total duration
of sick leave plus a constant (0.1 day of absence) in column (2).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

4.8 Conclusion

This article examines whether the heterogeneity of employee health-related absenteeism

can be explained in part by the heterogeneity of workplaces and managers. To this end,

I examine the effect of schools and principals on the annual absences of secondary school
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teachers. The case of secondary school teachers is interesting in several ways. First,

we know that they are particularly exposed to work stress. Second, a number of recent

articles have shown that principals have a significant impact on student achievement

without clear reasons (Clark et al., 2009; Branch et al., 2012; Coelli and Green, 2012;

Bloom et al., 2014). A plausible hypothesis is that some of the effect is attributable to

teacher absences, with several studies showing that teacher absences have a significant

negative effect on student achievement (Duflo et al., 2012; Herrmann and Rockoff, 2012).

This research is based on management data from the French Ministry of Education

that namely collects the reason and the length of teachers absences during the 2007-

2015 period. This data also identifies the principal of the school where teachers are

assigned. Our identification strategy is based on the mobility of teachers and principals.

The results show that schools and principals contribute significantly to absenteeism. On

average, teacher absence duration increases by 250% when teachers move from the first

to the fourth quartile of school fixed effects and by 170% when they move from the first

to the fourth quartile of principal fixed effects. I perform several robustness tests to rule

out the hypothesis that the endogenous mobility of teachers and principals explains these

results. Several elements suggest that the effect of schools and principals reflects working

conditions and management practices.

These findings implies that measures to reduce psychosocial risks in schools and to

provide better training for school leaders would reduce teacher absenteeism and could

potentially contribute to student performance. We concur with the findings of Fryer

et al. (2017) that show that providing management training to principals significantly

improves student achievement. The method proposed in this study could help to target

the schools and principals who need it most.
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Tables

Table 4.16 – Contribution of time-varying covariates and fixed effects to the duration
of absence of secondary school teachers (Model B)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Absence duration Log of absence
duration

Log of absence duration
after transformation Absence duration

Y ln(Y) ln(Y + 0.1) Poisson(Y)
Model B1 Model B2 Model B3 Model B4

Employment contract (ref : civil servants)
Civil servants on probationary year -4.080*** -0.208*** -0.360*** -0.624***

(0.178) (0.0122) (0.0123) (0.0219)
Short-term contracts -6.277*** -0.295*** -0.878*** -0.992***

(0.260) (0.0208) (0.0198) (0.0360)
Open-ended contracts -5.490*** -0.172*** -0.584*** -0.667***

(0.412) (0.0298) (0.0289) (0.0506)
Age -2.345*** -0.0512*** -0.0781*** -0.0921***

(0.0503) (0.00291) (0.00285) (0.00511)
Age squared 0.0375*** 0.00110*** 0.00126*** 0.00229***

(0.000576) (0.0000303) (0.0000301) (0.0000516)
Seniority 0.168*** 0.00890*** 0.00870*** 0.0113***

(0.0116) (0.00104) (0.000782) (0.00186)
Maternity leave 22.52*** 1.433*** 1.940*** 1.421***

(0.138) (0.00639) (0.00936) (0.00875)
Adoption leave -0.987*** -0.0557*** -0.0988*** -0.248***

(0.0873) (0.00944) (0.00932) (0.0193)
Number of children -1.531*** -0.125*** -0.0966*** -0.224***

(0.0718) (0.00471) (0.00520) (0.00798)
Number of full-time employees 0.0265*** 0.000199 -0.000846*** 0.000635

(0.00452) (0.000272) (0.000255) (0.000477)
Number of managers per employee -6.134** -0.202 0.102 -0.418*

(2.429) (0.135) (0.143) (0.227)
Average length of management sick leave 0.00154 0.0000852 0.0000646 0.000149*

(0.000958) (0.0000528) (0.0000549) (0.0000828)
Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
School fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Principal fixed effects No No No No
Individual fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2661107 1153592 2661107 2661107
R-squared 0.508 0.528 0.498 0.572
Adjusted R-squared 0.416 0.376 0.405 0.492

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers and secondary schools linked together by at least one person over the period 2007-2015.
Columns (1), (2), (3) and (4) present the estimation results of the models (4), (2), (3) and (1) respectively. They all include teacher fixed effects, school fixed
effects and school principal fixed effects. The variable explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column
(1) and (4), the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave in column (2) and the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant (0.1 day of absence)
in column (3). Since the logarithm is not defined for teachers who have not been absent for a single day during the school year, the sample size in column (2) is
reduced by about half. Estimates in column (4) are obtained by the Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PPML) method, while estimates in columns (1) to
(3) are obtained by OLS using the algorithm proposed by Correia (2016).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.17 – Variance decomposition of the absence duration of secondary school teach-
ers (Model B)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Absence duration Log of absence
duration

Log of absence duration
after transformation Absence duration

Y ln(Y) ln(Y + 0.1) Poisson(Y)
Model B1 Model B2 Model B3 Model B4

Observations 2661107 1153592 2661107 2661107
R-squared 0.508 0.528 0.498 0.572
Adjusted R-squared 0.416 0.376 0.405 0.492
Number of individuals 410553 272810 410553 410553
Number of schools 8603 8571 8603 8603

Var(Y) 1667.58 1.92 5.33 -
Var(Individual FE) 885.69 1.00 2.56 7.17
Var(School FE) 55.89 0.12 0.17 0.42
Var(β x Covariates) 124.02 0.29 0.26 1.33
Cov(Individual FE; School FE) -39.41 -0.09 -0.07 -0.24
Cov(School FE; β x Covariates) -7.42 -0.01 -0.01 -0.06
Cov(Individual FE; β x Covariates) -62.57 -0.10 -0.09 -1.06
Var(residual) 820.76 0.91 2.68 -

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers and secondary schools linked together by at least one person over the period 2007-2015.
Columns (1), (2), (3) and (4) present the estimation results of the models (4), (2), (3) and (1) respectively. They all include teacher fixed effects, school fixed
effects and school principal fixed effects. The variable explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column
(1) and (4), the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave in column (2) and the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant (0.1 day of absence)
in column (3). Since the logarithm is not defined for teachers who have not been absent for a single day during the school year, the sample size in column (2) is
reduced by about half. Estimates in column (4) are obtained by the Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PPML) method, while estimates in columns (1) to
(3) are obtained by OLS using the algorithm proposed by Correia (2016).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).

Table 4.18 – Variance decomposition of absence duration for female teachers (Model A)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration Log of absence
duration

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model A1 Model A2 Model A3

Observations 932233 462356 932233
R-squared 0.535 0.550 0.490
Adjusted R-squared 0.430 0.384 0.375
Number of individuals 157051 111214 157051
Number of schools 5234 5224 5234
Number of principals 8695 8652 8695

Var(Y) 1828.74 1.90 5.13
Var(Individual FE) 1094.10 1.18 2.53
Var(School FE) 428.22 0.85 1.39
Var(Principal FE) 308.53 0.62 1.07
Var(β x Covariates) 150.75 0.34 0.36
Cov(Individual FE; School FE) -119.22 -0.23 -0.27
Cov(Individual FE; Principal FE) -3.58 -0.01 -0.00
Cov(Individual FE; β x Covariates) -81.21 -0.14 -0.12
Cov(Principal FE; School FE) -289.73 -0.58 -1.03
Cov(School FE; β x Covariates) -8.00 -0.01 0.01
Cov(Principal FE; β x Covariates) -0.05 0.00 0.00
Var(residual) 851.59 0.86 2.62

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school female teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at
least one person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1), (2) and (3) present the estimation results of the models (4), (2) and (3)
respectively. They all include teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects and school principal fixed effects. The variable explained is the
total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1), the logarithm of the total duration
of sick leave in column (2) and the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant (0.1 day of absence) in column (3).
Since the logarithm is not defined for female teachers who have not been absent for a single day during the school year, the sample
size in column (2) is reduced by about half. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained by OLS using the algorithm proposed by
Correia (2016).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.19 – Variance decomposition of absence duration for male teachers (Model A)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration Log of absence
duration

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model A1 Model A2 Model A3

Observations 765528 257149 765528
R-squared 0.541 0.575 0.443
Adjusted R-squared 0.442 0.381 0.323
Number of individuals 121696 67411 121696
Number of schools 5236 5205 5236
Number of principals 8685 8468 8685

Var(Y) 1338.87 1.92 4.18
Var(Individual FE) 867.74 1.60 2.07
Var(School FE) 431.83 2.16 1.26
Var(Principal FE) 287.03 1.67 0.94
Var(β x Covariates) 100.28 0.33 0.08
Cov(Individual FE; School FE) -144.75 -0.54 -0.30
Cov(Individual FE; Principal FE) -6.71 -0.08 -0.01
Cov(Individual FE; β x Covariates) -55.21 -0.14 -0.05
Cov(Principal FE; School FE) -268.91 -1.56 -0.88
Cov(School FE; β x Covariates) -5.18 -0.02 -0.00
Cov(Principal FE; β x Covariates) -0.54 0.01 -0.00
Var(residual) 614.58 0.81 2.33

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school male teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at
least one person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1), (2) and (3) present the estimation results of the models (4), (2) and (3)
respectively. They all include teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects and school principal fixed effects. The variable explained is the
total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1), the logarithm of the total duration
of sick leave in column (2) and the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant (0.1 day of absence) in column (3).
Since the logarithm is not defined for male teachers who have not been absent for a single day during the school year, the sample
size in column (2) is reduced by about half. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained by OLS using the algorithm proposed by
Correia (2016).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.20 – Contribution of time-varying covariates and fixed effects to teacher turnover
(Model C)

(1) (2)
Model C1 Model C2

Employment contract (ref : civil servants)
Trial year for public servants 0.0102*** 0.00643***

(0.000622) (0.000452)
Short-term contracts 0.000915 0.000984

(0.00274) (0.00123)
Open-ended contracts 0.00155 0.00161

(0.00277) (0.00128)
Age -0.000649*** -0.000252***

(0.000101) (0.0000679)
Age^2 0.00000810*** 0.00000341***

(0.00000113) (0.000000757)
Seniority 0.00000826 0.0000145***

(0.00000659) (0.00000400)
Maternity leave 0.00401*** 0.00264***

(0.000347) (0.000234)
Adoption leave -0.000301 0.000368

(0.000304) (0.000318)
Number of children 0.00000325 0.00000341

(0.0000257) (0.0000174)
Number of full-time employees 0.00190*** 0.00249***

(0.000265) (0.000350)
Number of managers per employee -0.540*** -0.759***

(0.0615) (0.0921)
Average length of management sick leave 0.0000526*** 0.0000523***

(0.0000135) (0.0000155)
Temporary position 0.0172*** 0.0107***

(0.00303) (0.00130)
Year fixed effects Yes Yes
Establishment fixed effects Yes Yes
School principal fixed effects No Yes
Observations 2423253 1600163
R-squared 0.422 0.612
Adjusted R-squared 0.420 0.609

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This Table presents the estimation results of model (i). The sample considered in column (1) is the largest
connected set of secondary school teachers and secondary schools over the period 2007-2015. The sample considered
in column (2) is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals over the period 2007-
2015. The variable explained is the teacher turnover rate in the school. For each school and year t, I calculate
the number of teachers leaving school in year t+1 divided by the total number of teachers in the school in year t.
Column (1) includes school fixed effects while column (2) includes school and principal fixed effects.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.21 – Relationship between school fixed effects and school characteristics

(1) (2) (3)

FE estimated with
absences in level: Y

FE estimated with
absences in log: ln(Y)

FE estimated with
absences in log after

transformation:
ln(Y+0.1)

Share of economically disadvantaged students in
school 4.860** -0.0362 0.108

(1.913) (0.109) (0.0932)
Number of full-time employees -0.0402*** -0.00129* 0.000114

(0.0118) (0.000633) (0.000362)
School of the priority edcation network 2.392*** 0.126*** 0.194***

(0.823) (0.0393) (0.0248)
City location (ref: city in a small-sized urban area)

Isolated city -0.336 -0.0620 0.164*
(1.583) (0.0735) (0.0766)

City in a medium-sized urban area 0.604 0.0401 0.123***
(1.375) (0.0442) (0.0439)

City in a large-sized urban area 0.0520 0.00700 0.0459*
(0.692) (0.0306) (0.0218)

Type of school (ref: general senior high-school)
Junior High-school 0.301 0.0615 0.0768*

(0.871) (0.0415) (0.0435)
Professional senior high-school 1.202 -0.0159 0.0507

(0.979) (0.0576) (0.0386)
Constant Yes Yes Yes
Department FE No No No
Observations 4428 4424 4428
R-squared 0.013 0.011 0.021
Adjusted R-squared 0.012 0.009 0.019

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This Table explains the fixed effect of schools by school characteristics that are constant over the period 2007-2015. The estimates
of school fixed effects in columns (1), (2) and (3) are obtained from models (4), (2) and (3) respectively.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.22 – Relationship between school fixed effects and school characteristics, taking
into account department fixed effects

(1) (2) (3)

FE estimated with
absences in level: Y

FE estimated with
absences in log: ln(Y)

FE estimated with
absences in log after

transformation:
ln(Y+0.5)

Share of economically disadvantaged students in the
school 1.840 0.0114 0.0423

(1.635) (0.114) (0.108)
Number of full-time employees -0.0438*** -0.00137** -0.000271

(0.0110) (0.000619) (0.000367)
School of the priority edcation network 2.243*** 0.111*** 0.179***

(0.769) (0.0375) (0.0283)
City location (ref: city in a small-sized urban area)

Isolated city 0.285 -0.0463 0.171**
(1.690) (0.0752) (0.0749)

City in a medium-sized urban area 1.465 0.0669 0.144***
(1.186) (0.0454) (0.0444)

City in a large-sized urban area 0.587 0.0236 0.0525**
(0.597) (0.0303) (0.0220)

Type of school (ref: general senior high-school)
Junior High-school 0.277 0.0616 0.0634

(0.814) (0.0398) (0.0437)
Professional senior high-school 1.298 -0.0261 0.0506

(0.908) (0.0589) (0.0377)
Constant Yes Yes Yes
Departement FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 4428 4424 4428
R-squared 0.055 0.034 0.046
Adjusted R-squared 0.047 0.026 0.038

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This Table explains the fixed effect of schools by school characteristics that are constant over the period 2007-2015. The estimates
of school fixed effects in columns (1), (2) and (3) are obtained from models (4), (2) and (3) respectively. There are a hundred departments
in France and each column includes department fixed effects.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.23 – Share of teachers exposed to major psychosocial risk factors for different
teacher samples

Secondary school teachers surveyed in the 2013 and/or 2016 working conditions surveys

Secondary
school teachers
(unweighted)

Secondary school
teachers whose

schools were found in
Ministry of Education
management records

Secondary school
teachers working in
schools for which
we estimated a

school fixed effect
(Model B)

Secondary school
teachers working in
schools for which we
estimated both a

school and a principal
fixed effect (Model A)

Number of observations 1537 1113 1018 667
Number of secondary school teachers 1034 733 667 443
Number of schools Unknown 707 664 433

Work intensity (%)
I am asked to do an excessive amount of work 43.5 44.2 44.7 44.1
I have to perform certain operations quickly when they would require more
care 31.1 32.4 33.2 33
I feel exploited 12 11.4 11.6 11.7
I feel overwhelmed by too rapid changes 12.4 12.7 13.1 13
I have to hurry 47.1 48.5 49 50.8
I don’t have enough time to do my job properly 28.3 28.6 28.7 28.8
I often have to interrupt one task to perform another that was not scheduled 42.7 42.9 42.7 41.2

Lack of interest in work (%)
I am not proud to work in this organization 36.7 35.2 34.3 35.1
I never feel the pride of having done my job well 35.1 36.9 37.5 36.9
I do not feel like I am doing anything useful for others 18.5 19.9 20.3 19.5
I get bored at work 5.6 5.8 5.7 5.2
I do not have the opportunity to do things I like 21.7 23.4 23.3 22.5

Hostile Behaviors (%)
Some people unfairly criticize my work 18.2 18 18.1 18.4
Some people keep me from expressing myself 10.1 9.1 8.7 8.8
Some people ignore me and pretend I am not here 23 23.6 23.8 23.7
Some people give me unnecessary or degrading tasks 4.9 5.4 5.3 5.1

Tensions with students and their families (%)
I encounter situations of tension with the public 62.2 65.3 66.7 64.3
I’m afraid during my work for my safety or the safety of others 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.1

Lack of support from hierarchy (%)
My supervisor does not help me with my tasks 26.6 25.8 26 25.6
My superior does not pay attention to what I say 18.7 18.9 19.1 19
People who evaluate my work do not know it well 34.2 35.1 35.8 35.8
I encounter situations of tension with my supervisors 26.3 27.3 27.8 28.2
I do not agree with my superiors on how to do my job well 16.5 17.1 17.2 16.6

Lack of support from colleagues (%)
The colleagues I work with do not help me with my tasks 14.1 13.9 14.4 14.1
I do not feel like I am part of a team 29.9 30.6 30.6 30.4
The colleagues I work with are unfriendly 6.8 6.6 6.5 6.6
I can not discuss with my colleagues when I disagree with them 4.6 4.7 4.6 5.1
My colleagues do not help me when I have difficulty doing complicated work 15.2 15.3 14.7 15.6
I do not have the opportunity to cooperate to do my job properly 8 8.4 8.3 8.7
I encounter situations of tension with my colleagues 26 25.8 26.5 27.3

Note: The sample in column (1) corresponds to all secondary school teachers interviewed in the 2013 and 2016 working conditions surveys. Column (2) restricts the sample to
secondary school teachers interviewed whose school could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records. Column (3) restricts the sample to secondary
school teachers interviewed whose school could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records and for whom a school fixed effect could be estimated using
model (2) to (4) including teacher fixed effects. Column (4) restricts the sample to secondary school teachers interviewed whose school could be matched with the Ministry
of Education’s administrative records and for whom a school fixed effect could be estimated using model (2) to (4) including teacher and principal fixed effects. I group the
questions from the 2013 and 2016 Working Condition Surveys according to six psychosocial risk factors. For each sample, the Table shows the proportion of teachers concerned
by each type of exposure.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Labor (DARES).
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Table 4.24 – Exposure score to major psychosocial risk factors for different teacher
samples

Secondary school teachers surveyed in the 2013 and/or 2016 working conditions surveys

Secondary school
teachers (unweighted)

Secondary school
teachers whose school
was found in Ministry

of Education
management records

Secondary school
teachers working in
schools for which we
estimated a school

fixed effect (Model B)

Secondary school
teachers working in
schools for which we
estimated both a

school and a principal
fixed effect (Model A)

Number of observations 1537 1113 1018 667
Number of secondary school teachers 1034 733 667 443
Number of schools Unknown 707 664 433

Working Conditions Score (normal-
ized)
Work intensity -0.02 0 0.012 0.01
Lack of interest in work -0.031 0 0 -0.017
Hostile Behaviors 0.002 0 -0.002 0
Tensions with students and their families -0.056 0 0.025 -0.026
Lack of support from hierarchy -0.013 0 0.012 0.008
Lack of support from colleagues -0.007 0 0.003 0.019

Note: The sample in column (1) corresponds to all secondary school teachers interviewed in the 2013 and 2016 working conditions surveys. Column (2)
restricts the sample to secondary school teachers interviewed whose school could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records.
Column (3) restricts the sample to secondary school teachers interviewed whose school could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative
records and for whom a school fixed effect could be estimated using model (2) to (4) including teacher fixed effects. Column (4) restricts the sample to
secondary school teachers interviewed whose school could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records and for whom a school
fixed effect could be estimated using model (2) to (4) including teacher and principal fixed effects. I group the questions from the 2013 and 2016 Working
Condition Surveys according to six psychosocial risk factors. Each question is coded by a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the individual feels
exposed or very exposed and 0 if he feels little or not exposed. I summarize the information by calculating the average of the dummy variables that
make up each psychosocial risk factor. These indicators are normalized (mean 0 and variance 1) for the sample of teachers interviewed by the Working
Condition Survey (in 2013 or 2016) whose school could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records (sample in column 2 is
taking as reference). The Table presents the values obtained by each sample considered.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Labor (DARES).

Table 4.25 – Percentage of teachers in poor health and percentage of teachers reporting
preventive actions in their schools

Secondary school teachers surveyed in the 2013 and/or 2016 working conditions surveys

Secondary
school teachers
(unweighted)

Secondary school
teachers whose

schools were found in
Ministry of Education
management records

Secondary school
teachers working in
schools for which
we estimated a

school fixed effect
(Model B)

Secondary school
teachers working in
schools for which we
estimated both a

school and a principal
fixed effect (Model A)

Subjective health (%)
Bad or very bad health 4.6 4.5 4.1 3.9
Well-being index WHO-5 ≤ 6 6.2 6.4 6.5 6.4
Well-being index WHO-5 ≤ 8 10.5 10.6 10.6 11.1
Well-being index WHO-5 ≤ 10 16.5 17.1 17.4 17.5

Prevention (%)
Have received information in the past 12 months about the health
or safety risks posed by their work 15 14.1 13.8 13.3
Have received security training from their administration within
the past 12 months 17 17.3 17.1 17.8
Have had knowledge in the last 12 months of a document written by
management describing the risks associated with working in their
institution

15.7 15.6 15.2 14.5

Have undergone a medical examination by an occupational physi-
cian within the last 24 months 10.9 8.4 7.4 6.9

Note: The sample in column (1) corresponds to all secondary school teachers interviewed in the 2013 and 2016 working conditions surveys. Column (2) restricts the
sample to secondary school teachers interviewed whose school could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records. Column (3) restricts the
sample to secondary school teachers interviewed whose school could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records and for whom a school fixed
effect could be estimated using model (2) to (4) including teacher fixed effects. Column (4) restricts the sample to secondary school teachers interviewed whose school
could be matched with the Ministry of Education’s administrative records and for whom a school fixed effect could be estimated using model (2) to (4) including
teacher and principal fixed effects. For each sample, the Table shows the proportion of secondary school teachers with self-reported health problems (general health
status rated "poor" or "very poor", WHO-5 psychological well-being index less than 6, WHO-5 psychological well-being index less than 8 and WHO-5 psychological
well-being index less than 10) and the proportion of secondary school teachers who report preventive actions in their schools.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Labor (DARES).
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Table 4.26 – Absence duration (in logarithm) for individuals transiting between terciles
of school fixed effects in year t=0 (Model 3)

Observations Logarithm of duration of teacher absences
Teacher transitions
between terciles of
school FE

N % t = -3 t = -2 t = -1 t = 0 t = 1 t = 2

1 to 1 4227 55.3 0.4 0.41 0.42 0.31 0.36 0.42
1 to 2 2338 30.6 0.4 0.44 0.48 0.62 0.64 0.77
1 to 3 1080 14.1 0.38 0.44 0.52 0.99 1.02 1.23
2 to 1 3940 39.8 0.57 0.59 0.67 0.27 0.27 0.31
2 to 2 3829 38.7 0.58 0.6 0.66 0.56 0.58 0.68
2 to 3 2125 21.5 0.57 0.6 0.67 0.88 0.87 0.98
3 to 1 3042 29.6 0.9 0.91 1.01 0.34 0.36 0.37
3 to 2 3714 36.2 0.78 0.82 0.88 0.52 0.48 0.58
3 to 3 3515 34.2 0.78 0.83 0.91 0.8 0.76 0.82

Note: Schools are divided into terciles of school fixed effects based on the estimates of model (3). Schools in the
third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly. I consider all teachers observed for six
consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who change schools in year t=0, but remain in the same tercile
between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and t=2. There are nine possible transitions between school terciles in year
t=0, which defines nine transition groups. For example, the transition group "1 to 1" refers to teachers who change
schools in year t=0 but remain in a school of tercile 1 in t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2. For each group, this
Table shows the number of observations (teachers) and the logarithm of the duration of absence of teachers in years
t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Labor (DARES).

Table 4.27 – Absence duration (in days) for teachers transiting between terciles of
establishment fixed effects in year t=0 (Model 4)

Observations Duration of teacher absences
Teacher transitions
between terciles of
school FE

N % t = -3 t = -2 t = -1 t = 0 t = 1 t = 2

1 to 1 5026 54.7 5.57 5.47 4.88 5.35 5.83 5.89
1 to 2 2725 29.7 5.92 6.19 6.42 8.69 11.1 12.72
1 to 3 1433 15.6 6.66 7.4 10.32 22.54 30.14 36.19
2 to 1 4041 41.3 6.87 6.54 6.81 4.04 3.8 3.49
2 to 2 3547 36.2 5.45 5.74 5.7 6.05 5.63 5.62
2 to 3 2208 22.5 6.41 6.55 6.28 8.53 9.65 11.56
3 to 1 2898 33.1 10.5 10.64 10.92 4.65 3.39 2.79
3 to 2 2954 33.8 7.71 8.5 8.53 4.98 4.71 3.83
3 to 3 2898 33.1 7.35 7.16 7.8 6.97 6.91 6.86

Note: Schools are divided into terciles of school fixed effects based on the estimates of model (4). Schools in the
third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly. I consider all teachers observed for six
consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who change schools in year t=0, but remain in the same tercile
between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and t=2. There are nine possible transitions between school terciles in year
t=0, which defines nine transition groups. For example, the transition group "1 to 1" refers to teachers who change
schools in year t=0 but remain in a school of tercile 1 in t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2. For each group, this
Table shows the number of observations (teachers) and the duration of absence (in days) of teachers in years t=-3,
t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Labor (DARES).
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Table 4.28 – Absence duration (in logarithm) in schools transiting between terciles of
school principal fixed effects in year t=0 (Model 3)

Observations Logarithm of mean absence duration in the school
School transitions
between terciles of
school principal FE

N % t = -3 t = -2 t = -1 t = 0 t = 1 t = 2

1 to 1 976 76.1 0.64 0.62 0.6 0.56 0.54 0.56
1 to 2 272 21.2 0.47 0.47 0.51 0.68 0.69 0.71
1 to 3 34 2.7 0.51 0.42 0.53 1 1.22 1.13
2 to 1 250 20.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.52 0.49 0.49
2 to 2 669 55.9 0.6 0.59 0.58 0.52 0.53 0.54
2 to 3 278 23.2 0.51 0.53 0.56 0.69 0.76 0.74
3 to 1 24 1.7 1.12 1.09 0.88 0.4 0.34 0.31
3 to 2 228 16.2 0.8 0.81 0.74 0.51 0.39 0.45
3 to 3 1152 82.1 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.6 0.61 0.63

Note: School principals are divided into terciles of principal fixed effects based on the estimates of model (3). School
principals in the third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly. I consider all schools
observed for six consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who are run by a new school principal in year
t=0,but remain in the same tercile of school principal between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and t=2. There are nine
possible transitions between school principal terciles in year t=0, which defines nine transition groups. For example,
the transition group "1 to 1" refers to school who have a new school principal in year t=0 but remain in tercile 1 in
t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2. For each group, this Table shows the number of observations (schools) and the
logarithm of the mean duration of absences of teachers in the school in years t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Labor (DARES).

Table 4.29 – Absence duration (in days) in schools transiting between terciles of school
principal fixed effects in year t=0 (Model 4)

Observations Logarithm of mean absence duration in the school
School transitions
between terciles of
school principal FE

N % t = -3 t = -2 t = -1 t = 0 t = 1 t = 2

1 to 1 990 77.2 10.77 10.95 10.49 10.36 10.27 10.01
1 to 2 262 20.4 7.42 8.03 9.1 12.93 14.05 14.74
1 to 3 31 2.4 8.6 6.03 10.03 21.77 25.54 25.11
2 to 1 238 19 16.19 15.93 14.56 9.71 8.34 7.73
2 to 2 732 58.5 9.76 9.61 9.9 9.44 9.5 9.6
2 to 3 282 22.5 8.04 8.52 9.86 14.26 16.92 15.77
3 to 1 36 2.6 32.89 26.61 18.36 9.9 10 6.28
3 to 2 248 17.9 17.12 15.8 14.13 9.33 8.06 7.91
3 to 3 1102 79.5 11.13 11.06 11.41 11.34 11.16 11.05

Note: School principals are divided into terciles of principal fixed effects based on the estimates of model (4). School
principals in the third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly. I consider all schools
observed for six consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who are run by a new school principal in year
t=0,but remain in the same tercile of school principal between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and t=2. There are nine
possible transitions between school principal terciles in year t=0, which defines nine transition groups. For example,
the transition group "1 to 1" refers to school who have a new school principal in year t=0 but remain in tercile 1 in
t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2. For each group, this Table shows the number of observations (schools) and the
mean duration of absences of teachers in the school in years t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Labor (DARES).
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Table 4.30 – Turnover in schools transiting between terciles of school principal fixed
effects in year t=0 (model i)

Observations Teacher turnover in the school
School transitions
between terciles of
school principal FE

N % t = -3 t = -2 t = -1 t = 0 t = 1 t = 2

1 to 1 693 85.3 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
1 to 2 97 11.9 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.2 0.19
1 to 3 22 2.7 0.09 0.1 0.14 0.23 0.26 0.28
2 to 1 275 30.3 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.11
2 to 2 512 56.4 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16
2 to 3 120 13.2 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.21 0.22 0.24
3 to 1 31 3.5 0.21 0.23 0.18 0.11 0.1 0.08
3 to 2 208 23.2 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.13
3 to 3 657 73.3 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.16

Note: School principals are divided into terciles of principal fixed effects based on the estimates of model (3). School
principals in the third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly. I consider all schools
observed for six consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who are run by a new school principal in year
t=0,but remain in the same tercile of school principal between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and t=2. There are nine
possible transitions between school principal terciles in year t=0, which defines nine transition groups. For example,
the transition group "1 to 1" refers to school who have a new school principal in year t=0 but remain in tercile 1 in
t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2. For each group, this Table shows the number of observations (schools) and the
rate of teacher turnover in the school in years t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1 and t=2.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP) and Ministry of Labor (DARES).

Table 4.31 – Relationship between the conditional variance of absences and the condi-
tional expectation of absences

(1) (2) (3)
Explained variable

ln( ̂V ar[Yijmt|i]) ln( ̂V ar[Yijmt|j]) ln( ̂V ar[Yijmt|j,m, t])
Explanatory variable :
ln( ̂E[Yijmt|i]) 1.765***

(0.00133)
ln( ̂E[Yijmt|j]) 1.891***

(0.0101)
ln( ̂E[Yijmt|j,m, t]) 2.273***

(0.00474)
R2 0.90 0.81 0.86
Observations 193602 8377 37583

Sample restriction Individuals observed 9
times only

Schools with more than
30 observations over

2007-2015

Schools x principals x years with
more than 30 observations over

2007-2015

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: This Table shows how the logarithm of the variance of absence duration varies with the average absence duration. In column (1),
I calculate the average and variance of absence duration of each teacher observed nine times over the 2007-2015 period. In column (2),
I calculate the average and variance of absence duration for each school with more than 30 observations over the period 2007-2015. In
column (3), I calculate the average and variance of absence duration for each school x school principal x year cell with more than 30
observations over the period 2007-2015.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.32 – Comparison of estimates obtained by PPML and OLS after log-linearization

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Poisson(Y) ln(Y) ln(Y + 1) ln(Y + 0.5) ln(Y + 0.1) ln(Y + 0.05) ln(Y + 0.01)

Employment contract (ref : civil servants)
Trial year for public servants -0.624*** -0.208*** -0.214*** -0.256*** -0.360*** -0.406*** -0.512***

(0.0219) (0.0122) (0.00689) (0.00838) (0.0123) (0.0141) (0.0185)
Short-term contracts -0.992*** -0.295*** -0.476*** -0.591*** -0.878*** -1.006*** -1.305***

(0.0360) (0.0208) (0.0111) (0.0135) (0.0198) (0.0228) (0.0298)
Open-ended contracts -0.667*** -0.172*** -0.319*** -0.395*** -0.584*** -0.667*** -0.864***

(0.0506) (0.0298) (0.0163) (0.0198) (0.0289) (0.0331) (0.0431)
Age -0.0921*** -0.0512*** -0.0467*** -0.0555*** -0.0781*** -0.0883*** -0.112***

(0.00511) (0.00291) (0.00164) (0.00198) (0.00285) (0.00326) (0.00424)
Age^2 0.00229*** 0.00110*** 0.000822*** 0.000950*** 0.00126*** 0.00140*** 0.00172***

(0.0000516) (0.0000303) (0.0000175) (0.0000210) (0.0000301) (0.0000344) (0.0000446)
Seniority 0.0113*** 0.00890*** 0.00561*** 0.00655*** 0.00870*** 0.00961*** 0.0117***

(0.00186) (0.00104) (0.000440) (0.000535) (0.000782) (0.000895) (0.00117)
Maternity leave 1.421*** 1.433*** 1.376*** 1.557*** 1.940*** 2.097*** 2.454***

(0.00875) (0.00639) (0.00592) (0.00691) (0.00936) (0.0105) (0.0132)
Adoption leave -0.248*** -0.0557*** -0.0545*** -0.0671*** -0.0988*** -0.113*** -0.146***

(0.0193) (0.00944) (0.00495) (0.00615) (0.00932) (0.0108) (0.0144)
Number of children -0.224*** -0.125*** -0.0821*** -0.0882*** -0.0966*** -0.0990*** -0.103***

(0.00798) (0.00471) (0.00299) (0.00360) (0.00520) (0.00594) (0.00772)
Number of full-time employees 0.000635 0.000199 -0.000209 -0.000387** -0.000846*** -0.00105*** -0.00154***

(0.000477) (0.000272) (0.000146) (0.000176) (0.000255) (0.000291) (0.000379)
Number of managers per employee -0.418* -0.202 -0.0130 0.0158 0.102 0.143 0.242

(0.227) (0.135) (0.0825) (0.0993) (0.143) (0.164) (0.213)
Average length of management sick leave 0.000149* 0.0000852 0.0000503 0.0000553 0.0000646 0.0000681 0.0000760

(0.0000828) (0.0000528) (0.0000316) (0.0000381) (0.0000549) (0.0000628) (0.0000817)
Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
School fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Principal fixed effects No No No No No No No
Individual fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2661107 1153592 2661107 2661107 2661107 2661107 2661107
R-squared 0.572 0.528 0.513 0.510 0.498 0.493 0.483
Adjusted R-squared 0.492 0.376 0.422 0.418 0.405 0.398 0.387

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers and secondary schools linked together by at least one person over the period 2007-2015. Column (1) presents the results obtained from model (1)
estimated by the PPML method. The variable explained is the total duration of absence during the school year. Column (2) shows the estimates obtained by OLS from model (2) where the explained variable is the
logarithm of absence duration. Columns (3) to (7) present the OLS estimates from model (3) where the explained variable is the logarithm of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant that ranges from 1 (column 3)
to 0.01 (column 7). Since the logarithm is not defined for teachers who have not been absent for a single day during the school year, the sample size in column (2) is reduced by about half. Each column includes teacher
fixed effects and school fixed effects.
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.33 – Contribution of time-varying covariates, fixed effects, peers’ fixed effects
and peers’ covariates effects to the duration of absence of secondary school teachers
(Arcidiacono et al. 2012) (Model E)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration duration after
transformation

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y + 1) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model E1 Model E2 Model E3

Peer (fixed) effect 0.00118 0.0667*** 0.0827***
(0.00229) (0.00238) (0.0023)

Employment contract (ref : civil servant status)
Share of civil servant teachers -21.88*** -0.484*** -0.539***

(1.376) (0.0459) (0.0554)
Civil servants on probationary year -3.600*** -0.197*** -0.238***

(0.222) (0.00741) (0.00893)
Share of teachers on probationary year -16.15*** -0.270*** -0.284***

(1.680) (0.0561) (0.0676)
Short-term contract -5.178*** -0.443*** -0.554***

(0.128) (0.00426) (0.00513)
Share of teachers on short-term con-

tract 0.360 -0.115** -0.152**

(1.518) (0.0506) (0.0610)
Permanent contract -4.328*** -0.296*** -0.370***

(0.274) (0.00914) (0.0110)
Age -2.498*** -0.0558*** -0.0669***

(0.0209) (0.000697) (0.000840)
Mean age of co-workers 0.562*** 0.0195*** 0.0236***

(0.0830) (0.00277) (0.00334)
Age squared 0.0378*** 0.000855*** 0.000994***

(0.000229) (0.00000765) (0.00000922)
Mean square age of co-workers -0.00553*** -0.000249*** -0.000306***

(0.000935) (0.0000312) (0.0000376)
Seniority 0.152*** 0.00628*** 0.00742***

(0.00364) (0.000122) (0.000146)
Mean seniority of co-workers 0.0235 0.00718*** 0.00902***

(0.0166) (0.000556) (0.000670)
Maternity leave 22.06*** 1.361*** 1.541***

(0.131) (0.00437) (0.00527)
Adoption leave -1.130*** -0.0623*** -0.0773***

(0.168) (0.00559) (0.00674)
Number of children -1.630*** -0.0921*** -0.100***

(0.0193) (0.000644) (0.000776)
Number of full-time employees -0.0132*** -0.00155*** -0.00196***

(0.000838) (0.0000281) (0.0000340)
Number of managers per employees -3.357* -0.268*** -0.286***

(1.696) (0.0566) (0.0682)
Duration of sick leave for managers 0.00148 0.0000395 0.0000389

(0.000922) (0.0000308) (0.0000371)
Year effects Yes Yes Yes
Establishment fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Principal fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Individual fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1721420 1721420 1721420
R-squared 0.527 0.525 0.523
Adjusted R-squared 0.429 0.426 0.424

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one
person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1) to (3) present the estimation results of model (5) taking into account peer effects. The
variable explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1) and the logarithm
of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant in columns (2) and (3). Each column includes teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects
and school principal fixed effects. The Table shows in bold the coefficients that capture the effects of peers (fixed effects of peers and
characteristics of peers) in the school. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained using the algorithm proposed by Arcidiacono et al.
(2012).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.34 – Variance decomposition of the absence duration of secondary school teach-
ers taking into account peers’ fixed effect and peer’s covariates effects (Arcidiacono et al.
2012) (Model E)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration Log of absence duration
after transformation

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y + 1) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model E1 Model E2 Model E3

Observations 1721420 1721420 1721420
R-squared 0.527 0.525 0.523
Adjusted R-squared 0.429 0.426 0.424
Number of individuals 283933 283933 283933
Number of establishments 4782 4782 4782
Number of principals 8120 8120 8120

Var(Y) 1611.22 1.79 2.58
Var(Individual FE) 894.56 0.90 1.30
Var(Establishment FE) 132.14 0.13 0.19
Var(Principal FE) 74.03 0.07 0.10
Var(β x Covariates) 97.48 0.11 0.14
Cov(Individual FE; Establishment FE) -59.49 -0.05 -0.07
Cov(Individual FE; Principal FE) -3.45 -0.00 -0.00
Cov(Individual FE; β x Covariates) -44.68 -0.02 -0.02
Cov(Principal FE; Establishment FE) -63.98 -0.06 -0.08
Cov(Establishment FE; β x Covariates) -2.36 -0.01 -0.01
Cov(Principal FE; β x Covariates) -0.54 -0.00 -0.00
Var(residual) 761.89 0.85 1.23

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one
person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1) to (3) present the estimation results of model (5) taking into account peer effects. The
variable explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1) and the logarithm
of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant in columns (2) and (3). Each column includes teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects
and school principal fixed effects. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained using the algorithm proposed by Arcidiacono et al. (2012).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.35 – Contribution of time-varying covariates, fixed effects and peer effects to
the duration of absence of secondary school teachers (Ichino & Maggi 2000) (Model F)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration duration after
transformation

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y + 1) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model F1 Model F2 Model F3

Peer effect 0.0257*** 0.189*** 0.204***
(0.00329) (0.00303) (0.00302)

Employment contract (ref : civil servant status)
Trial period before civil servant status -5.173*** -0.288*** -0.345***

(0.163) (0.00656) (0.00800)
Short-term contract -6.885*** -0.519*** -0.643***

(0.251) (0.0109) (0.0134)
Permanent contract -5.934*** -0.359*** -0.443***

(0.405) (0.0162) (0.0197)
Age -2.386*** -0.0492*** -0.0583***

(0.0499) (0.00163) (0.00196)
Age^2 0.0375*** 0.000823*** 0.000949***

(0.000572) (0.0000174) (0.0000209)
Seniority 0.173*** 0.00579*** 0.00677***

(0.0115) (0.000439) (0.000533)
Maternity leave 22.63*** 1.380*** 1.562***

(0.138) (0.00593) (0.00691)
Adoption leave -0.967*** -0.0537*** -0.0661***

(0.0854) (0.00494) (0.00614)
Number of children -1.623*** -0.0880*** -0.0953***

(0.0706) (0.00297) (0.00358)
Number of full-time employees -0.0160*** -0.000863*** -0.00101***

(0.00180) (0.0000567) (0.0000682)
Number of managers per employees 0.236 0.309*** 0.382***

(2.075) (0.0687) (0.0826)
Duration of sick leave for managers 0.00189* 0.0000419 0.0000437

(0.000942) (0.0000310) (0.0000373)
Year effects Yes Yes Yes
Individual fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Department fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2657547 2657547 2657547
R-squared 0.504 0.510 0.507
Adjusted R-squared 0.414 0.421 0.417

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one
person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1) to (3) present the estimation results of model (5) taking into account peer effects. The
variable explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1) and the logarithm
of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant in columns (2) and (3). Each column includes teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects
and school principal fixed effects. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained using the method proposed by Ichino & Maggi (2000).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Table 4.36 – Variance decomposition of the absence duration of secondary school teach-
ers taking into account peers effects (Ichino & Maggi 2000) (Model F)

(1) (2) (3)

Absence duration Log of absence duration
after transformation

Log of absence duration
after transformation

Y ln(Y + 1) ln(Y + 0.1)
Model F1 Model F2 Model F3

Observations 2657547 2657547 2657547
R-squared 0.504 0.510 0.507
Adjusted R-squared 0.414 0.421 0.417
Number of individuals 409408 409408 409408
Number of departments 100 100 100
Var(Y) 1669.04 1.82 2.62
Var(Individual FE) 872.02 0.88 1.26
Var(Department FE) 2.33 0.00 0.00
Var(β x Covariates) 113.50 0.13 0.17
Cov(Individual FE; Department FE) -2.12 -0.00 -0.00
Cov(Individual FE; β x Covariates) -51.69 -0.03 -0.04
Cov(Department FE; β x Covariates) -0.94 -0.00 -0.00
Var(residual) 860.82 0.90 1.31

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity.
Note: The sample used is the largest set of secondary school teachers, secondary schools and principals linked together by at least one
person over the period 2007-2015. Columns (1) to (3) present the estimation results of model (5) taking into account peer effects. The
variable explained is the total duration (in number of days) of teachers’ sick leave during the school year in column (1) and the logarithm
of the total duration of sick leave plus a constant in columns (2) and (3). Each column includes teacher fixed effects, school fixed effects
and school principal fixed effects. Estimates in columns (1) to (3) are obtained using the method proposed by Ichino & Maggi (2000).
Source: Ministry of Education (DEPP).
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Figure 4.6 – Correlation between teacher fixed effects and school fixed effects according
to the number of "movers" (teachers) per school

Note: The fixed effects of schools and teachers are estimated from model (3). Schools are classified

according to the number of teachers entering or leaving the school during the period 2007-2015 (movers).

Schools with the lowest number of movers are gradually eliminated (percentile by percentile) so that the

average number of movers per school increases in the sample (X-axis). The Y-axis shows the correlation

between teacher fixed effects and school fixed effects for each sample. The Figure confirms that the limited

mobility bias decreases as the number of teachers moving per school increases.
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Figure 4.7 – Correlation between teacher fixed effects and school principal fixed effects
according to the number of "movers" (teachers) per school principal

Note: The fixed effects of teachers and principals are estimated from model (3). School principals are

classified according to the number of teachers entering or leaving their school during the period 2007-2015

(movers). School principals with the lowest number of movers in their schools are gradually eliminated

(percentile by percentile) so that the average number of movers per principal increases in the sample (X-

axis). The Y-axis shows the correlation between teacher fixed effects and principal fixed effects for each

sample. The Figure confirms that the limited mobility bias decreases as the number of teachers moving

per school principal increases.
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Figure 4.8 – Correlation between school fixed effects and school principal fixed effects
according to the number of "movers" (principals) per school

Note: The fixed effects of schools and principals are estimated from model (3). Schools are classified

according to the number of school principal entering or leaving the school during the period 2007-2015

(movers). Schools with the lowest number of movers are gradually eliminated (percentile by percentile)

so that the average number of movers per school increases in the sample (X-axis). The Y-axis shows

the correlation between school principal fixed effects and school fixed effects for each sample. The Figure

confirms that the limited mobility bias decreases as the number of principals moving per school increases.
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Figure 4.9 – Distribution of the Priority Education Network according to school fixed
effects on teacher turnover (in percentiles)

Note: Schools are divided into percentiles according to their fixed effect on teacher turnover, estimated

from model (i). I calculate the number of schools in the Priority Education Network in each school

percentile that I divide by the total number of schools in the Priority Education Network. The few

schools that joined or left the Priority Education Network during the period 2007-2015 are counted twice.

The Y-axis shows the distribution (density) of the Priority Education Network among school percentiles.
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Figure 4.10 – Distribution of civil servant teachers according to experience and school
fixed effects on teacher turnover (in percentiles)

Note: Schools are divided into percentiles according to their fixed effect on teacher turnover, estimated

from model (i). I consider 5 levels of professional experience in teaching: probationary period (1 year),

between 1 and 5 years of experience, between 6 and 10 years of experience and more than 10 years of

experience. For each level of experience, I calculate the number of civil servant teachers in each school

percentile that I divide by the total number of civil servant teachers with that level of experience. The

Y-axis shows the distribution (density) of civil servant teachers among school percentiles according to

their level of experience in teaching.
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Figure 4.11 – Distribution of contract teachers according to experience and school fixed
effects on teachers’ absences (in percentiles)

Note: Schools are divided into percentiles according to their fixed effect on teachers’ absence duration,

estimated from model (3). I consider 5 levels of professional experience in teaching: probationary period

(1 year), between 1 and 5 years of experience, between 6 and 10 years of experience and more than 10

years of experience. For each level of experience, I calculate the number of contract teachers in each

school percentile that I divide by the total number of contract teachers with that level of experience. The

Y-axis shows the distribution (density) of contract teachers among school percentiles according to their

level of experience in teaching.
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Figure 4.12 – Distribution of contract teachers according to experience and school fixed
effects on teacher turnover (in percentiles)

Note: Schools are divided into percentiles according to their fixed effect on teacher turnover, estimated

from model (i). I consider 5 levels of professional experience in teaching: probationary period (1 year),

between 1 and 5 years of experience, between 6 and 10 years of experience and more than 10 years

of experience. For each level of experience, I calculate the number of contract teachers in each school

percentile that I divide by the total number of contract teachers with that level of experience. The Y-axis

shows the distribution (density) of contract teachers among school percentiles according to their level of

experience in teaching..
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Figure 4.13 – Absence duration (in days) for teachers transiting between terciles of
school fixed effects in year t=0 (model 4)

Note: Schools are divided into terciles of school fixed effects based on the estimates of model (4). Schools

in the third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly. I consider all teachers

observed for six consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who change schools in year t=0,

but remain in the same tercile between t=-3 and t=-1 and between t=0 and t=2. This Figure shows how

the absence duration (in days) varies for teachers leaving in t=0 a school from the first tercile (low fixed

effects on absences: dotted lines) or from the last tercile (high fixed effects on absences: solid lines). For

each of the nine transition groups between terciles of school fixed effects, Table 4.27 shows the number of

observations (teachers) and the duration of teachers’ absences between t=-3 and t=2.
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Figure 4.14 – Absence duration (in days) for schools transiting between terciles of school
principal fixed effects in year t=0 (model 4)

Note: School principals are divided into terciles of principal fixed effects based on the estimates of model

(4). School principals in the third tercile are expected to increase teacher absences the most significantly.

I consider all schools observed for six consecutive years (t=-3, t=-2, t=-1, t=0, t=1, t=2), who are run

by a new principal in year t=0, but remain in the same tercile of school principal between t=-3 and t=-1,

and between t=0 and t=2. This Figure shows how the mean absence duration (in days) varies for schools

"leaving" in t=0 a principal from the first tercile (low fixed effects on absences: dotted lines) or from the

last tercile (high fixed effects on absences: solid lines). For each of the nine transition groups between

terciles of principal fixed effects, Table 4.29 shows the number of observations (schools) and the mean

duration of absences between t=-3 and t=2.
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Conclusion: Policy implications,
pending issues and future researches

At the heart of economic research is the analysis of factors favouring gender disparities

between academic disciplines, which foster gender disparities between professions. Many

studies have stressed the role of preferences, stereotypes, self-confidence, competition,

peer effects and teacher model. Other studies have highlighted the existence of discrimi-

nation in hiring against the gender of the minority. The first chapter of this thesis shows

that this is not the case in France with regard to the recruitment of secondary school

teachers. This result contrasts with those obtained in other countries and calls for efforts

to reduce gender disparities between subjects (combating discrimination, stereotypes and

lack of self-confidence) much earlier in pupils’ school careers.

The absence of discrimination against the minority gender in the recruitment of sec-

ondary school teachers is encouraging, but probably not sufficient to ensure the absence

of discriminatory behaviors at other stages of the school and professional career, espe-

cially when students enter higher education. An ongoing collaboration aims to examine

the existence of discrimination on the grounds of gender and social origin for students

entering selective higher education institutions (schools and universities) in France.

The third chapter of this thesis shows that increasing the qualification level of teachers

in France is not likely to help optimize recruitment. Following the 2011 reform that

requires teachers to obtain a master’s degree, the number of candidates for primary school

teaching posts fell sharply and was not accompanied by an improvement in teachers’

content and pedagogical knowledge. The shortage of teachers in some regions has led

to the introduction of new competitive examinations, which has generated additional

organizational costs.

Given this result, a first solution to attract more candidates would be to recruit teach-

ers at the bachelor level. Chapter 2 suggests two other solutions that are not mutually
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exclusive. First, increasing teacher salaries would make it possible to offset (at least

partly) the wage gap with the private sector and would contribute to improve the at-

tractiveness of the teaching profession. A salary bonus for teachers working in priority

education areas from the 2018 school year onwards36 and the increase in teachers’ salaries

planned from 2019 onwards, should allow to estimate more precisely the effect of remu-

neration on the number and quality of candidates. The second proposal is based on the

observation that the current boundaries of academic regions are not based on the needs

of teachers in these regions. Therefore, merging pools of candidates from regions with

high teacher demand with those with lower teacher needs, through joint competition for

example, could improve recruitment in less selective regions. This would also avoid the

introduction of additional competitions to fill vacant positions. This solution can be seen

as an intermediate situation between the regional recruitment of primary school teachers

and the national recruitment of secondary school teachers in France.

The introduction of standardized tests at the beginning and end of primary education

from the 2018 school year will make it possible to examine the effect of future reforms

on pupil achievement. An important limitation of Chapter 3 is the inability to assess the

effect of the 2011 teacher qualification reform on student performance. Nevertheless, the

educational literature warns against the excessive use of these performance indicators. In

particular, numerous experiences in the United States have shown that it is preferable to

base the evaluation of teachers, and that of the education system as a whole, on several

complementary criteria, including standardized tests but also alternative measures such

as classroom observations.

The fourth and final chapter shows that school contexts and school principals play

an important role in the absenteeism and transfer demands of secondary school teachers.

The positive effect of hierarchical support and the negative influence of work intensity and

hostile behavior on teacher absences, leading potentially to a deterioration in teachers’

psychological well-being, question principals’ training and call for an improvement of the

working conditions in some schools. This chapter also confirms that newly recruited

teachers are more likely to be assigned to schools where the learning conditions of their

profession are less favorable. One possibility would be to give them more time, resources
36From the start of the 2018 school year, teachers working in the reinforced priority education zones

(REP+) will receive an additional bonus of 3,000 euros gross per year, which corresponds to a salary
increase of 11% on average, and around 14% at the beginning of their careers.
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and support when they work in a difficult school environment.

Future work will extend the results of Chapter 4. First, I would like to examine the

link between the influence of school principals on teacher absences and the academic

performance of secondary school students (at the Baccalauréat exam at the end of senior

high school and Brevet exam at the end of junior high school). Such a study would

examine whether principals’ management choices are in the best interests of students.

Second, I would like to study the heterogeneity of the effects of school context and man-

agerial practices according to the gender of teachers. Consideration could also be given to

evaluating some targeted training programs to improve psychosocial risk prevention and

management practices of school heads through a randomized experiment. This would

make it possible to assess the effect of prevention on teachers’ health and absences, as

well as on student achievement.

Finally, two ongoing collaborations should complete the fourth chapter. A first study

examines the impact of non-compensation of the first day of sick leave on the absenteeism

of educational staff37 (teachers and non-teachers). This study assesses the impact of the

reform on the frequency and duration of absences and focuses on the reaction of staff

exposed to the most difficult working conditions. A second study examines the effect

of exposure to psychosocial risk factors and physical constraints on health expenditure

based on a representative sample of the French active population.

37The absence of compensation for the first day of absence (called jour de carence) concerns all public
employees in France. This policy was first introduced in 2012, then abolished in 2014, and then reinstated
in 2018.
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